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A Note from the Publisher 

EVERY ONCE IN A GREAT WHILE, a manuscript crosses a publisher’s desk that causes a flurry of excitement and
expectation throughout the company. We become galvanized by the opportunity to publish a book that will forever
change the way, not only how we look at society, but also how we can make it thrive in the future. 

When The Watchman’s Rattle first arrived in-house, I found it to be extraordinarily provocative and stimulating. I
was immediately intrigued by its bold, fresh concepts. In The Watchman’s Rattle, thought leader Rebecca Costa
shares her compelling vision of the future via absorbing and personal prose; there is no question that this book will
foster intense, healthy discourse, in addition to controversy. 

In The Watchman’s Rattle, Rebecca Costa posits that the escalating complexity of our personal lives, technological
capabilities, and government policies has led to serious, globally threatening conditions that have outgrown our
brains’ ability to manage them. Costa demonstrates how we tend to address the symptoms of these complexities
rather than work toward long-term solutions for them, thus making ourselves susceptible to dangerous
consequences. By continuing with quick fixes, our ability as a society to solve our most challenging problems
becomes totally and disastrously weakened and our vision clouded. After identifying and articulating this dynamic,
Costa reveals new evidence and research that shows how we can reverse this downward spiral—she hands us the
tools to help take our first steps in effecting true, lasting change against the seemingly intractable challenges we
face today. 

Vanguard Press is proud to publish Rebecca Costa, a significant new contributor with a game-changing message
about one of the most important issues of our time. I hope you are as intrigued and enlightened by her words as
we have been. 

Yours sincerely, 
Roger Cooper 

Vice President, Publisher 
Vanguard Press 
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Foreword 

by Edward O. Wilson 

In The Watchman’s Rattle, Rebecca Costa presents a view of the parlous human condition with which I completely
agree. The clash of religions, and civilizations, she argues, is not the cause of our difficulties but a consequence of
them. The same is true of the global water shortage, climate change, the decline of carbon-based energy, our
cheerful destruction of the remaining natural environment, and all the other calamities close to or upon us. The
primary cause of all threatening trends is the complexity of civilization itself, which cannot be understood and
managed by the cognitive tools we have thus far chosen to use. 

We have come to this point, Ms. Costa tells us, because humanity lacks an adequate sense of its own history. We
have not faced honestly the central questions of philosophy and religion, which are scrawled in simplest terms on
the canvas of Paul Gauguin’s Tahitian master-piece: Where did we come from? Who are we? Where are we going?
By history, Ms. Costa correctly means not just of this country or that, but of the rise and fall of past civilizations and,
beyond, the six million years of biological evolution of the human line, played out in intricate relationship with the
rest of the biosphere. 

From the long haul of biological evolution came genetic human nature. This period, during which we acquired our
emotions and cognitive capacities, shrinks to an eyeblink the human history begun with the Neolithic revolution ten
thousand years ago. The past three millennia have seen the exponentiation of everything gained by cultural
evolution: population spread; the efficiency of work, knowledge, technology; and, unfortunately, the depletion of
natural resources; the destruction of the remaining natural environment; and an increase in the war powers of more
and more groups and nations. 

Professional optimists like to say that doomsday predictions are as old as the written word and never come to pass.
They believe that the genius and spirit of humanity have always found a way around its problems, and will again,
and yet again. In short, not to worry. But to think this way is to ignore the reality of exponential change. If you
have a doubling time of any entity or process of, say, twenty years, for a great many such periods the world as a
whole will remain unsaturated and manageable. But at some point in any exponential growth, the next doubling
time produces an absolute increase that overshoots all the space and resources left. At that point, the options for
accommodation also shrink drastically. 

There is great truth in the oft-quoted riddle of the lily pads. A pond (a lake, an ocean, all apply) starts with a single
lily pad. Each pad doubles per day; the pond will be full in thirty days. When is the pond only half full? On the
twenty-ninth day. After the next day, the thirtieth, further growth is so fast it will, if somehow continued, overwhelm
the pond and everything in it in a matter of hours. 

I am on the side of Rebecca Costa and others—let us accept the title of realists-in-search-of-a-solution, not
doomsayers—who say that because of exponentiation, humanity doesn’t have a lot of time to figure things out. We
have to solve our problems not by continuing to use emotions and responses that suited our primitive ancestors but
now put us all in imminent danger. Instead, we need to use knowledge and reason and take an honest look at
ourselves as a species. We need to grasp the increasing complexity of our social and political arrangements, and
reach solutions. In The Watchman’s Rattle, Ms. Costa urges us to do so by employing the better instruments of our
genetic nature. 
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Introduction 

ONE COLD AND RAINY SPRING DAY, I was sitting in E. O. Wilson’s office in the back of the Natural History Museum
at Harvard when he turned and said, “It’s dangerous to state the obvious.” 

It was a chilling warning from the most acclaimed naturalist in the world and the only scientist to be physically
attacked on U.S. soil for his views. 

Wilson was foreshadowing what lay ahead: the scrutiny, criticism, irrational opposition, and attempts to disparage
me for using terms such as “evolution” and “biological obstacles” to explain why governments, leaders, and experts
have become gridlocked. 

But everyone knows we can’t fix our problems anymore. The world we’re handing off to our children is in much
worse shape than the one we inherited. Something dangerous is happening, but we haven’t been able to put our
finger on exactly what it is. 

So in his charming southern way, Wilson was simply confirming what I suspected all along: Once we discovered the
reason for gridlock, it would likely look and feel obvious. The truth always does. 

That said, it would have been impossible to write The Watchman’s Rattle until 2006. Six pieces had to fall into place
and they were 150 years in the making. 

The first piece of the puzzle arrived in 1859 with the publication of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species.
Darwin uncovered the slow, continuous pace at which all life-forms, including humans, respond to their environment
to increase their opportunities for survival. To this day, his discovery remains the most important scientific principle
governing life on earth. 

Then in 1953 came the discovery by James Watson and Francis Crick of the double helix in DNA. Together they
unlocked the mechanics of how Darwin’s theories worked, and for the first time it became possible to trace the
biological genesis of all living organisms. Overnight, evolution graduated from a widely embraced principle to a
provable fact. 

By the time E. O. Wilson’s controversial book Sociobiology: The New Synthesis came along in 1975, I was already a
junior at the University of California. According to Wilson, genetic inheritance plays a big role in how we behave as
individuals and in groups. Human beings are not born “blank slates.” We are born with hardwired predispositions
and instincts aimed at assuring our species’ survival. Natural selection has a big hand in explaining modern
aggression, altruism, hoarding, competition, even mate selection. 

Then one year later, Richard Dawkins released his book The Selfish Gene, which took a harsher dog-eat-dog
approach. According to Dawkins, individual gene pools, not the species, are fighting to survive. Genes selfishly want
and need to perpetuate. To this end, they manipulate human behavior to assure continuity, even to the point of
being destructive to the group. 

The revelations of Wilson and Dawkins turned my college education upside down. Torn between my love for biology
and a desire to find a humanitarian career, I spent months arguing with the university about changing my degree
from sociology to sociobiology. But the university fought back, saying, “Two books, no matter how historic, don’t
justify a new degree.” So in 1977 I, along with a handful of students, reluctantly accepted the first bachelor of
science degree offered in “combined social sciences.” 

Following this hollow victory, I made my way home, where the fifth piece of the puzzle was unknowingly taking
shape: the accelerating complexity of the human condition. 

In the 1970s my family was living in Northern California, an area populated by apricot and plum orchards, unspoiled
creeks, and hills covered with dry grasses and century-old oaks. No one suspected this rural landscape would soon
become ground zero for a new era of technology. But by the time I arrived in Santa Clara in 1977, “Silicon Valley”
was already under way. 

The first company to offer me a job was a group of scientists who believed they could convince draftsmen and
engineers to stop drawing by hand. Calma Corporation called its technology computer-aided design (CAD). CAD
offered a way to design cheaper, safer, more efficient products by using computer workstations to create three-
dimensional models instead of relying on error-prone, manual drawings. 

My task was to translate confusing technical data into language the person on the street could understand. I spent
many late nights with scientists from Stanford, Berkeley, and MIT trying to summarize their research into a few crisp
bullet points. For me this was a dream job: Sociobiology had unwittingly equipped me to act as a bridge between
science and society. After all, technology had to be married to real human needs before it would be embraced. 
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Computer-aided design took off as quickly as semiconductors and personal computers infiltrated Main Street. Within
five years, companies around the world, from seat belt manufacturers to those building nuclear power plants, were
designing products on computers. It was a radical, historic, and abrupt transformation and no one even batted an
eye. 

Then in a twist of fate, General Electric purchased Calma. Suddenly, Calma found itself holding the key to corporate
icon Jack Welch’s vision of “the factory of the future.” Our new mission was to help GE successfully transition from a
tired manufacturing giant to a high-tech leader in the twentieth century. I was overjoyed to report to Welch’s senior
staff, commonly called the Gang of Five, who taught me to think strategically and systemically—to look for patterns
amid seemingly disparate trends. 

By this time it was the eighties and Silicon Valley was booming. Computer hardware and software were changing by
the nanosecond, and the Internet and cellular communications were looming on the horizon. Venture capitalists
were fanning the flames of progress, and new start-ups were popping up everywhere. Before long, I succumbed to
the constant, irresistible calls of recruiters on the hunt for experienced executives. I was lured from GE to a small
company that introduced the world’s first optical storage device; later I joined a venture that pioneered computer
networking. By the time I launched my own company and began working with Apple Computer, Hewlett-Packard,
Oracle, 3M, Amdahl, and Seibel Systems, novelty and complexity had become an accepted way of life. New
technology was being adopted faster and faster, and no one stopped to question whether this explosive rate of
change was sustainable. We all just assumed that it was. 

The final piece of the puzzle arrived years later in 2006 when neuroscientists Drs. Michael Merzenich, John Kounios,
and Mark Jung-Beeman independently published landmark research on how the human brain tackles complex
problems. Their investigation into the conditions that lead to higher cognitive functioning were pivotal in
understanding how we adapt to accelerating change and complexity. 

It took all these discoveries—evolution, genetics, sociobiology, memetics, neuroscience, and my work in the vortex
of Silicon Valley—to bring me to the biological reasons for the ascension and decline of civilizations. 

Today, the issues that threaten human existence are clear: a global recession, powerful pandemic viruses, terrorism,
rising crime, climate change, rapid depletion of the earth’s resources, nuclear proliferation, and failing education.
Though at first glance this list appears daunting, it is also true that we have never been in a better position to
circumvent a repetitive pattern of decline. 

Which brings me to the writing of The Watchman’s Rattle. 

In earlier times, ordinary citizens volunteered as watchmen to protect the welfare of their communities. They
patrolled neighborhoods, lighthouses, and important institutions, watching for early signs of danger. Surprisingly,
these early watchmen never carried weapons. They carried wooden rattles that made a loud, harsh, clacking noise
designed to summon help. The sound of the watchman’s rattle was an alarm—a call for citizens to wake from their
sleep and quickly join forces against danger. 

This book is the sound of the watchman’s rattle in the dead of night. A summons for help. A plea to change the
course of humankind by calling on the greatest weapon of mass instruction ever known: the human brain. 

Rebecca D. Costa 
Big Sur, California 
April 11, 2010 
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I have never heard a sound beating the air, 
so fraught with the spirit of trouble and need of assistance, 
as the sharp crack of the watchman’s rattle 
reverberating in the street at the dead hour of night. 

—EDWARD H. SAVAGE, 1865 
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1 

A Pattern of Complexity and Collapse 

Why Civilizations Spiral 

On the morning of August 29, 2004, I had an important insight. I remember the date because I was driving to the
birth of my nephew Ben. 

As I was rushing to the hospital, I was typing the address on my GPS screen, plugging my Blackberry into the
cigarette lighter, getting my iPod into the docking station, plugging my laptop into a second outlet, putting my
telephone headset and seatbelt on, and trying to drink my coffee. All the while keeping a two-ton vehicle moving at
sixty miles an hour on the road. 

That’s when it hit me. 

Life has become really complicated. 

There was a time not long ago when all I had was a simple checking and savings account. But today, in addition to
these, I find myself trying to keep up with CDs, bonds, mutual funds, REITs, ETFs, Spyders, IRAs, pensions, social
security, and commodities such as oil, which seems to affect the value of every other thing. I have four different
credit cards, each earning mystery points, airline miles, free rental cars, extra nights at hotels, and global discounts
I can no longer keep track of. What’s more, my credit card companies have now become banks and travel agencies
want me to order movie tickets, make dinner reservations, and write checks through them. 

And then there’s the big picture. 

According to the U.S. Department of State, there are forty-five active terrorist groups in the Middle East who want
to kill me. On a good day I’m able to name three. And as long as I’m on a roll, let me be the first to admit that I
can’t figure out whether a national health care program is a good thing for me or my country because I don’t have
the time to study it. In fact, I don’t feel qualified to vote on most of the initiatives on a ballot anymore. Although I
worry about the effect that global warming and mounting government debt will have on my children’s future, I no
longer know what to do about them. 

The world is starting to look a lot like the inside of my car. 

But consider this: From an evolutionary perspective, social progress moves fast. It takes only weeks to develop the
next iteration of a cell phone, law, or mortgage. And major discoveries in science, from the human genome to new
fuel cells and galaxies in outer space, are also occurring at a remarkable pace. But our brains—the apparatus that
must process all this new information—evolve over millions of years. So while the world is changing in picoseconds,
my brain is struggling to keep up. 

But what happens if it can’t? Can complexity race ahead of the brain’s biological capabilities? 

In his book Making Things Work, Yaneer Bar-Yam, president of the New England Complex Systems Institute and
professor at Harvard University, explains the reason complexity poses a threat: “The rule of thumb is that the
complexity of the organism has to match the complexity of the environment at all scales in order to increase the
likelihood of survival.” He then explains why the odds feel stacked against us: “What is a complex environment? A
complex environment is one that demands picking the right choice in order to succeed. If there are many
possibilities that are wrong, and only a few that are right, we have to be able to choose the right ones in order to
succeed.” 

Many more wrong possibilities than right ones? Coming from a soft-spoken physicist at Harvard, that sounds
ominous. 

But here’s the million-dollar question: Is escalating complexity just a modern-day phenomenon? Or did people living
in advanced Mayan, Roman, Khmer, and other civilizations develop the same contentious relationship with progress?

And even if they did, so what? That doesn’t mean it had anything to do with their collapse. 
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Or does it? 
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A Thriving 3,000-year Civilization 

Between 2600 BC and 900 AD, the highly advanced Mayan civilization spanned what are now Mexico, Guatemala,
Honduras, El Salvador, and Belize. Archaeologists speculate that the empire grew to over fifteen million citizens,
with population densities equal to Chicago today. 

Imagine a massive, thriving society—located in the middle of one of the most hostile environments known to
humankind—without any of the technology or modern conveniences we depend on today: no electricity or trucks,
no telephones or police. How was order maintained for millions of people over such a vast geography? Food
distributed? Garbage, sewage, and education managed? 

Many people know that the Mayans were master potters, weavers, architects, and farmers, but even by modern
standards the prodigious reach of the Mayan civilization represented an unfathomable leap in human achievement.
Despite colossal environmental challenges, the Mayans invented a sophisticated cylindrical calendaring system,
celestial charts to track weather patterns, the most advanced written language developed at that time for
expressing complex ideas, and mathematics that included the revolutionary concept of “zero.” They also engineered
elaborate hydraulic projects that included a complex maze of public reservoirs, canals, dams, and levees. On
virtually all fronts, the Mayans progressed rapidly, achieving quantum breakthroughs in technological,
organizational, and artistic innovation. 

Then, about a thousand years ago, sometime between 750 AD and 850 AD, the majority of the Mayan people
suddenly disappeared. In a single generation, the society collapsed. 

Why? 

The prevailing theory is that the Mayan civilization met a “sudden death” because of severe drought. 

Professor Gerald Haug is the best-known proponent of this view. Core samples from the Caraico Basin show that
three long droughts correspond to the same time frame when Mayans abandoned their cities. “These data suggest
that a century-scale decline in rainfall put a general strain on resources in the region, which was then exacerbated
by the abrupt drought events.” 

But other scientists argue that, as malnutrition and water-born diseases became rampant, drought conditions simply
worsened existing tensions between the ruling royalty and working classes. The Mayan people revolted against their
rulers and began an exodus out of the cities. 

Still other scholars cite the spread of a single virus as the primary cause of collapse, whereas other experts insist
that food shortages merely exacerbated a history of civil war between antagonistic Mayan factions. 

According to Michael D. Lemonick, an expert on Mayan culture: “Uncontrolled warfare was probably one of the main
causes for the Maya’s eventual downfall. In the centuries after 250—the start of what is called the Classic Period of
Maya civilization—the skirmishes that were common among competing city-states escalated into full-fledged, vicious
wars that turned the proud cities into ghost towns.” 

Renowned Yale archaeologist Michael Coe agrees with Lemonick: “The Maya were obsessed with war.” 

But according to Jared Diamond, author of Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed and professor of
physiology and geography at UCLA, the rise and fall of civilizations can be traced to a dramatic change in
environmental conditions. Diamond explains the early success of the Mayan civilization in terms of favorable water,
food, temperatures, minerals, and other conditions conducive for a small society. Conversely, as the population grew
and one or more of these conditions changed, progress stopped, conditions deteriorated, and citizens disbanded. In
the case of the Mayans, deforestation may have started a disastrous chain of events. 

From my standpoint, I agree with Diamond, Haug, Lemonick, Coe, and, for that matter, all theories regarding the
events that led to the Mayan collapse. 

How’s that possible? 

Simple. I am not particularly interested in what happened. I’m curious about why it happened—and whether it
really happened overnight. 

What occurred before the final event(s) responsible for the collapse of the Mayans, the Romans, the Egyptians, and
the Khmer, Ming, and Byzantine empires? Did these societies adopt any behaviors—any ways of thinking—that
made them vulnerable to failure? And if they did, are we repeating that pattern today? 
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Dusting Off Evolution 

Today, scholars and scientists who study ancient civilizations cite environmental factors, overpopulation, wars,
disease, politics, and energy and food shortages as the reasons for collapse. And although these explanations are
factual, they also leave out the single most important principle of life on earth: Evolution. The process and rate at
which biological change occurs between one generation and the next. 

The principles governing the speed at which the human organism can biologically adapt offer us the single greatest
insight into why civilizations succeed and fail as well as the most reliable preview of our own destiny. 

Biological capabilities—the genetic features of each human organism—represent the only common denominator in
every civilization and, therefore, must necessarily play a role in every civilization’s outcome. 

Yet, despite knowing this, when it comes to explaining how and why civilizations decline, we continue to account for
every factor except evolution. We treat the discoveries of Charles Darwin in 1859 as if they relate only to our cave-
dwelling ancestors or animals crawling around the Galápagos Islands. Evolution has become marginalized—
imprisoned in the backrooms of zoology departments, treated as the precursor to microbiology, and relegated to
what we see in our rearview mirrors rather than what lies ahead of us through the windshield. 

Why has evolution been left out of the conversation? 

Because for more than 150 years, scientists have failed to show how the principles governing evolution explain the
rapid progress of human societies for a brief period, followed by their paralysis and cataclysmic failure. Somewhere
along the line, biologists handed the task of understanding the relationship between evolution and modern man to
psychologists and sociologists, who quickly formed theories of their own. So the ramifications of evolution on day-
to-day life, public policy, and persistent, irresolvable problems were never solidified. As a result, aside from a few
enthusiasts in the ecology movement and their naturalists brethren, evolutionary principles have managed to
become irrelevant. 

Think about it. We never hear about the effect that evolution has on solving global problems discussed on Capitol
Hill, or in corporate boardrooms or in the economics, engineering, or physics departments of universities. No one
mentions evolution during national elections, on television talk shows, or in a court of law unless it is in the narrow
context of stirring up the tired old debate between creationism and science. We act as if evolution is something that
happened in the past or to other species and, therefore, plays no role in the follies of humankind today. In short,
evolution has become a has-been—a pair of shoes that no longer fit, an aunt who moved to another neighborhood,
an old dog asleep on the back porch. 

Yet, to solve the highly complex, dangerous global problems we face today, we must first recognize the crucial
relationship between evolutionary change and the modern human condition. To finally answer the question scholars
have wrestled with for centuries—why do human beings compulsively follow the same pattern of collapse again and
again and again—we must come to terms with how we are wired to behave, irrespective of nationality, race,
intelligence, wealth, or political convenience. We must look to the physiological capabilities, as well as the
limitations, of the human organism itself. 

After all, modern man has vastly different abilities than our prehistoric ancestors of just five million years ago. And
given another five million years, humans will develop talents that will make our way of life today seem equally
primitive. Humankind is a “work in progress,” so at any point in time our biological apparatus can take us only so far.

But how far? 

History makes it clear that we hit some obstacle that causes progress to slow long before the specific event(s)
blamed for the collapse of a civilization—some recurring obstruction that is both natural and predictable: The
uneven rate of change between the slow evolution of human biology and the rapid rate at which societies advance
eventually causes progress to come to a standstill. 

In the case of the Mayans, they became unable to “think” their way out of large, highly complex problems because
they advanced to a point where traditional left- and right-brain problem-solving methods—which the human
organism developed over many millions of years—were no longer sufficient to address their most dangerous
threats. 

Put another way, the intricacy and magnitude of the issues that the Mayans faced during their final hours—climate
change, civil unrest, food shortages, fast-spreading viruses, and a population explosion—exceeded their ability to
obtain facts, analyze them, innovate, plan, and act to stop them. Their problems simply became too complex. 

The point at which a society can no longer “think” its way out of its problems is called the cognitive threshold. 

And once a society reaches this cognitive threshold, it begins passing unresolved issues from one generation to the
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And once a society reaches this cognitive threshold, it begins passing unresolved issues from one generation to the

next until, finally, one or more of these problems push the civilization over the edge. 

This is the real reason for collapse. 
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A Recurring Evolutionary Obstacle 

Think of the cognitive threshold in this way: The rate at which the human brain can evolve new faculties is millions
of years slower than the rate at which humans generate change and produce new information. So, from a strictly
biological standpoint, the human brain can’t help but fall behind. There is simply no way an organ that requires
millions of years to adapt can keep up with change that now occurs in picoseconds. 

John Stanton, CBS, ABC, and CNN commentator in Washington, D.C., and author of Evolutionary Cognitive
Neuroscience summarizes the predicament this way: 

The world that seems so familiar to you and me—a world with roads, schools, grocery stores, factories,
farms and nation states—has lasted for only an eye blink of time when compared to our entire
evolutionary history. The computer age is only a little older than the typical college student and the
industrial revolution is a mere 200 years old. Agriculture first appeared on earth only 10,000 years ago,
and it wasn’t until about 5,000 years ago that as many as half the human population engaged in farming
rather than hunting and gathering. 

Stanton then compares this rate of change to the pace of evolution: “Natural Selection is a slow process and there
haven’t been enough generations for it to design circuits that are well-adapted to our post-industrial life.” 

It’s curious that we are willing to accept physical limitations in every other area but the human brain. We accept the
fact that a human can’t lift five thousand pounds, run a mile in thirty seconds, or stay under water for more than a
few minutes. We also accept archaeological evidence that shows the human brain has been quickly evolving for the
past twenty-five million years. We have museums filled with skeletal proof that our early ancestors didn’t enjoy near
the cognitive abilities we do today. What’s more, most of us agree that the brain will continue to evolve in the
future; it will adapt and mutate in response to rapidly changing environmental conditions, though no one can
predict precisely how. 

So, doesn’t it also logically follow that we have cognitive limits today? 

It seems irrational to assume that the left- and right-brain problem-solving methods we have evolved to this point
have equipped us to address highly complex problems such as climate change, terrorism, pandemic viruses, and
nuclear proliferation, especially since all these problems share one obvious characteristic: They are multilayered,
chaotic issues involving many, many variables acting in dynamic ways. In fact, our problems have become so large
and so complex that experts rarely agree on what the problem is anymore. As a result leaders have become
completely dependent on sophisticated computer-based models—the kind used to make predictions in quantum
physics—to run thousands of possible catastrophic scenarios: What if a dirty bomb makes it through our borders?
What if a pandemic virus annihilates a major metropolitan area? What if water or food is contaminated by biological
weaponry? What if both polar caps melt? No more simple cause and effect. No more quick diagnosis and remedy.
And no more simple left- and right-brain problem-solving. 

The bottom line is this: When it comes to the evolution of the human organism, it doesn’t matter if we are talking
about the capabilities of the brain, how fast we can run a mile, or whether we have a sufficient number of
appendages to drive, talk on our cell phones, and drink a cup of coffee at the same time. Our biological capabilities
determine how fast and how far we can go. 

Consequently, the difference between an advanced culture that survives and one that does not may simply boil
down to whether a society develops new ways to triumph over a naturally reoccurring cognitive threshold. How well
do we understand our physiological limitations, our biological predispositions, and the remnants of prehistoric drives
and instincts? Do we take prophylactic measures to deal with them? Or do we set aside the principles of evolution
and continue to repeat an unconscious pattern of complexity and collapse? 
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The Early Signs 

The study of early civilizations suggests that two telltale signs occur prior to the specific incident(s) blamed for their
collapse. 

The first sign is gridlock. 

Gridlock occurs when civilizations become unable to comprehend or resolve large, complex problems, despite
acknowledging beforehand that these issues may lead to their demise. 

For example, we now know that the Mayans lived with drought conditions, civil war, and growing food shortages for
thousands of years prior to collapse. However, foreseeing all these problems in advance was of little use. The
Mayans lacked the ability to discern the complexity of their circumstances and, therefore, had little possibility of
rectifying deteriorating conditions. Instead, they did what every great civilization does when it reaches a cognitive
threshold: They simply passed their dangerous problems from one generation to the next as these problems
continued to grow in magnitude and peril. 

In this way, a cognitive threshold behaves much like a powerful undertow. 

Undertows are invisible, so the only way to know we are trapped in a fatal current is when we stop moving forward.
No matter how much effort we expend, we are unable to progress. 

Similarly, the first sign that a society is at risk is gridlock. A civilization insists on deploying methods once used to
resolve smaller, simpler problems to solve larger, more complex issues. Although these methods repeatedly fail, like
a swimmer caught in an undertow, we stubbornly pursue variations of the same failed solutions decade after
decade. 

Today, we face the same cognitive threshold that the Mayans, Romans, Khmer, and other advanced civilizations
once encountered. The most dangerous problems we must now solve have been with us for multiple generations.
But rather than calling upon our collective resources, intelligence, and technologies to stop them, we are falling into
the trap of ameliorating a few bothersome symptoms instead of implementing permanent cures. And in so doing,
we dutifully pass our problems on to subsequent generations. Put another way, when it comes to climate change,
terrorism, government debt, and other widespread threats, we are simply dog-paddling against the powerful
undertow of our cognitive limitations. 

Once again, Dr. Bar-Yam sheds light on the stubborn and dangerous nature of complex problems: “Complex
problems are the problems that persist—the problems that bounce back and continue to haunt us.” In other words,
complex problems that cannot be solved eventually manifest themselves in the form of paralysis. Reaching an
impasse is the earliest sign that a society has hit a cognitive threshold. 

Then, as conditions grow more desperate, the second symptom appears: the substitution of beliefs for knowledge
and fact. 

When we are trapped in an undertow, we believe that if we simply step up our efforts and swim harder toward the
shore, we will prevail against the current. Despite empirical evidence that this isn’t working, we refuse to abandon
our belief and persist in swimming in a direct path toward land as we grow increasingly exhausted and panic
ensues. No data, information, or facts will deter us from our conviction—not even the threat of death. 

Human beings are organisms that have always required both beliefs and knowledge. We drew mystical creatures on
cave walls to help us capture large prey, made sacrifices to invisible forces to assure bountiful harvests, and carved
idols to increase fertility. We engaged in rituals to make the rains return, gathered great armies in prayer, and
practiced bloodletting for centuries to cure the ill. In fact we cannot find a single example of when humans did not
embrace unproven beliefs. It doesn’t matter whether we examine human societies in the deepest jungles of South
America, on the remote islands off Bali, or in the most industrialized nations in the world; beliefs are a part of
everyday life. So it follows that, if we cannot find a single example of a belief-free society, we must necessarily
conclude that beliefs, along with the pursuit of knowledge, are just as much a part of human biology as the
requirement for water, oxygen, and sustenance. Beliefs aren’t nurture; they are nature. They are not optional; they
are a basic human need. 

But it is also true that, throughout history, when knowledge can be attained, we substitute facts with beliefs. 

What do I mean by beliefs? Beliefs are merely ideas that have not been proven. According to Dr. James Watson,
Nobel Laureate credited along with Francis Crick for the discovery of the structure of DNA, we need beliefs to
function, even to cross the street: The light turns green and we need to believe drivers will obey the signal and stop
for us. If we had no belief, we would be forced to wait until all the cars came to a complete stop before crossing the
street. Without beliefs, we would have to question every assumption and action, and this would lead to enormous
dysfunction. We wouldn’t turn the kitchen faucet on if we didn’t believe that water would come out; we wouldn’t
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dysfunction. We wouldn’t turn the kitchen faucet on if we didn’t believe that water would come out; we wouldn’t

schedule a dentist appointment if we didn’t believe we would be alive next week; and we wouldn’t deposit money in
the bank if we didn’t believe it would be there when we needed it. 

In this way, human beliefs are not limited to religion. We possess a wide spectrum of beliefs that help us function
every minute of every day. 

But we are also an organism that requires knowledge: proven data to make rational decisions and solve problems.
There is no debate that knowledge is much harder to obtain than belief. The acquisition of knowledge requires
complex cognitive processes such as abstraction, searching, learning, inference, analysis, synthesis, decision-
making, and judgment. Knowledge also requires replication, application, interpretation, and scrutiny. Compared to
adopting beliefs, the acquisition of facts is pricey. 

A society advances quickly when both human needs—belief and knowledge—are met. In other words, we thrive
when facts and beliefs coexist side by side, and neither dominate our existence. 

But as social processes, institutions, technologies, and discoveries mount in complexity, obtaining knowledge
becomes more difficult. 

Suddenly, water we once fetched directly from our well comes from a faucet, and we no longer can discern where it
originated, how it was processed, distributed, priced, or allocated. The same goes for our monetary system, laws,
taxes, satellite television, and terrorism. Every aspect of life accelerates in complexity. Not only does the number of
things we must comprehend grow, the intricacy of these things also exponentially increases. So, the amount of
knowledge our brains must acquire to achieve real understanding quickly becomes overwhelming. 

When complexity makes knowledge impossible to obtain, we have no alternative but to defer to beliefs; we accept
assumptions and unproven ideas about our existence, our world. This is the second symptom: the substitution of
beliefs for fact and the gradual abandonment of empirical evidence. 

Once a society begins exhibiting the first two signs—gridlock and the substitution of beliefs for facts—the stage is
set for collapse. 

Trapped by the forces of an undertow, every society eventually finds itself desperately railing against cognitive
limitations in a battle to reach safety until, finally, like a swimmer insisting on a direct path toward the shore, we
grow exhausted and succumb. 

When a civilization encounters a cognitive threshold and begins substituting beliefs for knowledge, the specific
calamity that triggers collapse isn’t far behind. Whether collapse arrives in the form of drought, a pandemic virus, or
war, the real culprit is a cognitive threshold that prevents dangerous problems from being rationally understood and
acted on. Facts and evidence are set aside in favor of unproven remedy, and this triggers a rapid spiral of
catastrophic events. 

But here’s the reason the relationship between complexity and collapse is important for humankind to acknowledge
at this time: The signs of a cognitive threshold begin appearing long before collapse, so there is ample time to act. 

Looking back, scientists have uncovered a mountain of evidence that Mayan leaders were aware for many centuries
of their tenuous dependence on rainfall. Water shortages were not only understood but also recorded and planned
for. The Mayans enforced conservation during low rainfall years, tightly regulating the types of crops grown, the use
of public water, and food rationing. During the first half of their three-thousand-year reign, the Mayans continued to
build larger underground reservoirs and cisterns to store rainwater for drought months. As impressive as their
ornate temples were, their hydraulic systems for collecting and warehousing water were masterpieces in design and
engineering. 

Sadly, conservation is a mitigating measure that often becomes confused with a lasting solution. Conservation
strategies are limited because, eventually, we cannot conserve below zero: When the rains stop, there simply is no
water to conserve. 

As rainfall levels continued to decline, fifteen million Mayan citizens never came face-to-face with their deteriorating
situation. The population was exploding, the need for water was rapidly escalating, and the annual rainfall was
declining. Conservation was a good short-term strategy, but this was not the same as putting all of the society’s
energies toward permanently solving a problem they knew would eventually be catastrophic. Three thousand years
is a long time for a civilization to implement a plethora of solutions. They could have sent out exploration parties,
dug more wells, relocated large parts of the population, even constructed more reservoirs and cisterns at a faster
rate. Any of these actions would have eased drought pressures. But climate change was too complex of a problem
to comprehend, let alone resolve, so the Mayan civilization simply reached an impasse. 

Over time, all practical solutions to complex issues such as drought, political unrest, and disease became violently
suppressed in favor of worship. As the Mayans entered the second phase of collapse—the substitution of beliefs for
facts—ritualistic sacrifice became the unilateral solution to everything threatening Mayan society. We now have
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facts—ritualistic sacrifice became the unilateral solution to everything threatening Mayan society. We now have

indisputable evidence, unearthed in the deepest underground tunnels and caves, that mutilation, torture, and
murder eventually expanded to include young women and innocent infants. 

According to reporter Mark Stevenson in “Archaeologists Unearth Evidence of Human Sacrifice,” “Victims had their
hearts cut out or were decapitated, shot full of arrows, stoned, crushed, skinned, buried alive and tossed from the
tops of temples. Children were said to be frequent victims, in part because they were considered pure and
unspoiled.” 

For a time there were a few Mayan strongholds who resisted the temptation to succumb to beliefs alone. 

One small Mayan community known as the Lamanai, located in what is now Belize, outlasted many Mayan cities by
as much as three hundred years because they continued to pursue logical solutions to the drought. 

Archaeologists have recently uncovered an ingenious network of underground cisterns that the Lamanai instituted
to channel scarce groundwater into subterranean vessels. These vessels protected the water from evaporation and
provided natural refrigeration for dwindling food supplies. There is evidence that the Lamanai continued to work
their underground storage systems well into the worst periods of drought, when other Mayan cities had already
turned exclusively to mystical solutions. 

The Lamanai are distinguished by their continued pursuit of both knowledge and beliefs; they were determined to
solve problems both scientifically and ritualistically rather than abandon one in favor of the other. Had the drought
not persisted, it is probable that the Lamanai would have survived the great Mayan collapse. 

Regrettably, as water shortages continued, the Lamanai also fell into the trap of substituting facts with beliefs. As
underground cisterns grew dry, they too began using cisterns as chambers for sacrifice. Although archaeologists
have determined that these drastic measures occurred much later among the Lamanai than other Mayan
communities, recently unearthed human remains of mutilated women and children now provide evidence that, over
time, the Lamanai followed the footsteps of other Mayan factions. 

So, here’s the real mystery: Rather than persist with rituals that produced no result, why didn’t the Mayan Empire
continue to pursue rational solutions to the drought—a problem they knew, for thousands of years, might lead to
their demise? 

We now know the answer. 

They encountered a cognitive threshold: As the complexity of their situation grew, the Mayans never developed
complex problem-solving techniques. So, when methods designed to solve simpler issues began to fail, beliefs
rushed in to take the place of knowledge. 

Then, with each inheritance, problems with drought, disease, and civil unrest grew to the size of the Mayan temples
themselves, until finally, one or several of the problems conspired to eradicate a once-powerful, thriving civilization. 

Which begs the question: Are we better equipped to handle a complex problem such as drought today? 
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Doubts about Drought 

I live on the Central Coast of California, where drought is a real and growing concern. 

In a recent interview with the Los Angeles Times, U.S. Secretary of Energy and Nobel Laureate Dr. Steven Chu
expressed the urgency of the situation: “I don’t think the American public has gripped in its gut what could happen.
We’re looking at a scenario where there’s no more agriculture in California. I don’t actually see how they can keep
their cities going. I’m hoping the American people will wake up.” 

During the past decade, development has been dramatically restricted along the coast of California because existing
homes scarcely have enough water to make it through the summer months. The fresh water we all depend on
comes from a small amount of rainfall in January, February, and March. That’s it. No matter how nicely our civic
leaders paint it, that’s the bottom line. Examining a fifty-year trend, it is easy to see that the situation worsens a
little bit every year. 

We have a time bomb on our hands, but in California we treat it the same way we treat the threat of earthquakes:
We pretend it’s not going to happen. 

In Monterey County, where I live, there has been public debate for at least three decades over building desalination
plants, drilling more wells, and diverting larger amounts of fresh water from local streams and rivers. But every year
working on a permanent cure, such as desalination, is postponed in favor of additional study, and conservation
efforts are stepped up beginning each spring. Economic sanctions are also seasonally put into place to discourage
water use. When things get really bad, water is rationed. For six years now, we have been ordered to stop watering
lawns and landscaping in July. Last year I cut my water use in half, let my yard die, and watched my water bill
triple. 

It was a sobering experience. 

When I show up at the local water board meetings and attempt to explain why conservation is not a permanent
solution but rather a short-term mitigation, everyone’s eyes roll back in their heads. “Get rid of your grass and
replace your landscaping with drought-tolerant plants,” they say. 

I really wish it were that simple. If it were, the Mayans might still be around. 

Conservation buys us time, but it also delays the inevitable as root causes worsen. Regrettably, the more time we
buy, the more deluded we become that we have actually solved the problem. 

Successful mitigation is dangerous because it can easily be confused with a permanent cure as soon as short-term
symptoms ameliorate. 

Although I try repeatedly to address the larger, historical water problem on the California Coast, I am thwarted by
mitigation scenarios at every turn. 

I once spent three months assembling a report with charts and graphs showing our diminishing water supply by
specific wells and rivers over a twelve-year period. The trends were undeniable and the solution clear: We need to
manufacture more water. There is no possibility of conserving our way out of the problem. But “creating” drinking
water is a politically controversial and difficult task. We feel much more comfortable with continued conservation
even though logically we know this can’t sustain us in the long run. We are swimmers flailing against the powerful
undertow of a cognitive threshold. 

On October 11, 2009, the New York Times published an article titled “California Lawmakers Again Fail to Reach
Water Deal”: 

California lawmakers met again Saturday in hopes of reaching a deal to upgrade the state’s decades-old
water system but left without resolving a handful of major outstanding issues. Lawmakers offered only
lukewarm reactions to their four-hour meeting with Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger Saturday, despite the
governor’s claim a day earlier that they were on the verge of a historic breakthrough on water. “Sadly,
there’s little in the way of progress,” Assembly Minority Leader Sam Blakeslee, R-San Luis Obispo, said as
he left the meeting. The state’s network of reservoirs and canals dates to the term of Gov. Pat Brown in
the 1960s. Schwarzenegger and many others have said the system is inadequate for today’s population
and the millions of people likely to be added in the years ahead. 

I have been attending water board meetings in my area for half a decade. During this time, we have not generated
a single drop of new water. We have the need. We have the technology. But what we do not have is the faculty to
act on a complex social problem. So ideas that can solve the problem come to a slow crawl and eventually die in
committee no matter how effective they may be. One day, when the water crisis is bad enough, panic will ensue. 
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My own modern-day experiences make me wonder if there might have been a handful of Mayans who wanted to
solve a large, multifaceted problem in earnest but were also thwarted time and again—or, in their case, found
themselves being sacrificed on some temple top. 

Whether it’s the water problem in California, global climate change, a worldwide banking crisis, gang violence, or an
age-old religious war, our actions are limited to mitigating short-term symptoms. As our problems pass from one
generation to the next, continuing to grow in size and difficulty, we should all be worried that one of them could
have catastrophic consequences. Yet, for some reason, we continue to plod along as though these problems will fix
themselves rather than worsen. 

In this way, we are more like earlier civilizations than we think. We have lost our ability to understand complexity, so
we are gradually surrendering to it. Similar to the Mayans, we have a natural tendency to marry simplistic beliefs
and solutions to extremely complex social and environmental issues. 

Dr. E. O. Wilson, biologist at Harvard University and a man Time magazine called one of the twenty-five most
important figures of the last century, summarized this paradox in 2009 when he said, “The real problem of humanity
is the following: We have paleolithic emotions; medieval institutions; and god-like technology.” 

Wilson sees the full picture. As the gap between the slow rate of evolution and the rapid pace of human progress
mounts, the cognitive threshold is not the only obstacle we face. 
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Haunting Human Instincts 

Evolutionary biologists widely agree that many vestiges of prehistoric human emotions, instincts, drives, and desires
—on which our survival once depended—persist beyond their usefulness in the modern world. Similar to the
evolution of the human brain, genetically inherited predispositions require many millions of years to adapt and
mutate. 

Evolution is a slow, continuous, and inaccurate process. This means that at any particular point in time, our instincts
—the same biological predispositions that enabled our genetic pool to survive—are out of sync with those needed to
successfully surmount modern challenges. This is the very reason adaptation and mutation occurs: When what we
have is not optimal for our environment, we change. 

Let me give just one example of how the slow evolution of instincts inhibits progress and plays a role in the collapse
of advanced societies. 

Over the past five million years, we have learned to respond to immediate threats extremely well. As soon as we
detect danger, our adrenaline kicks in: Our bodies are flooded with stimulants and we spur into action. Biologists
and psychologists call this powerful response “fight or flight” because the human physiology instantly prepares to
attack or run. 

This response is so strong that in extreme cases of fight or flight, humans have been known to single-handedly lift a
3,500-pound car. Journalist Josh Clark describes this astonishing reaction to an immediate threat: “In 1982, in
Lawrenceville, Ga., Angela Cavallo lifted a 1964 Chevrolet Impala from her son, Tony, after it fell off the jacks that
had held it up while he worked underneath the car. Mrs. Cavallo lifted the car high enough and long enough for two
neighbors to replace the jacks and pull Tony from beneath the car.” 

The reason we respond effectively to immediate danger is due to the part of the brain called the hypothalamus.
When the hypothalamus detects a threat, it sends chemical messages to the adrenal glands that activate hormones
designed to create an excited, ready state. So no matter what kind of emergency we encounter, our bodies are
programmed to take quick action. 

In truth, the faster and more clever our ancestors’ reaction to an imminent danger was, the more likely they were
to survive. So it follows that we are all descendents of ancestors who ran, hid, successfully fought off, and detected
threats better than others. Travis Gibbs, the author of Renewal, puts this another way: “Genetics simply
remembered for us and passed along what had worked.” Quick reactions worked, so this instinct perfected itself
over time. 

Consequently, today we are more effective at responding to immediate problems than we are at reacting to vague,
distant problems. 

We simply aren’t hardwired to respond to long-range threats. When there’s no immediate danger, there’s no change
in our body chemistry, no “fight or flight,” no sense of urgency. 

Nicholas D. Kristof, a columnist for the New York Times, describes it this way: “If you come across a garter snake,
nearly all your brain will light up with activity as you process the ‘threat.’ Yet, if somebody tells you that carbon
emissions will eventually destroy earth as we know it, only the small part of the brain that focuses on the future—a
portion of the prefrontal cortex—will glimmer.” 

Despite all the information we have about exploiting our planet’s natural resources, escalating climate change,
mounting global debt, and the dangers of storing nuclear waste in the ground, we don’t respond efficiently to
distant problems, even when they pose a catastrophic threat. From an evolutionary standpoint, we simply haven’t
been around long enough to develop a response to remote threats. Sure, we can argue that we react more
responsibly to social and environmental problems than the Mayans, but that comes as no surprise. With each
civilization, our ability to understand and respond to long-range threats improves a little. This is the nature of
evolution: Changes in our instincts and physiology are incremental, miniscule, and slow, but improvement occurs
with each generation, each new civilization. 

So when it comes to the uneven rate between evolution and complexity, not only does cognition fall behind, but
prehistoric instincts also play a crucial role in the naturally recurring pattern of collapse. Harmful biological instincts
linger for many generations, creating natural obstacles to progress. 

It’s disturbing to think that entire civilizations collapse and begin anew because they reach the limits of their
inherited biological capabilities. And yet the history of the Mayan, Roman, and Khmer empires provide ample
evidence that evolutionary obstacles eventually trigger a cascade of events that result in demise. 
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Complexity and the Romans 

Dr. Joseph Tainter gives a compelling and realistic description of the fall of the Roman Empire in his book The
Collapse of Complex Societies. 

Like me, Tainter dismisses single-cause explanations such as the recruitment of barbarian mercenaries who
weakened the Roman army, or unsound economic principles leading to scarcity of food and migration out of the
cities, or the Antonine Plague (which killed as much as half the population between 165 and 180 AD). In Tainter’s
view, these events simply pushed a teetering civilization over the cliff, but the pattern of collapse was observable
long before the final events. 

Tainter argues that complexity is a greedy institution: The bigger and more intricate problems become, the more
resources are needed to combat them. Eventually, a society can’t amass enough resources to fend off the problems,
which have gone unresolved for so long. 

The example Tainter gives is the measurable decline in Roman agricultural production over several generations. As
production was decreasing and populations were increasing, “the per-capita energy” began dropping at a dangerous
rate. The Romans successfully mitigated this agricultural shortage for a short period by conquering their neighbors,
which led to an immediate infusion of the metals, grains, slaves, and resources needed to sustain progress. As the
empire grew, however, “the cost of maintaining communications, garrisons, civil governments, etc., increased.
Eventually, the cost became so great that challenges such as invasions from the Huns and crop failures could no
longer be solved simply by conquering more territory. At that point, the empire fragmented into smaller units.” 

Did the Roman Empire simply become too unwieldy? Or did the population grow too large, diverse, and demanding
to be ruled by a single government? 

Tainter believes that war, crop failures, disease, and political unrest may appear to have caused the fall of the
Roman Empire, but in truth “diminishing returns on investments in social complexity” was the root cause. As
systems for commerce, governance, and defense grew more complex, the “energy” needed to manage them simply
exceeded the capabilities of the Roman people. 

Then, once again, as the society encountered gridlock, beliefs began to overshadow facts and rational thinking. As
large, complex problems persisted, the belief that the Roman people were a superior race grew stronger. 

As the Romans became convinced of their righteous place in the world and the belief in the sacredness of Roman
blood prevailed, bit by bit essential functions such as military defense were turned over to mistreated peoples.
Human instincts in the form of greed, indulgence, and hedonism escalated at the same time that a dangerous
dependence on foreign slaves was increasing. The Romans’ belief in racial superiority prevented them from ever
imagining an insurrection of inferior peoples. 

Impossible! 

In this way, long before the Huns invaded Rome, the conditions for collapse had already been established. 
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The Collapse of the Khmer 

Recently, archaeologists have begun piecing together the demise of the great thirteenth-century Khmer Empire,
located deep in the jungles of what is now called Cambodia. Known for the world’s largest religious temple at that
time, Angkor Wat, the Khmer Empire stretched over four hundred square miles and served almost a million citizens.
According to author and scholar Richard Stone, Angkor represented “the most extensive urban complex of the pre-
industrial world.” 

But today, scholars describe the collapse of Angkor society as “a cautionary tale of technological overreach.”
According to new archaeological findings, “Angkor was doomed by the very ingenuity that transformed a collection
of minor fiefdoms into an empire.” 

So, what happened? 

The story of Angkor eerily mimics the collapse of the Mayan Empire half a world away. 

Like the Mayans, the success of the Khmer Empire depended entirely on controlling the flow and availability of
water. Each year, during the wet monsoon season, water poured down from the hillsides, flooding rivers, agricultural
plains, and villages. On the one hand, it was necessary to divert floodwaters to prevent catastrophic damage to
homes and fertile croplands. On the other hand, these same threatening waters had to be captured so the empire
could survive the drought season that also arrived each year. To manage both monsoon and drought conditions,
Khmer engineers devised clever hydraulic systems that redirected excess waters to massive man-made reservoirs. 

New archaeological evidence reveals that the Khmer Empire achieved unfathomable feats in hydraulic engineering:
“Khmer engineers built a network of canals, moats, ponds and reservoirs . . . including a reservoir called the West
Baray that’s five miles long and 1.5 miles wide. To build this third and most sophisticated of Angkor’s large
reservoirs a thousand years ago, as many as 200,000 Khmer workers may have been needed to pile nearly 16
million cubic yards of soil in embankments 300 feet wide and three stories tall.” 

Today, scientists marvel at the complex network of spillways, moats, canals, reservoirs, ponds, and warning systems
conceived and built by hand by Khmer engineers. There is little debate that this hydraulic technology was the basis
for the success of the Empire itself. Reliable water meant a reliable harvest, which enabled steady food supplies to
be available year-round. Once food and water could be stored in surplus, the empire quickly expanded. 

Then, after six centuries of successful water management, two catastrophic events occurred—one man-made and
the other orchestrated by nature. 

According to Dr. Roland Fletcher, archaeologist at the University of Sydney and codirector of the Greater Angkor
Project, the cascade first began with a tragic engineering mistake. 

Evidence indicates that engineers decided to change the course of the Siem Reap River by constructing a dam. The
goal of the dam was to direct river water toward a newly built reservoir. But the engineers miscalculated and built
the dam too low. So when the monsoons arrived, the dam turned into a massive spillway. Water began flowing over
the top of the dam into abandoned canals, causing catastrophic damage to other parts of the system. Once the
dam was fully breached and the damage had spread, the amount of water directed to other reservoirs also
decreased. 

Imagine the chaos, the destruction, and the dismay of the engineers who successfully built and maintained one of
the most complex hydraulic systems ever created. The catastrophic failure must have been as horrifying as our
modern-day experience with Hurricane Katrina. Untamed floodwaters can become a devastating, unstoppable force,
whether they emanate from a modern-day levee or a poorly engineered Khmer dam. 

Records show that the Khmer spent generations attempting to repair the damaged water system “that grew ever
more complex and unruly.” Yet year after year, the system on which the survival of the empire depended continued
to deteriorate until the dam completely failed, igniting a cataclysmic chain reaction of other failures. 

Then the second event struck: A series of back-to-back droughts and megamonsoons descended on the Khmer
Empire between 1362 and 1392 and again between 1415 and 1440. According to Fletcher, these extreme conditions
(caused by what scientists call the “Little Ice Age”) “would have ruined the water system.” 

Similar to the fate of the Mayans, water problems bred food shortages and disease and contributed to a
malnourished Khmer army who became unable to fend off attack. There is also evidence of civil unrest and revolt. 

Regardless of which final act led to the collapse of the Khmer, it is likely they would have continued to advance if
the complexity of the engineering and environmental problems they faced had not paved the way for supernatural
beliefs to intrude. As conditions worsened, the Khmer, like the Mayans, began putting all their faith in fetishism and
sacrifices were stepped up. And once beliefs were substituted for fact, rational solutions became expendable. 
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Complexity and Collapse 

No matter which advanced civilization we examine—Mayan, Roman, or Khmer—we find a similar pattern of collapse.
In the beginning, each society overcomes insurmountable obstacles and environmental challenges. They appear to
gain control over their surroundings, stabilize food and water, and build systems to assure the safety of their
citizenry. Against incredible odds, innovation, diversity, and creativity all thrive. In these societies, both beliefs and
the pursuit of knowledge can be shown to peacefully coexist side by side. 

Then, over time, complexity accelerates and facts become difficult and, eventually, impossible to acquire. The
society becomes unable to solve its problems, particularly those that impose no immediate threat. Then the society
begins passing looming dangers from one generation to the next, as conditions worsen and survival grows more
tenuous. Eventually, the society becomes dependent on short-term mitigations and unproven beliefs for remedy. 

Until now, we have never understood the real consequences of the uneven rate of change between evolution and
social development. It never occurred to our ancestors that they were unable to obtain the information needed to
solve their most complex, dangerous problems or that beliefs would be adopted in lieu of facts and knowledge. 

Today, however, we understand both the pattern of collapse and evolutionary obstacles to progress. 

So we can act. 

But will we? 

Fortunately, there’s a lot of evidence in our favor. 
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2 

Evolution’s Gift 

A Breakthrough in Neuroscience 

IN THE JULY 28, 2008, edition of the New Yorker magazine, science writer Jonah Lehrer describes how we break
the cognitive threshold in his article “The Eureka Hunt: Why do good ideas come to us when they do?” Lehrer tells
the story of Wag Dodge, a legendary smoke jumper from Montana. The story goes something like this: 

On August 5, 1949, one of the hottest days recorded in Montana history, thunderstorms ignited a small fire just
outside of Missoula in Mann Gulch. 

That day, sixteen smoke jumpers led by Captain Wag Dodge left Missoula in a C-47 to extinguish a few burning
acres. It was a routine mission, similar to brushfires the crew had faced hundreds of times. 

When the smoke jumpers hit the ground, the fire was burning trees on one side of the gulch. But in an instant, the
wind reversed itself and began blowing toward the firefighters. A violent updraft took hold. The fire quickly cut off
the only access route to the river and began moving at “seven-hundred-feet-a-minute” toward the men. 

Dodge ordered his crew to drop their gear and run. 

The men scattered and raced toward the steep canyon walls. But when Dodge saw that the flames were less than
fifty yards away, he realized the fire could not be outrun. In a moment that can only be described as “insight,”
Dodge made a decision to turn toward the fire, quickly lighting matches as he ran. 

Remember, this was 1949. Facing a wildfire waving lit matches was the act of a suicidal maniac. 

Or so it appeared. 

Dodge quickly lit the grass around him, shouting frantically to the crew to follow his lead. He then crouched down in
the middle of the burned perimeter. Breathing through a wet handkerchief, Dodge pulled his jacket over his neck
and head and waited for the wind-whipped inferno to pass over him. 

On that day, thirteen smoke jumpers perished at Mann Gulch. Only Dodge and two others who found shelter in the
crevices of a canyon wall lived to tell the story of one of the worst tragedies in U.S. forest fire history. 

Later, when Dodge, the oldest of the smoke jumpers, was interviewed by investigators, he was unable to explain
why he spontaneously lit a backfire and laid down in the middle of it. He admitted that he had never entertained
the idea before that fateful day at Mann Gulch. What puzzled Dodge and the experts was that the idea of destroying
the fuel around him occurred so suddenly, even as the flames rushed to claim his life. Yet as soon as the idea
appeared, Dodge was filled with overwhelming certainty that it would work. He never hesitated and never stopped
to consider the risks. In fact, he had been so confident that he had discovered a way out, he had ordered his men
to follow his example. 

But what really made Dodge’s insight remarkable is that no one had thought of burning a personal safety zone prior
to his revelation in 1949. 

As the smoke from Mann Gulch began to clear, word of Dodge’s story quickly spread, and in no time burning safety
zones, now known as “fire shelters,” were adopted as standard training for firefighters around the world. 

In 1985, forty years after the Mann Gulch tragedy, seventy-three firefighters near Salmon, Indiana, found
themselves cut off from all escape routes in a wildfire that later became known as the infamous Butte Fire. 

But this time the men were prepared. 

They lit and took refuge in individual safety zones for more than two hours as a severe crown fire engulfed them in
flames, ash, smoke, and unbearable heat. Despite being a much more intense fire than Mann Gulch, every one of
the firefighters at Butte survived. Only five were hospitalized for heat exhaustion, an outcome substantially different
than the sixty lives experts predicted would have been lost without Dodge’s early insight. 

Dodge’s epiphany is as vital to firefighters who regularly risk their lives as Einstein’s theory of relativity is to
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Dodge’s epiphany is as vital to firefighters who regularly risk their lives as Einstein’s theory of relativity is to

physicists and Darwin’s breakthrough is to biologists. In each instance, the solution to a highly complex problem
suddenly became simple, elegant, and discernable. And in each case their epiphanies had far-reaching
ramifications. 

But these were not the only common denominators. 

In each case, the revelation arrived out of thin air. In each case, there was no question of whether or not the
solution was correct. In each case, the IQ, cultural background, and education of the individuals widely varied. In
each case, previous rules, experience, and knowledge appear to have been temporarily set aside in search of
uncharted territory. And finally, in each case, the innovator was unable to explain how he arrived at his discovery;
the steps leading to the breakthrough could not be retraced. 

What caused Wag Dodge, a smoke jumper who lived a modest life in a small town in Montana, to have an insight
that would forever change firefighting history? And what about spontaneous discoveries made by Newton, Benjamin
Franklin, and Nobel Laureates James Watson, Francis Crick, Muhammad Yunus, and Charles Townes? What
mechanism catapulted these individuals over seemingly insurmountable complexity, allowing them to cross an
intractable cognitive threshold? 

Six decades after the Mann Gulch fire, neuroscientists finally have the answer. 

They’ve discovered that our brains work in three ways to solve problems. We use the left side of our brain to
perform organized, deconstructive analysis and the right side to creatively attack problems using synthesis. And
today we have evidence of a third, heretofore-unknown cognitive process called insight, a faculty uniquely designed
for highly demanding, complex problems. 
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Left, Right, and Insight 

Understanding the three methods that modern man uses to solve problems is easier when we think of them as
three stores where the brain can shop. 

In one store, the products are neatly lined on shelves alphabetically by size, color, and category. The aisles are all
clearly labeled and organized in a neat, systematic way. This is the analytical left side of our brain. 

When we use the left brain to tackle a problem, we collect data, organize it, and eliminate solutions one by one as
we sequentially narrow our options. Then we choose a solution. The left brain uses a traceable process of analysis
and deconstruction based on logic. This is how we teach children, animals, computers, and robots to think. 

In the second store, instead of neat, organized rows, the products are artistically arranged in showrooms. A couch
sits beside a table with a lamp across from two side chairs and a painting. There’s also a coffee table with
magazines, a candy dish, and a vase of flowers. This is the creative right side of our brain. It contains the same
products as our left brain but is organized with flair. 

The right side of the brain specializes in synthesis, working with implied information. The job of the right side is to
interpret subtle clues and make creative connections between what we observe and what we know. In addition to
left-brain logic, synthesis played an important role in the survival of our ancestors. As a result, our ability to process
implicit information and make nonlinear conclusions has also grown very efficient. For example, the right side of the
brain is extremely clever at spotting cheaters. 

Why? 

In prehistoric times, the ability to detect cheaters was crucial to our existence. Cheaters would steal food, lie about
performing work, hoard, and hide things. These types of subversive behaviors put the rest of the tribe’s ability to
survive at risk. So, for many generations, the human organism has been perfecting its ability to “sense” a cheater.
Even though we may not be able to articulate or justify suspicious feelings toward a stranger, our inherited instincts
quickly interpret a plethora of physical clues, including gesturing, eye movement, tone in the voice, pupil dilation,
and perspiration, when we encounter a cheater. These subtle signs are synthesized by the right side of the brain,
immediately generating uneasy and distrustful feelings. 

But let’s say we catch a cheater in the act and have to determine a punishment. 

Chances are we will deploy the rational, analytical left side of our brain to determine an appropriate penalty. We
collect information about the law, study the facts in the case, weigh the pros and cons, and eventually narrow the
options. Then we choose. 

In other words, identifying a cheater may involve the synthesis of many obscure clues by the right side of the brain,
but when it comes to determining justice, we often deploy the logical left brain: two different problems, two
different ways our brain goes about solving them. 

But what happens when the brain goes shopping and can’t find an answer in either store? When a problem is too
complicated for everyday left- and right-brain problem-solving? 

That’s where the third store comes in. It has no products on the shelves, no organized departments, no artistically
arranged showrooms—just a giant empty building. In this store, we simply imagine the characteristics of the
product we want, and then—presto!—it appears. This is how insight works. 

When we use insight, we begin with an idea of what we are looking for and then allow our minds to wander—
sometimes for a very brief period of time and sometimes much longer. Then, in a flash, the brain navigates through
a mountain of data and scenarios and BAM! We make connections that previously eluded us, and the precise
answer we were searching for appears, only better. 

So, returning to the example of how we detect and punish a cheater, what would an insightful solution look like? 

A true and entertaining story illustrates the remarkable difference a single insight can make. 

In 1974, a couple of agents working in the fraud division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation had an unusual
encounter with a cheater. After spending years chasing a master forger, imposter, and con man through twenty-six
countries—a colorful story depicted in Steven Spielberg’s movie Catch Me If You Can—investigators came to the
disturbing conclusion that they were on the heels of one of the most skilled tricksters ever hunted by the FBI. Just
sixteen years old, Frank William Abagnale was already giving experienced agents in the United States, France,
Sweden, and a dozen other nations a run for their money. What bothered agents most was that they knew the
young mastermind was just getting started. With every success, it grew evident Abagnale was perfecting his craft:
He was becoming smarter and more skilled, and his targets were getting bigger and more audacious. Law
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enforcement needed to shut Abagnale down quickly. 

An international manhunt for adolescent and master forger Frank William Abagnale ensued. 

Then in 1969, after Abagnale had impersonated a doctor, an airline pilot, and a university teacher; worked for the
state attorney of Louisiana; and had successfully bilked banks around the world, French police finally apprehended
him. After being extradited to Sweden, he was deported back to the United States, where he was quickly sentenced
to twelve years in prison: an open-and-shut case. 

Normally, that would have been the end of Frank Abagnale’s story. 

But this exceptional case led to an exceptional and ironic turn of events. 

The FBI agents who had chased Abagnale for nearly a decade had a sudden insight: Why not use a criminal to
catch a criminal? 

What? 

For a moment, imagine the conversation among a handful of agents—the same agents who had been
outmaneuvered by Abagnale for years—pleaded for his early release in order to offer him a job inside one of the
most security-conscious agencies in the world. Preposterous! 

But was it really? 

After serving a little more than four years of a twelve-year prison sentence, Frank William Abagnale was officially
released into the custody of the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation. As a condition of his release, Abagnale was
assigned to work with senior FBI agents to crack some of their toughest fraud cases. It turned out to be a brilliant
and successful partnership. 

For the next thirty-five years, Abagnale helped the FBI stay one step ahead of other fraud masterminds. Even after
his caseload dwindled, he continued to teach at the FBI academy and lecture in field offices around the country.
Abagnale became so fond of his new role that he started one of the most successful fraud prevention and detection
companies in the world, Abagnale & Associates, Inc. Today, Abagnale’s firm, headquartered in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
provides security tools and consulting to more than fourteen thousand institutions, including his favorite client, the
FBI. 

In a surprising turn of events, a few FBI agents changed the way fraud investigators viewed their most talented
targets. They proved that in certain cases, partnering produced better results than prosecuting. Their insight turned
a gifted thief from a liability into an asset. And although some argue that there were earlier attempts by law
enforcement to partner with expert safecrackers and street informers, nothing had ever been attempted on the
scale of what the FBI accomplished. That’s why even to this day, the story of Frank William Abagnale remains
legendary among Justice Department workers. 

Distinguishing an insight from a good idea isn’t difficult. The solutions to complex situations arrive in the form of an
epiphany. Whether it’s Wag Dodge’s fire shelters, the FBI’s partnership with a criminal mastermind, or the apple that
fell on Newton’s head when he discovered gravity, a distinguishing trait of insight is that game-changing ideas arrive
spontaneously—so spontaneously that neuroscientists frequently refer to insight as an “aha” or “eureka” moment. 
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Insight and Impasse 

The term “eureka” is borrowed from the tale of Archimedes, who, according to folklore, climbed into a bathtub and,
in a moment of insight, made a connection between the water spilling over the edges of the tub and the scientific
principle of displacement. According to the story, Archimedes cried, “Eureka!” just as his epiphany arrived. 

“Aha” and “eureka” moments frequently occur just after a person feels stuck. Feeling stuck simply means that the
degree of difficulty of a problem is not within range of left-brain analytical problem-solving and right-brain synthesis.
In other words, we’ve shopped and shopped in two of the three stores but have been unable to obtain the solution
we need. 

When we are in the middle of trying to solve a problem and feel stuck, there is no way to know whether our
gridlock is temporary or permanent. That’s because being stuck can mean one of three things: 

• We don’t have the information, resources, and time needed to solve a problem. 

• We’ve reached a biological limit of what the human brain is capable of. 

• A solution simply doesn’t exist. 

When we can’t solve a problem, it’s one of these reasons. But which one? 

Only time can tell. 

But how much time? 

Sometimes we have only seconds to solve a problem, as in the case of Wag Dodge. Sometimes we have a few
years, such as the agents pondering what to do with criminal mastermind Frank Abagnale. And sometimes, as with
the Mayans, we have thousands of years to address a threatening environmental issue. But, no matter how much
time we have, stuck is stuck. 

It turns out that when the human organism hits a cognitive threshold, it doesn’t matter if we have seconds or
centuries. The magnitude and complexity of the problem to be solved simply exceed left- and right-brain problem-
solving capabilities that have evolved over millions of years. 

But, thankfully, the impasse can be and often is broken. 

All it takes is insight, evolution’s slow correction. 

With every new civilization, the environment that the human organism must master grows more complex. New
technologies develop, new discoveries are made, and more intricate systems for social order and interaction are
conceived. One way to view progress is to think of each new civilization as the beneficiary of millions of man-years
of knowledge generated by earlier civilizations. So, rather than start from scratch, every society stands on the
shoulders of the people who came before them. This seems obvious. 

What may not be obvious, however, is the fact that the laws governing evolution dictate that the human brain must,
over time, adapt to an environment that is growing exponentially more complex and dangerous. The brain must
develop new capabilities in response to the multilayered, fast-moving, over-optioned, and confusing world that now
challenges it. 

Without new cognitive processes, such as insight, the human brain inevitably reaches a limit in the amount of
complexity it can discern. The left hemisphere of the brain becomes gridlocked because no logical systems exist for
narrowing a sea of options. The right hemisphere, which specializes in the synthesis of implicit data, begins
interpreting millions of obscure, unrelated facts in an attempt to make sense of a situation. We begin stringing
together clues and identifying patterns that simply make no sense. Once left- and right-brain processes become
gridlocked, it’s a sign that we have reached a cognitive threshold. 

So, if the cognitive threshold is responsible for the cascade of behaviors leading to collapse, all we need to break
the pattern is to make certain our ability to understand and manage complexity doesn’t fall behind our ability to
create it. When we develop new cognitive tools, such as insight, we can prevent a cognitive threshold from ever
occurring. 

So the real question is this: Will insight evolve fast enough to solve our most dangerous problems? 
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Evolution and the Human Brain 

Evolution moves at wildly varying speeds. 

Sometimes adaptation and mutation occur very quickly and efficiently. Other times, evolution plays a protracted
game of trial and error. When it comes to the human organism, we have evidence of both slow and fast, inept and
efficient evolution. 

To understand the pace at which biological changes occur, we first need to examine what modern genetics and
paleontology reveal about the fascinating path the human organism took to become modern man. 

We now know that the first important event in human evolution occurred approximately three billion years ago,
when molecules in the ocean began forming simple cells. Over time, some of the cells replicated and joined forces
to form more complex organisms. The transition from single-cell to multicelled organisms initiated a remarkable,
prolific chain of events that led to all the life-forms we now enjoy on earth. 

Then, approximately four hundred fifty million years ago, the second landmark event in human evolution occurred:
We developed the features necessary to climb out of the water. Certain ocean-dwelling animals developed better
mobility and thicker skin than others, and these attributes permitted them to venture onto land, where they learned
to reproduce and thrive. Our earliest ancestors were among these creatures. 

A third milestone happened approximately sixty-five million years ago, when many species on the surface of the
earth, including the dinosaurs, suddenly perished. Scientists can’t agree on why so many robust animals
disappeared at the same time, but there is no debate about whether mass extinction occurred. It was during this
cold, dark period that warm-blooded animals called mammals began to prosper. With so many species eradicated,
competition for food and the number of predators was minimal, so conditions were ideal for mammals to thrive in
terms of their size, variety, and numbers. 

Then a fourth landmark event in human evolution occurred shortly after humans split from their nearest relatives,
the chimpanzees: We rose up to walk on two feet. This important transformation led to a mountain of rapid
physiological changes. 

It was during this time, approximately four to five million years ago, that the human brain experienced its most
significant change. With the development of two-legged locomotion, our brains began very quickly adapting to an
avalanche of new sensory complexity. 

According to Philip Brownell, renowned biologist and professor at Oregon State University, “A cascade of events
occurred out of bipedalism: The freedom of hands for carrying and making things and defending from enemies. The
ability to sight predators, as well as prey, from much farther away. Stereoscopy. Equilibrium. And one of the most
significant changes, the explosion of the neocortex, specifically the frontal lobe responsible for processing data,
abstraction, problem-solving and planning.” 

By Brownell’s account, the attitudinal change that happened when humans went from walking on all fours to two
feet caused an influx of sensory data to which the brain had to respond. What good was our newfound ability to see
and smell enemies a mile away if we couldn’t process the information and do something with it, such as run, hide,
or attack from behind? 

But sensory complexity wasn’t the only change the human brain was responding to. 

Brownell points to another reason for the rapid evolution of the human brain: the development of sophisticated
social units. As humans formed larger communities, organization, communication, coordination, planning, cooking,
fighting, maintaining order, beliefs, and customs became more elaborate. So, in addition to processing sensory
complexity, the brain was also adapting to new levels of social complexity. 

In support of Brownell, the University of Chicago Howard Hughes Medical Institute published an article in 2004
describing the research of Dr. Bruce Lahn, professor of human genetics: “Why the human lineage experienced such
intensified selection for better brains but not other species is an open question. Lahn believes that answers to this
important question will come not just from biological sciences but from the social sciences as well. It is perhaps the
complex social structures and cultural behaviors unique in human ancestors that fueled the rapid evolution of the
brain.” There is substantial evidence that the environmental and social pressures the human brain experienced
during this period were considerable, so the brain quickly began to change. But not all of the brain. Specifically, the
frontal cortex, the area that processes complexity. 

How do we know this? 

Paleontologists who study human evolution point to the fast-growing “brow ridge” found in the skulls of our earliest
ancestors. The protrusion of this part of the upper frontal skull was necessary to accommodate a rapidly expanding
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frontal cortex. 

In just four to five million years, this area became one-third of the human brain. In terms of evolution, this was an
extremely fast mutation—so fast that paleontologists and biologists refer to this period as a “special event in
evolution” or “fast evolution.” 

The quick growth of the frontal cortex set the stage for the next leap in human evolution, the development of
insightful problemsolving —a leap no less significant to the perpetuation of the human species than bipedalism. 

How do we know insight is the “fifth leap”? 

Although it will take millions of years of human evolution to definitively prove that the development of insight is a
biological response to complexity, early research already suggests that insight is evolving. 

First, insight is a cognitive process buried inside the same frontal cortex that once grew at an unprecedented speed
in response to new levels of sensory and social complexity. 

Second, insight is better equipped to address complexity than left-brain analysis and right-brain synthesis. Where
other cognitive methods come up short, insight excels. 

And third, the deployment of insight has been observed in all humans, regardless of education, culture, race, or
background. This indicates that insight is a biological trait rather than a learned skill. 

Science writer Jonah Lehrer recognizes the relationship between the fast evolution of the frontal cortex and insight:
“Pressed tight against the bones of the forehead, the prefrontal cortex has undergone a dramatic expansion during
human evolution, so that it now represents a third of the brain. While this area is often associated with the most
specialized aspects of human cognition, such as abstract reasoning, it also plays a critical role in the insight
process.” 

But if insight is an evolutionary response to complexity, doesn’t that mean that it will take another five million years
to develop? Isn’t that how long it took the frontal cortex to grow? 

Yes, it’s true that evolution moves slowly, but it is also true that, unlike early civilizations, modern society is not
entirely dependent on evolution to help us cross the cognitive threshold. We have many advantages ancient
cultures did not. 

For the first time in history we have a clear understanding of the pattern of collapse—a pattern that eluded previous
societies. We can identify the symptoms of a cognitive threshold, and therefore we can guard against them. 

We are also armed with more technology, knowledge, and options than previous civilizations. 

Finally, we have discovered a third cognitive process called insight, and we are quickly zeroing in on how, why, and
when this remarkable process becomes activated. 

Although insight is a new discovery in neuroscience, we are now, bit by bit, deconstructing the instruction manual
to one of the most powerful processes in the human brain. 

For example, insight may feel like an accident—an unexpected epiphany—but it’s really a natural, observable
cognitive function. 

Thanks to modern advances in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and electroencephalogram (EEG) technology, we
can observe electrical oscillations in the brain that occur when we perform tasks and solve a wide array of
problems. In recent years, this information has demystified many of the myths we have had about mental illness,
learning disabilities, the relationship between aging and dementia, and even how our brains respond when we act
instinctively rather than thoughtfully. 

Dr. John Kounios, professor of psychology at Drexel University, and Dr. Jung-Beeman, associate professor of
psychology at Northwestern University, have been using advanced MRI and EEG technology to observe how insight
works in the human brain. After subjecting individuals from a variety of backgrounds to increasingly difficult
problems while monitoring the electrical activity of various parts of the brain, they discovered that insight is an
identifiable and repeatable cognitive process. 

When we face a highly complex problem, there is evidence that we first attempt to use familiar dominant left- and
right-brain strategies. When these strategies fail, at times our brains call on insight to tackle the problem. This leads
to suddenly being able to “see connections that previously eluded [us].” In other words, insight acts like normal
problem-solving on steroids: It’s a lightning-fast, all-inclusive, powerful cognitive process that we are born with. 
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Harnessing the Power of Insight 

It has become clear that simply waiting for evolution to help us cross the cognitive threshold isn’t the answer. Early
civilizations that met a cataclysmic end banked on primitive methods of problem-solving to rescue them from their
greatest threats. However, without new cognitive abilities, none of these civilizations were able to survive the
growing gap between the rate of evolutionary change and escalating complexity. Today, we find ourselves in a
similar predicament. We are in gridlock. Dangerous problems such as climate change, a pandemic virus, terrorism,
drug addiction, and violence grow worse with every generation, and no permanent solutions appear to be in sight. 

But is it really true that we have no permanent cures? 

Even though we don’t know how to control insights and they happen less frequently than traditional left- and right-
brain solutions, insights produce inspired results every single day. 

So the first step toward breaking the cognitive threshold is to recognize an insightful solution when one happens
along. 

But that’s not such a simple task. 

For example, as I write this book, leading scientists around the world agree that a relationship exists between
carbon emissions and climate change. The extent to which this relationship affects global warming (or cooling) is a
subject of considerable debate, but in 2007 the evidence amassed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) connecting global warming to carbon emissions was so substantial that even the most ardent
opponents softened their position. 

Carbon emissions are an unfortunate byproduct of burning fuels such as coal and gasoline. Whether it’s the car we
drive, the factory we work in, or the air-conditioned home we enjoy, we burn coal and gas around the clock. 

As a result, every industrialized country has initiated some program for moving toward environmentally friendly
fuels. Some countries are more aggressive than others, but fortunately no country today, not even China, is
ignoring the perils of the planet. 

However, despite remarkable strides in solar, wave, and wind energy, the governments of industrialized nations are
still for the most part banking on nuclear energy, specifically a new form: sodium-cooled fast neutron breeder
reactors, a technology that has failed commercially for more than fifty years (the United States’ Fermi I plant,
Japan’s Moju, and France’s Phenix and Superphenix). 

We need only follow the money to verify the direction in which the U.S. Department of Energy is headed. Under the
Obama administration, nuclear energy was called the “big winner” in the proposed 2011 Energy Department
budget. When added to the $36 billion in existing federal loan guarantees for building nuclear power plants, the
total budget for nuclear energy climbed to $54 billion. What’s more, this figure does not include the nuclear power’s
share of the $5.1 billion budget assigned to the research and development of “breakthrough technologies.” 

Contrast this against $3 to $5 billion in federal loan guarantees for all renewable energy projects, a measly $302
million budget for solar power and $123 million for wind power. Not billion, million. All told, for every dollar invested
in solar, wind, and hydro energy combined, approximately $10 will be invested in nuclear power research and
construction. 

The fact is, when federal loan guarantees are set aside, the U.S. government budgeted almost the same amount for
weatherization programs as it did for renewable energy. 

The same trend can be spotted in other advanced nations as well. 

As of 2010, approximately 15 percent of the power supplied to the Canadian population is generated by eighteen
active nuclear reactors. In the next ten years, Canada plans to build an additional nine plants—a 50 percent
increase in nuclear-generated energy. 

The same goes for France, where 75 percent of the country’s energy now comes from fifty-nine nuclear power
plants. China has also announced plans to build forty nuclear power plants within fifteen years as part of their
recent clean energy campaign. 

In almost all countries, nuclear energy has been erroneously packaged as “clean, renewable energy” simply
because it produces no carbon emissions. Although this may be true, it is also a fact that nuclear power plants
produce a by-product that is far more dangerous than carbon: live radioactive waste. 

Although not widely known, nuclear power plants must shut down approximately every eighteen months to replace
their fuel rods. The old fuel rods contain short-lived, low-level poisons as well as a highly toxic, radioactive material
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their fuel rods. The old fuel rods contain short-lived, low-level poisons as well as a highly toxic, radioactive material

called Np-237, which has a half-life of more than two million years. Not counting nuclear facilities already on the
drawing board, today we produce the “equivalent of one-hundred double-decker buses” of nuclear waste every year
—waste that has to be stored somewhere. 

It turns out that nuclear energy isn’t clean at all. We’re simply putting pollution into the ground instead of releasing
it into the air. 

To some, burying radioactive time bombs seems like a better idea than polluting the atmosphere. To others, it feels
as if we are trading one form of pollution for another and subsequent generations will eventually have to pay the
price: We are heading down the same culde-sac we once did when we bet our short-term energy needs on oil and
coal. 

If ever there were a problem that needed insight, the world’s growing thirst for clean energy would be it. 

Recently, I watched an interview with U.S. Secretary of Energy Steven Chu where he was discussing the need for
renewable energy and the Marquis Waxman bill, being debated in Congress. At one point, the interviewer confessed
that he didn’t understand the Marquis Waxman bill, even though he had attempted to read it several times. He
asked Chu if he had any simpler ideas that could have an effect on carbon emissions and global warming—
something people could actually understand and implement. 

Chu smiled warmly and in a soft voice mentioned that if every roof and road were painted white, it would be the
equivalent of taking eleven billion cars off the road for eleven years. 

“It’s a cheapie,” he added. 

Rather than build hundreds more nuclear power plants producing more radioactive waste, wouldn’t we rather paint
our roofs and roads white? We could practically do it overnight, and the results would be immediate. Cars would
remain cooler and use less energy. Cooler roads also mean less tire wear. The sun’s rays would be reflected rather
than absorbed, so there would be an immediate temperature reduction around the globe. The demand for
household air conditioning would drop 20 percent. 

According to Art Rosenfeld, who works on the California Energy Commission and who has been advocating “cool
roofs” for more than two decades, we could cut twenty-four billion metric tons of carbon dioxide pollution in twenty
years. He explains, “That is what the whole world emitted last year.” It’s quick, it’s harmless, and, according to New
York Times reporter Felicity Barringer, it “represents the vanguard of a movement embracing ‘cool roofs’ as one of
the most affordable weapons against climate change.” 

Now we have to ask ourselves a difficult question: Why wasn’t this bill argued before Congress over the past six
months rather than the Marquis Waxman, which only a handful of experts can understand? The current carbon
reduction initiative is so complicated that it makes the tax code look easy. We will need an army of full-time lawyers
to implement Marquis Waxman, and there is little that the man on the street can contribute. But everyone
understands white roofs and roads. 

Even more perplexing is the fact that Chu, Rosenfeld, and Barringer aren’t the only ones with an insightful solution
to global warming. 

In their 2009 bestselling book SuperFreakonomics, Stephen Dubner and Steven Levitt posed an alternative view.
Instead of attempting to change the behavior of all human beings on the planet, why don’t we investigate what it
would take to quickly cool the planet? When viewed from this angle, the solution looks considerably different. 

The last time the earth experienced a quick decrease in temperature was during the Ice Age. Volcanic eruptions
released so much debris into the atmosphere that incoming sunlight was blocked. This blockage caused the planet
to rapidly begin cooling. Based on history, Dubner and Levitt propose releasing sulfur dioxide into the stratosphere
to form sulfate particles that would once again block sunlight. In other words, they propose “shading the earth” to
stimulate cooling. According to the two experts, this would cost approximately $250 million the first year and $100
million every year thereafter. Compare this to the estimated price tag of $1.2 trillion a year required to incrementally
reduce carbon emissions—a plan that would have significantly less effect. In short, cooling the earth is simpler,
cheaper, and more efficient than preventing it from getting warmer. 

Like painting all the roofs and roads white, Dubner and Levitt propose an inspired, evidence-based, elegant solution
that, predictably, has been met with huge resistance. Overnight, geoengineering became the poster child for man’s
ongoing interference with nature, and scientists and green organizations lined up to attack the notion of global
cooling. Sadly, the once-pristine green movement fell into the same trap that they accused their opponents of falling
into: They substituted facts with irrational beliefs and, in so doing, elevated ecology from a science to a religion. 

My reason for choosing Chu and Dubner and Levitt as examples is to demonstrate that often we have powerful
insights that can have an immediate impact on an extremely complex and dangerous issue such as climate change,
clean water, gang warfare, or nuclear proliferation. We can have a breakthrough in technology or make a new
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clean water, gang warfare, or nuclear proliferation. We can have a breakthrough in technology or make a new

scientific discovery that offers an effective remedy. Many of these insights feel clever, prescriptive, and brilliant in
their simplicity. They are also often practical, feasible, and easy to prove. 

But for some reason, we don’t act. 

Why don’t we? 

What stands in our way? 
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3 

The Sovereignty of Supermemes 

The Power of Beliefs 

IN A RECENT interview, Dean Kamen, world-renowned iconoclast and inventor of the Segway scooter, explained
why so many dangerous problems persist: “Whether we succeed or fail will not be based on technology. We have
the technology—that’s easy. Changing people’s attitudes—that’s a lot harder.” 

As Kamen points out, we already know what our biggest challenges are, and we also have a pretty good idea of
what’s needed to fix them. More than any other time in human history, we have the knowledge, resources,
technology—even the spontaneous insights—needed for progress to continue. 

Yet around every corner our “attitudes” seem to get in the way. 

That’s because from an evolutionary perspective, we aren’t that different from people living in ancient times. We
may have computers, airplanes, and hair dryers, but don’t let that muddy the waters: The way humans think and
the way we behave hasn’t changed a lot. We are still trapped in essentially the same biological spacesuits,
responding and processing information in primitive, often predictable ways: We still wage war against other tribes,
steal each other’s mates, hoard, and eat more than we need. We still pretend there is an infinite amount of clean
water to drink, air to breath, and trees to cut. And we still require both beliefs and knowledge to thrive. 

But how do our attitudes prevent us from moving forward? 

The answer can be found in a little word called a meme. 

A meme (pronounced like “seem”) is any widely accepted information, thought, feeling, or behavior. Memes can be
common sense, traditions, theories, biases, even slogans. “Don’t run with scissors” is a meme, and so is rubbing
sticks together to make fire. The Macarena, texting, and, in the Midwest, the practice of filling the bathtub with
water when trouble is headed our way are also memes. A meme can be a passing fad that only lasts a week or an
old wives’ tale that lasts for centuries. Some memes are factual and some are false. Some are simple to grasp, while
others are quite elaborate. And some memes are helpful, while others, such as racism, cause a great deal of harm. 

Dr. Susan Blackmore, author of The Meme Machine and senior lecturer at the University of the West of England,
describes how memes are transmitted: “Memes travel longitudinally down generations, but they travel horizontally
too, like viruses in an epidemic.” 

Recently my five-year-old nephew reminded me of the durability of memes when I took him to the neighborhood
pool. “Nana,” he warned me, “you stay on the steps because you ate a sandwich. You’re ’posed to wait.” 

Five years old and already a perfect replicator of inaccuracy. 

“Wait an hour after you eat before going swimming” is a meme that has been faithfully passed from one generation
to the next for over a century even though the myth of “cramping up” after eating and subsequently drowning has
been scientifically debunked by experts. But that hasn’t stopped this information from being passed from one
person to the next as if it were a vital survival tip. 

The study of memes—called memetics—provides a valuable framework for understanding how culture, knowledge,
beliefs, and behaviors spread until they become an accepted way of life. 

Yet, after three decades any reference to memes is still guaranteed to raise an eyebrow among the scientific
community. 
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Controversy over Memes 

The idea of memes was hijacked from Darwin. In his landmark 1976 book, The Selfish Gene, the father of meme
theory, Dr. Richard Dawkins, professor at Oxford University, explained how Darwin’s principles of Natural Selection
applied to more than just the inheritance of physical traits and instincts. Dawkins argued that “units of information”
called memes also compete for survival. 

Like genes, through variation, mutation, and inheritance, memes increase or decrease their reproductive success as
they migrate from one human organism to the next. 

Dawkins was the first to define a meme as “a unit of cultural transmission or imitation.” 

But what exactly is a “unit”? 

No one knows. 

For my purposes I treat memes the same way physicists treat the existence of dark matter and quarks. In quantum
mechanics it’s not uncommon to uncover new laws that explain the universe by assuming a hypothetical force or
object exists. With this “if only” assumption, we then go looking for the missing piece. We know the characteristics
it would have, how it would behave, even where it might reside. Often, however, as in the case of dark matter, we
never actually find it. So what do we do? We pretend it exists. And we do this because hundreds of other theories
work better if things like dark matter and quarks are real. 

We use this approach in other sciences too. 

For example, many people are surprised to learn that Charles Darwin wrote On the Origin of Species long before
anyone knew what a gene was. Darwin may have been missing the key ingredient needed to explain exactly how
evolution worked, but this didn’t prevent him from observing that something in nature was causing certain species
to triumph and others to fail. At the time, he called such mythical particles that blended when animals mated
“pangenesis.” But Darwin’s guesswork quickly folded under the scientific scrutiny of his time. It was many years
after the publication of On the Origin of Species that Gregor Mendel, a monk living in an isolated monastery in
Czechoslovakia, discovered how genes really worked. Thankfully, this lack of information didn’t stop Darwin from
hypothesizing. 

Despite Dawkins’ broad definition of memes and the obvious challenge of determining measurable “units” of
imitation, we can all agree on one observable fact: With every passing generation some knowledge, behaviors, and
beliefs grow stronger, some grow weaker, and some become extinct. 

For instance, with the proliferation of sexually transmitted diseases and a recent spike in teenage pregnancies,
“chastity is good” appears to be gaining strength. On the other hand, with the onset of blogging, texting, YouTube,
and social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook, “keep your opinions to yourself” is rapidly experiencing
extinction. 

But there are other, more serious memes too. 

Generation after generation we perpetuate inaccurate beliefs about other religions, races, and cultures. We also
continue to believe green energy is more costly than energy that damages the environment, even though this has
been vigorously disproven by countless economists and corporations. We still trust an executive with an Ivy League
education more than one with only street experience. We believe fast is better than slow, expensive is better than
cheap, and organic is safer than other methods of farming. And many people still insist that the principles of
evolution are untrue despite scientific evidence amassed for the past 150 years. 

In his bestselling book, Virus of the Mind, Richard Brodie refers to memes as “viruses” because of their ability to
rapidly infect rational thought: “Your thoughts are not always your own original ideas. You catch thoughts—you get
infected with them, both directly from other people and indirectly from viruses of the mind.” 

It’s clear that the human organism replicates memes on every subject, small and large, superficial and instrumental,
correct and incorrect, for brief periods of time and for many generations, to our benefit and also to our detriment. 

But what determines a meme’s reproductive success? 

Similar to genes, some memes become passive while others grow dominant and prevail. The difference between a
meme that thrives— becomes unilaterally accepted—and one that dies is determined by its compatibility with
powerful, dominant memes called “supermemes.” 
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From Meme to Supermeme 

A supermeme is any belief, thought, or behavior that becomes so pervasive, so stubbornly embedded, that it
contaminates or suppresses all other beliefs and behaviors in a society. 

One way to think of supermemes is as powerful über-editors—beliefs and behaviors that influence everything we
think and do. Supermemes grow to be unquestioned beliefs about any subject—economics, religion, justice, nature,
even childrearing. 

In the case of the Mayans, once they reached a cognitive threshold and became unable to solve their most complex
problems, fetishism began dictating all thinking and behavior. Fetishism may have started out as a simple meme,
coexisting side by side with other practical pursuits such as building reservoirs, underground cisterns, conservation,
and innovative methods for food storage, but as conditions grew desperate, competing ideas fell away and were
replaced by a singular, narrow viewpoint. In other words, fetishism grew from a meme to a supermeme. And once
fetishism was adopted as the end-all solution to Mayan troubles, the search for alternative solutions came to an
abrupt end. 

But this drive toward mega-beliefs and singular solutions wasn’t unique to the Mayans. 

Complexity also led to pervasive beliefs in 476, following the fall of the Roman Empire, when humans entered an
intolerable period known as the Dark and Middle Ages. It was during this time that order was restored and the “first
sustainable urbanization of northern and western Europe” was achieved. In fact, historians consider the Middle Ages
an important period in the development of modern civilization, and they point to the fact that many of the
boundaries that define European countries today were established during this time. 

But as the complexity of urban life in Europe grew, Christianity went from being one of many beliefs (memes) to a
zealous supermeme that dictated all civic functions. Alternative ways of thinking and worship were quickly
extinguished. As other ways of life were driven underground, Christian dogma grew so powerful that it culminated
in the Crusades, a violent period in human history when intolerance reached new heights. Millions died as the result
of religious persecution. Scientists and rational thinkers were jailed, tortured, and executed. And once again,
progress came to an end. 

History is full of examples in which powerful supermemes became obstacles to progress: the once staunchly held
view the world was flat, the unilateral belief the sun revolved around the earth, the persistent belief that
bloodletting cured more than it killed. The list goes on. 

That’s because once a supermeme takes hold, it becomes extremely difficult for people to imagine otherwise. This
is the paradox of unquestioned, embedded beliefs: We continue believing something is true even when there is
ample evidence to the contrary. 

But why? 
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The Comfort of Beliefs 

It’s important to remember that supermemes are often a response to accelerating complexity. Über-beliefs
reestablish order and meaning, so they act as a powerful tonic for what ails us. 

According to eighteenth-century writer-philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau, “The mind decides in one way or
another, despite itself, and prefers being mistaken to believing in nothing.” 

Rousseau was right: Humans need to believe. And in the face of complexity, they become less selective about what
they are willing to accept as fact. 

Recently, I saw how easily a meme can spread and become confused with fact: I was introduced to David J.
Leinweber, financial guru and author of Nerds on Wall Street. He’s a well-dressed, affable gentleman who can put a
novel spin on just about any topic, so it’s easy to see how Leinweber became an overnight sensation in an
otherwise cutthroat industry. 

According to Leinweber, one day, for the pure fun of it, he decided to go on a hunt for entertaining statistical
relationships between the performance of the New York Stock Exchange and completely unrelated fields. 

It didn’t take long for him to make a bizarre discovery: Movements in the stock exchange coincided with the
production of butter in Bangladesh roughly 75 percent of the time. This coincidence was so remarkable that
Leinweber decided to see what would happen if he added a second trend: cheese production in the United States.
Sure enough, the correlation jumped to a whopping 95 percent. 

Leinweber was on a roll. So he didn’t stop there. 

He mixed in a third indicator, global sheep population, and, lo and behold, the three historical trends paralleled the
ups and down of the U.S. stock market 99 percent of the time. 

Amazing. 

Of course, Leinweber knew these indicators were totally absurd. He embarked on the exercise: to show the dangers
of relying on amusing but unrelated correlations when making financial decisions. 

Leinweber described his eclectic research in this way: “It was the equivalent of finding bunnies in the clouds,
pouring over data until you found something. Everyone knew that if you did enough pouring, you were bound to
find a bunny sooner or later, but it was no more real than the one that blows over the horizon.” 

But shortly after he made his research public, something peculiar happened to David Leinweber. 

The more he talked about the bizarre 99 percent correlation, the more interested mavens on Wall Street became.
Large investors and portfolio managers demanded to learn more about how these relationships worked, clamoring
for greater details. Overnight, Leinweber was besieged with requests to define the formula with more precision, in
practical terms that could then be used to predict market fluctuations in the future. Leinweber became the talk of
the town—he represented the next financial genius with a new way to make a fortune on Wall Street. 

The exercise had turned upside down. 

But how could this happen? 

In every advanced civilization, beliefs trump knowledge when knowledge becomes too difficult to acquire, and
Leinweber’s story is just another example of this. When the financial systems governing Wall Street became too
complicated to be understood even by experts, they reflexively turned to a conjurer who could simplify the problem.
In other words, it felt better to hang their hats on butter production in Bangladesh than on nothing at all. 

This is the reason, when faced with chaotic financial markets, extremely experienced investors blindly followed
Bernard Madoff down a rabbit hole. It’s also the reason popular analysts and personalities like Warren Buffett, Jim
Cramer, and Neil Cavuto can cause a stock to rise or fall with a single, well-placed comment. Every day
congregations of devotees hang on their words like scripture. 

But this irrational behavior isn’t limited to financial markets. 

We also spend billions of dollars each year on homeopathic remedies that have been proven to have no effect. We
purchase more insurance policies for home, fire, flood, cars, boats, and health than at any other time in human
history, even though the odds of catastrophic loss are declining every hour in our favor. And we continue to build
more golf courses in California as if the growing water shortage will one day fix itself. 

What causes us to adopt irrational beliefs both as individuals and as a group? 
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Our vulnerability to beliefs grows stronger as our ability to acquire knowledge recedes. When faced with complexity
that exceeds the biological capabilities of the brain, we become susceptible to unproven ideologies and begin
acquiescing to a dangerous “herd” mentality. 
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The Contagion of Conforming 

This brings us to the second reason supermemes spread like viruses: It is much easier to conform than to make a
conscious decision about every issue, regardless of whether it’s deciding the color of our roofs to the best car to
drive or the most efficient way to educate our children. The more complex life becomes, the more difficult it is to
acquire the knowledge we need to make a correct decision. Not only are the decisions we face more complex, we
also have to make many more of them and make them faster. From this standpoint, it’s no wonder that group
behavior and group think are so seductive. The alternative is to become paralyzed by too much information, too
many choices, and too much difficulty. 

When conditions become chaotic and incomprehensible, we naturally align with the majority. We let the group
decide because we believe there is special wisdom in the group’s decision. The results of “group think” can be
historic and disturbing, as in the cases of Nazi Germany, Mi Lai, and, more recently, the Abu Ghraib prison. But
group think is by no means limited to human atrocities; it also explains the overnight sensation of the Cabbage
Patch doll, the spread of Disco in the seventies, and the 2008 stampede to buy rice when news of a possible
shortage leaked out. 

More importantly, in a global economy conformity knows no national boundaries. Supermemes spread with lightning
speed from one country to another irrespective of culture, history, and other preexisting memes. 

One of the best examples of the trend toward worldwide uniformity comes from black-and-white photographer John
Spence Weir, who has been visually documenting the modern history of Mexico for the past fifty years. In a recent
conversation he offered a sad and haunting confession: 

It turns out, the story of Mexico is really the story of the slow eradication of color. At one time all the
houses were purple, pink, yellow and orange. The clothes and baskets, markets and people, were
colorful, too. 

But today, no one wants a purple house with yellow shutters. They all want beige. Everything is beige—
beige clothes, beige stores, beige garden walls. The wealthy people wanted their homes to look just like
the houses in the United States. So they started painting them beige. If I have a regret it’s that I should
have been photographing Mexico in color, not in black and white. I missed the entire story. 

It was an alarming admission from a man who spent his life capturing a nation’s evaporating culture in black-and-
white photographs. 

The phenomenon Weir observed in Mexico may have a simple biological explanation. Experts who study human
behavior speculate the drive toward uniform behavior may be a natural instinct inherited from our ancient
ancestors. They suggest that survival opportunities increased when we acted as a unified group rather than as
individuals. Working together enabled us to capture larger prey and to efficiently defend against more powerful
predators. So, similar to jackals and wolves, our ancestors relied on the strength of the pack for their well-being. If
this is true, it implies that we may be biologically predisposed to conform to the wishes and behavior of the group.
This may also explain why we are naturally vulnerable to supermemes. 

Regardless of whether our desire to conform is motivated by comfort, is biologically inherited, or is simply a natural
inclination to take the path of least resistance, one thing is certain: When it comes to survival, singularity may be
less complex than diversity, but it is also dangerous. 
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Singularity and Extinction 

In nature, diversity exists for one practical reason: A species that develops a broad range of characteristics and
behaviors—wide diversity—increases its odds of surviving a broad range of environmental challenges. 

When changes occur, no matter what they are—drought, new predators, scarcity of food, wild swings in
temperature—the odds of surviving are better for a species that has diversified than for one that has not. 

In evolutionary terms, diversity acts like a genetic insurance policy— to guard against the complete eradication of a
species. This is the reason there are more than one variety of fish, bird, and ant. They all developed different
strategies to respond to the environment, so when changes occur, they have the features necessary to adapt. 

Let me give you one example of how vital diversity is to survival. In the 1990s, in preparation to write this book, I
sold my business in Silicon Valley and moved to an isolated, federally protected sanctuary for the endangered
Smith’s Blue butterfly along California’s Big Sur coastline. 

At the time I purchased the property, I knew almost nothing about butterflies. But shortly after moving, I had a
chance encounter with Dick Arnold, the preeminent entomologist and expert on the endangered Smith’s Blue. This
began a chain of unplanned events. 

Dick explained that, for unknown reasons, the fragile Smith’s Blue was dependent on a single food source: a
scraggy-looking buckwheat that grows naturally along the coast of California. During the past century, development,
along with the invasion of nonnative plants, destroyed a substantial population of these buckwheat plants. But
unlike other butterflies that survive on different vegetation when their favorite foods become scarce, the Smith’s
Blue had failed to develop diversity in their diet. So as the buckwheats disappeared, so went the population of the
butterfly. 

My visits with Dick Arnold, local biologist Jeff Norman, and experts from the Federal Fish and Wildlife office inspired
me to begin collecting seeds from buckwheat plants on the property in an effort to propagate more plants. I funded
an endowment, hired a horticulturalist to oversee planting, and retained a biologist to monitor the progress of the
butterflies on the site. After eight years and constant harassment from the local water board for watering plants in
violation of their “no water for landscaping” mandate, I’m happy to report the number of buckwheats on the
sanctuary and neighboring hillsides has exploded. The Smith’s Blue return in slightly larger numbers each year. 

But there is also another, more sobering side to the story of the Smith’s Blue. 

From a biological standpoint, I have to acknowledge that I am artificially propping up a species that, of its own
accord, reduced its food choice to a single plant. And where nature is concerned, any drive toward singularity
makes a species vulnerable to extinction. It may be politically convenient to put the blame for the Smith’s Blue’s
dwindling numbers on man’s encroachment alone, but the truth is the butterfly put itself at risk by choosing not to
diversify. 

In nature, singularity has dangerous consequences. 

But the laws governing singularity and survival aren’t limited to a thimble-sized butterfly. Humans are also subject to
these same principles. 

It’s common knowledge that diversifying our financial portfolios and company product lines is a necessary strategy
for hedging against future change. We also strive for greater diversity in sports playbooks, education, department
stores, and restaurant menus. In each of these instances diversity is synonymous with increasing our options,
flexibility, and ability to survive. 

Dr. Yaneer Bar-Yam of Harvard University exposes the critical role diversity plays as complexity grows: “A system
performs well in facing complex challenges when it has high variety. We can understand this in the case of the
modern economy and technological and corporate innovation.” 

A variety of memes assures a civilization’s continued success. The greater the diversity of ideas, technologies, and
beliefs a society has to choose from, the more likely that society can effectively respond to sudden or dramatic
changes in its social and physical environment. But there’s a catch: The greater the diversity, the greater the
complexity. 

Conversely, when a civilization shows signs of uniformity, it is an indication that society has adopted supermemes in
an attempt to reduce complexity by eliminating diversity. 
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The Super-thwarting Power of Supermemes 

Supermemes suppress diversity in the same way that chains like Mc-Donald’s, Wal-Mart, and The Gap crowd out
small businesses. They homogenize and simplify choice. Whereas retail chains produce conformity in how we eat
and dress, supermemes suppress variety in what we know, what we believe, and how we act. 

Over time, supermemes become so widespread that they begin acting as filters through which other memes must
pass, and only thoughts, behaviors, and beliefs compatible with the supermeme survive. This explains why so many
insightful ideas and curative solutions have difficulty coming to fruition. It has nothing to do with the idea itself. As
Dean Kamen pointed out, the real obstacles are our “attitudes”—the supermemes that drive how we think and
behave. 

But this doesn’t mean a supermeme can’t be overcome. 

Remember the case of criminal mastermind Frank Abagnale? The supermeme that might have kept Abagnale
behind bars was the prevailing idea of “justice” we had at the time—the Judeo-Christian belief in “an eye for an
eye.” Even today this ideology (supermeme) permeates every aspect of the U.S. criminal justice system, thwarting
other innovative ways of managing and rehabilitating offenders. 

This is the reason that Abagnale’s story is so remarkable. The agents who rallied for his early release successfully
overcame a deeply entrenched belief: the accepted notion that a criminal must pay their debt inside the four walls
of a prison, grouped with other criminals, denied all of the pleasures, rights, and respect reserved for law-abiding
civilians. Other productive ways for criminals to pay their debt, such as working in concert with the FBI, were simply
not an option, at least not until the insights of a couple of agents challenged the existing mind-set. 

Are there other examples where supermemes have led to singularity? Other beliefs and behaviors that have become
so widely accepted that they have unknowingly quashed variety? 
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Economic Singularity 

There was a time when the geographic distances between countries were all that was needed to slow or prevent
the globalization of memes. But today unprecedented advances in transportation and communications allow
information, beliefs, and trends to travel farther and faster than ever before. 

Take economics for example. 

It is fascinating how similar the economies of many industrialized countries have become in just a few decades.
Almost all nations have a centralized branch of government that tightly controls interest rates, the circulation of
currency, import/exports, and more. They also utilize identical economic institutions to oversee commerce—stock
markets, corporate and government bonds, regulated banking, venture capital, and so forth—with very minor
differences in the laws governing their financial systems. Income and purchases are taxed as the primary source of
revenue for the government, and citizens are required to register and apply for a variety of licenses even to conduct
everyday commerce. Sure, there are technical nuances and political differences between the economies of, say, the
United States and China, but the similarities in how capital is raised, controlled, and managed as well as how
economic transactions occur easily outweigh these cosmetic differences. Today, business is business, no matter
where you travel. 

Following the Cold War most nations adopted many of the financial institutions and processes associated with
capitalism. There was a practical reason for this: Uniformity streamlines commerce. The global economy simply runs
more efficiently when the same basic economic principles are deployed irrespective of cultural and political
differences. 

In short, common systems of commerce paved the way for easy and rapid economic cooperation. As a result, all
nations today are striving for economic singularity, even at the expense of destabilizing global markets. 

The story of my brother, Mike, demonstrates why economic uniformity between countries has so much appeal. 

A few years ago at his forty-fifth birthday, Mike gathered the family together and announced he was going to start
his own business. 

Prior to this announcement, my brother had enjoyed a career as a successful engineer in research and development
in Silicon Valley working for industry giants such as Ford Aerospace, Fairchild Semiconductor, and Lam Research. In
his late thirties he met a brilliant young woman, married, and was blessed with three boys. He had a good job,
healthy family, and great friends. Life was good. 

Then in 2008 the economy took a turn for the worse. Mike and his wife made the difficult decision to pack up the
family and move to Idaho, where their cost of living would be half what it was in California. Their spacious new
home included an office above the garage that my brother immediately confiscated. Between changing diapers,
fixing lunch, and driving kids to school, he began combing through personal notebooks he had kept throughout his
career. They were chock-full of new product ideas he hoped to develop one day. After many months he finally
settled on a small, inexpensive metal screw for four-wheel-drive recreational vehicles. 

Although Mike had no experience venturing out on his own and no desire to speak or learn a foreign language,
within thirty days he managed to send electronic schematics of his prototype to a dozen manufacturing companies
in China. In roughly sixty days he had fabricated prototypes ready for testing. He’d also hired an overseas company
to develop plastic packaging for retail sales. And now, just ninety days into his dream, he’s sitting in an office over
his garage in Idaho interviewing foreign distributors in the auto parts industry and negotiating license agreements
with manufacturers on the other side of the planet. 
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The Price of Uniformity 

We live in amazing times, when creating an international business has become so streamlined, even a novice can
become an international concern in just a few months. 

Though uniformity in global commerce is a boon for entrepreneurs like my brother, a decrease in economic diversity
also has a dark side: It causes nations to be more interdependent and, therefore, more vulnerable to sudden
change. Similar to the quandary of the Smith’s Blue butterfly, the movement away from economic diversity toward
singularity has greatly increased our likelihood of unilateral collapse. 

Take global stock markets for example. During the last week in July 2007, the U.S. stock market fell almost 5
percent. It was the biggest drop since 9/11. In that same week the London FTSE plummeted 5.6 percent, the Israeli
TA 25 Index dropped 7 percent, and Australia’s exchange fell 3 percent. This was immediately followed by the stock
markets in Hong Kong, South Korea, Tokyo, and Singapore, all losing 3 to 4 percent. 

Although the size of the peaks and valleys vary between international markets, the upward and downward trends
are now regularly mimicked by every exchange in the world in twenty-four-hour cycles. Virtually all global stock
markets follow the same daily trend. 

What accounts for the similar patterns of allegedly independent stock markets, each representing allegedly
independent corporations? 

If these sudden jumps in stock prices were based on rational economics, we would have to conclude that
companies of all sizes, in every industry, in every country in the world all did something during the exact same
twenty-four-hour period to cause the value of their companies to decline in unison. 

Not likely. Never mind on subsequent days. 

So, is there some economic principle that has the power to affect every company, currency, and economy in the
world? 

It turns out there are very few cataclysmic events that can alter the value of every company everywhere. The rest
of the time the markets are reacting either fearfully or exuberantly according to rumors, predictions, and
speculation. And as all the economies around the world have grown more uniform, the response to irrational beliefs
has also grown similar. 

There is no denying that as the economies of advanced countries begin to look alike, the dangers of contagion and
global financial collapse increases. In many ways we find ourselves in the same peril as the tiny Smith’s Blue
butterfly: We have voluntarily narrowed our options to the point of jeopardizing our ability to survive. 

In my view, the recent cascade of global financial markets that led to a worldwide recession would not have been
possible one generation ago when Russia, China, and East Germany operated vastly different economies. Up until
the early ’70s, China maintained a rigid isolationist policy, while Russia and East Germany continued to hold
steadfast to centrally controlled production, distribution, and trade. During this period of economic diversification,
the downturn of one financial market had a much smaller effect on other countries because to a large extent their
diversity protected them from the whimsical ups and downs of a fickle world economy. Commerce between nations
may have been more challenging, but a diversity of economic systems provided a necessary safeguard against a
dangerous ripple effect. 

Then in the spring of 2010, the danger of economic singularity once again reared its ugly head when Greece
announced that it was on the verge of defaulting on massive debt, which sent markets around the world tumbling.
Suddenly the ramifications of adopting a singular currency, the euro, in order to streamline commerce became
clear: Economic stability was contingent on the solvency of every nation who adopted the euro, so the default of
one country would have disastrous consequences for the others. The members of the Eurozone, along with the
International Monetary Fund, had no choice but to quickly approve a $147 billion package designed to buy Greece
three years of time. It was a good mitigation, but did it do anything to address the hazards of eliminating economic
diversity? Probably not. 

Uniformity in economics isn’t the only way countries become susceptible to contagion. As global warming, pandemic
virus, terrorism, poverty, and other global problems mount in complexity, the governments of every nation now face
the same gridlock. After all, beneath the nationality of every citizen lies a human organism, subject to the same
slow rate of evolutionary change as all other life on the planet. So as the gap widens between our cognitive abilities
and the magnitude of the problems we must solve, citizens in every corner of the world are beginning to substitute
knowledge with look-alike über-beliefs called supermemes. 

Which begs the question: If complexity begets supermemes, and supermemes beget singularity, and singularity
begets extinction, how do we break the cycle? 
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Keeping Memes, Memes 

The most important thing to understand about supermemes is this: Supermemes are man-made, man-imposed, and
man-sustained, and therefore, they can be prevented and undone. 

One way to disarm supermemes is through awareness. Once we become aware of supermemes, we can’t help
noticing them everywhere. Government leaders, the media, comedians, and professors begin talking about them.
Conversations about unilateral beliefs show up in business meetings, around the kitchen table, on television talk
shows, and at civic gatherings. Once exposed, supermemes stop working. 

Author Richard Brodie acknowledges the power of awareness in this way: “People who understand memetics will
have an increasing advantage in life, especially in preventing themselves from being manipulated or taken
advantage of. If you better understand how your mind works, you can better navigate through a world of
increasingly subtle manipulation.” 

Consequently, the best defense against manipulation is consciousness. The more we understand how and why
memes become supermemes as well as how they halt progress, the less likely we are to allow them to govern our
thoughts and become an obstacle. 

A second way to eliminate repressive über-beliefs is to effect a radical paradigm shift. This can take the form of a
violent cultural revolution as in the case of Cuba in the 1950s or an inspirational document such as the Bill of Rights
or Darwin’s On the Origin of Species. Sometimes a revolutionary scientific discovery breaks the momentum of
pervasive beliefs: the Periodic Table of Elements, the discovery of the double helix in DNA, the Internet. Human
history is filled with examples where entrenched beliefs were overthrown by an extremely powerful discovery,
innovation, or army. 

A third way of preventing supermemes is to eliminate the reason they develop in the first place. Supermemes
emerge as a result of reaching a cognitive threshold. So when we develop new cognitive skills—such as insight—
complexity becomes manageable. Insight defends against the dangers of pervasive ideologies by eliminating our
need to adopt them in the first place. 

But simply encouraging insight is not enough. 

We now recognize that powerful supermemes have the ability to censor or destroy every insightful solution no
matter how effective it may be. Whether it’s Steven Chu’s idea to paint the roads and roofs white or Dubner and
Levitt’s pursuit of global cooling, unproven über-beliefs prevent helpful remedies from being adopted. 

In this respect, modern society finds itself in a similar position to the Mayans, Romans, and Khmer. Many insightful
solutions to our most dangerous problems are already available. We have technologies, ideas, theories, innovations,
inventions, and insights to solve our greatest challenges. Yet supermemes stand in our way. They form an irrational
barrier between what we believe and what we know we must do. 

Do we know which supermemes pose an obstacle to progress today? 

It turns out we have a pretty good idea. 
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4 

Irrational Opposition 

The First Supermeme 

I came face to face with the first of five modern supermemes in 2004 when I flew to Manhattan to attend two days
of back-to-back business meetings. 

At the time my daughter was a student at New York University, so I was looking forward to having dinner with her
and catching up on the things that interest young women venturing out on their own: boys, politics, boys, fashion,
boys, music and movies I’ve never heard of—all followed by a long discussion about boys. 

But when I arrived at the hotel I discovered a voice message saying she couldn’t come. 

My heart sank. 

Her message was short and sweet: At the last minute some students had invited her to protest against the Iraq
War, and because this was her first protest, she wasn’t exactly sure how long the demonstration would last. “Go
ahead and eat dinner without me. I’ll get there as soon as I can,” she said. Then, as if anticipating my
disappointment, she quickly added, “I’m sorry Mom, but I think I have to do this—you know, speak up.” 

I was immediately filled with pride. I had raised a healthy, willful young woman, and this was my just desserts: civic
duty first, catch up with Mom second. 

So, exhausted from my cross-country commute, I grabbed a soda from the minibar, laid down on the bed, and
turned on the television to watch the protestors who were, coincidentally, gathering in the streets below my room. 

Within minutes—drink in hand, coat and shoes still on—I fell asleep. 

When I awoke, the protestors had consumed ten square blocks of downtown Manhattan. Police officers on horses
began closing off intersections as ground reinforcements armed with plastic shields waved a sea of yellow cabs and
confused tourists left and right. Shopkeepers hastily locked up for the day. Media vans pulled up on the sidewalks
and adjusted their cameras as frantic reporters ran toward the crowd. Then, as five o’clock rolled around, thousands
of office workers emptied onto the sidewalks, adding to the confusion. A small group near a park began shouting
“Stop . . . the . . . war!” and others joined in. As the staccato grew louder, reverberating against the towering
skyscrapers, traffic choppers descended to cover the action. 

This was no longer just a handful of students. It was a national news story. 

Then, suddenly, in one of those wonderful, inexplicable twists of fate, I saw my daughter’s face on the television. 

A reporter stuck a microphone to her mouth and shouted, “Why are you here? What brought you out today?” 

I sat up. 

I watched as the young NYU freshman took hold of the microphone to speak on behalf of the antiwar movement.
With amazing composure and conviction, my daughter stated that the original reason for going to war was the
existence of “weapons of mass destruction,” and now, after discovering there were no WMDs, the United States no
longer had any reason to remain in Iraq. “No president has the right to retrofit reasons for war,” she said. 

Who was this articulate, beautiful woman on the evening news? I was again filled with admiration. 

But then, to the reporter’s credit, he asked a more meaningful question: “How should we leave Iraq?” 

Her first response was a look of surprise. “What?” 
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The reporter calmly repeated his question. 

“I don’t know. But we definitely need to get out.” Then, curiously, she restated the reasons she was against the war
all over again. It didn’t seem to bother her that she had not answered the question. 

I watched in fascination as the reporter moved from one person to the next—old, young, educated, wealthy, poor,
executives, and students. In almost every case, the protesters presented articulate reasons why they were against
the war. However, when pressed on which withdrawal plan they favored, most of them were against any one plan
and fell back to restating their opposition. 

Interesting. 

PEOPLE WHO PUBLICLY PROTEST are not only passionate and well meaning; they are also generally well informed.
I found it incongruous that these same people advocated no real solutions. They appeared passionate about what
they were against, but when it came time to propose an alternative course of action, they seemed befuddled. 

It occurred to me I was witnessing some new form of gridlock: If we are against the war and also simultaneously
against every withdrawal plan, how do we move forward? This, by definition, is an impasse. 

I began wondering if this phenomenon might also be true for other complex issues. Was there some supermeme—
some universal belief, value, or behavior—that was preventing us from embracing real solutions? 

For years I scanned op-ed pieces, news programs, and talk shows looking for a pattern. In each venue the host,
anchorperson, writer, caller, and audience members seemed adamant about what they were against, but very few
people, if any, advocated a solution. In fact, every person in favor of a concrete plan was followed by twenty-five
vigorously attacking it. The ratio of critics to advocates was overwhelmingly skewed. The more I listened, the more
I noticed how easy it had become for people to talk about what was wrong, inaccurate, incorrect, unjust,
unattractive, and impractical. 

It seems we are against a lot of things. 

For instance, most of us agree something should be done about carbon emissions. But we are also vehemently
against paying higher prices for gas or being forced to purchase smaller cars. And almost everyone opposes higher
taxes, yet we also expect free health care, good roads, and social security as well as unlimited police and fire
protection. We are against big business bailouts, but we don’t want the government to allow these companies to go
under or cut more jobs. We are against handing out mortgages to people with no assets, but we also want home
sales to keep rising and real estate to appreciate. Corporations demand a bigger share of the global market, but
they don’t want to lower prices or sacrifice short-term profits to get it. Retirees want bigger returns from their
investment portfolios, but they don’t want to assume any risk or pay taxes on their gains. 

The list of what we don’t want, what we don’t agree with, and what we don’t like goes on and on, easily dwarfing
what it is we desire. 
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The Problem with “Just Say No” 

When it becomes much easier to describe the things we oppose rather than the things we advocate, this indicates
that opposition has grown from a meme to a supermeme. 

Irrational opposition occurs when the act of rejecting, criticizing, suppressing, ignoring, misrepresenting,
marginalizing, and resisting rational solutions becomes the accepted norm. 

But the unilateral opposition of all remedies has dire consequences to the continuation of progress. 

Remember firefighter Wag Dodge? Imagine for a moment if Dodge had dismissed his revelation that lighting a
smaller fire around him would save him from a more dangerous one. Imagine if Darwin had abandoned the notion
of evolution simply because he could not prove the existence of genes. Imagine if Einstein’s theory of relativity had
been cast aside because it wasn’t consistent with accepted Newtonian physics. 

Throughout human history opposition has helped to create change; but it can also be a powerful and frightening
obstacle to progress. 

Nothing new here. 

When oppositional thinking and behavior is merely a meme, tenacity and evidence may be all that is required to
allow rational solutions to prevail. But when opposition evolves into a supermeme, solutions to our greatest threats
may be prevented from coming to fruition because the resources required to overcome the opposition may simply
be too great. 

The powerful effect that opposition has on paralyzing progress recently hit home in yet another heated public
debate that, in the end, resulted in a stalemate: no resolution, no action, no progress. 

For those unfamiliar with the Central Valley region of California, this area is referred to as the “breadbasket of
California.” Known for its sprawling dairies, cattle ranches, and orchards, the valley is neatly flanked by two
highways: Highway 99 on the east and State Highway 101 on the west. Both arteries begin in Los Angeles and run
the full length of the state, forming a parallel thoroughfare through the heart-land of California. 

Recently, the state announced plans to build a new prison in the Central Valley. 

Prison overcrowding had produced such hazardous health and safety issues for inmates and employees that Federal
judges, in a frightening move, ordered the governor to release 57,000 prisoners. Overnight, the problem of growing
crime bumped the latest celebrity scandal off the front page and suddenly everyone became nervous. 

The governor quickly determined that the Central Valley was an ideal location to construct a new prison facility.
Freeway access made it easy for prisoners to be transported, supplies to be delivered, employees to commute, and
families to visit. In addition, the large areas of flat land necessary to secure a prison were comparatively
inexpensive, as was labor. The infrastructure for electricity, sewage, and fire protection was also already in place.
There were many good reasons for building another prison in the Central Valley. 

It didn’t take long, however, for the state’s decision to quickly galvanize neighbors who otherwise barely spoke to
one another. Practically overnight, potluck meetings were organized and petitions were distributed objecting to the
construction of a prison that might put schools, families, and elderly residents in jeopardy. Other objections included
the negative effect on property values, the burden on local law enforcement, and the future of nearby businesses.
Almost without exception, every person living and working in the surrounding area opposed the idea of building a
prison near their home. 

But when asked what the state should do instead, the residents offered no alternatives. Surprisingly, many became
annoyed at the question, as if the state had missed the entire point. Their point was not to build the prison here,
and that was their only point. It turns out that no one was against building prisons. They were in favor of stricter
law enforcement and tougher, longer sentencing. They also agreed that new facilities were needed to humanely
house criminals—just not in their backyard. 

But is this behavior any different from the protestors against the Iraq War who reject every troop withdrawal plan?
Or politicians who oppose a public health care option but advocate no solution for caring for millions of uninsured,
aging citizens? How about people who want cheap nuclear energy but don’t want to store radioactive waste near
their communities? Or experts and leaders who criticize every plan to stop the oil spill in the Gulf? 

In my view, they all amount to the same thing: Opposition has become the new substitute for advocacy. 

Take the problem of overcrowded prisons, for example. 

There’s no stronger evidence that our modern society is gridlocked by opposition than the increasing number of
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There’s no stronger evidence that our modern society is gridlocked by opposition than the increasing number of

criminals we put on ice each year. Building more prisons is a public admission that we have abandoned all other
possibilities for preventing crime. We have now surrendered to the same mitigation used by the Mayans, Romans,
and Khmer: incarceration and punishment. Locking up and torturing people for their crimes isn’t new. It didn’t work
in earlier times and it doesn’t work now. Yet, we persevere as if this is some surefire way to manage society’s
growing crime problem. 

In fact, California prisons have become so jam-packed that in 2006 the prisoners themselves decided to fight back.
In a landmark case, inmates sued the State of California to limit prisoner populations. With twice the allowable
capacity, they argued that the prisons presented “a dangerous hazard” to inmates and guards. The inmates won the
case, and the state was ordered not to accept any more prisoners. 

But for two more years, conditions deteriorated. 

The state’s budget crisis prevented new prisons from being built, and everything came to a standstill. Police
continued to arrest offenders, prosecutors continued to prosecute, and judges continued to sentence offenders to
jail—but where would they go? With prison sewage, water, and electricity services already overwhelmed, diseases
were rapidly spreading, prison suicides were accelerating, and, suddenly, hard-won human rights were being
ignored. Dirty, unsafe, overflowing prisons resembled stockyards, and many inmates were trapped in conditions that
would disturb animal rights activists. 

Then, in 2009 Federal judges finally weighed in. They ordered the governor to bring inmate overcrowding down
from over 200 percent to 130 percent of capacity—a level the courts deemed acceptable, but barely. 

One way to accomplish the court’s order was to release prisoners who had committed nonviolent crimes or who
were near the end of their sentences. Another option was to scramble for new facilities that could be used
temporarily as prisons. A third alternative was to build more facilities as quickly as possible in anticipation of a
growing inmate population in the future. 

The governor ran with all three. 

It was a courageous stance, but was it enough? 

The problem with any containment strategy is that the problems eventually outgrow their containers. It doesn’t
matter how many prisons we build or where we build them. The fact is water is running into the bathtub faster than
it can drain. This means no neighborhood—whether next door to a prison or a hundred miles away—is safe. Arguing
where to build the next prison is like arguing whether the tub is filling with hot or cold water: What does it matter
when the water is rushing over the top? 

Which begs the question: Just how bad is the problem? 

According to the Department of Justice, between 1980 and 2001 the U.S. prison population grew from
approximately 396,800 inmates to 1.3 million—threefold in the past twenty years. 

But inmate statistics alone don’t paint the full picture. 

Prison overcrowding has put enormous pressure on the justice system for “early release.” This has shifted the
overcrowding problem from prisons to probation officers, whose caseloads have now become all but impossible to
manage. Put in sobering terms, between 1986 and 2006, approximately 520 new prisoners, parolees, or
probationers were added every day. Sadly, this upward trend is occurring in other nations as well. 

Per capita, we have a runaway train on our hands, and every government of every industrialized nation in the world
knows it. 

What’s more, as the courts, governor, and private citizens direct all their attention and resources to meet the
demand for incarceration, new programs aimed at prevention and rehabilitation are systematically starved of
funding. 

Whereas in the 1960s and ’70s we were eager to provide education, career and drug counseling, and therapy to
prisoners, today less than 3 percent of the prison budget in the United States is allotted for inmate rehabilitation.
Most of this 3 percent is being used as seed capital to develop prison businesses that, under the guise of providing
vocational training, generate profits to offset rising prison costs. Services such as one-on-one counseling have been
turned over to nonprofit and religious groups in order to lower operating costs. 

Yet, the more we oppose every social program aimed at prevention, the more likely crime will simply continue to
grow as we pass this burden to the next generation. Opposition to every possible remedy, initiative, and insight
results in nothing but gridlock. And once progress stops, collapse is not far behind. 
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The Illusion of Free Choice 

When a society becomes oppositional, it becomes extremely easy to manipulate. Individuals who understand how
opposition works become masters at swaying public opinion and negotiating favorable outcomes. In this way an
oppositional culture can become vulnerable to singular ways of thinking and behaving. 

When we are presented with only two choices, we often choose the less objectionable option, which, in effect,
becomes decision-by-default. 

Politicians, for example, are masters at using this oppositional approach. 

In the United States two political parties have dominated for over 150 years: the Republicans and the Democrats.
Every four years each party nominates its choice for president and puts its full resources behind campaigning for its
nominee. 

And, predictably, every four years the same debate over “negative” campaign tactics ensues. Candidates,
supporters, and staffers all make public statements agreeing that negative campaigns must stop. At the same time
it is difficult for them to ignore the fact that, across the board, negative advertisements produce the best results.
You can’t argue with numbers: Negative ads often give a candidate the biggest bang for their buck, especially if
controversy causes the ad to be discussed for free on news and talk show programs. 

So as a race gets closer to the finish line, Americans have come to expect an increase in mudslinging by
organizations that are conveniently kept an arm’s length away from the candidates (SwiftBoat, Moveon.org, Acorn).
This allows candidates to deny any knowledge of attacks on their competitor while also benefiting from the overall
effectiveness of aggressive campaign tactics. 

Here we see the oppositional supermeme in full force. 

The reason negative advertising works so well is this: A candidate need not win our support when all he/she has to
do is simply turn us against the only other choice. We may feel like we’re exercising free choice, but what we are
really doing is opposing one candidate and, by default, throwing our support behind the only other alternative. 

This is one of the reasons that for over two centuries the United States has remained gridlocked in a two-party
system and why we will likely remain this way for generations to come. A two-party system is ideally suited to an
oppositional society and much more efficient than a three-, four-, or five-party system. All a candidate has to do in
a two-party system is find a single reason for us to reject an opponent to earn our vote. In this way, a two-party
system is easy and economical to manage. 

Here’s why: During a presidential election individual states are colored blue or red depending on which candidate is
most likely to win the electoral votes in that state, whereas green indicates states that are still “up for grabs.” With
fifty states to cover, a candidate must have some method for prioritizing where to spend his money and time.
Thanks to a two-party system, candidates can focus the majority of their advertising dollars and campaign stops on
states where the contest is close and pollsters have indicated the candidate has a fighting chance. This makes
campaigning manageable. 

Just for a moment, however, imagine the complexity and confusion if three, four, or five parties with equal size,
strength, and resources were competing for our vote. Then, simply differentiating from the other candidate by
turning us against him (or her) would not be enough to secure a vote. Instead, candidates would be forced to
advocate tangible positions to separate from the pack. Nor could they focus on states where the race was close
because with so many candidates, too many states would be too close to call. Campaigns would become hugely
expensive and unwieldy because candidates would be forced to campaign in orange, yellow, lavender, and
chartreuse states—wherever they might be trailing numerous competitors—a campaign manager’s nightmare. 

Take our most recent election—an exemplary model of opposition in action. 

In 2008, candidate Barack Obama implemented a brilliant and cunning platform based on the idea of “change.” At
the time, George W. Bush’s popularity had reached an all-time low, and so the nation was, to a large extent, already
primed; they were already opposed to the Republican policies of the existing administration. Obama offered an
opportunity to move away from these policies toward some vague and compelling alternative he called “change.” 

Early on, during the Democratic primary, the other popular Democratic nominee, Hillary Clinton, complained that
Obama wasn’t being specific about what he meant by change. She pointed out that change was just a word and
demanded that he give more details. But Obama was smart. He understood better than Clinton that in an
oppositional society it was suicide to provide specifics. Specifics were tantamount to painting a bull’s-eye on his
back because any position or program he would advocate would bring scores of critics forward. So, to Clinton’s
frustration, Obama remained vague. The more substance she demanded, the more Obama’s speeches began to
take on inspirational, motivational rhetoric. They became political sermons noticeably devoid of targets. 
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Obama’s campaign strategists knew that all he had to do was ride the sentiment of opposition against Bush while
building opposition toward Clinton. So the more specifics Clinton offered, the more targets she provided for Obama,
and the country, to object to. Meanwhile, Clinton punched faster and harder at the air around her, since Obama
provided nothing specific for her to strike. 

Slowly, opposition to four more years of “Bill and Hillary” in the White House and four more years of “the same old
Republican policies” began to build momentum. All the while Obama sparingly metered out just enough detail to
signal to the nation that he was a viable option. 

What’s more, any attempt to oppose Obama was repackaged as opposition to the nation’s first black president.
Opposition to Obama became a subtle sign of racism, and in this way opponents found themselves trapped in a
situation in which counterattacks worked against them. It was a winning trifecta that tapped into existing opposition
toward Hillary, Bush, and racism. 

Obama’s offensive and defensive campaign strategy boiled down to a simple matter of understanding and
manipulating an oppositional culture better than his opponents. 

But leadership requires a person to make concrete decisions and implement real programs and legislation, so we
could predict the love affair would soon sour once Obama took office. Opposing the obtuse idea of change may
have made no sense, but opposing specifics on a public health care option, more troops in Afghanistan, auto
company bailouts, and stimulus packages was easy. 

Simply put, the public rose up in opposition as soon as Obama provided something concrete to oppose. 

Suddenly, the same people who passionately supported Obama during the election became his greatest critics as
soon as he made the decision to transfer prisoners at Guantánamo to other prisons, bail out banks, and meet with
the leaders of terrorist nations. Sunday morning talk show hosts lined up to pick apart the weaknesses of the
president’s decisions and leadership skills. Every step Obama made in the name of change—an idea that once
captivated an entire nation—was now met with violent resistance. 

Although President Barack Obama began his term in January 2009 with unprecedented popularity in the United
States and abroad, by the end of his first year in office, his approval scores had sharply declined to an average of
only 50 percent. Viewed in the light of an oppositional culture, this trend was not only probable, it was inevitable. 
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Commercial Opposition 

Oppositional behavior doesn’t just work for political campaigning. It’s also a highly successful way to sell products
today. 

Many of the recent television commercials for Apple Computer (Apple has stated they are discontinuing these
commercials), for example, utilize an oppositional strategy. In them, a young man representing Apple is shown
talking to a chubby, pasty, unlikeable fellow who represents a PC. The PC character is not someone whom any
viewer, of any demographic, would associate themselves with. On the other hand, the Apple character is slim, hip,
quick-witted, and good looking. It’s easy to understand why the ad is effective: Once we disassociate from the PC
character, we automatically identify with the Mac. 

Although comparison advertising is nothing new, oppositional advertising is. 

Comparison advertising relies on showing how one feature is better than another, but oppositional advertising
doesn’t present any specific features or information. It simply relies on making us dislike the only viable alternative. 

Today, smart advertising executives know that when there are two perceived market leaders, they need only
disparage the competition for their client to gain market share. Explaining specific advantages of a product is not
nearly as efficient as pointing out the other guy’s faults. It doesn’t matter whether the faults are real or perceived,
important or superficial. If there is an opportunity for a purchasing decision to be polarized, the next stop is
negative advertising. 

But knowing what we are against—no matter how strongly—is not the same as knowing what we stand for, what we
want, and what we believe in. Manipulation through opposition makes a mockery of “free choice” because choices
have the illusion of being free when they are anything but: A choice of one, whether default or not, is no choice at
all. 

An oppositional strategy polarizes choice. And choosing between two extreme options doesn’t work for solving
highly complex problems like global warming, war, or health care because it forces the brain into choosing “which”
rather than considering “what.” 

Imagine if we had to examine five or ten legitimate possibilities, none of which were perfect, and the best solution
was one that combined elements from each? How would decisions get made? And yet, this is what insightful
thinking does. Insight rejects “which is best” in favor of “what is best.” When we reframe the problem for the brain,
it is amazing how different the results are. 

Obama may have used the polarization of choice to his advantage during the Democratic primary and national
election, but once he had secured the office of the presidency, he realized that polarization was a flawed
mechanism for complex decision-making. The optimal solution was never Obama or Hillary. It was both, working
together. Taking this logic one step further, the United States would benefit even more if superficial partisan lines
could be crossed and McCain, the most experienced candidate of them all, had been offered a cabinet position.
Then again, that may be asking us to take as big a leap in evolution as standing on our hind legs. 
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Opposition and Complexity 

What causes a civilization to begin rejecting ideas, information, knowledge, and solutions across the board? Why
has opposition grown into a supermeme in the twenty-first century? 

All roads lead back to the cognitive threshold—that inevitable gap between the slow rate at which the human brain
is capable of evolving and the rapid rate at which complexity escalates. 

For example, give any five-year-old child a toy that’s too complicated and watch what he does. It doesn’t take long
for him to push it away. Then ask him why he doesn’t want to play anymore. Most of the time the answer is “I don’t
like it” or “I don’t feel like playing anymore.” It’s a rare child who says “It’s too hard.” 

The same goes for adults. 

When faced with complexity, our first response is to retreat to the familiar, even if the familiar means failing. But in
addition to reverting to what is familiar, we also have another reaction: fear. 

We are hardwired to perceive real change as threatening, so we instinctively reject it. Sure, a few of us have the
courage and tenacity to attack the complex, the unknown, and the risky. After all, this is how new discoveries are
made. 

But many more of us do not. 

Why not? 

It turns out there may be a simple evolutionary explanation for our reaction: When we choose what is familiar, we
reduce danger. In nature, animals that gravitate toward what is already known and understood frequently improve
their survival opportunities by lowering risk. 

Conversely, when we are willing to tackle the unknown, we assume much greater risk. Though progress requires a
few humans to confront danger on behalf of their group, the increased risk associated with embracing novelty is
more often avoided. Therefore, through the process of Natural Selection we have evolved strong cognitive
safeguards to protect us against the unfamiliar and potentially harmful. 

Dr. Jeffrey M. Schwartz, research psychiatrist at the University of California at Los Angeles, has been studying the
human brain’s response to foreign and complex ideas for many years. During his research Schwartz uncovered a
simple biological reason for opposition: a two-tiered system the brain uses to manage familiar and unfamiliar tasks. 

The easiest way to understand Dr. Schwartz’s research is to think of the human brain like a large factory. 

Inside every factory there are routine tasks that, once mastered, demand little thought. These functions are so well
defined that they are largely performed by laborers whose performance can be easily measured using simple
benchmarks such as quantity and consistency. 

Similarly, in the human brain familiar tasks that require almost no conscious thought are managed with great
efficiency by the basal ganglia, the “habit center of the brain.” Routine tasks such as taking a shower, buttering our
toast in the morning, driving the same car on the same route to work every day—any actions that have been
learned, mastered, and relegated to habit—get “shoved down” to the basal ganglia in the brain. 

But, every factory also requires executives, such as the chief executive officer, to perform tasks that are less routine
—responsibilities comprised of negotiating, managing crises, strategic planning, and other nonconforming functions.

The CEO’s job is equivalent to the complex tasks performed by the frontal cortex—the same area of the human
brain that began growing at evolutionary light speed when humans became bipedal and formed sophisticated social
groups. This is the part of the brain that processes new information and solves difficult problems, and like the CEO,
it extracts a hefty price for its abilities. 

Schwartz points out that the job of the basal ganglia is to “free up the processing resources of the frontal cortex.”
So once tasks become habitual, the brain offloads these tasks. That leaves more horsepower for unfamiliar and
complex tasks to be performed in the frontal cortex—the brain’s CEO. 

To illustrate how the two-tiered system works in the real world, Schwartz cites driving a car as an example.
Learning to drive a vehicle requires many complex cognitive processes that quickly consume all our immediate
short-term memory and demand the full attention of the frontal cortex. This is the reason, after our first driving
lesson, we feel completely exhausted even though we have not been exerting any physical energy other than
steering and tapping the brakes. 

But once we master driving, it’s another story. We drive without consciously thinking about what we’re doing. Often
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But once we master driving, it’s another story. We drive without consciously thinking about what we’re doing. Often

we drive familiar routes without remembering anything about the trip despite miraculously avoiding pedestrians,
other cars, running red lights, and making wrong turns. How? When driving becomes so familiar as to require no
conscious thought, it can be relegated to the basal ganglia, where tasks are executed on autopilot. 

But what happens when the rate of change accelerates and the environment we must navigate becomes
increasingly unfamiliar and complex? 

For a moment imagine driving a different route to work every day where every landmark is unfamiliar. Better yet,
imagine being asked to drive an altogether different kind of vehicle and having to make several unfamiliar stops
along the way while still being expected to arrive on time. In order to process this much new information, we have
to fully engage the frontal cortex. Without any familiarity, it is impossible to delegate even the smallest task to the
basal ganglia. In this way, accelerating complexity leads to overloading the frontal cortex—the equivalent of asking
a CEO to solve a corporate crisis every second of every day. 

Is it any wonder we reflexively oppose everything as fast as we can? Opposition reduces our workload and risk. 

In a 2006 article, “The Neuroscience of Leadership,” David Rock and Schwartz observed that “change is pain.”
According to the two scientists who studied the human resistance to change inside the workplace, “Much of what
managers do in the workplace—how they sell ideas, run meetings, manage others and communicate—is so well
routinized that the basal ganglia are running the show. Trying to change any hardwired habit (or ideas) requires a
lot of effort, in the form of attention. This often leads to a feeling that many people find uncomfortable. So they do
what they can to avoid change.” 

But the research didn’t stop there. The scientists also explain why avoidance and opposition is fueled by fear. 

Both point to the work of Dr. Edmund Rolls at Oxford University, who was the first to show that discrepancies
between what we assume and what is reality “show up in imaging technology as dramatic bursts of light.” It turns
out that the discrepancies between what we expect to have happen and what actually happens are instantly
reported as “errors” by the orbital frontal cortex, an area of the brain that is directly connected to the “fear
circuitry,” the amygdala. According to Rock and Schwartz, “The brain sends out powerful messages that something
is wrong, and the capacity for higher thought is decreased. Change itself amplifies stress and discomfort.” 

They also observe that “the orbital frontal cortex and amygdala are among the oldest parts of the mammal brain.”
Therefore, the ability to report errors between what we expect and what is actually occurring helped assure the
survival of our earliest ancestors. 

Schwartz and Rock’s important research indicates there is a natural biological resistance to anything complex.
What’s more, because opposition is an efficient way to reduce complexity, it comes as no surprise that oppositional
behavior is accelerating. As one increases, so does the other. 

Once we reach a cognitive threshold, we begin unilaterally rejecting data, ideas, and solutions in a misguided
attempt to make complexity manageable. 

Put another way, when our brains aren’t up to the job, we simply reduce the scope of the job to fit our abilities. It’s
a dangerous form of reverse-engineering in which problems are made simpler to fit the solutions we have available
—solutions that have been around for years and haven’t worked. 

Without cognitive tools designed to manage increasing levels of complexity, attempts to stymie opposition generally
fail. In an environment where there are too many variables that are changing rapidly, the brain seeks simple
explanations and fewer choices to restore order. Yet, all the while we know that the key to surviving complexity is to
expand diversity and choice, not thwart them. 
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The Oppression of Insight 

When we encourage the evolution of insight, we attack the root cause of opposition. The more we develop our
cognitive capacity to manage greater complexity, the more we prevail over the compulsion to oversimplify our
problems. 

Schwartz put it this way: “The findings suggest that at a moment of insight, a complex set of new connections is
being created. These connections have the potential to enhance our mental resources and overcome the brain’s
resistance to change.” 

Sounds simple. Just increase insight—our brain’s natural ability to process complexity—and our “resistance to
change” will subside. 

Except for one small problem: We now know that opposition stymies insight. 

Beginning in 1938 with Pavlov’s early experiments on the role that positive and negative reinforcement had on
inducing salivation in dogs and continuing through the 1970s with B. F. Skinner’s publication of Beyond Freedom
and Dignity (or as we commonly referred to it in graduate school, Dognity), behavioral psychologists have been
collecting irrefutable evidence that criticism, negative reinforcement, and institutionalized rigidity all inhibit
creativity, productivity, and growth. Take any child who has been subjected to a critical environment and observe
the results: withdrawal, low self-esteem, fearfulness, and a long list of aberrant behaviors. Both humans and
animals fail to thrive in critical environments where fear of failure and rejection are fostered. 

Today, neuroscientists find that the conditions necessary to stimulate insight are remarkably consistent with
environments needed to encourage creativity. Studies show that relaxation, allowing the mind to wander, eliminating
distractions, and positive reinforcement all encourage the occurrence of insight. Though, in fairness, these same
researchers point out that insight also occurs in times of extreme duress, as in the case of Wag Dodge. The
spontaneous nature of insight means that it can occur at any time, but we have mounting evidence that positive,
relaxed, and creative environments may increase the likelihood of this shy form of problem-solving. 

For example, almost everyone is familiar with the common practice of “brainstorming.” The rules of brainstorming
are simple: Once a problem is presented, everything and anything goes. The fundamental tenet in brainstorming is
that no idea, comment, or solution can be criticized while ideas are being tossed around. Editing other people’s
suggestions is a no-no, as is peer pressure, manipulation, selling, and any other tactic that inhibits the flow of
innovative thinking. In the words of chemist and author Linus Pauling, “The best way to have a good idea, is to
have a lot of ideas.” 

Brainstorming works by creating a safe, encouraging, fun environment where the brain can play without fear of
negative consequences. 

Sadly, however, more well-intended brainstorming sessions fail than succeed due to oppositional behavior, whether
it is subtle or overt. The raising of an eyebrow, the shaking of a head, or the impatient tapping of a foot may be all
it takes to indicate disapproval. As a result, though the practice of brainstorming was wildly popular in the ’70s and
’80s, in the twenty-first century it is now largely perceived as a waste of time, unlikely to produce any significant
breakthroughs. 

In fact, the more troubled the economy grows, the faster exercises like brainstorming disappear, even though such
out-of-the-box thinking may be one of the solutions most needed during hard times. Off-site corporate retreats,
executive coaches, and team-building exercises are deemed luxuries, so they are the first to be cut from the
budget. Economic pressures result in fear, rigidity, and conformity, and, concurrent with this reaction, creativity and
innovation are perceived as increasingly risky. 

The marginalization of innovative thinking and solutions represents one of the most dangerous effects of the
oppositional supermeme. The more we oppose, the more we hinder the development of insight. 

But now that we are aware of the harmful effects opposition poses, can’t we just guard against it in ourselves, our
children, and our country? After all, we now understand how the cognitive threshold produces opposition, how
opposition paralyzes progress, and how progress is essential to stave off collapse. 

Earlier civilizations didn’t have this information. 

We also recognize that we are biologically programmed to resist the very paradigm shifts needed to assure our
survival. 

They didn’t know that either. 

Furthermore, we have evidence that a cognitive process known as insight can unravel complexity, rendering
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Furthermore, we have evidence that a cognitive process known as insight can unravel complexity, rendering

opposition unnecessary. 

Previous civilizations didn’t have that going for them either. 

With all of this intelligence on our side and all of our advanced technology, surely modern man need not follow the
pattern that led to the demise of ancient civilizations. 

But irrational opposition is only one supermeme, one man-made obstacle that stands in the way of modern
progress. 

We still have four more to go. 
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5 

The Personalization of Blame 

The Second Supermeme 

At the end of 2009 a twenty-three-year-old Nigerian agent for Al Qaeda boarded and attempted to blow up a
Northwest Airlines passenger jet on Christmas Day. The would-be bomber was quickly restrained by fast-thinking
passengers and turned over to authorities as soon as the plane touched ground in Detroit. 

For many, the incident reignited painful memories of 9/11, but for me it was a frightening reminder that, in the
name of progress, irrational beliefs and human sacrifice continue in the twenty-first century. We’re just more
sophisticated about it. No more Mayan priests offering infants high atop a pyramid: Today we use airplanes instead. 

That evening the president of the United States ordered an immediate investigation into the security breach. 

According to the New York Times, in the press conference following the incident, President Obama characterized the
problem as “a ‘systemic failure’ of the nation’s security apparatus.” An investigation revealed that government
agencies had received advanced information from foreign intelligence sources that a Nigerian national was
preparing an attack. But interagency communications broke down. 

So the information never reached airport security. 

Obama’s assessment that a “systemic failure” had occurred was a hopeful sign. The government appeared ready to
tackle a highly complex, multifaceted issue: a dangerous confluence of government protocols, technology, hate
crime, diplomacy, economics, communications, biological instincts, religious beliefs, and human and civil rights.
Once the president labeled the problem systemic, I, like many Americans, assumed that a systemic remedy would
follow. 

But instead, in a subtle about-face, Obama reversed himself. 

He went looking for individual culprits. 

The Times reported, “He said he had ordered government agencies to give him a preliminary report on Thursday
about what happened and added that he would ‘insist on accountability at every level.’” The more the reporters
pressed, the more insistent the president became that those responsible for the failure would answer for their
mistakes. As he shifted the focus to individuals, the difficult job of unraveling the cultural, technological, and
territorial reasons for the failure took a backseat. 

Someone had to pay. 

It didn’t take long for the press to begin speculating who the scapegoat would be. Janet Napolitano, Obama’s
secretary of Homeland Security, quickly became the lead candidate because days before the president proclaimed
new security measures had failed, Napolitano had held an unfortunate press conference to announce that “the
system worked.” Later, Napolitano was forced to reverse herself by saying, “Our system did not work in this
instance”—but not before Representative Dan Burton and others began calling for her resignation for “undermining
the confidence of Americans.” 

But Napolitano wasn’t the only authority to be offered up. The press briefly pointed their finger at Dennis C. Blair,
the director of National Security. Then, blogs holding Secretary of State Hillary Clinton responsible began popping
up all over the Internet. Someone discovered that the terrorist’s father had notified the U.S. Embassy in Nigeria,
warning them his son was a threat. Since all embassies report to the secretary of state, the failure of the State
Department to pull the terrorist’s travel visa put Clinton in the spotlight yet again. 

There were other candidates as well: Leon Panetta, the new director of the CIA; Robert Mueller, the head of the
FBI; and Keith B. Alexander, director of the National Security Administration, to name a few. Then Dick Cheney
rallied the Republican right, and Representatives Peter King of New York and Steven King of Iowa accused the
president himself for the lapse in security. Obama’s “low-key attitude toward terrorism” became the catchall reason
for the resurgence of attacks. 

Even though Obama had originally diagnosed the security breach as a systemic problem, this did little to quell the
public outcry for a witch hunt. Soon radio and evening talk shows, besieged with frightened callers, joined
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public outcry for a witch hunt. Soon radio and evening talk shows, besieged with frightened callers, joined

outspoken politicians. The question on everyone’s mind was: Who is responsible, and why hasn’t the problem been
fixed? 

But if the problem were truly systemic, then focusing on the errors of one or two people would hardly be helpful.
Did anyone believe that removing the head of one agency—any agency—would make air travel safer? Lessen the
number of attacks? 

Doesn’t a systemic problem require a systemic solution? 
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The Personalization of Blame 

The administration’s response to the attack on Northwest Airlines was no anomaly. In fact, many people would
argue that, when it comes to politics, pinning the responsibility on one or two individuals is simply a matter of
course. 

And in one respect they’re right. The “blame game” explains why so many of our complex problems go unfixed and
then migrate from one generation to the next. 

Throughout history civilizations have had a clear pattern of foisting the responsibility for complex problems onto the
shoulders of individuals whenever complex problems persist. In fact, the larger and more dangerous the problem,
the more likely that individuals are held accountable. And not just heads of state. Sometimes we blame religious
leaders. Sometimes our boss, ex-wife or husband, lawyer, neighbors, doctor, parents, or broker are responsible for
our troubles. And sometimes we turn the blame inward toward ourselves in a harsh and unforgiving way. 

I call this phenomenon the personalization of blame, a supermeme that, like other supermemes, is a naturally
occurring response to gridlock and the cognitive threshold. 

The way the personalization of blame works is simple: When leaders become unable to solve complex, dangerous
issues, they begin shifting the responsibility for correcting these threats to individuals. As this occurs, all the
attentions, resources, and efforts required to address deeply embedded social failures are set aside in favor of
persecution. 

Today, however, our most persistent, most threatening, problems are all systemic—the unintended by-products of a
tangled web of processes, social institutions, laws, technologies, behaviors, values, beliefs, traditions, and
evolutionary limitations. Problems such as growing crime, population growth, ecological sustainability, recession,
and pandemic terrorism are the result of many known and unknown forces acting dynamically, catalytically, and,
often, randomly. Like a bag of marbles dropped on a floor, the reasons for our greatest threats scatter everywhere,
with no clear pattern, and no obvious cause and effect. 

Talk about complexity. 

Where do we start? 

Unfortunately, the truth is that we haven’t yet developed efficient processes for thinking about and solving massive
systemic issues. So, rather than become paralyzed by complexity, we are drawn to simpler explanations, beliefs, and
behaviors instead. This includes blaming individuals for what we already know are complex, embedded problems. 
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Accountability Run Amuck 

In the words of American business icon Robert Half, “The search for someone to blame is always successful.” 

Well put. 

With such a reliable outcome, it’s hard to resist the temptation of attributing our worst problems to individual
ineptitude. Today the compulsion to assign personal blame for systemic problems is still alive and well. What’s
more, finger-pointing is as prevalent in business as it is in politics. 

The recent crisis in the U.S. automobile industry provided a telling example of how we have become a civilization
that reflexively shifts the blame for systemic issues onto individuals. 

In 2008, on the verge of bankruptcy, the heads of the three largest automobile companies in the United States went
calling on Congress for $34 billion in loans to “restructure their businesses.” The automakers reported that
thousands of jobs in manufacturing, maintenance, and parts would be lost without immediate financial assistance
from the U.S. government. It was a last-ditch effort to avoid closing their doors. 

The first reaction most Americans had was predictable: opposition. After all, these were publicly traded companies
and the government had no business getting into the automobile business. People who fell victim to the
oppositional supermeme vehemently objected to a government bailout while suggesting very little in the way of
preventing the industry from collapsing. 

But the entire U.S. economy was in a free fall—sinking into a dangerous recession triggered by massive mortgage
defaults, a tumbling real estate and stock market, and a potential breakdown of the banking system. Worse yet, the
United States was pulling the economies of other industrialized nations down with them. Massive layoffs were on
the daily news; homeowners, businesses, and Wall Street were all scrambling to stay afloat. Given this context, the
government had no choice but to seriously consider the automakers’ request in spite of widespread opposition. 

I, like many other Americans concerned about the downward spiral, watched as the top auto industry executives
gathered in Washington to testify before Congress. Each automaker had been asked to submit accounting
statements, sales projections, and loan repayment plans in advance of the televised hearings, so the live Q&A
wasn’t really due diligence as much as it was public relations on both sides. Even so, it was fascinating to observe
how the two supermemes— opposition and the personalization of blame—shaped the questions, the testimony, and,
ultimately, the outcome of a national drama. 

In addition to being opposed to lending taxpayer money to bail out private corporations, the congressional panel
made repeated allegations that the auto executives themselves were to blame for losing global market share and
driving their companies towards bankruptcy. Essentially, Congress wanted to know why taxpayers should bail them
out when their situation was of their own making. The once-powerful auto executives were suddenly being treated
as if they had come asking for money to help save the family farm rather than rescue a hundred-year-old industry
and staple of the American economy. 

Then, out of nowhere one of the congressmen asked the auto executives how many of them had flown to the
hearings on a private jet. 

The executives looked bewildered. All of them raised their hands in unison and appeared confused as to how the
question was relevant to the loans they needed. 

From there it took only minutes for the photograph of the executives raising their hands to go viral. With news that
they had flown in private planes to Washington, D.C., every politician, political commentator, talk show host,
reporter, and citizen suddenly objected to helping rich CEOs who don’t fly commercial like the rest of us. 

But the collapse of the auto industry was hardly the fault of a handful of men flying around in private jets. Blaming
these individuals for the failure of an entire market didn’t make sense. Yet, it quickly became “us” versus “them,” as
people began associating the fleet of private planes with a spendthrift mentality. Rather than rallying to help a
collapsing industry and preventing the loss of millions of jobs, the nation aimed their frustrations toward three
baffled executives. 

Then, just three months later, the CEO of General Motors, Rick Wagoner, became the predictable scapegoat. The
president of the United States fired him, and U.S. citizens breathed a sigh of relief as they watched a wealthy,
executive get his just desserts. Few would argue that, in the middle of a global financial crisis, three months is
insufficient time to assess whether Wagoner could turn GM around, but that’s not the point. It made for good public
relations to blame someone for the auto industry’s woes, and in this instance, Wagoner’s number came up. 

Although it may have felt good to pinpoint the blame on one person, the truth is that the auto industry had been hit
by the same recessionary forces that destroyed the housing market, had all major retailers reporting significant
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by the same recessionary forces that destroyed the housing market, had all major retailers reporting significant

losses in sales, and froze credit and stock markets around the world. These same recessionary forces dealt a final
blow to an industry already weakened by foreign competition, costly union contracts, rampant gas prices, and
antagonistic tariff and import/export policies. 

Even if you believe the auto industry deserved their fate because they didn’t develop fuel-efficient cars fast enough,
it is likely the industry may have survived to fight another day had an unprecedented global recession not driven
consumers away. However, rather than considering the plethora of reasons the automobile manufacturers were in
trouble, it was much simpler to personalize the blame. 

Our misguided punitive attitude toward the auto industry executives almost resulted in a refusal to bail out a vital
part of the American economy that would have triggered the loss of millions of jobs. This is the problem with
personalizing blame: Though it may feel good in the short run, it does nothing to fix the core, systemic issues. In
fact, it can often exacerbate our challenges, piling on more negative consequences to an already indiscernible mess.
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Obscuring the Facts 

The nation had a similar reaction when it learned that AIG had paid bonuses to their executives after receiving a
helping hand. 

Employment contracts obligating AIG to pay bonuses to management were in place long before the U.S.
government was called on to bail the failing giant out of pending bankruptcy. Nonetheless, public outrage quickly
grew over distributing tax dollars to the very executives accountable for the company’s failure. Like Rick Wagoner,
the new AIG CEO was called to testify in front of Congress. In this case, however, the CEO had wisely accepted his
post at AIG for an annual salary of just one dollar a year. This, and this alone, saved him from being single-
handedly blamed for AIG’s troubles. 

Smart fellow. 

Still, when you look at the AIG bonus debacle from the standpoint of John Q. Public, it’s easy to understand why the
country became incensed. Record numbers of Americans were losing their homes and jobs, retirees who had saved
money all their lives suddenly no longer had enough money to retire, and people had to cut back on insurance,
medications, and doctor visits. Families questioned whether they could send their children to college, buy new tires
for their cars, or pay their credit card bills. In this climate, word of any kind of windfall came as an angry blow. 

But independent of our beliefs and personal feelings, what facts did we really have about the bailout? 

According to Anne Szustek of the Associated Press, AIG received approximately $153 billion in financial aid from the
U.S. government. U.S. citizens became outraged when they discovered that approximately $165 million of this
money would be paid as bonuses to AIG executives—the very people we considered “responsible” for the
company’s financial problems. But the truth of the matter is that the controversial bonuses that everyone, including
the president, focused their attention on represented about one-tenth of one penny for every dollar loaned to AIG.
In light of these facts, it is incomprehensible how such an insignificant amount of money could have so easily
derailed an entire country. In earlier times we would have recognized this as a “red herring,” but today we blindly
rush to blame a few key individuals for the collapse of entire business sectors, and in that process, we turn
ourselves into the “victims” of evil-doers. 

In much the same way, it is now common practice to blame the actions of foreign nations on a single figurehead. It
is convenient to believe that our international conflicts would disappear if certain leaders were simply removed. We
imagine the impetus behind Al Qaeda is Osama bin Laden, and this leads us to believe that when we capture him,
the organization will be disarmed and the world will be a safer place. Yet, the facts reveal that the strength of Al
Qaeda is in its globally dispersed, highly autonomous sleeper cells. Cutting off just one head of a Hydra isn’t likely
to stop attacks like the Northwest Airlines incident; it’s much more likely to cause two more heads to grow (as
Greek mythology tells us). 

That doesn’t stop politicians from also insisting the impetus behind the North Korean rocket launches is Kim Jong Il.
We believe that if we offer him as much attention as we give movie stars, and reinstitute trade, he will stop his
pursuit of nuclear weapons. 

We also believe our greatest threat to nuclear technology in the Middle East is Mahmoud Ahmadinejad of Iran. If
neighboring countries would put sufficient economic pressure on him, he might stop building nuclear power plants.
Yet, year after year these countries continue trading with Iran, hoping one day to acquire the technology for their
own nuclear programs. 

We are quick to label leaders who act in ways different from us as lunatics, immoral, misguided, or ill informed, and
in this way, we pin the blame for massively systemic socioeconomic issues on specific personalities. It’s so much
easier to hold an individual accountable than to address complex problems that have plagued human civilizations for
centuries. It’s so much easier to believe that all we have to do is change one person’s mind or simply eliminate him.
It’s so much easier to substitute unproven beliefs for facts. 

But political heads of state, like automobile executives and the CEO of AIG, represent the will of larger cultures.
Blaming one person for our troubles is akin to blaming the Pope for a shortage of parking spaces at the local
church. Consider how many leaders have become the head of state in Israel, Iraq, Yemen, Pakistan, Yugoslavia,
Russia, China, and the United States during just our lifetime? Have any of them been successful at solving the most
dangerous systemic problems that face humankind? Or have global problems continued to persist and grow in
magnitude regardless of who takes the throne? 

Despite this, year after year we pin our hopes and our blames on one-dimensional solutions and charismatic leaders
who point fingers at each other as if this were the reason for systemic gridlock. Yet the problems we now face are
massively complex and are far beyond the remedy of any single human being. Like us, our leaders no longer have
the biological capabilities to solve massively complex problems. 
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And that isn’t their fault. 
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Blinded by Self-Recrimination 

Not surprisingly, the personalization of blame extends far beyond the leaders of nations and public corporations.
When a civilization reaches a cognitive threshold, where the complexity of its problems exceeds its cognitive
abilities, the responsibility for fixing difficult social issues is foisted on ordinary citizens as well. Despite
acknowledging that millions of people are suffering from the same affliction, it is easier to blame individuals for their
failure than it is to face embedded systemic pressures. So our toughest problems such as obesity, depression, and
addiction are repackaged as personal tribulations that each individual must overcome. 

Today, the rationale for personal responsibility goes something like this: We as individuals make choices, and these
choices have consequences. When we choose poorly, the result is misfortune. When we choose wisely, we succeed
at work, love, and life. Behave responsibly, and riches and happiness are ours. Behave poorly, and the result is
failure followed by despair. Personal accountability has become the new mantra of the twenty-first century. People
everywhere—self-help gurus, politicians, doctors, teachers, parents, psychiatrists, law enforcement, and executives
—preach personal responsibility and self-empowerment as the cure for all our troubles, large and small. 

Not surprisingly, recent data released by Marketdata reveals that the self-help industry has been growing steadily by
almost 10 percent per year since 2000 and is now an $8 billion business in the United States alone. 

That’s right: We spend $8 billion a year to tell us how to solve our own problems. 

According to self-help experts, all of our problems are simply a matter of cause and effect. It doesn’t matter what
the specific problem is, whether it’s credit card debt, overcoming drug addiction, global warming, crime, obesity, a
bad marriage, or a worldwide recession. We made our bed and, therefore, we can choose to lie in it or not. By
following a few easy steps, we each have the power to conquer our greatest obstacles and manifest the life we
envision. 

Sounds good. 

But is this really true? Is the solution to overcoming mounting debt and obesity just a matter of making better
choices? 

Almost everyone I know is recycling and trying to pay off their loans. We’re making conscious efforts to lower our
cholesterol, eat fewer sweets, save money, and stop smoking. We seek out therapy and consume more mood-
adjusting pharmaceuticals than at any other time in history. We also want world peace, a safer place for our
children to grow up, and clean, renewable energy, and we make many personal sacrifices to have these things. 

So, doesn’t it seem logical that large social problems like poverty, climate change, and consumer debt would
gradually subside as we become more responsible individuals, as we each fix our small share of the problem? Isn’t
personal empowerment the best way to incrementally solve our greatest challenges? 

You would think so. 

But it turns out that there are limitations to personal accountability. 
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The Little Engine That Can’t 

No matter how hard individuals swim upstream, the progress they can make is proportional to the strength of the
current, and very often, that current is simply too powerful to overcome. Large systemic issues aren’t just a matter
of individual responsibility. Our persistent personal problems are the result of rapidly escalating complexity, a
naturally occurring cognitive threshold, inherited biological predispositions, and powerful supermemes that all
conspire to work against free will. 

Today, the resistance every individual must overcome to solve their “personal” problems is nothing short of colossal.

In an article titled “Using Willpower to Your Advantage,” columnist Allie Firestone summed up the challenge: “I’m all
about making life-changing promises; in fact, I do it quite frequently. The problem is, all too often, the old me (sans
weekly yoga classes, control over my finances, and a cleaner apartment) resurfaces before I have time to even
appear to stick with my resolution.” 

This is what happens when individuals become confused over which problems are systemic and which are personal.
We paint an incomplete and unjust picture when we blame ourselves for every difficulty because, in so doing, we
deny the very existence of systemic problems. 

The thinking is that if everything is up to the individual, then there is nothing to fix but individual behavior. 

So solutions to complex issues such as recycling to stop the depletion of the world’s natural resources become just
a matter of each of us putting our glass, cardboard, and plastic refuse into colorful bins once a week. If everyone
does their part and recycles, the problem will be corrected or, at the very least, substantially slowed. By accepting
individual responsibility, we each become part of the solution. 

If only it were that easy. 

Don’t get me wrong—I’m a big recycler myself. 

Having said that, I also admit that on Friday mornings, when I’m diligently loading up my colored crates with empty
bottles and old newspapers, I can’t help but wonder why I do it. I wonder about the impact I and my well-
intentioned neighbors are really having and worry about the trade-off between recycling and the second garbage
truck they now send around to collect our heaping mass of soda cans. What about the gas, carbon emissions, and
energy required to manufacture and maintain the second truck? Then I wonder whether I pack my colored crates
because it makes me feel better about myself or because some prehistoric part of me has a desire to conform. Do I
really know whether recycling helps the planet? Have I ever looked into it? What facts do I have? And if I don’t
really have any facts, why do I keep doing it? 

Eventually, I couldn’t stand it anymore. I needed to know whether recycling was really helpful or not, and just as I
feared, my beliefs turned out to be way out of line with reality. 

I was shocked to discover that, according to the Environmental Protection Agency, less than 3 percent of all the
garbage generated by Americans is municipal waste. In other words, even if every person in every neighborhood in
the country took personal empowerment seriously, the impact to the planet would be negligible. 

I have the same kind of ambivalence about buying cheap goods. 

With the explosion of megastores like Wal-Mart and Ikea, which specialize in foreign goods, many of us have
become fearful that the U.S. economy is being overwhelmed with cheap Chinese goods. If we simply resisted
buying these imports, we could apply economic pressure on China to reduce their carbon emissions. This would also
strengthen our domestic economy, right? 

But did you know we had similar worries in the 1980s when Americans panicked because the Japanese were
flooding the U.S. market with cheap goods and also allegedly buying up all of Hawaii, Manhattan, and San
Francisco? 

Surprisingly, in both cases the facts don’t support our paranoia. The impact individuals can have on restoring the
trade balance is far less than imagined. I discovered that less than three out of every one hundred products sold in
the United States today are from China. In the 1980s, the percentage of Japanese goods was also less than 3
percent. So even if every citizen in the country had boycotted Japanese products then, or Chinese products today,
the net impact would be minimal—a lot like the net effect of recycling. 

Later I discovered that less than 6 percent of all the merchandise in massive Ikea warehouses is made in China.
Before I found this out, I would have bet money it was more than 50 percent. 

Yet, even though I now have the facts, I still feel guilty when I buy a sweatshirt for ten dollars. I’m pretty sure if I’m
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Yet, even though I now have the facts, I still feel guilty when I buy a sweatshirt for ten dollars. I’m pretty sure if I’m

not contributing to an imbalance in trade and aiding polluters, then I am exploiting child labor somewhere or
making it impossible for the store where I buy the cheap sweatshirt to offer health insurance to its cashiers. Yet, on
the other hand, if I don’t buy the sweatshirt, will the cashier be laid off? Will some child laboring in a foreign
country go hungry? 

I constantly wonder if my personal choices are causing the dangerous problems we face today to worsen. I want
desperately to do the right thing, but I don’t seem to be able to figure out what that is anymore. The problems and
the solutions seem too multifaceted, too complex. On virtually all fronts, I feel stuck. And also guilty. 

This is what happens when individuals are held accountable for complex social problems. The effect we can have on
systemic problems becomes greatly exaggerated in an effort to transition responsibility from failing institutions,
leaders, and experts to the man on the street. 
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The Paradox of Pop Culture 

To understand how pervasive the personalization of blame has become in the twenty-first century, just watch
daytime talk shows for a month. Popular television programs such as Oprah, Dr. Phil, The Suze Orman Show, Mad
Money, and The Dr. Laura Show all operate on the same basic premise: We control our lives, and we suffer or thrive
as a consequence of our decisions. On a daily basis, celebrity hosts offer quick tips on how to lose weight, save
money, raise children, end poverty, have a successful career, improve a marriage, and have a more meaningful
relationship with God. 

All we need is determination and a game plan. 

Nonetheless, year after year the number of people who become obese skyrockets. Bankruptcies and personal and
national debt are also rising. Divorces, victims of child abuse, alcoholism, and drug addiction are up, up, and up.
Clinical depression, crime, pollution, high school dropouts, and cancer—also all up. 

With so much emphasis on self-empowerment, it doesn’t take long for viewers to start blaming themselves for their
problems. They didn’t do enough; or didn’t do it right: they weren’t strong enough, persistent enough, smart or
talented enough. By focusing almost exclusively on what individuals must do—and spending little or no time
discussing the overwhelming systemic obstacles to real change—talk show hosts convince their viewers that their
lives, families, neighborhoods, country, and planet remain troubled because of their own personal failings. 

However, the vast majority of problems examined by daytime talk shows aren’t really individual problems at all.
They are rooted in highly enmeshed socioeconomic issues that have troubled humankind for many generations. So,
the net effect of convincing individuals they can change their situation often winds up being as negligible as
recycling or boycotting cheap foreign goods. 

One of the best indicators that these problems are systemic, not personal, is the way television shows make their
money. The topics for every program are carefully selected based on audience appeal—the larger the audience, the
higher the price a network can charge for a thirty- and sixty-second advertisements. But when programming is
driven by topics that plague millions of people, isn’t that all the proof we need to realize a problem is systemic? 

With such a large percentage of the population afflicted, these issues can no longer be considered individual
problems. 

The truth is, it has become so easy to mistake a systemic problem for a personal one that we are gradually
abandoning systemic solutions that require huge investments and are slow to produce results. 

Our views on obesity are a prime example of how this supermeme—the personalization of blame—inhibits real
social progress. 
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The Obstinacy of Obesity 

Thanks to experts everywhere, the vast majority of us now believe maintaining a healthy body weight is just a
matter of personal discipline. We believe obesity is the consequence of making poor food choices and not exercising
enough. So, similar to quitting smoking, a little bit of willpower is all it takes. 

But is solving obesity really that simple? 

If obesity were only a matter of personal willpower, then we should expect people who show great discipline in
other areas of their lives not to succumb to weight gain. This would be inconsistent with the strength of character
and determination they draw on to prevail over other challenges. 

For a moment, however, consider one of the most willful, most powerful people in the world as evidence of why this
belief is untrue. 

For almost four decades Oprah Winfrey has hosted the most successful daytime talk show in the United States.
Throughout her career she has also been a tireless cheerleader for personal accountability and change. Oprah has
bravely tackled every topic from cosmetic surgery, racism, hormone replacement, autism, and infidelity to personal
finances, breast cancer, rape, politics, and religion. She is responsible for a resurgence in reading through her book
clubs and has raised millions of dollars for the homeless, for hurricane and tsunami relief, and for the victims of
9/11. Oprah has built orphanages, interviewed world leaders, introduced new consumer products, and launched an
assortment of self-empowerment programs like The Doctors, Dr. Phil, and Dr. Oz to help individuals self-diagnose
and self-correct. 

If ever there were an icon for individual empowerment, it would have to be Oprah Winfrey. 

Then in 2008, Oprah took a courageous stance on obesity. In a moving speech she publicly confessed to “falling off
the wagon” again after successfully and unsuccessfully dieting since 1984. Winfrey admitted she had regained forty
pounds in just a few short months. 

Oprah Winfrey is not only educated, wealthy, and resourceful; she is both personally and publicly committed to
personal accountability. And she is also able to surround herself with a staff of private chefs, personal trainers,
nutritionists, counselors, and doctors—all dedicated to helping her maintain a healthy body weight. 

So what does it mean when a stalwart like Oprah can’t overcome obesity? 

In Winfrey’s case, true to form, she capitalized on her personal failing by transforming it into a week of programs
designed to help her audience develop their “Best Self.” She vowed to adopt a healthier lifestyle, eat right, exercise,
and lose the gained weight. She courageously promised, yet again, to keep the weight off this time. 

I would be a fool to bet against a powerhouse like Oprah Winfrey. That said, I will venture a guess that, without
confronting the evolutionary and systemic forces that are the root cause of obesity, Oprah, try as she may, will be
unable to keep her promise. 

That’s because obesity isn’t a matter of willpower alone. It never was. 

According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), more than one quarter of all Americans are now obese. Did
these people all lose their willpower? And when it comes to children, obesity is spreading even faster. According to
the CDC, “The occurrence of obesity for children between ages 6 and 11 more than doubled between 1980 and
2006, increasing from 6.5 percent to 17 percent.” What’s more, obesity-related medical expenses for adults and
children accounted for over $47 billion in 1998, and the costs continue to rise. 

The recent award-winning documentary Super Size Me delves deeper into the systemic nature of obesity: “America
has now become the fattest nation in the world. Congratulations. Nearly 100 million Americans today are
overweight or obese. That’s more than 60 percent of all U.S. adults Since 1980, total obesity has doubled with two
times as many overweight children and three times as many overweight adolescents.” The film continues,
“McDonald’s feeds more than 46 million people around the globe each day, more than the population of Spain.” 

Within the last three decades obesity has become a dangerous worldwide problem. In fact in 1997, the World
Health Organization declared obesity a “global epidemic” with over two billion overweight adults worldwide and with
no relief in sight. 

So here’s my question: Isn’t the term “global epidemic” all we need to recognize we are up against a larger
opponent? As more of the world’s population suffers the same health consequences as Americans, should we
continue to blame and treat obesity as a matter of weak will? Or are there other powerful forces involved? 
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An Omnivorous Advantage 

One of the most important yet rarely discussed causes of obesity is our evolutionary inheritance. As mentioned
earlier, we aren’t a blank slate when we are born. Every human being is born with instincts designed to help him or
her prevail over environmental challenges. 

During prehistoric times, the acquisition and judicious use of calories was vital to our survival. Our primitive
ancestors developed three dispositions toward food that enabled them to thrive: (1) being attracted to the highest-
calorie foods, (2) eating as much as possible when food was available, and (3) resting to conserve calories when
they did not have to fight or look for more food. 

In earlier times, no matter how much we ate and lay around, it would have been extremely difficult to achieve
morbid obesity. Imagine how many bushels of apples a person would have had to find, pick, and eat to become
overweight. 

Today, however, with so many calorie-rich, processed foods available, all it takes is a couple fast food meals a day.
It’s hard to ignore the vast number of products in the grocery store that are laden with oil and fats and
concentrated sugars such as high fructose corn syrup—or the fact these foods taste so much better than healthier
choices. Oh, please. Do we really need to argue whether the rich flavor of real butter and cream or a fresh-baked
cinnamon roll trumps a granola bar, banana, or rice cake? 

Furthermore, we are a society that has made calorie-rich foods easier to purchase. They are arguably cheaper and
more abundant, with a fast food joint around every other corner, a greasy food court in every shopping mall, and a
snack concession in every movie theater, sports stadium, and amusement park. And we now devote an entire aisle
in the grocery stores to different flavored chips and soft drinks. 

Logically we may know we are consuming too many calories, but our biological inheritance conspires with massive
social incentives to drive us toward fatty foods. We may know that we need to exercise, but we upgrade our
televisions and watch movies and play video games instead. We may know that sitting and eating is harmful to our
health, but we keep doing it anyway. 

But how do we stop hardwired predispositions? 
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Obesity Is Systemic 

I recently had the opportunity to meet Dr. John Ratey, professor of psychiatry at Harvard University and author of
Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the Brain. Over the last decade Ratey has become an expert
on the effects obesity has on the human body as well as the dangerous impact a sedentary lifestyle has on the
brain’s ability to learn and think. One afternoon we sat in his quaint Cambridge office, surrounded by paintings,
books, stacks of research notes, and dog toys as Ratey relayed the alarming consequences of childhood obesity. His
worry? A society that holds adults accountable for their own obesity is a stone’s throw away from making children
accountable for theirs. 

In my view, nobody understands the magnitude of the systemic changes needed to stop the contagion of childhood
obesity better than Ratey. 

Ratey explained the details of a recent study conducted by the University of Florida. Scientists discovered that
morbidly obese toddlers as young as four years old exhibited significantly “lower IQ scores, cognitive delays and
brain lesions similar to those seen in Alzheimer’s disease patients.” On average, the obese toddlers trailed by
twenty-eight IQ points, causing Ratey to conclude that overweight toddlers begin school with a mental handicap,
destined for failure. 

What disturbs Ratey the most are the most recent statistics from the Centers for Disease Control that reveal that
one out of five four-year-olds in the United States is now obese. In other words, approximately 20 percent of all
children entering the school system have a learning disadvantage. According to Ratey, these figures indicate a
dangerous social trend that reaches far beyond poor food choices. 

And being overweight doesn’t just affect the cognitive abilities of children. 

A second study examined senior citizens who averaged seventy-eight years of age. This research revealed that
obese seniors had 8 percent less brain matter and that by simply requiring seniors to exercise forty-five minutes per
day, cardiovascular fitness increased the volume of their brains and improved cognition. 

Whether young or old, Ratey concludes, “too much fuel and not enough movement slows down the human brain.” 

The key appears to be an increasingly sedentary lifestyle that is harmful to cognitive processing. Every time the
human organism contracts a muscle, it releases a protein that stimulates the brain to produce more cells and
encourages brain cells to communicate with each other in new ways. In recent animal studies, adult rats that
exercised increased both the protein and blood flow in their brains, causing them to demonstrate approximately 25
percent more intelligence than rats that remained sedentary. 

Ratey’s big insight? 

The human organism may be a calorie rich-seeking organism, but it is also an organism that functions better when
it moves. Over time, a sedentary lifestyle that is toxic to the human brain has become institutionalized, and we must
do far more than blame children and senior citizens in order to fix the problem. 

As a result of new research on the relationship between physical movement and cognition, Ratey has become a
tireless advocate for requiring physical education and recesses in public schools, retirement homes, and offices. He
campaigns for healthier, high-nutrition, and low-calorie cafeteria meals and the immediate eradication of fast food
franchises on school grounds. He is a frequent traveler to the nation’s capital and now consults with industry giants
such as Google and Microsoft in a relentless effort to reintroduce movement into daily routine. According to Ratey,
employees using “standing desks”—desks designed so that individuals can slowly walk on a treadmill while working
at a chest-height work surface—are not only healthier, but they also make better decisions, remember more, and
show higher productivity. During school, children who sit on large balls designed for movement, rather than in
chairs, also generate cognitively beneficial proteins. And seniors who move around more generate new brain cells
that stave off a plethora of mental illnesses. 

The good news is that it doesn’t take much to begin reversing cognitive impairments. 

In a recent experiment, a group of senior citizens in New York were asked to participate in less than an hour of
exercise a day, and the results were astonishing after just three months. The hippocampus, the area of the brain
responsible for storing and coordinating memory, grew almost 30 percent in just ninety days. So, in addition to
health benefits such as improved circulation, agility, stronger bones, and lower instances of depression, ADD, ADHD,
and a growing list of psychological conditions, physical activity plays a vital role in the brain’s ability to remember,
learn, and solve problems. 

Ratey distinguishes himself because not only has he made the important connection between obesity and cognition,
but he is also one of the few experts working for massive, systemic change rather than holding the obese
responsible for their own plight. He may believe in self-empowerment—the individual’s power to rise above—but in
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responsible for their own plight. He may believe in self-empowerment—the individual’s power to rise above—but in

parallel with personal accountability, he also acknowledges that powerful forces in society work against a healthy
lifestyle. 

Obesity isn’t just a personal problem—it’s a systemic one. And it needs a systemic prescription to cure it. 
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Perfecting Personal Responsibility 

When B. F. Skinner published Beyond Freedom and Dignity in 1971, no one could have anticipated it would lead to
assigning the blame for modern ills to individuals. Yet, personal accountability became one of the unintended
consequences of the rise of behavioral psychology. In a short period of time, the entire world was introduced to the
idea that all human behavior could be explained by a series of positive and negative reinforcements. This also
meant that all human behavior could be modified by simply manipulating rewards and punishments. 

Authority figures everywhere rejoiced. 

Suddenly society had an easy, predictable formula for re-engineering human habits and inclinations. Rewards such
as food, money, praise, and promotions could be used to strengthen desirable behavior. Conversely, punishments
such as criticism, electric shock, isolation, and withdrawing privileges could be used to extinguish an array of
undesirable tendencies. By consciously administering a regimen of “carrots and sticks,” a person’s behavior could be
reshaped. 

Overnight, teachers began plastering gold stars next to the names of high-achieving students in the classroom,
middle managers got busy handing out “certificates of merit,” and every player on the soccer team was singled out
for their unique contribution and handed a trophy. Reinforce, reinforce, reinforce. 

Aversion therapy clinics also popped up everywhere. If you wanted to quit smoking, lose weight, or stop raping and
killing, all you had to do was receive a small shock of electricity every time you entertained the undesirable
behavior. Light a cigarette, administer a shock. Light another one, administer another shock. Repeat this again and
again and again until the brain finally associates cigarettes with pain and the individual no longer wants one. 

In this way, natural temptations could be squelched, bad habits broken, and new behaviors learned. 

Once a direct “cause and effect” relationship was established between undesired behavior and positive/negative
reinforcement, it became an individual’s “responsibility” to correct undesirable behaviors. 

Suddenly, it was up to each of us to reprogram ourselves. 

But, as the long-term results of aversion therapy disappointed (over time, people started smoking again, rapists
began raping, and so forth), we came face to face with the true complexity of habit, free will, reason, morality, and
inherited genetic predispositions. 

It wasn’t as simple as behavioral science once led us to believe. 

But that didn’t stop us from continuing to blame individuals for their circumstances. Rather than acknowledge the
complex, systemic nature of human behavior, we merely substituted aversion therapy with self-help books,
pharmaceuticals, and daytime talk shows and began beating the drum of self-empowerment louder and louder so
as to drown out the voices of the few holdouts—the few psychologists—who were saying “not so fast.” 

As the doctrine of personal responsibility and accountability mounted, we lashed out at social victims, individual
heads of corporations, experts, and world leaders, claiming they weren’t doing enough. We also turned blame
inward because we, too, weren’t doing enough. Yet, even with all that accountability to go around, obesity,
unemployment, illegal immigration, pollution, gang violence, drug addiction, and other stubborn problems continued
to escalate. 

Though the behavioral psychology movement may have launched a modern era of individual responsibility, in truth
blame and self-empowerment are no match for the deeply enmeshed, systemic problems we must now address to
assure our survival. 

Business consultant David Gurteen, who calls himself a “Knowledge Management Facilitator,” summarized the
relationship between the understanding needed to solve complex problems and our tendency to blame when he
said, “Where there is understanding, there is no blame.” 

Conversely, when understanding cannot be obtained, blame is the predictable way out. 

As growing complexity makes the acquisition of knowledge increasingly difficult and causes global conditions to
worsen, the personalization of blame will no doubt escalate, diverting focus away from defeating our most
dangerous problems. 

And while that may not sound like a hopeful prognosis for the future, don’t blame me. 
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6 

Counterfeit Correlation 

The Third Supermeme 

There is a popular story circulating about a physician who decided once and for all to explain to his colleagues what
really causes heart disease. With a wry smile, he calmly relayed the following facts: 

The Japanese eat very little fat and suffer fewer heart attacks than the British or Americans. 

The French eat a lot of fat and also suffer fewer heart attacks than the British or Americans. 

The Chinese drink very little red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks than the British or Americans. 

The Italians drink excessive amounts of red wine and also suffer fewer heart attacks than the British or
Americans. 

The Germans drink a lot of beer and eat lots of sausages and fats and suffer fewer heart attacks than the
British or Americans. 

His conclusion: Eat and drink what you like. It’s obvious that speaking English is what kills you! 

THE THIRD SUPERMEME and obstacle to progress is counterfeit correlation or, as I sometimes call it, “Clavinism,”
after the know-it-all post-man Cliff Clavin on the popular television program Cheers. Clavin was a character known
for regularly citing trivia that he mistook for reliable research. He would always preface his statements with “It’s a
little known fact that ...” 

On the surface counterfeit correlation sounds a lot like Cliff Clavin or the physician explaining the cause of heart
disease: It has the appearance of being firmly rooted in logic and empirical proof. But counterfeit correlation is a
misleading form of logic. As a result, the conclusions drawn, though interesting, are false. 

In the twenty-first century we have not only perfected counterfeit correlation, but we have fallen under its spell.
Counterfeit correlation occurs as a result of three convenient practices: 

• Accepting correlation as a substitute for causation, 

• Using reverse-engineering to manipulate evidence, and 

• Relying on consensus to determine basic facts. 

Working together, these shortcuts have the power to make beliefs appear to be legitimate scientific facts. And in
terms of progress, this spells trouble. 

With so much information coming at us at such a fast pace, counterfeit correlation makes it impossible to separate
facts from conjecture, opinion, theory, and authentic correlation. We simply don’t have the time to check out every
claim. Even if we did, the amount of information we would have to wade through to get to the empirical truth is
overwhelming, and most of us don’t have the skill or time. 

But what’s the big deal if we get a few facts wrong? It’s not the end of the world. 

Maybe not yet. But let’s face it: Confusion over which are proven facts and which are unproven beliefs eventually
has dire consequences. The Mayans, Khmer, and Romans found this out the hard way. 

When we can’t separate facts from fiction, we become highly susceptible to misdiagnosing our problems. This leads
to pursuing one unsuccessful mitigation and remedy after another, all because we based our solutions on what
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to pursuing one unsuccessful mitigation and remedy after another, all because we based our solutions on what

appeared to be science, but wasn’t. In this way, counterfeit correlation—passing off ill-conceived assumptions as
fact—has become an extremely dangerous obstacle to progress in modern times. 
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The Canonization of Correlation 

The reason counterfeit correlation has become so popular is easy to understand: Casually observing a relationship—
any relationship—between two events is magnitudes easier than the grueling effort required to prove one thing
actually causes another to occur. So as the world grows more complex and it becomes more difficult to isolate the
root causes of our problems, we simply begin to lower our standard for proof. 

It’s a natural response to complexity. 

But what exactly is correlation, and why is it inferior to proving cause and effect? 

A correlation occurs when two things change at the same time. Nothing more. If the number of people who own
handguns rises at the same time as global warming increases, then, according to counterfeit correlation, this implies
the two events are somehow related. 

But does this mean owning handguns causes global warming? 

Hardly. 

Or global warming causes handgun sales to increase? 

Also unlikely. 

Using an absurd example like handguns and global warming, simple reasoning is all we need to figure out the two
incidents are not connected. There’s simply no connection between climate change and handguns, and it doesn’t
matter how strongly the data correlate. 

However, what happens when the relationship between two events isn’t as clear? Take the relationship between
drinking red wine and heart disease, for example, or vaccines and autism, subprime mortgages and a global
recession, or teacher’s salaries and public education. Are these the same as handguns and climate change, or is
there sound evidence one actually causes the other to occur? 

That’s the problem with correlation. Though it often implies causation, it doesn’t necessarily mean that cause and
effect have been proven. 

In today’s fast-paced world where the pressure to produce short-term results is omnipresent, the once-high
standards for isolating cause have slowly begun to erode. Every day, experts draw new conclusions based on
correlations. They hastily put out a press release claiming they have uncovered a long sought-after elixir to a
massively complex problem and rush to reap the monetary rewards and fame that come with discovery. Then,
without questioning their claims, the rest of society follows suit, prematurely implementing false remedies one after
the other as time runs out. 

When counterfeit correlations begin appearing everywhere—on the evening news, in a court of law, in classrooms,
books, elections, and public policy—it becomes impossible to separate conjecture from fact. Remember what
happened when Leinweber “discovered” that butter production in Bangladesh matched the rise and fall of the New
York Stock Exchange? Counterfeit correlation. Or how about the famous 1954 McCarthy hearings that determined
that anyone who had a Communist friend was a spy? Again, counterfeit correlation. Or the internment of thousands
of American citizens of Japanese descent, stripped of their civil rights, during World War II because their race
labeled them a threat to national security? All of these events were based on false correlations, erroneous cause-
and-effect relationships that were quickly adopted as popular truths. 

As if runaway complexity isn’t enough of a challenge for the human brain, confusion over what are the essential
facts amplifies our collective gridlock. If we can’t accurately diagnose what is causing a problem, how can we fix it? 

Still not convinced? Let me give a quick example that illustrates how difficult it has become to separate a fact from
a belief and how this leads to chasing the wrong cures. 

A few months ago, journalist Charlene Laino made the following report: 

European researchers reported that teenagers who used their phones more than fifteen times per day
were having more trouble falling asleep and staying asleep than were those who used their phones
sparingly. 

The revelation that cell phone use was disrupting the sleep of teenagers had parents everywhere telling their
children to get off their phones or taking them away. Many schools reacted by limiting cell phone use, and
psychiatrists, school counselors, celebrities, and trusted news anchors were urging the public to do the same. 

But the report Laino and others filed was based largely on their interpretation of a study conducted by Dr. Gaby
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But the report Laino and others filed was based largely on their interpretation of a study conducted by Dr. Gaby

Badre, MD and PhD of Sahlgren’s Academy in Gothenburg, Sweden, and the London Clinic in England. Dr. Badre
discovered that in addition to high cell phone use, the teenagers who suffered from sleep disturbances also (1)
drank more caffeinated drinks such as coffee and sodas; (2) consumed more alcohol; (3) had a general pattern of
waking up later (11 A.M. instead of 8:30 A.M.) and (4) showed higher levels of anxiety and agitation. In other
words, any one of these factors could also explain poor sleep. Badre’s study never proved that high cell phone use
was the cause of poor sleep, he only demonstrated that it, along with many other factors, was correlated with it. 

It was a clear case of Clavinism at work. 

But when credible sources, like those in the media, tell us that sleep disturbance has been associated with cell
phone use, what conclusions do we draw? We immediately assume we need to grab control of our teenager’s cell
phone. Ironically, this is likely to produce the exact opposite effect: Badre’s research, along with another study
conducted by a former professor at Rutgers, Sergio Chaparro, suggest that a teenager can experience more anxiety
when one of the venues for alleviating stress—such as talking on the telephone—is eliminated. 

So what should a parent to do? Take the phone away, or encourage them to use it more? 

In this way, counterfeit correlation makes it extremely difficult to separate fact from fiction, cause and effect from
mere correlation. This, in turn, makes it confusing and challenging for individuals, families, schools, leaders, and
nations to act responsibly. 

Still, we are a society that is extremely quick to accept correlations as proof of fact. 

At one time we were convinced Hormone Replacement Therapy reduced the risk of heart disease. I, along with
other women across the country, flocked to the doctor for a prescription. Then, less than a year later a different
researcher proved HRT actually increased heart disease. One year later, physicians rejected the study and returned
to recommending HRT again. We played this same game of ping-pong when boxer shorts were shown to be better
for fertility than briefs, then weren’t; when driving a hybrid car was believed to be better for the environment, then
wasn’t; when Saddam Hussein was considered the greatest threat to America, then wasn’t; and when we thought
the flood of cheap Chinese goods was causing a dangerous trade imbalance, and later, we learned better. 

It’s safe to say we have entered a period when our standards for proving cause and effect have become
dangerously low. We are willing to accept simple correlations in lieu of spending the time and resources to
understand highly complex and often threatening issues. In turn, this has led to a plethora of failed programs that
all claimed to be the cure to our most difficult challenges. 

Recently I came across a Web site maintained by Dr. Jon Mueller, a professor of social psychology at North Central
College and expert at discerning the difference between causation and correlation. Mueller’s site offers the following
news headlines as blatant examples of how easy it is to confuse correlation with cause: 

“Fan in Room Seems to Cut Infant’s Risk of Crib Death” 

“Texting Improves Language Skills” 

“Study Suggests Attending Religious Services Sharply Cuts Risk of Death” 

“Breast Implants Lower Cancer Risk but Boost Suicides” 

“Migraine Often Associated with Psychiatric Disorders” 

“Background TV Harms Tots’ Attention” 

“Some Types of Cancer Raise Divorce Risks” 

“Social Isolation May Have a Negative Effect on Intellectual Abilities” 

“Keeping a Food Diary Doubles Weight Loss” 

“Eating Fatty Fish Lowers Risk of Dementia” 

“A Surprising Secret to Long Life: Stay in School” 

“Fed Says Fear of Hell Makes Us Richer” 

“Disciplinarian Parents Have Fat Kids” 
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“Sexual Lyrics Prompt Teens to Have Sex” 

And the list goes on. Once we start looking for them, inaccurate correlations are everywhere. 

In fact, the confusion over correlation and causation has become so commonplace that psychologist and satirist,
Shane T. Mueller, recently described a Gallup Poll where 1,009 Americans were asked, “Do you believe correlation
implies causation?” Surprisingly 62 percent replied “yes!” Mueller concludes: “It’s really a mandate from the people.
It says that the American people are sick and tired of the scientific mumbo-jumbo that they keep trying to shove
down out throats, and want some clear rules about what to believe. Now that correlation implies causation, not only
is everything easier to understand, it also shows that even science must answer to the will of John and Jane Q.
Public.” 

Science “must answer” to the will of the public? 

Aren’t facts, facts? 

Mueller brilliantly exposes what many of us have suspected all along: counterfeit correlation has infiltrated the
once-sacred fortress of rational thinking where facts were held up to scrutiny. 
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Perplexing Public Policy 

What happens to public policy when economic, political, and social problems are misdiagnosed as a result of false
correlations? 

Earlier in this book I talked about the seasonal water shortages in Northern California that have made it difficult to
irrigate vast agricultural lands and provide sufficient drinking water to an exploding population. Every year, as the
rains decrease, the situation in California grows a little worse. But sadly, drought is an undeniable historical fact in
this region of the country. 

And so is housing development. 

In 2002, California reported having almost thirty-five million residents—up five million in ten years. And by 2030 the
state projects the population to reach fifty million. As, by some estimates, the seventh largest economy in the world
and a hotbed of tomorrow’s technology, the area shows no signs of slowing down. 

One of the unspoken ways the small town I live in controls development is by limiting the number of showers,
toilets, and sinks each home is allowed. Each home is assigned “water credits,” and every water-using appliance is
assigned a specific number of credits. 

Although on the surface this may sound bizarre, on some level it seems to work. Long ago, tiny beach cottages
would have been torn down in favor of giant beachfront mansions if not for the fact that an eight-thousand-square-
foot home with one bathroom doesn’t make a lot of sense. Water restrictions, along with an enthusiastic Carmel
Heritage Society, have kept the town of Carmel small, quaint, and a worthy destination for thousands of tourists
who flock each year to admire the storybook homes and shops. 

Recently, I undertook a small remodeling job on a small two-story cottage that never had a bathroom on the first
floor. I decided to convert a coat closet into a powder room so guests would no longer have to go into someone’s
bedroom upstairs to use the facilities. Since I had a few “water credits” still available on my property, I went to the
county office, paid my fees, and applied for a permit to install one toilet and one sink. 

My application was quickly denied. 

When I inquired about why it had been denied, I received a lecture from an aggressive clerk about the water
problems in our area. After fifteen minutes of scolding, to my relief she finally concluded, “We can’t just keep letting
people add a toilet every time they feel like it! What do you think would happen?” 

I thought about this for a moment. Then I replied, “But having more toilets doesn’t make me go to the bathroom
more. I flush the same number of times whether there is one or fourteen toilets in the house.” 

She looked confused. Then she shrugged and denied my permit anyway. 

It was obvious to me the number of toilets had been incorrectly correlated with water use, but apparently this
minor detail doesn’t make any difference in determining public policy anymore. 

The fact is that flushing only increases when the number of occupants in a house increases, not when the number
of toilets does. What was unclear—unstudied—was the relationship between the number of toilets and the number
of occupants in a household. This was the critical missing data on which public policy should have been based. 

But that’s just one small example of how counterfeit correlations conspire to produce irrational policy. There are
larger, more serious consequences of this supermeme as well. 

When we discovered a relationship between AIDS and homosexuality, gay men became ostracized and, as fast as
lightning, we labeled the disease a “gay problem.” When we determined there was a relationship between nutrition
and crime, a program to change the diet of prisoners was heralded as a new crime-prevention tool. And when we
correlated smoking with cancer, we moved to ban smoking everywhere. 

Then, as time passed we determined AIDS wasn’t unique to the gay population. It’s a virus that is transmitted
through bodily fluids and doesn’t discriminate by sexual preference. And though diet is important, it did little to
reduce prison violence or a growing crime wave. Then came news that it was not the cigarettes themselves that
caused cancer, but rather the harmful chemicals added to tobacco by the manufacturers. 

We also learned much later that children who sleep with the light on are not more likely to develop myopia, but
they are likely to have myopic parents who leave a light on in their child’s bedroom because they themselves need
the extra light and who pass on the genetically inherited trait to their children. We also changed our positions on flu
vaccines, NAFTA, racial profiling, and the practice of waterboarding all because false correlations were mistaken for
cause. 
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Although quick correlations may be attractive, they do little to unravel the complex, interlaced causes of the
problems humankind must now solve. 

The more we rely on false correlation and lower our standards for proof, the more we open the floodgates for
irrational beliefs and behaviors. This has been the historic pattern of all great civilizations, and we in the twenty-first
century are not immune. 

Take the problem of a deteriorating public education system as an example. There is so much counterfeit correlation
—opinions and correlated studies—that attempt to explain why our public schools are failing that it has become
impossible to sort out what the real problem is anymore. 

It is well known that public education in the United States has been consistently falling behind global standards for
several decades now. New standardized testing shows a dangerous decline in mathematics, science, and writing
scores across all age groups. Although the overall high school dropout rate has declined from 15 percent in 1972 to
11 percent in 2008, this progress has regrettably occurred along racial and socioeconomic lines. Today, only 2.7
percent of children from high-income households drop out of high school, whereas almost 24 percent from low-
income households withdraw early. A more careful examination reveals that almost one-third of the Hispanic
students drop out, followed by 14 percent African American, compared to only a 9 percent dropout rate among
children of Caucasian descent. 

One of the unhealthy consequences of the high dropout rate, along with increased parental pressure on children
from high-income families to attend a top university, has been “grade inflation.” Grade inflation is a trend whereby
students receive higher grades for performance that would have otherwise earned them a lower grade. Since the
early 1960s grades have been steadily creeping upward. Depending on which study you trust, the increase ranges
from one-quarter to one full grade in the past ten years, all the while standardized tests show that actual learning is
headed in the opposite direction. 

There are a lot of benefits to giving out high grades. Less homework, fewer and easier tests, better report cards,
and higher college admissions make everyone happy—the students, the parents, the school, the school district, and
the State Superintendent of Schools. 

Unfortunately, there is one small side effect to this love fest: No one is learning anything. 

There has been an ongoing, passionate debate for many decades about how to repair the declining public education
system. Strangely, race and socioeconomic issues rarely enter into the discussion anymore despite evidence that the
dropout rate is divided along racial and economic lines. Presumably, when you fix the entire system, every student
from every racial background will benefit. At least that’s the assumption. 

One group argues that teachers need to be made more accountable, and this group suggests the abolition of tenure
and instituting regular tests for teachers. Some argue teacher salaries are too low and that this leads to hiring
inferior educators unsuitable for other higher paying jobs in society. Others blame unions for keeping unfit teachers
in the system long after their effectiveness has expired. 

Still another group argues that the absence of parental involvement is the reason. In two-income households, many
parents don’t know what their children are studying at school, whether they are having problems, or even if they
have homework. Other people blame parents for “overbenefiting” children and imbuing them with a sense of
entitlement wherein kids are no longer motivated to achieve. Still others blame the government for underfunding
education. They claim the root “cause” of teacher and student failure is the lack of money for teacher training,
dilapidated facilities, outdated textbooks and computers, unhealthy meals, and low teacher pay. 

But these are only some of the reasons public education may be failing in the United States. 

When we add to these arguments the growing number of children who are now depressed, suicidal, or homicidal, a
clearer, more disturbing picture emerges. The problem with public education is a highly complex, systemic one that
is not likely to be resolved by simply updating textbooks and raising salaries. 

Dr. Yaneer Bar-Yam summarizes the dangerous role false correlations play in incorrectly diagnosing the failure of
public schools: 

In 1983, The National Committee on Excellence in Education issued a report entitled A Nation at Risk
which was a call to arms to improve the [U.S.] education system in the face of international competition.
According to the results of standard math and science scores the U.S. is far behind many countries in the
world today. The results, if anything, have become worse over time rather than better. If we look at test
scores as an indication of success in the future, this seems to be a paradox: we have had many years of
low scores and still the economy is remarkably strong—how should we interpret this data? Does this
mean math and science have nothing to do with economic success, or that it has an inverse relationship
to success? Surely this seems unreasonable. 
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Bar-Yam makes a compelling argument here. An inverse relationship between declining math and science scores
and growing economic potency might lead us to conclude that a less-educated population is more productive and
more economically viable. However, consider for just a moment the implications of coming to such a conclusion.
Imagine the impact that correlating the wrong statistics in the wrong way would have on the future of public
education. For example, if the economy grows as math and science scores decline, why not eliminate these subjects
altogether? 

Understanding causal relationships under chaotic, complex conditions requires a commitment to the highest
standards of scientific proof no matter how long it takes. Yet, in an impatient, correlation-addicted world, scientific
standards have been lowered to accommodate simplistic correlations that often have little or no relevance to root
causes. 
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Correlation and Gridlock 

When a society accepts correlation as a quick substitute for causation, it launches social programs aimed at a
million symptoms without ever getting to the root of its problems. For a brief period of time the symptoms may
ameliorate. The problem may even seem to disappear. However, later the problem reemerges, but this time with
superpowers. 

Short-term amelioration is a ruse—and a dangerous one. 

The confusion over water conservation is a perfect example of how false correlations cause the impression that
water shortages can be fixed by simply using less water. 

Dr. Martin Parry, professor at Grantham Institute for Climate Change and Centre for Environmental Policy at the
Imperial College in London, was the first person to shed light on the role that mitigations such as conservation play
in solving complex problems. In his view the purpose of mitigation is merely to lessen the severity a society must, in
the end, face to survive. According to Parry, insufficient mitigations lead to “adaptation deficits” which eventually
add up to extreme and painful corrections. 

Parry understands that although successful mitigation can temporarily reduce the size of a problem, it can never
solve it. That’s why we call it a “mitigation.” As cochair of the 2008 Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Control,
Parry applies his observation to the ecology movement: “Mitigation has got all the attention, but we cannot mitigate
out of this problem. We now have a choice between a future with a damaged world or a severely damaged world.”
No matter what the problem is—whether it’s a cataclysmic economic, political, or social issue—the drastic measures
we will have to take when a problem threatens our survival will depend on what things we did along the way to
lessen the impact of that problem. 

But the key here is “lessen” the impact of the problem. Mitigations are not designed to cure our problems.
According to Parry, a boulder may be rolling downhill headed straight for us, but the extent to which we slow it
down and chisel pieces off of it determines how much damage we will suffer when the boulder hits the bottom. 
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Reverse Engineering 

Replacing correlation with causation is one thing, but there are also other ways in which facts become obfuscated
when a society reaches the cognitive threshold and begins accepting beliefs in lieu of knowledge. 

In the twenty-first century we have become experts at amassing facts to support the conclusions we want, and then
organizing this data into logical, plausible arguments. In marketing we call this “spin,” but in the scientific
community this is known as “reverse engineering.” 

For example, this is how we determine the cause of air disasters. Following an air disaster, it is customary to recover
the “black box” cockpit recorder and reassemble all of the remaining pieces of the aircraft to determine what caused
the plane to fail. We use this same technique to pinpoint arson fires, fix automobiles, and, in science, to “back into”
unobservable phenomena like quarks. 

The original intent of reverse engineering was to deconstruct an event into smaller principles that could be
replicated in order to fully understand what had occurred. The process requires starting with the end result and
then working backward until all the contributing pieces and processes have been accounted for. 

To a large extent this is the same process we use to reach conclusions about the black stars and remote planets
that are too far away to study firsthand. We acknowledge a new phenomenon and then comb through our grab bag
of science to retrofit laws and theories known to explain the reaction. Then we create theoretical tests to see which
explanations stand up. This is how new theories become accepted over time. 

Because reverse engineering is so useful for explaining things millions of miles away, we also now use it as a
convenient way to explain things closer to home. However, we often go a little further than mere explanation. We
manipulate the facts into what is now commonly referred to as “spin.” In fact, in recent times reverse engineering
has become one of the most powerful tools in mass marketing; a series of facts can be strung together to produce
almost any desired result. As the old saying goes, “If the facts don’t fit the theory, just change the facts.” Is it any
wonder we have become confused about which are empirically proven facts and which are unproven beliefs? 

I learned an important lesson about how easy it is to retrofit a story to fit the facts a few years ago when I was still
an executive in Silicon Valley. 

I was working for a client who had developed a new cellular telephone but who also had managed to miss the
market. Instead of smaller phones with miniature keypads and color touch screens, the client had developed a large
portable phone with a large keypad and equally cumbersome battery. It was awkward looking, unattractive, and
clunky—not fit for any pocket. 

Using reverse engineering, our marketing firm tried to imagine a use for this phone. We conducted research
nationwide, including live focus group studies, surveys, and more. When all the due diligence was done, we had our
answer: The large phone with limited functions was ideal for senior citizens. The phone was repackaged and
became an immediate hit among seniors who needed a larger keyboard and only desired the ability to make and
receive calls. So the company was immediately repositioned as a provider of user-friendlier technology for seniors.
All their literature, Web site, and press materials were retrofitted to support this new brand position: easy-to-use,
larger, streamlined technology for seniors. 

Job well done. 

Recently, while attending a local charity function, I had a chance meeting with the new CEO of the company. He did
not know I had previously worked with the company, so he began telling me all about the company’s successful
history, explaining that it was specifically founded to provide technology for a growing senior market. He was
sincere in his description of the firm’s origins, but he was also painfully inaccurate. In his view, the success of the
senior cell phone was the deliberate, planned outcome of a premeditated corporate strategy. But in truth that
strategy had been retrofitted to turn a product failure into a success. 

Clearly, revisionist history had taken place. 

In this way, reverse engineering has become an accepted practice in modern society. Facts become obscured, and
history is simply revised to fit new conclusions—making knowledge all that much more difficult to discern. 

In politics, reverse engineering has also become commonplace. Frequently, when presidents retire, their true
intentions are often reverse engineered to fit their public record. Today, President Nixon’s success in opening
relations with China makes his involvement in the Watergate scandal look like a partisan vendetta. Even the
invasion of Iraq, originally based on the threat of “weapons of mass destruction,” has been repackaged as a unique
opportunity to bring democracy and stabilization to the Middle East. Take any leader from any nation and watch
how, over time, their errors are retrofitted into a logical, heroic, idealized story. But this should come as no surprise.
When complexity makes facts and knowledge difficult to attain, we have established that we are an organism that is
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When complexity makes facts and knowledge difficult to attain, we have established that we are an organism that is

susceptible to beliefs. Fictionalizing history is just one more example of this phenomenon. 

When reverse engineering is applied to highly complex problems such as a global recession, terrorism, or air safety,
it also produces inaccurate and dangerous conclusions. For example, in his treatise “Reverse Engineering Gone
Wrong: A Case Study,” A. J. McEvily illustrates how complexity does not lend itself to deconstruction: 

At the time of the 2000-hour overhaul, the [private aircraft’s] shaft and bushings are inspected, and if
overly worn they are replaced. In the present case, it was found that the shaft and bushings were in
need of replacement. However, the original manufacturer of the butterfly valve had gone out of business,
and a second manufacturer supplied the replacement parts. 

The second manufacturer used a process known as reverse engineering in manufacturing the parts. That
is, he attempted to copy in detail the characteristics of the original shaft and bushings. However, the
importance of proper heat treatment was overlooked, and as a result the butterfly valve malfunctioned in
flight and the plane crashed. 

The attempt to duplicate a simple butterfly valve reveals how easily essential characteristics can be overlooked and
incorrect conclusions drawn as we attempt to deconstruct many, many interrelated processes. The probability of
missing just one ingredient grows exponentially as the complexity of our technology and circumstances mounts. So
when it comes to air safety, financial bailouts, escalating crime, and the disposal of nuclear waste, reverse
engineering often leads to catastrophic results. 
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The Democratization of Fact 

Late one evening I listened to popular comedian Jon Stewart bemoaning the popularity of Wikipedia on the
Internet. 

In case you’re not familiar with Wikipedia, it’s a collaborative, free, online encyclopedia that can be edited, added
to, and improved by anyone regardless of their credentials, background, or bias. The idea behind the site is that
errors will be organically corrected by the users of Wikipedia themselves: If they read something inaccurate, they
have an opportunity to correct it in real time. In this way, the founders of Wikipedia hope the cumulative
information of humankind stays current, accurate, and accessible to the general public. 

To give you some idea of how successful Wikipedia has become, in 2009 the site offered more than three million
articles on a broad range of subjects and the online encyclopedia was growing fast. According to the founders of
Wikipedia, “In a past comparison of encyclopedias, Wikipedia had about 1,400,000 articles with 340 million words in
total, and the Encyclopedia Britannica had about 85,000 articles with 55 million words in total, and Microsoft’s
Encarta had about 63,000 articles and 40 million words in total.” 

What’s more, according to comScore, an Internet user-measuring and -monitoring service, approximately 326
million users a month now use Wikipedia as a source for information. 

In response, Jon Stewart recently reminded viewers of the dangers of relying on anonymous experts, particularly
when there is no assurance that information is correct: “Since when are facts something you vote on? According to
Wikipedia, if we all agree, then it’s a fact. Is that all it takes? Just agree? I thought facts were something else.” 

What does it mean when facts are determined by consensus? And is this unusual? After all, polls indicate an
overwhelming majority of Americans believe O. J. Simpson murdered his wife despite being exonerated by a jury in
a court of law. Isn’t that fact-by-consensus? How about blaming three auto executives for the failure of the
American auto industry? Also fact-by-consensus. And let’s not forget the benefits of recycling our garbage every
week. Again, unilateral consensus. 

As we now know, when facts become extremely difficult to acquire, irrational beliefs take their place. Sometimes
these beliefs are based on false correlations, sometimes they are the result of manipulating logic, and sometimes
they are simply based on popularity. 

But without a firm grip on the facts, we lose our ability to determine what is causing our biggest threats. So we
simply begin accepting beliefs in lieu of knowledge. 

One afternoon, I had the opportunity to watch the former Chairman of the Federal Reserve and financial icon Alan
Greenspan make one of his usual twice yearly reports to members of Congress. As Greenspan carefully parsed his
words, making certain not to stir up the oppositional and personalization of blame supermemes, he calmly
addressed one implied correlation after another. Finally, in a rare moment of exasperation he looked up at the panel
and reminded them, “Gentlemen, you are each entitled to your opinions, but you are not each entitled to your own
facts.” 

An apt warning from the grand master of complexity himself. 
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7 

Silo Thinking 

The Fourth Supermeme 

On September 9, 2009, two legends in science, James Watson—who along with Francis Crick won the Nobel Prize
for discovering the structure of DNA—and E. O. Wilson, world famous naturalist and father of sociobiology, came
together on the stage of an intimate theater at Harvard University. Wilson, now in his eighties and dressed in his
customary loose sports coat, khakis, and tie, had the lean, spry look of a graduate student. Watson, also in his
eighties, arrived in a white linen suit with all the authority of a Senator from the South. As the two titans sat down
on opposite sides of the moderator, the room grew quiet with anticipation. 

It was a historic moment. Watson and Wilson had been fierce rivals in the world of biology for almost a quarter of a
century. 

Sometime in the 1950s Watson had the nerve to compare Wilson’s work in natural history to “collecting stamps.”
And this got the ball rolling. 

Then Wilson countered, suggesting that Watson’s research might be a better fit for the chemistry department
because he clearly misunderstood the purpose of biology. 

Over time, as molecular biology garnered more and more attention, the antagonism between the two scientists
grew more public. 

Watson insisted that more budget and resources should go toward microbiology research. He dismissed
evolutionary biology as old hat, denunciated ecology, and declared that genetics was biology’s legitimate frontier.
Wilson then punched back: In his autobiography, Wilson called Watson “the Caligula of biology.” 

Things went back and forth this way for several decades. Biology was fractured down the middle, with two giants
battling for its future. 

But on this particular evening, in a dramatic turn of events, both men seemed sincere in recognizing each other’s
contributions to science. Wilson was the first to acknowledge that the acrimonious competition had, in the end,
served both men well. Watson had been such a worthy opponent that it spurred Wilson to step up his own research
and approach. When confronted by the moderator about his early resistance to molecular biology, Wilson made an
astonishing admission: “I was wrong,” he shrugged. He then described how crucial Watson’s work turned out to be
to evolutionary biology: Thanks to the discovery of DNA, biologists finally had the tools they needed to trace the
evolution of all species. Much of the guesswork had been eliminated. 

Watson agreed with Wilson. In his view there was nothing to argue about anymore: Evolution is explained by
cellular biology, and cellular biology is clearly explained by evolution. Over time, the two had converged. 

So, Wilson and Watson had called a truce. 

Whether it was the wisdom and grace that comes from age or the natural progression of science or Wilson’s belief
in the unification of knowledge, which came in 1998 with his publication of Consilience, a once-bitter rivalry was
replaced by a deep and abiding respect. That night, two giants in biology came together on a small stage at
Harvard, old friends joined by the common desire to unravel the secrets of life on earth. 
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IT’S OFTEN THE CASE that the big picture is impossible to see, especially when we keep holding the smaller one in
front of our face. Perhaps at first we can’t understand what the double helix of DNA has to do with evolution and
vice versa, or maybe we wonder how religious doctrine can ever be reconciled with the principles of evolution.
Perhaps at first blush it’s unclear what physics has to do with psychology, psychology with geology, and geology
with economics. 

But so what? 

As Wilson and Watson discovered after decades of feuding, that doesn’t mean one vantage point is right and the
other is wrong. It simply means we haven’t discovered how they work together in the context of a larger, more
expansive system. That’s sometimes due to our own myopia, but it’s also often due to the fact that our brains may
not yet be capable of making those complex connections. After all, there are biological, cognitive limits to what we
can understand. Sometimes the big picture is just too big. 
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Impenetrable Silos 

There is a natural tendency in the human brain to try to reduce complexity into discrete, manageable components.
This phenomenon manifests itself in many forms: impenetrable corporate divisions, government departments,
academic disciplines, and religious sects. Generalists are replaced by “specialists” in increasingly narrow fields, and
strategic objectives are sliced into bite-sized targets that can be measured and tracked and for which individuals can
be held accountable. If the sum is greater than the parts, then why not just start with the sum and break it down
into smaller parts to begin with? Sounds like a reasonable approach. 

But is it? 

The fourth supermeme is silo thinking: compartmentalized thinking and behaviors that prohibit the collaboration
needed to address highly complex problems. 

Instead of encouraging cooperation between individuals and groups that share a common objective, silo thinking
causes undermining, competition, and divisiveness. As silos prevent sharing and coordination across organizational
boundaries, information that is already difficult to acquire becomes even more inaccessible. 

Carol Kinsey Goman describes the effect of silo thinking in her article “Tearing Down Business ‘Silos’”: 

I’ve seen firsthand what silos can do to an enterprise: The organization disintegrates into a group of
isolated camps, with little incentive to collaborate, share information, or team up to pursue critical
outcomes. Various groups develop impervious boundaries, neutralizing the effectiveness of people who
have to interact across them. Local leaders focus on serving their individual agendas—often at the
expense of the goals of the rest of the organization. The resulting internal battles over authority, finances
and resources destroy productivity, and jeopardize the achievement of corporate objectives. 

Today silos exist everywhere. The CIA doesn’t speak to the FBI and the physics department doesn’t set foot in the
economics building. Environmentalists don’t talk to oil executives, defendants don’t talk to prosecutors, Republicans
don’t talk to Democrats, doctors don’t talk to insurance companies, and Al Qaeda doesn’t talk to anyone. 

And we wonder why society is gridlocked and broad, complex, systemic problems continue to worsen. 
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The Three Kluges 

One of the most frightening examples silo thinking has on arresting human progress can be found in the health care
industry. 

According to the Institute of Medicine, from 1993 to 2003 the population in the United States increased 12 percent
and emergency visits jumped over 27 percent. And recent surveys indicate the problem is growing exponentially
worse every year. 

But why? 

On a recent cross-country flight I had the good fortune to sit next to the executive vice president of one of the
nation’s largest health insurance companies. He was a well-dressed, articulate former surgeon who sold his practice
many years ago for the purpose of bringing real change to health care. From his perspective, insurance companies
were holding most of the cards. 

When I asked him about what he thought about the U.S. “public option” health care initiative, he said that no
increase in Medicare or Medicaid expenditures would resolve the problem. He then explained that the best way to
understand the health care industry is to think of it as three independent silos: hospitals, doctors, and insurance
companies. 

He went on to explain that today, when we are admitted to an emergency room, the ER physician who must treat
us has almost no information regarding our health prior to our admission. When we are rushed into emergency, we
are a total stranger to the attending doctor. 

If we are lucky, someone who has accompanied us tells the doctor what they know about our medical history: what
medications we take, who our regular doctor is, what we are allergic to, and any other information that comes to
mind at the moment. Sometimes the ER staff can obtain access to some of our medical records and stitch together
a profile that can help the doctor make a diagnosis, but it’s a random, hurried, and flawed process at best. More
often than not, the attending physician has to take his best guess by interpreting our symptoms on the spot,
without the benefit of knowing any details about our medical history. 

The ER doctor we are depending on at this critical moment has no baseline information about us, so things that
may be perfectly normal for our body, but not for anyone else, are very likely treated as one of the symptoms
related to our condition. For example, the attending doctor has no way of knowing that our heart has always run a
little fast since the day we were born or that our temperature has always been on the high side or that we’ve had
puffy ankles all our lives just like our mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother. 

Instead, the ER physician is trained to use the parameters for what is “average.” Any symptom that falls outside of
this average is interpreted as an “irregular” symptom that gets factored into the final diagnosis—no matter whether
that symptom is perfectly normal for our body or not. 

So for the most part, ER diagnoses and treatments are speculative—the attending physician’s “best guess.” 

And the statistics that result from taking “best guesses” are sobering. According to the New England Journal of
Medicine there is a 34 percent probability that an ER patient will be readmitted within 90 days. 

But here’s the real shocker. 

Within one year over 50 percent of those who were discharged after a surgical procedure were re-hospitalized or
died within 12 months of their discharge. 

So what kind of emergencies are these patients being treated for? 

When the highest rates of readmission within the first thirty days were examined, it revealed the following diseases
were the most likely candidates: 

1. Congestive Heart Failure, 27 percent 

2. Psychoses, 25 percent 

3. Vascular Surgery, 24 percent 

4. Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary, 23 percent 

A quarter of the patients who suffer heart failure, psychosis, vascular surgery, and pulmonary problems return to
the ER in four weeks. Could that be possible? 
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In theory, any patient with a serious ailment would see their regular doctor following a visit to the emergency room
so they wouldn’t have to return to the ER. 

This is where we move into the second silo: doctors. 

Today, doctors treating Medicare patients have to see four to six patients an hour in order to stay in business. Do
the math: This means any doctor who accepts Medicare today can spend ten to fifteen minutes per patient before
he starts paying out of his own pocket. 

This means that when we have a serious complication following our first ER admission, our doctor, who has already
used up his fifteen minutes, has two choices: If there’s time, he can send us to a specialist who is also allotted
another fifteen minutes to see us; otherwise, he directs us straight back to the ER—the same place that
misdiagnosed us the first time around. In a growing number of cases, patients are simply instructed to return to the
ER. 

Then things start going downhill fast. 

While our doctor (silo 1) may not be able to afford seeing us as often as he needs to, the hospital (silo 2) is happy
to readmit us to the emergency room as many times as we need. The hospital makes the same amount of money
whether we are a new patient or a returning one. Actually, returning patients now represent a significant
percentage of a hospital’s revenue stream, so in one respect, misdiagnosis followed by readmission has become an
unexpected source of income. In 2009, over $17.4 billion was paid to hospitals for emergency room readmissions.
This number is exponentially climbing as doctors direct seriously ill patients—who can’t be helped in the allotted ten
to fifteen minutes—back to the ER for help. 

And then there’s the third silo: insurance companies. 

Every time I am admitted to the ER, my insurance company pays top dollar to a hospital that makes money from
readmissions. My doctor knows the ER will gladly accept me, so there is no incentive for him to do anything
differently. And insurance companies just keep passing along higher premiums to cover their expenses. The ER
doesn’t have the medical histories they need to diagnose and accurately treat critically ill patients, so the number of
deaths and readmissions continues to skyrocket out of control, as does the cost. 

It’s a vicious cycle, and all the while the patients pay the price. 

In 2009, Anthem Blue Cross of California raised my health insurance premium almost 30 percent, despite my having
a clean bill of health. When I called to ask how they could justify the steep increase, I was told, “This happened
across the board on all policies, not just yours. We have to raise everyone to cover the additional costs. It isn’t
personal; everyone got the same raise.” 

Not personal? Then why is the money coming out of my personal checking account? 

Then, in February 2010, President Obama mentioned Anthem Blue Cross in a speech to the nation regarding health
care reform. He singled them out as one example of insurance premiums gone amuck. Shortly thereafter, the U.S.
Congress and California Insurance Commissioner opened their own investigations into Anthem’s premium hikes. 

But pinpointing Anthem Blue Cross looks a lot like blaming a few auto executives in Detroit or a handful of financial
institutions for the global recession. Holding one insurance company accountable isn’t going to ameliorate the silo
thinking that is the root cause of the health care crises. The next thing we know, we will be asking Anthem
executives whether they flew into Washington on private planes. 

Today, the United States pays the highest per capita for health care of any country in the world, but in terms of
quality, it ranks thirty-seventh among 191 member nations of the World Health Organization. 

To put it mildly, there’s a lot of room for improvement. 

The executive I met on the plane saw a colossal opportunity for private insurance companies to reduce costs and
improve services by simply making “baseline” patient information and medical histories available for every patient
admitted into the ER—something that would require all three silos to work together. This would immediately
improve ER diagnoses and decrease the number of readmissions, which in his view was one immediate way to stop
escalating costs. 

Similar to Dean Kamen and other innovators, he also agrees that the biggest challenge the U.S. faces isn’t
technology, but rather silo thinking. Even though everyone seems to know what the problem is and how to fix it,
hospitals, doctors, and insurance companies believe that collecting, updating, and distributing patient information is
someone else’s job. 

Silo thinking makes it extremely difficult to fix a systemic problem because no one silo is responsible for the overall
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problem. 

Health care is just one example of silo thinking. Silos stand in the way of solving systemic problems everywhere we
look. 

Until the recent attacks of 9/11 and the 2009 failed attempt of the Detroit-bound Northwest Airlines flight, we were
content to allow the CIA and FBI to each run their own show with very little information being shared between the
two agencies. Then new attacks suddenly heightened the need for greater cooperation between government
agencies. There was also an acknowledgment that sharing more information between the government and
academia—information that was extremely difficult and costly to obtain—would be beneficial to the research
departments of major universities. In keeping with this, the CIA reinvigorated the MEDEA program (Measurements
of Earth Data for Environmental Analysis) to make previously classified information available for environmental
studies. This meant that costly information that the CIA already possessed would not have to be duplicated by
higher learning. 

It didn’t take long before the CIA came under fire for making an attempt to collaborate. In Business Week, Saul
Kaplan reports that “talking heads across cable news accused the CIA of negligence, arguing that sharing data with
environmental scientists was a distraction from its core mission of minding the American public.” Kaplan then went
on to chastise the silo mentality: 

But the pundits have it wrong. The CIA and all Homeland Security organizations should be doing more,
not less, cross-agency collaboration and data sharing. The protection of data, capabilities, and turf has
gotten us into the current mess. Perhaps if the focus had been on networking capabilities and sharing
data across silos, America would be a safer country today. 

So, as silo thinking becomes an entrenched supermeme, it becomes increasingly difficult to pool resources, and as a
result information becomes even more difficult to acquire. Time and resources are wasted as each agency attempts
to independently duplicate the work of others and the collaborative solutions needed to solve our most complex and
dangerous issues grow more distant. 

Another example of how silo thinking inhibits progress can be found among the growing number of nonprofit
organizations. It is shocking to discover how many independent nonprofit organizations today are out to solve the
same problems. In Monterey County where I live, there are approximately 1,212 registered nonprofits. Translated,
this means there are roughly three nonprofit organizations for every 1,000 residents—each competing for the same
funding every year. 

But what are all of these independent organizations doing? Are there really 1,212 distinct and unrelated social
problems to be solved? 

Probably not. 

Following the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, the amount of duplication between nonprofit silos became painfully obvious.
Nine hundred separate volunteer and government organizations simultaneously descended on the island with
workers and aid. Although everyone had the right intentions, when so many people from so many discrete
organizations showed up, there was no way to get them all into the severely damaged ports and airstrips. In many
cases, untrained and unskilled volunteers were allowed into the country ahead of badly needed doctors, nurses, and
rescue workers, who were redirected by the military to nearby islands to wait until congestion cleared. To add to the
chaos, new organizations were sprouting up by the minute on the Internet, collecting funds and recruiting even
more volunteers to help. Rather than optimize organizations such as the American Red Cross, which has been
successfully delivering emergency services to disaster victims for 130 years, each independent silo charged ahead
on its own, adding more complexity, redundancy, confusion, and delay to an urgent situation. The lack of
collaboration with experienced organizations like the Red Cross resulted in nonprofits tripping over one another to
administer aid. They fell into the trap of believing that independent efforts were somehow superior to collaboration. 

But the facts suggest otherwise. A preponderance of silos is like having too many cooks arguing in the kitchen,
despite all having recipes that taste exactly the same. A person could starve waiting to eat. 

And what is true for health care and nonprofits is also true for business. 

Dr. Carol Kinsey Goman, business consultant and author of “This Isn’t the Company I Joined”: How to Lead in a
Business Turned Upside Down, reports that “a study by Industry Week found that business functions operating as
silos are the biggest hindrance to corporate growth. A more recent American Management Association survey shows
that 83 percent of executives said that silos existed in their companies and that 97 percent think they have a
negative effect.” 

As complexity mounts and facts and knowledge become more difficult to obtain, silos make acquiring vital
information that much harder. If we have to scale the Great Wall of China to get to the facts, is it any wonder we’re
willing to settle for counterfeit correlations, best guesses, and beliefs? Beliefs are not only cognitively easier to
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understand and accept as true, but there’s also no need to rappel a steep slope and no one waiting at the top to
push us back down again. 

Moreover, scaling a silo wall to collaborate is often an exhausting, frustrating endeavor riddled with danger.
Collaboration is difficult. And collaboration in a complex, fast-moving environment is often impossible. 

How do we fix it? 

We have to start by tearing down our own silos first. Like E. O. Wilson and James Watson, we have to assume that
people who are striving for the same objective are better off sharing information and resources than they are
competing with one another. We have to be willing to put primitive instincts to protect territory aside and join forces
for the greater good of humanity. 
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The Trouble with Territories 

Biologists who study chimpanzees—with whom we share a great deal of our genetic material—claim that the
occurrence of silos is nothing more than a natural extension of territoriality. Once again, the explanation for why it
has become difficult for groups to work together stems from instincts that were once vital to the survival of our
ancestors. 

Territoriality is the process by which animals establish boundaries in order to protect food, water, mates, and their
young in order to assure survival. Though the size of protected areas varies from species to species, as does the
degree to which territorial borders are clearly defined, chimpanzees and other animals, including humans, are
known to quickly establish and defend territorial boundaries for their own welfare. This is the reason we built moats
around castles. It’s also the reason we have controversial immigration laws. It’s the thinking behind erecting
decorative fences to separate our property from our neighbor’s and why we distance ourselves from coworkers who
transition to another department or go to work for a competitor despite once calling these people our friends. They
are all attempts to safeguard our survival from “outsiders.” 

From a historical perspective, as humans made the transition from nomadic hunters and gatherers—people who
were not tied to defined territories—to relying on agriculture, the need to defend terrain that was favorable to
growing became stronger. Protecting turf was tantamount to protecting the food that was needed to stay alive.
Boundaries became more rigid and the penalties for intrusion grew severe. Crossing a boundary without permission
meant imprisonment, and sometimes even death. 

In a complex social environment silo thinking may be nothing more than an irrational instinct to defend “territory” to
improve our opportunities for survival. After all, an attack from a coworker, encroachment from another department,
a criticism from our boss, even an opposing ideology from a competitor, all represent threats to our job, our status,
our ability to make a living and provide for our offspring. In this way, silos not only simplify complexity by breaking
it down into smaller, understandable components, they define “social territories” which must be vigorously
protected. 

Psychologist Aidan Sammons summarizes how silos work in this way: 

In order to impose order and predictability on a complex and unpredictable world, we simplify it.
Simplification is achieved via abstracted mental models. A social-cognitive perspective on territoriality
would suggest that the division of the world into primary, secondary, and tertiary territories is one such
mental model, used by people to generate expectations about, understand, and predict the behavior of
others (Edney, 1975). Because we have control over our primary territory, we can predict what is likely to
happen there. 

Today, however, our prehistoric instincts to defend turf no longer serve society. In fact, silo thinking and behavior
pose more risk than rewards as complexity mandates cooperation within and among disparate groups. 
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Secret Solar Silos 

Sometimes, as in the case of health care, disaster relief, and business, the effect silos have on impeding progress is
obvious. However, there are many more examples in which powerful solutions to our biggest challenges never come
to light. 

For example, when it comes to free solar energy for every household on the planet, we may have already solved
the problem. 

Surprisingly, the solution didn’t come from a venture-backed start up in Silicon Valley, a university laboratory, or the
Department of Energy. Instead, it comes from the most unlikely of places: the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). 

NASA was signed into existence in 1958 by President Dwight D. Eisenhower “as a result of the Sputnik crisis in
confidence.” It’s initial goal was to achieve human space flight, which led to the Mercury and Gemini projects, and
eventually culminated in the Apollo space program and putting the first man on the moon. NASA then went on to
develop Skylab and the Space Shuttle—two highly successful examples of complex collaboration. 

Over time, however, America’s love affair with outer space began to cool and NASA began to worry that its work
was becoming irrelevant. In an effort to prove its commercial viability, the space agency entered a period of
commercial partnerships wherein much of its focus was on communication satellite technologies, GPS navigation,
and Landsat and Earth Observing. But as the competition for funding in Washington, D.C., heated up, NASA grew
increasingly insecure about its role in the twenty-first century. How many take-offs and landings of the space shuttle
would Americans watch? 

So, NASA turned their attention to a new market, one the country was growing increasingly concerned about:
renewable energy. In an effort to restore NASA’s once-prestigious leadership role in the world, a handful of
scientists began a secret program: space-based solar power. They would solve the problem of unlimited clean
energy for the entire world once and for all. 

When we stop to think about it, the most efficient place to collect solar energy isn’t on the surface of the planet.
The atmosphere acts as a shield that protects us, but this same shield also greatly reduces the strength of solar
energy that can be captured. 

In outer space, however, there is no atmospheric interference, so the efficiencies are magnitudes greater than what
we achieve by laying solar panels on our roofs. 

For decades NASA has been experimenting with solar cells in outer space in order to power satellites and
spacecraft, and during this time a small group at NASA has also been perfecting a method for capturing energy and
delivering it safely back to Earth’s surface. 

Electricity from satellites in outer space? 

Sounds like science fiction. 

Imagine the impact if every household had something as small as a satellite dish (akin to satellite television) by
which we could receive all the power we need—for free. That’s right: Free solar power could be reformatted and
beamed safely into every home. Not only would it help our pocketbooks, but it would also mean no more utility
plants or giant towers with cables strung across the desert. No underground trenches, nuclear waste cemeteries, or
huge carbon emissions from coal-fired plants. The nation would be more secure because then there would be no
centralized utilities, no major power lines to target that could cut off power to critical functions. 

Space-based solar would change everything. 

So what’s stopping us? 

It’s shocking to discover that the scientists who have been working on space-based solar energy at NASA have been
banging on the door of the U.S. Department of Energy for over a decade. 

But no one would answer. 

NASA? Aren’t those the guys who invented Tang? 

Like the CIA, which tried to make data available to academia for environmental research, green energy was far
outside of NASA’s stated mission. NASA was accused by the DOE of “mission creep” and ordered to stick to space
exploration. 

No matter how many times the scientists at NASA tried, they were unable to break through the silo walls that
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separated energy from space research. Meanwhile, billions of dollars were being invested by the DOE and Cleantech
venture capitalists in technology that NASA knew was inferior to what they had already proven would work in their
laboratories. 

But the scientists at NASA were government employees bound by strict confidentiality. What could they do? 

Frustrated and defeated at every turn, a handful of researchers went to work on tearing down the silos that were
preventing progress. It was a risky endeavor and one that jeopardized thirty-year careers at the space agency: The
scientists asked for permission to open discussions with Canada on a “joint research project” that would allow them
to begin testing their discovery and prove its viability. 

The Canadian government was all ears. In their eyes it was a chance to perfect space-based solar, put it into
commercial use, and then sell the power back to the United States! 

Suddenly the saying “You can’t be a prophet in your own land” takes on new significance. After pouring millions of
taxpayer dollars into inventing space-based solar energy—the permanent solution to unlimited, clean, and safe
energy for the entire planet—the United States stands on the verge of allowing other nations to eclipse it, all
because one U.S. agency can’t get another one to listen. All because humans are still hardwired to defend their
territory even when it is to the detriment of the greater good. All because of silos. 

When this story breaks, some people may direct their outrage at the NASA scientists. Others will accuse the
Department of Energy of being inept. Still other extremists will aim their sights at President Obama. There may
even be individuals who will accuse me of being unpatriotic for going public with the fact that we have the
technology to deliver unlimited energy from outer space. But it would all be misplaced blame and therefore
unhelpful. Fortified government silos that are unable to cooperate, share information, and solve complex systemic
problems together are the problem—not individual players. 

When you think about it, space-based solar may be an alarming example of how silos prevent progress, but is this
example substantially different from continuing to readmit almost 40 percent of the ER patients within 90 days? Or
the resistance to sharing information among the CIA, NSA, FBI, and Homeland Security? The historical battle
between genetics and evolution in biology? 
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Convergence Instead of Competition 

In his 1998 book Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge, E. O. Wilson explained that silos have a more insidious effect
than preventing a few problems from being solved here and there. Wilson warned that “professional atomization”
also works against unifying the cumulative knowledge, discoveries, and science we now have at our disposal.
Whether it’s black holes in outer space or the current global recession, Wilson argues that thinking in silos prevents
us from leveraging all the known laws in physics, music, chemistry, engineering, economics, and biology together to
explain natural phenomena. In his view, the barricades that stand in the way of centuries of knowledge must be
torn down in order for humanity to progress. 

Wilson has it right. 

The more fortified and numerous silos become, the further away humankind strays from a unified, systemic
approach to our greatest threats. Think of humankind as garrisons of cognitively limited soldiers marching against
quickly advancing complexity. Now imagine what chance these garrisons have when they don’t work together to
outmaneuver a formidable aggressor. Success requires a level of cooperation and unification that we have yet been
unable to achieve. 

So what will it take to shift from silo thinking to collaboration? To pave the way for systemic solutions? For the DOE
to bring NASA into the fold? 

Here writer Saul Kaplan gets the final word: “It is not the technology that gets in the way of innovation. It is
humans and the organizations we live in that are both stubbornly resistant to experimentation and change. If we
want to make progress on the big issues of our time, we have to look up from our silos and become more
comfortable recombining capabilities in new ways in order to connect with the unusual suspects.” 
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8 

Extreme Economics 

The Fifth Supermeme 

Every person I know has a strange relationship with money. They want more of it. They spend too much of it. They
invest, inherit, protect, and live in fear they’ll run out of it. Some people never talk about money. And some can’t
quit talking about it. Marriages break up over it, children are spoiled by it, and celebrities empowered by it. 

But mostly we wear money on our shirtsleeves where we once wore our hearts. 

Not long ago, there was a time when we put our faith in each other instead of legal contracts, the stock market,
and social security—a time when the single barometer of success and failure wasn’t money. 

Other values still mattered. 

But today there is a growing feeling that money has stopped working the way we intended it to, an inkling that our
romance with economics may have gone too far. 

After all, money isn’t really the reward for hard work. 

If it were, gardeners who toil day after day in the hot sun would be wealthier than executives. And how about
farmers in Africa and China who work within an inch of their lives to grow just enough to eat? Do they work less
than Bill Gates? 

Money isn’t a consequence of being lucky either. If it were, people who duck hurricanes and survive car accidents
would be rich. 

And money isn’t the result of being smarter. A lot of academics I know barely scrape by. 

People with money aren’t harder working, luckier, or smarter. Likewise, people who barely make ends meet aren’t
lazy, stupid, or unlucky sad sacks. But in a commerce-driven world, this commonly held stereotype—the belief that
people with money are in some way superior—is just as harmful to human progress as racism, sexism, and ageism. 

So, it must be said: Money is just money—paper and round pieces of metal invented by humans to make
transactions easier. Even though wealth doesn’t have any intrinsic characteristics except those we attach to it, we
are awfully quick to associate being rich with a battery of desirable traits. As a result, acquiring wealth has become
the new shortcut for obtaining these traits. Instead of being a natural outcome of accomplishment, for the first time
in history money has become the end goal. 
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A Two-Sided Coin 

The fifth and final supermeme is called extreme economics—and there’s a reason we saved it for last. 

The economics supermeme occurs when simple principles in business, such as risk/reward and profit/loss, become
the litmus test for determining the value of people and priorities, initiatives and institutions. We begin uniformly
applying the strategies we use to succeed in business to the other areas of life. In other words, in a business-
focused society, financial success separates winners from losers and sure bets from pipedreams, irrespective of
whether we are buying a family home, choosing a mate, or saving the planet. 

Unlike the first four supermemes, irrational opposition, the personalization of blame, counterfeit correlation, and silo
thinking, which are easy to see as harmful, extreme economics feels more like a relative who came to visit and
stayed too long. We have mixed feelings. 

On the one hand, many people argue commerce is good. The pursuit of profit has been the engine behind vast
advances in modern technology and science. They point to an improved standard of living, longer mortality, and
new heights in efficiency and productivity—evidence that profit provides a powerful incentive and is therefore an
essential component of progress. 

And for the most part they are right. With the fall of the Soviet Union and other communist/socialist nations,
progress favors societies committed to the free, unbridled pursuit of wealth. 

On the other hand, it can also be argued that too much focus on the financial bottom line prevents many solutions
that would benefit humankind from coming to fruition. When economic considerations become the only
considerations, we’re on a slippery slope. Helpful remedies that cannot be financially justified never get traction.
Just ask Dean Kamen. 

Remember Kamen? The iconoclast and inventor of the Segway scooter? Typical of many geniuses, Kamen sees
opportunities for improvement everywhere. Recently he shifted gears from futuristic wheels to global ideals: Kamen
now believes he has solved the world’s potable water problem once and for all. 

Not a mitigation, mind you—a real and permanent cure. 

To put Kamen’s breakthrough in perspective, a recent article in Newsweek magazine revealed that “water-related
diseases kill a child every eight seconds and are responsible for 80 percent of easily preventable illnesses and
deaths in the developing world.” Furthermore, additional statistics gathered by the United Nations show that well
over one billion people around the world are currently without clean water. And this figure is rising as industrialized
nations such as India and China join the ranks of countries that have endured contaminated water for generations
and for which the problem is worsening. 

In 2008, Kamen’s company announced a small water purifying system, called the Slingshot, that “produces 10
gallons of clean water an hour on 500 watts of electricity.” That’s roughly the amount of electricity needed to power
“one string of Christmas lights for about an hour,” so according to Kamen the system can be easily fueled by
methane gas produced from a small amount of cow dung. Unlike other water purifiers, Kamen’s invention requires
no consumables such as chemicals or activated charcoal or osmosis membranes. It also cleverly captures some of
the heat used to purify the water and uses that heat to offset the electricity needed to operate the purifier—a
feature inspired by the 1816 Stirling Engine. 

Kamen estimates that he is within two years of a high-volume unit that can produce enough potable water to “meet
the needs of the entire world.” 

Kudos for Kamen. 

Despite his breakthrough, Kamen is the first to admit that solving the problem in the lab is only half the battle. The
trick is getting it in use, which requires convincing the public that the long-range benefits outweigh the short-term
price tag. And it’s here that Kamen stumbles: “We believe each machine will be under a couple thousand bucks. We
need to develop the business models and the relationships. In some countries it’s going to require microfinancing
and entrepreneurs; in other countries it’ll be nongovernmental organizations or governments.” 

Good luck. 

For decades, we have had products that can provide every individual on the planet unlimited free energy. The same
goes for food and vaccines and medicines. What’s more, we could have an immediate effect on global warming if
we were willing to paint the roads and roofs white, if we stopped chopping down more trees than we plant, or if we
were willing to give up burning coal. We already have the knowledge and solutions to lessen many of our stubborn
problems—and even in some instances to cure them. The problem isn’t whether we can come up with incrementally
helpful solutions. The problem is what gets in the way of deploying them—and when it comes to solving a systemic
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helpful solutions. The problem is what gets in the way of deploying them—and when it comes to solving a systemic

problem, there are dozens of roadblocks. Among these roadblocks, profit—not technology—is one of the biggest. 

That’s because broad systemic solutions that benefit humankind don’t always fit accepted economic models. And
when they don’t, progress is inhibited. 

Unless Kamen and others can turn their innovations into a financial boon, the Slingshot and innovations like it aren’t
likely to be adopted on a scale large enough to have any impact. Just ask solar panel manufacturers who have been
peddling their wares for four decades now; or hydroponic farmers who produce gigantic crop yields using only a
fraction of the water needed by conventional methods—all without soil; or nutritionists who can prevent an
encyclopedia of human illnesses by simply altering a person’s daily diet. Having consulted with hundreds of start-up
companies over the course of my career, I have witnessed one helpful technology after another fall by the wayside
because the financial upside simply wasn’t large enough to attract funding. Sadly, more important breakthroughs
die on the vine because they cannot be economically justified than ever see the light of day. 

There’s no doubt about it, in the twenty-first century, profitability has become the most powerful barometer of
legitimacy. 

But think about it. What does profit really have to do with fixing a global drought or curtailing the spread of fast-
moving viruses that cross national borders in a matter of hours? How do we quantify the return on investment of
upgrading school curricula or making prisons habitable? Do we have to prove the solutions to these problems are a
sound investment or that money is being put to good use? Is it even possible to do so? 

And therein lies the irony. The same economic incentives that spur entrepreneurial innovation also quell some of our
most vital and necessary discoveries. 

As the problems a civilization must solve become more complex, more global, and more systemic, to some extent
the bottom line becomes irrelevant. Though the principles that govern economics are rational and designed to
assure a positive outcome, when these same principles are applied to complex global problems, they become
counterproductive. Using risk/reward to measure the value of a global, humanitarian solution is a lot like using a
ruler to measure intelligence. Wrong tool. 
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Ecumenical Economics 

We may not always use the same language as an economist, but most of us think like one. Today, when faced with
an important decision—whether it involves illegal immigration, national health care, or getting a divorce—
economists, politicians, executives, and the man on the street all run through a similar checklist: 

• Capitalization: How much is this going to cost me? 

• Risk: What’s the probability the venture will fail, and how much will that cost? 

• Return on Investment: Is this the best I can get for my money? 

• Leverage: Will this investment lead to achieving other goals? 

To prove the point, we need only look at how popular prenuptial agreements have become within the last two
decades. 

The reason prenuptials have recently exploded is that we now view marriage not only as a romantic union but also
as an economic partnership. Similar to the ancient practice of dowries or marriages that were once motivated by
political alliances, prenups are modern contracts designed to define the financial terms of marriage in advance. 

They have become so prevalent in the past few years that most of us can’t imagine someone like Donald Trump, Bill
Gates, or Madonna getting married without one. In fact, the more assets a person has, the more they should worry
about protecting those assets. But considering this from a nonbusiness perspective, why in the world would
someone marry a person they can trust with their life, their children, their future, and their heart, but not their
money? 

Even more to the point, why don’t we ever hear about anyone signing a precustody agreement? Presumably, most
couples who marry either plan to have children or bring their existing offspring into a new family. With this in mind,
why don’t we have contracts that spell out how the children will be cared for in the event of separation? As long as
we are taking advanced precautions to lower risk, wouldn’t this make sense? It would if we didn’t put the welfare of
our assets ahead of the welfare of our children. 

Then, when a marriage is over, what happens? Each side attempts to get the best return on their investment! Ask
anyone who has gone through a divorce. Most divorces become contentious, elongated negotiations over a property
settlement, alimony, and support—a process that can often last years and involve multiple lawyers and specialists,
depending on the size of the estate. Here again, the debates over child custody are frequently reduced to a debate
over child “support.” 

But prenuptials and divorce settlements are just two modest examples of the encroachment of economics on our
lives. Everywhere we turn, someone has figured out how to make or save a buck. What used to be plentiful vistas
of undisturbed lands are now planned “open space” or national parks with toll booths. Need a blanket on an
airplane, pay a dollar. Park your car? It will cost you. Want to dig a well in your backyard? Write a check for a permit
and stand in line. 

But it’s important to note that this mentality is a new phenomenon that didn’t exist thirty years ago when
campgrounds were free, we didn’t view our homes as a financial asset, and no one ever heard of a prenup. 
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The Struggle for the Greater Good 

If the pursuit of profit is the engine behind innovation, then should we also assume it’s the engine behind serving
the greater good? 

Not exactly. 

Here’s one small but telling example that demonstrates how one doesn’t always serve the other. 

In a disturbing 2010 report, a young woman discovered that New York Wal-Mart and H&M stores were throwing
large bags of brand new, unsold goods into trash dumpsters behind their stores—but not before taking scissors and
deliberately cutting holes in them to make them unusable. 

According to Cynthia Magnus, who found the ruined clothing, “[There were] gloves with fingers cut off. . . . Warm
socks. Cute patent leather Mary Jane school shoes, maybe for fourth graders, with the instep cut up with a scissor.
Men’s jackets, slashed across the body and the arms. The puffy fiber fill was coming out in big white cotton balls.” 

But why? 

Each year the percentage of people living below the poverty line in New York City hovers around 20 percent. During
the cold winter months, the poor suffer harsh conditions on the street. So what would cause a profitable chain to
cut up warm coats and gloves rather than offer them to nearby charities? 

The extreme economics supermeme. 

After all, once word got out that customers could get the clothing for free, what would this do to prices? Future
sales? Customers? 

From a factual standpoint, probably nothing. The homeless weren’t shopping in these stores, so they weren’t going
to lose them as customers. Likewise regular customers weren’t likely to line up outside a charity, hoping on some
slim chance they might be able to get the exact same merchandise, in their size, for no money. 

But as we already established, that’s not the point. It’s what they believed would happen to their bottom line that
mattered: better to make unsold goods “unavailable” than compete with yourself. And there we have it: At the heart
of every irrational behavior lies a disturbing supermeme. In this case, rational business principles stood in the way
of doing what was in the interest of the greater good. 

Today, economic considerations overwhelm other values to such an extent they now have the power to decide how
and if humankind’s greatest threats will be solved. 

In 2009, on one of my visits to Harvard University, I ran into E. O. Wilson just after he returned from one of the
prestigious annual conferences at which he is regularly invited to speak. When he accepted the invitation, he
assumed they wanted him to discuss a topic on which he is a known expert. Wilson is the most famous naturalist in
the world. He is also the acknowledged father of sociobiology and biodiversity, the undisputed authority on ants, a
prolific writer, and a passionate advocate for the green movement. But Wilson returned dismayed and deeply
concerned by what had transpired: 

All anyone wanted to talk about was the recession. What was going to happen? What caused it and how
long was it going to take to recover? Supposedly the smartest people in every field were there. The best
and the brightest humankind has to offer. And we accomplished nothing. Not one thing. In fact, they
wanted to know if I would mind changing my talk. They asked if I could talk about the recession since
that was what everyone was interested in. 

Then he paused before adding, “Economics is ruining everything.” 

It’s a sad commentary when critical resources such as E. O. Wilson and other experts lose their ability to share
information and collaborate on critical problems—especially at a time when we need all the great minds we can
muster to overcome the dangers that lie ahead. 

Sadly, Wilson’s experience wasn’t unique. I have heard the same concerns echoed by other authorities who have
been attending global summits for decades. They worry that nothing of any substance is getting done because
economics has hijacked every other agenda. And with this comes the growing concern that civilization is driving
toward some dangerous singularity. 

Why is everything we do suddenly governed by economics? How did these principles get a stronghold on
civilization? Why have we become obsessed with money? Once again, the answer can be traced to our early
ancestors and inherited biological predispositions. 
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A Chilling Change in Chimps 

A few years ago, graduate students at a major university devised an experiment to see what would happen if
chimpanzees were introduced to a few basic principles in economics. 

The idea behind the experiment was to teach the chimpanzees how to become consumers and observe their
behaviors as they completed different types of transactions. To accomplish this, every week a group of chimpanzees
were each handed a set number of tokens. The tokens represented money that could be used to make purchases
just like regular consumers. 

As soon as the tokens were distributed, one chimpanzee at a time was allowed into a separate cage adjacent to the
compound where the chimpanzees lived as a group. A lab assistant would enter the private cage with a tray of
snacks that the chimpanzee was allowed to examine and purchase using his tokens. After a chimpanzee made his
selection, the lab assistant would help him count out the correct number of tokens, place the tokens on the tray,
and hand over the snack. 

When the chimp was done with his shopping, he rejoined his group in the community cage. Then the next animal
was allowed into the private area to make his purchases. This was repeated again and again until all the members
of the troupe had an opportunity to shop. 

But there was one small snag. 

All the snacks on the tray had different prices. So, whereas one token would allow a chimp to purchase five
crackers, that same token was worth only one small piece of an apple. Each chimpanzee had to determine for
himself which snacks were worth spending his tokens on. 

Within a remarkably short period of time the chimpanzees learned the value of their tokens through basic trial and
error. They soon became discerning consumers who made humanlike judgments about value and price, often
carefully examining the items on the tray before indicating their final decision to the lab assistant. 

As the chimps grew more familiar with the snacks and pricing, transactions were completed more quickly. In
advance, the chimpanzees had already determined the best “value.” So, when they entered the private cage, they
quickly plopped down their cash and exited with their purchases without so much as inspecting the now familiar
goods. 

But then the researchers decided to mix it up a little. 

They changed the prices of the snacks. 

Overnight, they “inflated” the number of tokens needed to purchase the chimp’s favorite treats so the tokens were
now worth much less. When the chimpanzees discovered they weren’t getting as much for their money, there was
noticeable confusion, followed by agitation and rage. They rebelled against the lab assistants, frequently becoming
belligerent and uncooperative. Some went on strike and stopped buying snacks altogether. Others grew indecisive,
aggressive, and depressed. 

Conversely, when the scientists lowered the prices, the chimpanzees showed great delight in their sudden windfall.
The surplus of goods was reflected in their generosity toward other chimps, fewer squabbles, and, sometimes,
lethargy. 

But what ultimately caused the university to close down the study were the serious side effects no one could have
foreseen. As the chimpanzees began applying their newly acquired principles of economics to other areas of
communal life, unexpected and disturbing behaviors emerged. 

For example, in a surprising turn of events, the researchers observed the female chimpanzees flirting and offering
male chimps sex in exchange for tokens. 

Not snacks mind you. Tokens. Real cash. 

It was a shameless display of prostitution, and it appeared to be motivated by only one thing: the female’s desire to
acquire wealth—and they were willing to do whatever they needed to, to get it. 

As if that wasn’t amusing enough, one day there was a heist. 

A normally shy, well-behaved chimp entered the private cage preparing to purchase his snacks. He pretended to
look over the selection, strategically positioning himself as close to the food and tokens as possible. Then suddenly,
in an abrupt gesture, he slammed the bottom of the tray, and the food and tokens flew into the air and landed in
the communal cage. The nearby accomplices screamed and quickly grabbed the loot before the lab assistants could
get control of the pandemonium. 
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No doubt about it: It was a premeditated robbery. 

In addition to prostitution and robbery, a battery of other unusual behaviors began appearing: bartering,
manipulation, hoarding, even the primitive beginnings of a black market for pricey snacks. 

Then animal welfare advocates got word of the experiment and became outraged. In their view, the chimpanzees
were being corrupted and the bizarre behavior among the animals was all the proof they needed. To avoid further
controversy and the prospects of bad publicity, the university was forced to quickly shut down the experiment.
Peace was restored to the small chimpanzee troupe that, for a brief moment in time, had become expert
consumers. Overnight, there were no more tokens, no more snack store, and no more crime or sex for money. 

But not before we had an opportunity to get a close look at extreme economics in action. 
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Monkeys and Money 

Author and renowned biologist Richard Dawkins provides an evolutionary explanation for the impact money briefly
had on the small chimpanzee troupe as well as on humankind today. In his landmark book The Selfish Gene,
Dawkins writes: “Natural Selection favors individuals who successfully manipulate the behavior of other individuals,
whether or not this is to the advantage of the manipulated individuals.” 

Nowhere is successful manipulation easier to spot than in economics. 

From a biological standpoint, the most successful accumulators of wealth greatly increase their survival
opportunities by building surpluses. So, when opportunities to increase wealth present themselves, our normal
biological response is to capitalize on these opportunities to improve our survival. It’s a hardwired instinct. 

From this perspective, monkeys offering sex for tokens is perfectly natural, as are robbery, hoarding, cheating, and
aggression. The tenets of Natural Selection dictate that each organism must do its best to manipulate the
environment to its advantage, and when a dominant feature of the environment is money (tokens), we instinctively
manipulate economics to our favor. It’s that simple. 

Harvard researcher Terence Charles Burnham states it another way: “Evolutionary theory predicts that, subject to
physiological and informational constraints, organisms will act to maximize their reproductive success.” Put in this
context, it is easy to understand why the principles of business have become so pervasive. Economics is the perfect,
most efficient system for manipulating resources to our evolutionary advantage. Money gives us access to health
care, clean water, food, safety, shelter, and other advantages vital to modern survival. 

It’s no wonder we try to leverage economic principles in areas of life outside of business. Once we learn to
successfully manipulate commerce to our benefit, it’s only natural to endeavor to use these same tools to our
advantage elsewhere. 

In the case of the chimpanzee troupe, money (tokens) was introduced by curious university researchers. But in the
case of humans, how did money originate? How did it come to infect human behavior? 
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Man, Money, and Mayhem 

Today it is difficult to imagine how societies ever functioned before the invention of currency or credit. But to truly
understand the origins of the economics supermeme—how money and commerce came to dominate modern
behavior—it’s useful to take a brief journey back in time, beginning with the simple origins of money. 

Prior to the existence of currency, the process ancient civilizations used to exchange goods and services was called
“barter.” Barter was an effective way to trade because it was based on the value of goods and services with which
we were already familiar. In those times, exchanges involved manual labor and products like produce and livestock. 

In a barter economy, if you had more cows than you needed, and I had more wheat than I could consume, we
would simply agree to an amount we both felt represented a fair exchange. Then we would make a trade—one of
your calves for some of my wheat. That was that. No refunds, no membership reward points, no cash-back
coupons. 

Barter, however, depended on what economists call a “coincidence of wants,” where the cow and wheat had to be
available for exchange at the exact same moment in time. So if you needed my wheat today and your cow hadn’t
given birth to the calf you wanted to trade, you were out of luck. 

The obvious solution was to trade the wheat for some “intermediate commodity,” which would allow you to receive
the wheat and then later sell me the calf once it was born. This and the convenience of carrying paper and coins to
market instead of wagons full of wheat and cattle were the original impetus behind the creation of money. 

However, determining the values of livestock and produce for trade is considerably cognitively easier than
determining the value of currency. Currency is based on a sophisticated process of associating some value to a
paper or metal “symbol” of that value. In other words, the paper and coins themselves aren’t worth much: It’s what
they represent that’s important. And assigning a value to an object that represents something else is more much
more complex than assigning a value to a real product such as a calf or a bushel of wheat. In this way the
widespread acceptance of a “symbol” of value—money—represented a major leap in human advancement. 

Once humans began mass-producing currency, what we know as modern economics was not far behind. Intricate
laws and systems for credit, debt, investment, speculation, and principles of commerce quickly evolved. From there,
it didn’t take long for the principles of economics to become inseparable from governance. Bear in mind that in
earlier times, when people bartered directly for goods and services, value was established by individuals, not
governments or experts. However, once the production of currency became the centralized providence of
governments, humankind abandoned barter and entered a new era in economics. Values became much more
obtuse—and so did the meaning of wealth. Wealth became symbolic. 

Then came the industrial revolution. 

During the industrial revolution, unprecedented advances in mass production were achieved that resulted in vast
surpluses of cheaper products. In a short period of time we transitioned from a primarily agrarian society to an
industrialized one in which supply could be ramped up to fulfill virtually any level of demand. 

The next step was to optimize—to produce goods at an even lower price, sell more, expand markets, squeeze
competition, merge, subcontract, diversify, form partnerships, leverage, brand, position, and promote. This marked
the beginning of extreme economics: the advent of sophisticated principles aimed at maximizing profitability. 

Extreme economics has resulted in achieving new heights in efficiency, institutionalized entrepreneurship, and
sophisticated methodologies for enhancing profitability by manipulating resources, people, and markets. This new
epoch has been responsible for the formation of venture capital organizations that single-handedly financed a
revolution in electronics, computing, the Internet, and cellular communications. Extreme economics also led to an
explosion of business schools and MBAs as well as the birth of a new breed of new financial icons like Peter Drucker,
Jack Welch, Warren Buffett, and Donald Trump. Extreme economics has put pressure on governments, public
schools, and nonprofits to balance their budgets, increase their output, improve asset management, and develop
competitive strategies. What’s more, extreme economics has also been the impetus behind standardizing
international trade. The drive toward greater efficiency has caused all industrialized nations to adopt remarkably
similar business principles. 

In these ways, the era of extreme economics perfected the advances made during the industrial revolution by
elevating economics to a universally accepted supermeme. 

But with all of this progress, there comes a downside. Our monetary systems have become so complex that the
most brilliant economists in the world, such as Alan Greenspan, now have difficulty describing exactly how the value
of money is determined anymore. Today, the value of currency depends on many things: production, exports,
circulation, liquidity, foreign currencies, inflation, deflation, and a hundred other factors. In short, it’s extremely
complex. 
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When the complexity of our monetary systems exceeds our ability to acquire or understand the facts, it is normal
for us to begin relying on beliefs instead of proven knowledge. 

And when it comes to modern economics, there is no belief more dangerous than our attitudes about credit. 

Nowhere has the influence of money on human behavior been so similar to the chimpanzees than when it comes to
the obscure notion of credit. From a biological perspective, credit provided another powerful tool for manipulating
our environment: It was a way to acquire more goods, faster, while appearing to have no negative consequence. As
a result, our natural biological instinct was to leverage credit to our favor, and, as we have recently learned, many
people, businesses, nonprofits, governments, schools, and organizations did just that. 

The more credit that was offered, the more we wanted. Drive a new car off the lot with nothing down? Yes! Buy a
new house with no assets or income? Yes! Get 30 percent off your purchase if you apply for a store credit card?
Yes! 

So it comes as no surprise there is a great deal of confusion today about what we own and what we owe. Many
young people now treat credit cards the same way they do cash. Instead of viewing credit as a loan that must be
repaid, they see it as indistinguishable from their net worth. In their minds, a higher credit limit is akin to depositing
more money into their checking account. And with a new generation of debit cards tied to their checking accounts,
is it any wonder that young people are more confused than ever? 

But the proof is in the pudding. In 2007, for every $135 the average American saved, they acquired approximately
$9,800 in personal debt. In other words, every man, woman, and child in America now owes more than seventy-
two times more than they put away for a rainy day. 

And if that sounds ominous, we run our governments the same way we run our households. 

In 2009, the federal debt in the United States was reported to have passed the $12 trillion mark. But this doesn’t
begin to tell the full story. Unfunded obligations, commonly called “entitlement programs,” such as Social Security,
veteran’s benefits, unemployment compensation, Medicare, Medicaid, food stamps, and agricultural subsidies, are
mandated by law and, therefore, also must be paid. According to the Congressional Budget Office, “The present
value of these deficits is approximately $41 trillion.” 

Now add in the deficits accumulated by individual states and counties, estimated at $30 to $50 billion. 

The grand total of the federal deficit, mandatory entitlement programs, and state and county obligations? Over $53
trillion, or about $175,000 for every man, woman, and child living in America. 

Tack on $9,800 of personal debt, and each of us is on the hook for just under $200,000 apiece—with interest piling
up every day, a family of four will soon be pushing $1 million of personal and government debt that must someday
be repaid. 

Yet despite these alarming figures, we keep borrowing. We keep leveraging our future as if the bill will never come
in the mail. 

Then suddenly, it caught up to us in 2007, when a record number of people could no longer pay their mortgages. A
large number of homeowners succumbed to the weight of debt that had been accumulating for years. What’s more,
experts and the heads of the largest financial institutions in the world seemed caught by surprise. They, too, had
succumbed to the false belief that credit was the same as bankable assets. It was as if suddenly everyone, all at
once, realized their assets were built on a house of cards. When the wind shifted, it all came tumbling down. 

This is what happens when supermemes such as extreme economics overtake rational thinking and facts. We
become susceptible to behaviors that, in the long run, cause great harm. Just ask the number of working families
who forfeited their homes because they lost track of the difference between cash and credit. Was their desire to
acquire a home they could not afford so different from the chimpanzees who were willing to steal and trade sex for
more snacks? Like the chimpanzees, we are an organism that is biologically predisposed to acquire as much surplus
as possible to increase our survivability. And it turns out, we aren’t as particular as we think we are about how we
acquire those surpluses. 

Perhaps the animal welfare advocates were right to shut the university’s experiment down before the intrusion of
commerce led to more dangerous consequences. We’ll never know. 
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Pendular Public Policy 

In addition to affecting our personal lives and once-immune social institutions such as universities and matrimony,
the extreme economics supermeme has an equally powerful impact on public policy. As the financial bottom line
increasingly becomes the defining measure of success, good business can easily become confused with the greater
good of civilization. 

This confusion is especially clear during economic downturns. 

For instance, in 2009, when faced with a historic deficit, the State of California found themselves forced to
reconsider unconventional sources of funding they had vehemently rejected in the past. 

As the world fell into a deep recession, California, the twelfth largest economy on the planet, was forced to start
issuing IOUs instead of paychecks to taxpayer, lenders, and local governments. State tax refunds were also delayed,
and many government services were closed or cut back to skeletal levels. Fire departments were consolidated,
police were laid off, and public libraries were closed. As the recession grew worse and the number of unemployed,
bankruptcies, and foreclosures climbed, it became clear that increasing taxes on a citizenry already struggling to
make ends meet was no solution for filling federal, state, county, and city coffers. 

How would the state continue to provide support for essential services like fire and police protection? What could
they do? 

Then someone suggested legalizing marijuana. 

If marijuana could be sold legally, then it could also be taxed, and this would generate an immediate revenue
infusion. According to Alison Stateman, a reporter for Time magazine: “Pot, is, after all, California’s biggest cash
crop, responsible for $14 billion a year in sales, dwarfing the state’s second largest agricultural commodity—milk
and cream—which brings in $7.3 billion a year, according to the most recent USDA statistics. The state’s tax
collectors estimate the bill would bring in about $1.3 billion a year in much needed revenue.” 

In this same article, California State Assemblyman Tom Ammiano elaborated on the case for legalizing marijuana:
“With any revenue ideas, people say you have to think outside the box, you have to be creative, and I feel that the
issue of the decriminalization, regulation and taxation of marijuana fits that bill. It’s not new, the idea has been
around, and the political will may in fact be there to make something happen.” 

But why now? 

Because when we add the huge influx of taxes to the $1 billion savings Orange County Superior Court Judge James
Gray estimates would be saved each year from eliminating the arrest, prosecution, and incarceration of nonviolent
offenders it’s too tempting to ignore. Perhaps this is the reason that during the same week Ammiano introduced his
bill, the U.S. Attorney General also announced that federal raids on marijuana growers, dealers, and users would
cease, and each state would now make its own laws governing marijuana use. The federal government paved the
way for states to legalize an illegal cash crop and did so right under the public’s nose. 

Keep in mind that being in favor of legalizing marijuana just one year earlier would have been the equivalent of
political suicide. However, because the entire nation was in an economic crisis, politicians, to their credit, set aside
their previous biases and stepped forward to embrace a radical new solution to their financial woes. 

But then, just as quickly, the political climate shifted in the opposite direction as new facts came forward. 

An economist pointed out that the original tax revenues forecasted for marijuana sales were highly inflated and
would not produce the giant infusion originally anticipated. Early forecasts were erroneously based on the high price
that illegal marijuana commanded. Once legalized, it was likely that marijuana would flood the market and thereby
drive prices down. As soon as supplies increased and prices dropped, taxes from marijuana would look a lot like
taxes from popular crops like strawberries and lettuce. In 2010, an independent study by the RAND Drug Policy
Research Center indicated the prices would drop an astonishing 90 percent once marijuana was legalized. 

Once the financial windfall was disproved, enthusiasm on Capitol Hill dwindled; however, a few advocates like
Ammianno continue to argue there could be “substantial” economic advantages. The moral of the story? 

Today, public policy and, arguably, society’s ethics are easily shaped by economic need. 

In many ways our attitude toward marijuana is no different than our attitudes toward afterschool music and sports
programs, green energy, prison rehabilitation, and illegal immigration. If a solution to a problem makes good
economic sense, we are in favor of it, but as soon as it is shown to be inefficient, costly, or devoid of any tangible
economic benefit, we are quick to dismiss it. Think of it in this way: If we can’t justify it economically, then it
probably isn’t such a good idea. Conversely, if it generates more revenue, it’s got merit. 
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But is this really true? 
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Impairing Institutions 

The effect of extreme economics doesn’t only affect public policy; it also infects important social institutions. It
doesn’t matter whether the institution is marriage, a family business, or higher education—the financial bottom line
now drives everything. 

For instance, it’s safe to say that in the minds of most people, universities and colleges still remain one of the last
safe havens for scholars, freethinkers, inventors, and iconoclasts. Many of society’s most helpful discoveries have
emerged from brilliant minds that have sought the protection and resources of academia. 

In fact, to protect the untarnished pursuit of knowledge, most advanced learning institutions adopted policies such
as tenure, a process by which an expert is offered a permanent position on their faculty and enjoys protection from
being terminated for his/her opinions. Most learning institutions recognize the important role that a neutral, fearless
environment plays in the pursuit of the higher good, so they’ve taken great precautions to assure independence
from outside influences. 

Within the last three decades, however, this view has dramatically changed. Today, there is more attention paid to
raising capital, expanding enrollment, and building a franchise than ever before, and important safeguards such as
tenure are now under fire. 

What’s more, although a great deal of university funding still comes from the government and private donors, most
colleges have now been forced to operate like for-profit businesses. Universities today invest more in building
elaborate sports stadiums than they do in salaries because athletics is a big moneymaker. In addition, they are also
quickly capitalizing on the Internet by offering convenient “online” courses and degrees. They stage elaborate
concerts, festivals, and speaker’s tours and carefully leverage hundreds of profitable campus concessions that have
become as sophisticated as any national retail chain. 

But by far the biggest boon in funding has come from partnering with big business. 

Wayne C. Johnson, then executive director of Hewlett-Packard University Relations Worldwide, commented in 2004
that there was “an intensified need for collaboration between universities and corporations”—and he was correct. 

Universities need more funding. 

But why has collaboration with business suddenly “intensified”? 

The answer lies in extreme economics: Collaboration means more leverage and profits for both institutions. 

Today, it has become commonplace for the world’s learning institutions to trade primary research for dollars—
frequently becoming an extension of a public company’s commercial research and development department. This
partnership is successful because it provides funding to the university while allowing corporations to subcontract
difficult, long-term, esoteric research to higher learning institutions. On the surface it’s a marriage made in heaven. 

However, as universities become more and more desperate, there is a side effect to the seemingly perfect alliance:
Research that is commercially viable is favored over research that is not. And by favored, what I really mean is
funded. 

Look at what happened to Stanford University’s and MIT’s physics and engineering departments as the consumer
markets for semiconductors, computers, and communications began taking off. Or the current partnership between
biotech companies and the microbiology departments at Harvard, Cornell, and the University of Texas. In each case,
dollars came pouring into these departments as soon as their research was shown to be commercially viable. 

Sadly, if we want to preview which direction universities are headed, all we need to do is follow the stock market. 

In a white paper titled “Intellectual Property: Universities, Corporations and Finding Common Ground,” the American
Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) summarized the dangerous trend in academic research as follows: 

Back in the late 1950s and early ’60s, federal research spending for the physical sciences and engineering
amounted to 2 percent of GNP. But that kind of spending ended in the 1970s, while research money for
the health and biological sciences mushroomed. NSF [National Science Foundation] figures show that
federal spending for engineering research remained fairly flat between 1970 and 2000 at around $5
billion to $7 billion; research money for the physical sciences hovered between $3 billion and $5 billion.
During the same period, however, research money for the life sciences soared from about $5 billion to
around $20 billion. 

Today the idea of research for research’s sake is slowly going by the wayside, and extreme economics is the driving
force behind the unsettling change. Just ask the anthropology, zoology, or humanities departments of any university.
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force behind the unsettling change. Just ask the anthropology, zoology, or humanities departments of any university.

These departments suffer regular cutbacks as they watch millions of dollars of business funding pour into
engineering, biotech, and physics research. In short, every university’s research budget has become inextricably
tied to commercial ventures. As the ASEE article noted, “As many companies now use in-house labs primarily for
product development and exploring advanced technologies; they are increasingly turning to research universities ‘as
a source of . . . applied research.’” 

But it wasn’t always this way. 

Sure, there has always been some collaboration between education, the government, and business, but never to
this extent: never to the point of business determining which departments and what research received funding;
never to the point where the “return on investment” was the determining factor; and never to the point where
discoveries that had no other value or purpose other than to benefit humankind were dismissed in favor of
profitable endeavors. 

But it is wrong to single out universities for bowing to the pressures of extreme economics. 

The Directors of many nonprofits are also deeply affected by intrusive business principles. It is disheartening to see
firsthand how much time the Boards and executives of nonprofit organizations now spend fundraising or figuring
out how to deliver the same services for less money. Endowments have to be invested and managed properly,
donors have to be courted, and nonprofits have to become marketing experts in order to successfully compete for
donations. It’s dog eat dog. 

The focus on the bottom line also extends to church leaders, who are judged and rewarded by bigger, more
prestigious assignments according to the size of the donations they bring in. Politicians, too, are rewarded according
to the campaign dollars they help raise for their respective parties. 

Everywhere we look, economics plays a dominant role in how institutions now operate. And the more we measure
human progress in terms of dollars and cents rather than dollars and sense, the greater the myopia becomes. As
remedies to the world’s most complex and dangerous threats become limited to profitable investments, the full
talents of the human organism never come to bear. 
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Fairness in Pharma 

Perhaps nowhere is the conflict between economics and human progress more polarized than in the ongoing debate
over health care. When it comes to the trade-off between human life and profits, we are a society that clearly has
two frames of mind. 

To begin with, most health care and pharmaceutical companies are for-profit businesses. For the most part they are
public companies. Many millions of people own health care and pharmaceutical stocks in their financial portfolios,
which they depend on for income and retirement. 

From this perspective, we the investors expect pharmaceutical companies to provide a healthy financial return. We
want them to increase sales, lower expenses, and improve profits so the value of our stocks will go up. Otherwise,
why buy their stock? 

And so far, pharmaceutical, health care, and biotech companies haven’t disappointed. 

According to Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA), in 2002 pharmaceutical profits were
five and a half times greater than the median for all industries represented in the Fortune 500. In September 2007
Med Ad News reported that the top twenty “Big Pharma” companies had a combined net income of approximately
$110 billion dollars. Or put in more sobering terms, more than half of the government’s loan to AIG. 

In other words, in a little less than two years U.S. pharmaceutical industry profits alone could pay off the full AIG
bail-out tab. This won’t happen of course, but it does put those puny AIG bonuses we were once alarmed about
into perspective. 

But the fiduciary responsibility of pharmaceutical and health care companies to make profits for their shareholders
also has an unsettling aspect to it—a sticky moral side. 

How much should a for-profit company be allowed to charge for the one and only drug that may save a person’s
life? From a strictly economic perspective the answer is: the highest price the greatest number of people are willing
to pay. It’s a simple matter of supply and demand, and the demand for a life-saving drug is always high, so . . . 

But somehow, when it comes to the question of life and death, we realize that’s not really right. When children
succumb to disease, even the most coldhearted among us demands that everything be done to relieve their
suffering—at almost any cost. So what should a for-profit company do if it has to determine whether a person lives,
dies, or suffers? On the one hand, the company is obligated by business ethics and the law to deliver the highest
possible returns to their shareholders. On the other hand, the company has a moral responsibility to save lives. 

Which is it? Profits or people? Our obligation to investors or responsibility to humanity? How does a company serve
two masters? 
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The Pressure to Respond Quickly 

Up to this point we have discussed the effects that currency, profit, and prehistoric instincts have on modern human
behavior. But there is an equally powerful fourth by-product of the extreme economics supermeme: When business
principles prevail, there is enormous pressure for individuals to respond to complex problems with great speed and
efficiency. Quick, decisive action is prized over slower, thoughtful, methodical examination. 

Although at one time five-year strategic plans were a necessity, today far fewer companies and countries take this
exercise seriously, and many have abandoned it altogether. Being opportunistic, nimble, and able to react quickly to
changing market conditions has become the name of the game in the twenty-first century. And when you consider
how complex and fast moving the world has become in such a short period of time, can you blame us? It feels futile
to develop long-term strategies when the global landscape is changing in nanoseconds. One minute General Electric
is entering the booming computer industry, making rapid-fire acquisitions one after the other, and the next minute
they are getting out. One day Microsoft and Google are on the verge of joining forces, and the next day they act as
though they are competitors. One week a company proudly announces that it has exceeded analyst projections on
earnings and the following week its stock is diving. Accelerating complexity and the pressure to respond quickly
produce erratic behavior not only in public policy but also among once-steadfast Fortune 500 companies. 

Today, fast means competent and slow means inept. Fast means opportunistic and slow means we’re falling behind.
Fast means nimble and slow means archaic. 

In this respect, we are a society that is clear about what we want. We want decisive, action-oriented leaders in the
Board Room and in the White House. We want strong, business-minded, rational doers who can quickly assess a
situation and act. Never mind that the problems we now face are magnitudes more complex than ever before.
Never mind that these leaders possess the same biological apparatus we do and, therefore, are overwhelmed by
complexity in the same way we are in our daily lives. 

Before we know it, the pressure to act quickly has us comparing Wall Street performance to butter production in
Bangladesh, limiting the number of toilets per house, and blaming Saddam Hussein for 9/11. It leads to a society
that rushes into war, rushes to write more new legislation, and rushes to fund the next big elixir. Everywhere, rush,
rush, rush. 

But it is a fact that none of the highly complex, systemic problems that civilization now faces can be solved quickly.
Nor can they be remedied easily, cheaply, or by alleviating one symptom after another in a chain of mitigations. If
long-term investment and planning continue to be ignored, and we only implement solutions aimed at short-term
results, the prospects for a permanent cure are unlikely. 
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The Fight for a Business Society 

To fully appreciate how intrusive the principles of economics have become—to understand the true danger of
extreme economics—we turn our attention to centuries-old conflicts in the Middle East. 

Like many people, I have ridden the ups and down, the close calls, and near misses of peace in the Middle East
since I was a child. Skirmishes would break out; Israel, along with a host of other nations, would offer concessions;
a “cease war” would be declared; new factions would then emerge; leaders would convene at Camp David or have
tea in Golda Meir’s kitchen; and new agreements and alliances would be forged. Then someone would kill a soldier
or make a threat and stir the pot all over again. These conflicts began before most of us were born, and from the
looks of things will continue long after we’re gone. 

Though I try, I am ashamed to admit I have a difficult time keeping track of all the different religious sects and their
individual beliefs. There’s Al Qaeda, Hamas, and Hezbollah. Then there are various tribes that form the Taliban.
There’s also Abu Nidal Organization, al-Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades, and the PFLP and PFLP-GC, along with the Palestine
Liberation Organization, Maktab al-Khidamat, the Egyptian Islamic Jihad, and Palestinian Islamic Jihad. Realistically,
I would need a thirty-hour day to study the historical and present-day issues in order to take a responsible position
on the Middle East. There are simply too many terrorist groups, each with their own history and agendas, and I can
no longer keep track of who is doing what to whom. 

When knowledge becomes impossible to acquire, then it is customary for us to turn decisions over to a higher
authority, and like it or not, this is pretty much what most Americans have done. Aside from academics and a few
people immersed in Middle Eastern studies, most of us rely on our government to distill the salient issues and act
on our behalf, which, as we found out, doesn’t always work. 

This is the untenable position complexity causes. We may want to accept personal responsibility, want to take
action, but we are paralyzed by our inability to understand all the facts. Eventually, this leaves us no other option
but to depend on others to tell us what is right as well as what is real. 

While recognizing the magnitude of the challenge, and also at the risk of adding to a cumbersome litany of
explanations, let me offer a much simpler view of the conflict in the Middle East. 

Wars in the Middle East are wars between supermemes. 

Some of the disagreements have been the conflict of one religious supermeme against another, but more recently
they have become irreconcilable differences between an extreme economics supermeme that dominates Western
culture and a religious supermeme that dominates Middle Eastern culture. 

Both are entrenched beliefs, neither of which is based on proven facts. 

The reason the United States cannot make progress in the Middle East is because we want Muslim nations to make
rational decisions based on economic principles. To this end we keep trying to take religion out of the discussion,
but they keep dragging it back in. We wonder, “Why won’t the fanatics in the Middle East act like mature business
people? Why won’t they put a better standard of living for their people ahead of religious doctrine?” This seems
perfectly reasonable to us. So we keep trying to sanitize negotiations by sidestepping religion as if a business
doctrine were not a religion of its own and we were not equally dogmatic missionaries. 

In his book The Stillborn God: Religion, Politics, and the Modern West, humanities professor at Columbia University
Mark Lilla states that “after centuries of strife, the West has learned to separate religions and politics—to establish
the legitimacy of its leaders without referring to divine command.” Lilla accurately describes the conflict between the
Western and Middle Eastern ideology as follows: 

We in the West are disturbed and confused. Though we have our own fundamentalists, we find it
incomprehensible that theological ideas still stir up messianic passions, leaving societies in ruin. We had
assumed this was no longer possible, that human beings had learned to separate religious questions from
political ones, that fanaticism was dead. We were wrong. 

He continues: 

A little more than two centuries ago we began to believe that the West was on a one-way track toward
modern secular democracy and that other societies, once placed on that track, would inevitably follow. 

Lilla describes the U.S. government as a “recent experiment in human history”: the first modern attempt to govern
independent of a specific religious doctrine. However, his narrow definition of “religious doctrine” is a problem.
Though the West may be trying to separate Christian scripture from governance, in truth it has simply traded one
belief system for another: Christianity for extreme economics. 
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We only have to look at the West’s favorite weapons of choice: trade embargos, tariffs, withholding aid and raw
materials, and incentivizing through massive investment in foreign infrastructure and commerce. We bait the traps
with our best economic goodies and disincentives and then wonder why nobody bites. And if they do bite once, we
wonder why they don’t come back for more. 

Asking religion-centric societies like those in the Middle East to put business values ahead of their beliefs is actually
no different than asking them to think like Christians. The United States may view the pursuit of money as an
objective, sanitized process, but in the Middle East they see it as an encroachment on a sacred way of life and are
fighting hard to hold on to their own supermeme, even at the expense of a better standard of living. In such an
environment, we cannot use economic incentives and disincentives to encourage peace; these will always be
dwarfed by the magnitude of the sacrifice mandated by a religion that is actively practiced every minute of every
day. 

During my travels to the Middle East, I couldn’t help but be struck by the many ways religion was integrated into
daily life: Grown men in business suits drop a prayer rug on the sidewalk and fall to their knees making customary
prayers to Allah throughout the day; loudspeakers encircle the top of every mosque, bellowing religious songs and
prayers day and night; women cover their bodies and faces while quietly sitting in Internet cafes surfing the web.
Everywhere I looked, every custom I observed was imbued in some way by religious tradition. 

Now contrast this against life in the United States, where religious beliefs have been whitewashed. In more recent
years, there has been a move toward eliminating Christmas mangers at city hall, silent prayers from public schools,
and any mention of God from courtrooms and boardrooms. It’s no coincidence that the one place God is still
permitted is on our currency. “In God We Trust” appears on every bill, an ever-present reminder to the worshippers
of economics to put our faith in the higher power of money. 

Proof of the disconnect between the Western doctrine of economics and the Middle Eastern doctrine of Islam came
in the 2006 letter that President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad sent to President George W. Bush in the midst of grave
political differences with Iran. Imagine the confusion in the White House about how to respond to a head of state
who wrote the following: 

I have been told that Your Excellency follows the teachings of Jesus and believes in the divine promise of
the rule of the righteous on Earth. . . . According to divine verses, we have all been called upon to
worship one God and follow the teachings of divine Prophets. . . . Liberalism and Western-style
democracy have not been able to help realize the ideals of humanity. Today, these two concepts have
failed. Those with insight can already hear the sounds of the shattering and fall of the ideology and
thoughts of the liberal democratic systems. . . . Whether we like it or not, the world is gravitating toward
faith in the Almighty and justice and the will of God will prevail over all things. 

According to Professor Lilla, when we in the West receive a correspondence like this from another head of state,
“we fall mute, like explorers coming upon a ancient inscription written in hieroglyphics.” After all, the president of
the United States graduated from Harvard’s esteemed MBA program and was a self-proclaimed “businessman”
determined to bring sound business principles back to the White House. In his view, if governments ran as
efficiently and objectively as big business, then many of the problems the world faced would be corrected. The last
thing Bush was prepared to do was argue religious history. What would be the point? 

What we now have in the Middle East is a complex situation wherein their belief in Islamic scripture may simply be
stronger than our belief in the doctrine of economics. Terrorists are willing to risk everything to stop the spread of
the extreme economics supermeme to their side of the world because they have seen what business values have
done to societies that practice political theology. On the other hand, Western civilization is prepared to do
everything necessary, including mounting war, to assure that terrorist nations engage in fair trade, share their
natural resources, and behave like good consumers. 

Timur Kuran, professor of Economics and Political Science and Gorter Family Professor of Islamic Studies at Duke
University, is an expert at “Islamic Economics.” According to Kuran, the approach to business, money, and
fundamental economic principles is vastly different between Western and Middle Eastern culture. In his article “The
Genesis of Islamic Economics,” Kuran underscores this point: “More than sixty countries have Islamic banks that
claim to offer an interest-free alternative to conventional banking. Invoking religious principles, several countries,
among them Pakistan and Iran, have gone so far as to outlaw every form of interest; they are forcing all banks,
including foreign subsidiaries, to adopt, at least formally, ostensibly Islamic methods of deposit taking and loan
making.” Can we in the West imagine outlawing something as fundamental as the right to charge interest on a loan?
Ridiculous! 

Perhaps no one summarizes the viewpoint of the West better than Ayn Rand’s character Francisco d’Anconia in
Rand’s novel Atlas Shrugged, a book that has become a new age bible for business tycoons and economic icons like
Alan Greenspan: 

“If you ask me to name the proudest distinction of Americans, I would choose—because it contains all the others—
the fact that they were the people who created the phrase ‘to make money.’ . . . Americans were the first to
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the fact that they were the people who created the phrase ‘to make money.’ . . . Americans were the first to

understand that wealth has to be created. The words ‘to make money’ hold the essence of human morality.” 

The struggle in the Middle East isn’t the Christians against the Muslims or the Muslims against the Jews or the
Sharks against the Jets. It’s more complicated than that. It’s the economics supermeme against an equally
enmeshed religious supermeme: a crusade of secular economics against a mandate from Allah to stop it. 

And when beliefs—whether they are based on economics or religion—overwhelm rational knowledge, there can be
no rational outcome. 

For the first time in the history of the Middle East, we now understand this dynamic. 

Some years ago French author, philosopher, and Nobel Prize winner Albert Camus characterized the role rational
thought plays in times of great human turmoil. He said: “In such a world of conflict, a world of victims and
executioners, it is the job of thinking people not to be on the side of the executioners.” 

But executioners come in many forms—not only those carrying guns or wielding swords. Some executioners murder
desperately needed technologies. Others annihilate tenure and academic freedom. Some destroy the promise and
hope of marital bliss with financial contracts, while others eradicate long-range plans and solutions in the name of
expediency. Armed with a doctrine of extreme economics, the executioners of human progress come one after the
other, as a multitude of victims blindly follow in their footsteps. 

Given this scenario, I ask Camus only this: How shall we tell one from the other? 
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9 

Surmounting the Supermemes 

Rational Solutions in an Irrational World 

Ona breezy afternoon in May in Portland, Oregon, visionary in the sustainable business movement Paul Hawken
stood before the graduating class of 2009. Months beforehand, he had been asked to give the annual
commencement speech. By his own account, he was determined to give a talk that was “direct, naked, taut,
honest, passionate, lean, shivering, startling, and graceful.” 

Hawken had spent a great deal of his life fighting modern supermemes, so he had a lot to say about the different
roles that facts and beliefs play in human progress today: 

When I am asked if I am pessimistic or optimistic about the future, my answer is always the same: If you
look at the science about what is happening on earth and aren’t pessimistic, you don’t understand the
data. But if you meet the people who are working to restore this earth and the lives of the poor, and you
aren’t optimistic, you haven’t got a pulse. What I see everywhere in the world are ordinary people willing
to confront despair, power and incalculable odds in order to restore some semblance of grace, justice and
beauty to this world. 

Hawken has a clear view of our situation. Destructive beliefs that threaten human progress are man-made and,
therefore, not a permanent condition. So “ordinary people” can surmount entrenched supermemes and once again
restore the critical balance between knowledge and beliefs. 
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Restoring the Balance 

There are many historical examples in which individuals, against all odds, triumphed over supermemes. But
progress often came at great personal sacrifice. In 1633, Galileo was sentenced by the Catholic church for heresy
and ordered to be imprisoned for discovering that the earth revolved around the sun. Though the pleas of his
colleagues convinced the authorities to reduce his sentence to house arrest, his movements remained restricted for
the remainder of his life. 

Charles Darwin was also reluctant to publish On the Origin of Species for sixteen years because of attacks he
worried his family would suffer from religious literalists. He was right. The church, along with many of his
colleagues, friends, and relatives, quickly ostracized him for what they considered to be a heretical theory. 

More recently, the persecution, allegations of incompetence, and public humiliation that Martin Fleischmann and
Stanley Pons endured forced the two physicists, who claimed to have discovered cold fusion, to seek asylum deep in
the English and French countrysides. Yet, since their discovery in 1989, the results of their experiments have been
confirmed by so many independent laboratories around the world that science writer for MIT Dr. Eugene Mallove
claims the evidence for cold fusion is overwhelmingly compelling and, therefore, a certainty. 

Overcoming supermemes is not for the meek. 

Thankfully, supermemes such as irrational opposition, the personalization of blame, counterfeit correlation, silo
thinking, and extreme economics are no match for insightful problem-solving. Dean Kamen, Bill Gates, Jim Watson,
Paul Hawken, and E. O. Wilson are not likely to be frustrated by irrational beliefs or common convention. In fact, as
the resistance to important discoveries escalates, these unrelenting warriors become more energized and more
determined than ever to effect change for the greater good. 

For example, in June 2006, financial giant Warren Buffett, worth $42 billion, publicly announced that he would begin
giving away 85 percent of his fortune, beginning with roughly $1.5 billion to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, to
fight malaria, AIDS, and tuberculosis. Another portion would go to improving education around the world. Then, in
2010, Bill Gates committed an additional $10 billion to develop and deliver free vaccines to impoverished nations.
And in 2005 E. O. Wilson, Neil Patterson, and other forward thinkers formed the E. O. Wilson Biodiversity
Foundation, which is developing the first comprehensive and free online biology textbook. Their goal is to make
everything humankind understands about life on planet earth available to every man, woman, and child. 

And there are thousands of other examples. 

But by far one of the best illustrations of a pioneer who successfully surmounted modern supermemes is
Bangladeshi economist Muhammad Yunus, a man credited with the introduction of “microlending.” 
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Combating Convention 

In 2006, Muhammad Yunus won the coveted Nobel Peace Prize for perfecting and popularizing microfinance. For
people unfamiliar with Yunus, on the surface he may appear to be an overnight success, but according to Yunus it’s
been a difficult thirty-year journey fraught with many irrational obstacles along the way. 

Yunus began testing the idea that money could be loaned to impoverished people in 1974 in the midst of a great
famine in Bangladesh. He started very small. He took 856 taka, which at the time was the equivalent of $27, out of
his personal savings and loaned it to a group of forty-two industrious basket weavers who lived in the small town of
Jobra. The women used the money to buy materials to sell their wares at the nearby market. They were hopeful
that they could earn enough to feed their families. 

The story goes that in a remarkably short amount of time, all forty-two women established self-sustaining
businesses and repaid the loan, plus interest, in full. 

This troubled Yunus. 

According to experienced banks and loan sharks, who charged exorbitant interest rates, the poor were risky
borrowers. Because they had no assets, the likelihood they would squander the money and not repay the loan
should have been extremely high. So when the women repaid his loan quickly and gratefully, Yunus began to
question long-held beliefs (memes) about lending to the poor. 

Were these beliefs correct? Was the threat of losing assets the only reason people repaid loans? Or was it also
possible that the desire to succeed as a group, or to become self-sustaining, was just as powerful an incentive? 

So in 1983, against the advice of financial experts, the government, banks, private lenders—virtually everyone—
Yunus formed Grameen Bank (which means “the village bank”) based on the principle of “solidarity circles.” In
addition to requiring no collateral for loans, the new bank’s policy was to make loans to groups of five to eight
individuals. The loans were very small and the duration was short—about six months. In addition, any default of a
loan would reflect poorly on all members of the group, so when one member fell short, the others were expected to
help that person meet his or her obligation. 

By using social pressure in lieu of collateral, Yunus unknowingly tapped into a powerful biological phenomenon: our
prehistoric instincts to band together and work successfully in small troupes. This is how our ancient ancestors
survived in the wild, and it turns out this instinct is still hardwired in our genetic makeup today. We are a species
that naturally gravitates toward and depends on a group for survival; anyone who has observed the behavior of our
nearest relatives, the bonobo chimpanzees, can attest to this fact. As a result, when our survival is threatened by
extreme poverty and potential starvation, the predisposition to work together to overcome adversity works just as
effectively as the threat of repossessing our homes. 

But the proof is in the pudding. 

To date, more than 97 percent of Grameen Bank’s loans to the poor have been repaid on time and in full. The bank
has made loans to more than seven million otherwise unqualified and destitute people in fifty-eight countries
including the United States, France, Canada, and seventy-eight thousand villages in Bangladesh. 

That’s right—a 97 percent repayment rate. 

None of the largest, most sophisticated financial institutions in the world even come close to this track record.
What’s more, Yunus reports that “since it opened, the bank has given out loans totaling the equivalent of $6 billion
(U.S.).... Financially [the bank] is self-reliant and has not taken donor money since 1995.” He continues: “64 percent
of our borrowers who have been with the bank for five years or more have crossed the poverty line.” 

Even more important, the success of Grameen Bank has spawned the growth of thousands of microlending
organizations around the world. According to the article “Small Loans Empower” by microfinance expert Sue Wheat,
“Microfinance has now become a crucial poverty alleviation strategy and there are over 7,000 microfinance
institutions worldwide, reaching around 16 million people.” 

Wheat points out the latest statistics reveal that as many as 1.5 billion people may be living on less than one dollar
a day. So organizations such as the Self-Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) in India—which, like Yunus’s
Grameen Bank, has made short-term loans as small as $1.50—have become crucial to lifting thousands of women
out of poverty. According to SEWA, up to 94 percent of the women in India are highly vulnerable financially because
they “rarely own capital or tools of production, and they have no access to modern technology or facilities.”
Microlending has become an efficient way to level the playing field—to give the disadvantaged a fighting chance by
encouraging group collaboration. 
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Yunus and the Five Goliaths 

Microfinancing was successful because Yunus not only tapped into an existing evolutionary instinct common to all
humans but also overcame the five supermemes—powerful, entrenched beliefs that inhibit modern progress. 

The first supermeme Yunus encountered was massive opposition to the idea that uncollateralized loans would be
repaid by the poor. According to bankers, loans that were not based on collateral were risky. Yunus also had to
confront the long-held belief that lending money to the poor would not make any substantial difference in their
condition. Conventional wisdom stated that there were many reasons the poor were poor and that the unavailability
of capital was not one of them. Then came the objection to giving groups of people loans instead of holding
individuals accountable. To this point, banks made loans only to individuals and businesses, not to ad hoc groups.
This was followed by objections to offering loans at low interest rates. Loan sharks had already established that
uncollateralized loans would bear higher than normal rates, so why not charge them? Everywhere Yunus turned, yet
another objection was waiting. 

And even after Yunus finally had hundreds of case studies proving that microlending to the poor worked, he was
unable to find financial support to open his bank for another ten years. Supermemes are stubborn and don’t easily
yield to facts. 

Yunus recollects: 

You might think that this positive record would cause traditional bankers to change their minds about
lending to the poor. But there was not the slightest change. . . . They showed no interest. They had
plenty of reasons to explain why the success we’d already enjoyed was sure to end. They could not
accept the fact that the poor would actually pay back their loans. “The people you are serving must not
be really poor,” some would say. “Otherwise, how can they afford to repay the loans?” 

“Come and visit their homes with me,” I would reply. “You’ll see that they are definitely poor. They don’t
even own a stick of furniture! They repay the loans through nothing but hard work, every day.” 

The second supermeme Yunus overcame was the personalization of blame. The prevailing belief among financial
institutions was that the poor were poor because of weaknesses in their character—they had bad judgment, were
fiscally irresponsible, lazy, or undereducated, and therefore they were underequipped to compete in commerce.
These inaccurate perceptions caused financial institutions to view the poor as unfit borrowers who had only
themselves to blame for their lot in life. But Yunus didn’t see it that way. He believed the poor were simply people
who had no opportunities. Given the choice, no one would elect to starve to death. So rather than blame the
victims for their circumstances, Yunus took a hard look at the systemic forces at work. And once he did, he had an
insight: The poor weren’t people who had no opportunities. Opportunities were being systematically withheld from
them by erroneous beliefs. These incorrect assumptions had to be removed before real progress could be made. 

The third Goliath Yunus defeated was false data that allegedly proved the poor had a dismal track record of
repaying loans: counterfeit correlation. The correlation between an absence of assets and loan default was a false
one, yet even today this relationship is a widely accepted belief among leading financial institutions. In fact, as
mortgage defaults hit an all-time high in the United States, borrowers came under pressure not only to prove they
had sufficient assets to justify a loan, but also that they had a regular income. Assets alone weren’t enough to
offset lending risks—not even if you owned millions of dollars of real estate, stocks, bonds, or a debt-free business.
No paycheck suddenly meant no loans. 

So it comes as no surprise that it took over a decade for Yunus to amass enough empirical data to overcome a
counterfeit correlation supermeme that had been bolstered by false data, research, and expert opinions, all proving
that making short-term collateral-free loans to the poor was a bad idea. 

The fourth supermeme Yunus conquered was silo thinking. Yunus tackled this in two ways. First, he rejected the
idea that a financial institution’s goals were different from the goals of the community. He viewed both goals as
interdependent: If the customers of the bank prospered, the bank would also do well. Yunus also rejected the
notion that loans to individuals were less risky than loans to groups of citizens. In his view, operating as individual
silos wasn’t nearly as effective as collaborating, especially in a competitive and complex environment. 

Finally, when it came to the extreme economics supermeme, Yunus put people ahead of profits. In his mind a
community that economically thrives is better for a financial institution rather than one that is victimized by short-
term, predatory interest rates. And judging by the recent consequences of predatory mortgage programs in the
United States, Yunus was correct. In addition to being a successful business, Grameen Bank could be a long-term
instrument of change: The more profits the bank made, the more loans it could make and the more people would
be affected. It was an upward, never-ending spiral, a permanent way to reverse poverty. In fact, Yunus’s insight was
so successful that in 2007 he declared, “Deposits and other resources of Grameen Bank today amount to 157
percent of all outstanding loans.” Contrast this against the most successful banks in the United States, which
maintain a total reserve of only 3 to 4 percent of their depositor’s money. 
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By rejecting the idea of profit at any cost, Yunus built one of the fastest growing and most stable financial
institutions in the world. He defeated five powerful misconceptions (supermemes) about lending to the poor and
put human progress back on track again. 

If Yunus is a modern-day hero, it is because he has replaced old myths with proven facts in a field that prides itself
on being objective. But, as he discovered, no industry is immune to supermemes. In this way, Yunus’s insight
helped to restore the balance between the impenetrable superstitions that had been perpetuated by the world’s
most successful financial institutions and empirical evidence about lending to the poor. Much like Wag Dodge, the
firefighter whose discovery changed the course of fire safety, Yunus’s epiphany—his “aha” moment—changed the
course of human suffering. 
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10 

Awareness and Action 

A Tactical Approach 

Many years ago while I was traveling in Japan, I heard an ancient parable. The story went something like this: 

One day a farmer was making his way down a dirt path in the countryside when he had a chance encounter with a
Buddha. Noticing that this Buddha had nothing—no shoes, no drink, no food—the farmer took pity on him and
offered to share his lunch with the stranger. As they were sitting in the shade of a tree, the farmer couldn’t resist
asking the Buddha, who appeared in all respects to be an ordinary man, what he was doing walking around the
countryside with nothing. 

The farmer asked, “Do you think you are God?” 

The stranger replied, “No.” 

“Are you a reincarnation of God?” 

“No.” 

“Are you a man?” 

“No.” 

Exasperated, the farmer exclaimed, “Well then what are you?” 

The stranger smiled and replied, “I am awake.” 
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Awakening to the Pattern 

To this point we’ve covered a lot of ground. 

For starters, we’ve discovered that successful civilizations thrive when they vigorously pursue both beliefs and
knowledge side by side. As evidenced by the Mayan, Roman, and Khmer empires, this occurs during the early years
of development, when the population is growing, prospering, and gaining control over its natural environment. 

(We didn’t know this before.) 

Then, as the social systems, governments, rituals, and problems that a civilization must address grow more
complex, a society bumps up against a ceiling. Left- and right-brain problem-solving methods, which have evolved
over millions of years, stop working. The complexity and magnitude of problems become too overwhelming for the
biological capabilities of the brain. 

(We’ve never faced this possibility before.) 

The difference between the slow speed at which the human brain can evolve and the rapid rate at which complexity
grows is called the “cognitive threshold.” Every civilization has encountered the cognitive threshold, and when they
did, it marked the beginning of decline. 

(Also new information.) 

Gridlock is the earliest sign. Leaders and experts become unable to resolve society’s greatest threats such as
drought, war, and disease and begin passing these problems from one generation to another in an endless
inheritance. Individual citizens also begin to feel paralyzed, fearful, and hopeless. 

(We never suspected gridlock was part of a pattern. Now it seems obvious.) 

Once we reach a gridlock, unproven beliefs take the place of facts and rational thinking. Over time, some of these
beliefs become so powerful that they become supermemes. The purpose of supermemes is to compensate for
cognitive shortcomings, but they do far more harm than good. 

(We never imagined that complexity would lead to abandoning facts.) 

Supermemes eventually become so pervasive that they overwhelm all social institutions, customs, values, and
rational thinking. Today, five supermemes prevent progress: irrational opposition, the personalization of blame,
counterfeit correlations, silo thinking, and extreme economics. As these supermemes grow stronger, they cause
singular ways of behaving and thinking. Singularity in turn suppresses helpful solutions from coming forward. All the
while, dangerous problems persist. 

(We never suspected everyday beliefs were an obstacle to progress.) 

Eventually, one of our systemic problems becomes so colossal that it results in collapse. The final blow can come in
many forms: a pandemic virus, global warming, nuclear war. It doesn’t matter which unresolved problem goes
uncured, one of the threats eventually becomes too massive for the collective resources of a civilization to stop. 

Like I said, we’ve covered a lot of ground. 

And that’s the good news. 

Because understanding is half the cure. 

Ancient civilizations didn’t have the benefit of examining millions of years of human history. They didn’t know about
evolution, and they had neither the benefit of neuroscience nor the technology to look inside the human body and
brain. Today, however, for the first time in history, this knowledge has converged, permitting modern man to get to
the bottom of the biological reasons for decline and collapse. 

So the question is: How do we use this knowledge to move forward? 

After all, evolution is on its own timetable, so the human brain can adapt only so fast. And from all appearances,
complexity is an unstoppable phenomenon that’s gaining speed. If the crux of the problem is the discrepancy
between two uneven rates of change, is there any way to bridge the gap? 
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The Short and Long of It 

When faced with a seemingly unbeatable opponent—one who is bigger and stronger; one with more money,
supporters, or resources; one better armed and also larger in numbers—what do we do? 

We do what we always do. 

We outmaneuver. 

Whether it’s on the football field or the battlefield, in business or politics, we succeed by acting tactically in the
short run and strategically in the long run. In other words, we take action to stop the immediate assault, while we
also go to work on attacking the source of the problem. 

This is how we win. 

For twenty-five years I worked with start-up companies in Silicon Valley, where one of my jobs was to help prepare
short- and long-term strategic plans. 

A short-term strategic plan meant forecasting products, services, and revenues for the upcoming year, whereas a
long-term plan consisted of combing through market projections, competitive data, consumer trends, emerging
technologies, and historical patterns until we conjured up a strategy for the next five years. 

But more important than the duration of these battle plans was the nature of each. One-year plans were packed
with detailed tactics that could be immediately implemented, whereas longer-term plans were much more general.
The first was actionable; the other was a telescopic roadmap. 

And because product lifecycles in Silicon Valley are short-lived—generally under twelve months before a new
technology becomes a commodity or obsolete—one-year plans got all the attention. As a result, three- and five-year
plans were reduced to a mandatory corporate exercise for a few weeks every year. Once the process was over,
binders filled with elaborate forecasts were put on a shelf and everyone went back to working on what they could
accomplish that day, that week, and that month. 

So, at the end of grueling planning exercises, I often repeated something that my first boss drummed into me: 

When it comes to planning, keep in mind that our short-term plan is to stay in business long enough to
have a long-term plan. 

Twenty-five years later, this same idea applies to our troubles today. We need a short-term plan to stay alive long
enough to get to a permanent cure. 

Fortunately, nature has allowed for both. When it comes to managing complex problems that exceed our cognitive
abilities, our short-term plan involves clever mitigations. But mitigations alone are not enough. Thankfully, nature
also has a long-term plan: the evolution of insight—a growing biological response to complexity. 
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Mired in Mitigation 

As we’ve seen, the purpose of short-term mitigations (tactics) such as conservation and recycling is to buy
civilization the time needed to deploy a lasting solution. However, as problems grow more systemic and there are
more wrong answers than right ones, effective mitigation becomes extremely difficult to identify. When we narrowly
focus on one or two workarounds, they never impact the problem as much as we had hoped, or as long as we had
hoped, even though we often just continue doing them. We convince ourselves that we are taking small
“sustainable” measures and that all these measures added together will cumulatively make a difference. But do
they? 

There are many reasons that short-term mitigations fail. 

The first reason is that mitigations often become confused with a cure. And once they are identified as a cure, the
hunt for a permanent solution slows to a crawl. 

Take vigilante groups now protecting the border between the United States and Mexico, for example. Although their
efforts may be successful in the short run, no matter how many vigilantes are recruited to patrol America’s borders,
it’s not a sustainable solution to the complex problem of security. Here’s why: If sometime in the future the
Southwest were to experience a drought similar to the water shortages the Mayans once suffered, mass migration
into the United States would be inevitable, and nothing would stop it—not vigilantes, not fences, not ditches, not
drones. Imagine millions of people moving northward at the same time in search of water and food. Unless
authorities are prepared to order soldiers to shoot women and children illegally crossing the border, the United
States will have no way to stop a historic wave of refugees destined to begin migrating as severe climate change
takes its toll. In this way, border patrols may be a useful mitigation today when the number of trespassers is small.
But as the numbers increase, every measure that is currently under consideration, from walls to canals, is destined
to fail. 

The same goes for mitigating flulike symptoms at the airports in order to stop the spread of dangerous pandemic
viruses. Unfortunately, the symptoms of most viruses don’t appear for many days. This means that many human
carriers are asymptomatic. As we recently discovered, however, it takes only one tourist, restaurant worker, nurse,
or ticket-taker to start a fast-moving epidemic. Again, unless we are prepared to encroach on a person’s civil rights
by requiring mandatory medical testing and quarantines, there appears to be no way to stop the global spread of
powerful new strains of influenza. 

Yet, despite acknowledging our superficial stopgap measures, we are a society that regularly confuses mitigation
with a permanent solution. 

For example, in 2008 Harvard physician Atul Gawande published The Checklist Manifesto, a book that received
tremendous attention. According to Dr. Gawande, as procedures in hospitals, aviation, finance, and other critical
areas become more complex and the opportunity for errors exponentially increases, checklists become vital.
Checklists significantly lower the number of mistakes and allow everyone, regardless of background and experience,
to operate at the same standard. 

As with many revelations of this kind, Gawande writes from personal experience. Gawande tells a harrowing story
about accidentally cutting a patient’s artery during surgery. Normally, this would have caused blood to fill the
patient’s body cavity and the patient would have died on the operating table from rapid blood loss. But in
Gawande’s case, the patient survived thanks to an operating room checklist that required four units of blood to
always be on standby. 

Gawande applauds the use of checklists in other highly complex fields as well. In his book he reveals that checklists
have been used for decades in aviation to prevent air disasters. He cites many examples, from finance to cooking to
construction, where highly complex tasks have been broken into simple checklists, thereby resulting in greater
consistency and productivity. 

Gawande also explains how checklists can be used as an effective antidote against mounting complexity in our
personal lives. He says that “checklists seem able to defend anyone, even the experienced, against failure in many
more tasks than we realized. They provide a kind of cognitive net. They catch mental flaws.” 

Although Gawande makes a compelling argument for the use of checklists, he also seems unaware that he is
advocating a temporary mitigation, which, like other mitigations, isn’t sustainable. 

As complexity continues to grow, the number of items on a checklist would also grow, and given the current
acceleration, grow rapidly. After all, the more we know about what can go wrong, the longer a checklist becomes. A
ten-item list quickly grows to twenty items, then from twenty to fifty, and from fifty to one hundred until eventually
the list is too long and has to be broken into many smaller checklists to be useful. It doesn’t matter if we have one
list with a hundred items or ten lists with ten items each, as tasks become more complex, they also become
unmanageable. 
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That’s because the root of the problem isn’t organization but rather complexity. Operating room procedures are
different for every type of specialized surgery, and every year the number of safeguards needed exponentially
grows. The same is true with today’s highly complex aircraft, weaponry, finance, and information systems. 

It doesn’t take long before checklists start looking a lot like other short-term mitigations such as recycling, mailing
stimulus checks, or riding in jeeps along the border to stop illegal immigration. Although each of these measures
temporarily ameliorates the symptoms of a complex problem, they do little to address core issues. 

This brings us to the second reason mitigations fail: Mitigations remove the sense of urgency to solve our problems.

Mitigations give us the impression that the problem is solved when symptoms begin to recede. Once they recede, it
is human nature to become lackadaisical about continuing to work on the problem—especially when a longer-term
solution is more expensive and more difficult, and its impact may not be felt for years. So, instead of putting our
efforts toward finding a permanent solution, we are much more inclined to implement one temporary fix after
another. 

As an example, once the U.S. government had bailed out the American automakers and averted the loss of millions
of jobs, all mention of the automobile industry disappeared from the news. Likewise, once Bernie Madoff was
handcuffed, the nation also breathed a sigh of relief. The system had worked, and wealthy Wall Street crooks were
surely on the run. And once everyone in California stopped watering their lawns, the worrisome drought suddenly
seemed manageable. 

Even though logically we know the problem hasn’t been fixed, once the pain subsides, we simply lose our appetite
—our motivation—to tackle tougher systemic problems. 

The third reason mitigations don’t work is that individual mitigations prevent systemic problems from being solved
in a systemic way. 

The most threatening problems we face today are all systemic, and systemic problems require highly complex,
multifaceted solutions. These problems cannot be reduced to simple cause and effect, and therefore solutions based
on simple cause and effect don’t work. Translated, this simply means that the cure to our biggest problems requires
money, energy, focus, endurance, and the postponement of gratification for unbearably long periods of time. And
who would put up with that? 

On the other hand, mitigations by their very nature are cheaper, easier, faster, and produce an immediate result. But
every mitigation we can name—financial bailouts, water rationing, cease-fires, border patrols, and increased airport
security—addresses only one or two aspects of a larger problem. So, in the end there’s never enough critical mass
to effect systemic change. 

The fourth problem with mitigations is they are not sustainable. 

As we have seen, complexity isn’t static. It’s a moving target that grows and accelerates over time. This causes
mitigations to be effective for shorter and shorter amounts of time. So, as each mitigation fails, we rush to replace
it with Plans B, C, D, E, and so on. 

And finally, mitigations fail because we take a serial approach to improvement—one finger in the dike at a time
despite there being ten holes. 
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Mitigation That Matters 

When the problems we face are systemic, rifle shots don’t work. 

But Gatling guns do. 

Single mitigations may not have the power to slow the momentum, but when many mitigations are implemented in
parallel, their sum quickly exceeds their parts. 

One of the finest examples of the effectiveness of parallel mitigations occurred in the United States during World
War II. 

By the time the United States entered World War II, twenty-two countries spanning the Asian, European, and
African continents had already been embroiled in a global conflict for over two years. Even as the conflict continued
to escalate, the United States insisted on remaining a neutral nation—that is, until December 7, 1941, following the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. One direct attack changed everything. The day following the assault, the United
States quickly entered the conflict—but only against Japan. It wasn’t until December 11—after the United States
officially declared war on Japan—that Germany and Italy declared war on the United States. So in the short span of
a few weeks, a country that had fought hard to stay out of global turmoil suddenly found itself smack-dab in the
middle of a struggle for power the likes of which humanity had never experienced. Vying for domination of the
entire planet, Germany, Italy, and Japan along with Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria squared off on one side against
the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, the United States, and 50 other Allies on the other. 

With so many battles taking place at the same time, in so many different parts of the world, and so many different
armies with different leaders, weapons, protocols, and training involved, there was only one thing the United States
could do: Gather the Allies together and launch as many tactics as possible all at once. 

In addition to expertly coordinated logistics by the military commanders of the three strongest Allies (Stalin,
Roosevelt, and Churchill in the European Theater and Chiang Kai-shek, Roosevelt, and Churchill in the Pacific
Theater), every institution, man, woman, and child in the United States rallied. Women left their homes and went to
work in factories, building planes and packing ammunition; domestic food and fuel rationing was enthusiastically
embraced; schools installed bombing sirens and mandated practice drills; young men received permission to leave
universities to enlist in the service; and fully credentialed doctors and nurses signed on in record numbers as
military medics. Consumers began shunning foreign-made products and began buying government bonds in greater
numbers than ever before to support the war effort, while airports opened USO facilities. The government enacted
the GI Bill to help veterans reassimilate back into the economy upon their return, and immigration restrictions were
eased so as to allow record numbers of war refugees to easily enter the country. On any given day a parade
welcoming returning soldiers could be found somewhere in America. 

During World War II, every institution and every individual in every allied nation were willing to do their part, but
the key was that they all acted in unison. So, it didn’t take long before thousands of small and large incremental
efforts added up to one colossal victory. Germany, Japan, and Italy were defeated, and once these countries were
defeated, the leaders of the Allied forces spared no time in going to work on longer-term measures in order to
make certain the world never faced a similar conflict again. They had the wisdom not to stop working on a
permanent solution just because the fighting was over and mitigations had succeeded. Instead, they persevered,
optimistic they would find a permanent way to put war to bed once and for all. In the aftermath of World War II,
the United Nations was founded, NATO was formed, all industrialized nations adopted the treaties of the Geneva
Conventions, and countless other innovative measures were undertaken to resolve what was clearly a multifaceted
problem. 

From both a short- and long-term perspective—a mitigation as well as a cure—World War II marked a high point in
our ability to understand, manage, and address a highly complex global problem. Humanity triumphed against an
unimaginable challenge and then wisely put safeguards in place to ensure sustainable peace. 

Many people who lived through the war look back with nostalgia at this period. They feel they were part of
something big, something important, because everyone was focused on a single objective. Some people call this
patriotism, but in reality it’s a heartwarming example of the power of parallel incrementalism. 

Parallel incrementalism is a mitigation strategy whereby the cumulative effect of executing multiple, incrementally
useful mitigations in tandem is exponentially more effective than implementing them one at a time. 

In simple terms, there comes a time when a problem is so big and so complicated that you have to throw
everything—including, perhaps, the kitchen sink—at it. 
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If It’s Not One Thing, It’s Another 

Parallel incrementalism doesn’t apply only to periods of war or natural disasters. We also use it in our private lives. 

Say, for example, we, like millions of citizens, suddenly found ourselves in danger of losing our home because of
rapidly rising mortgage rates. What options would we have? 

Well, the first thing we would do is stop unnecessary spending. We would trim our budgets to the bare bone and
then trim again. We would probably also cash in our 401k, stocks, bonds, and other investments. We might also try
to refinance our loan at a lower rate and contact our credit union and visit our bank to see how they could help us.
We would apply for every available government relief program and reach out to one of a dozen credit counseling
companies for advice. We would sell our second car, have a garage sale, take our jewelry to a pawnshop, and look
for a second or third job. Some of us would also rely on family members and friends for financial help. 

In other words, we would do everything and anything we could to save our family home. And we would do all of
these things at the same time—not one at a time. 

Some of the things we tried would have a big impact, and some would produce no result at all. For example, maybe
we don’t meet the qualifications for FDIC assistance, but instead we discover our credit union can help us. Or
maybe the garage sale and second car didn’t bring in as much cash as we hoped, but the jewelry we pawned was
worth a lot more than we thought. 

The point is that under fire, the best strategy is to try everything. We can’t wait for Plan A to fail before we initiate
Plan B; this approach takes too much time and our home would likely belong to the bank by the time we got around
to our last idea. Instead, when times get tough, we have to do our best to launch Plans A, B, C, D, E, and F all at
once, hoping that a few of these ideas work, even if we don’t know exactly which ones. 

This is parallel incrementalism. 

Parallel incrementalism assumes that the sum of our incremental effort offers us the greatest chance of success.
The more complex and destructive a problem is, the more critical it becomes to launch mitigations in parallel. That’s
because when faced with excessive complexity it’s impossible to tell beforehand which solutions will work. In fact,
sometimes it isn’t even possible to prioritize our options. 

Consequently, parallel incrementalism is the most effective response when we are about to lose our home, our life,
or our freedom. It also happens to be the most effective response when humankind is under threat. Whether it’s
trying to solve a catastrophic oil spill, the dangerous spread of waterborne diseases, or a global recession, casting a
wide net is one way to counteract complexity. 
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Wisdom in Venture Capital 

Once, while being interviewed, Thomas Edison is said to have remarked, “I have not failed. I’ve just discovered
10,000 ways that don’t work!” 

It’s interesting that when it comes to inventors, engineers, scientists, and explorers, no one is surprised to learn
that the vast majority of their attempts fail. Their work often produces no tangible results for long periods of time—
and sometimes never. In fact, the more difficult and complex the problem they are attempting to solve is, the
greater is the failure rate we have come to expect. 

Yet, if you ask any person on the street whether they would elect a president, senator, governor, or mayor who
failed 80 percent of the time, it would take less than a second for them to answer, “No.” How about the CEO of a
large public company, your financial advisor, or your doctor? 

Probably not. 

But there’s a very successful business model that is ideal for complex problems because it is built on failing the vast
majority of the time. It’s called venture capital. 

Venture capitalists are experts at failure. These adept individuals fund thousands of new companies in speculative,
unproven markets each year, all the while acknowledging that less than a quarter of their investments will be
responsible for all of their profits. Though venture capitalists hope that every investment they make will be
profitable, the reality is that about 20 percent of their portfolio companies return over ten times their initial
investment. About 50 percent of the companies return a very modest profit, and the remaining third of the
companies are worth less than the money invested. Nonetheless, the profits produced by the 20 percent that are
successful make the failures look miniscule. In other words, an extremely high rate of failure is simply the price tag
venture capitalists are willing to pay for hitting the jackpot on a small number of successes. 

Curiously, no one accuses this business model of being flawed. 

But why not? 

Trying to predict how an unknown technology will fare in an unknown market is so complex, so unpredictable that
no amount of additional due diligence can better the odds. Therefore, it can be said that venture capitalists are in
the business of making many more wrong calls than right ones. The key is to make enough calls so that the
successes have an opportunity to neutralize the losses. 

Another way to say this is that successful venture capitalists are experts at managing high levels of uncertainty and
complexity because their business model is based on parallel incrementalism—many incremental investments made
in parallel. 

However, imagine if the venture capital community became paralyzed by their 80 percent failure rate. Imagine if
they suddenly found themselves investing in fewer and fewer companies in a futile attempt to lower their risk.
Imagine if they began holding a start-up, any start-up, to the same standards to which we now hold our political
leaders or the heads of AIG or Ford Motor Company. 

Their business model would quickly collapse. 

This is what happens when a society becomes intolerant of wasted efforts, wasted resources, wasted time, wasted
research, and wasted optimism. When we demand that every proposed solution and program be successful before
we invest a nickel in it, progress comes to a halt. 

Ironically, as our unsolved threats grow in magnitude and complexity, our intolerance of waste also grows. The
more desperate our situation becomes, the more exacting a solution we demand—and the more precision we
require from our leaders. Eventually, the bar for guaranteed success is set so high that no proposals can be adopted
or supported. We oppose everything on the grounds that it is flawed, unproven, or inefficient, and this exacerbates
the gridlock we find ourselves in. 

Take the recent global recession as an example. Just a few months after the U.S. government bailed out financial
institutions on the verge of bankruptcy, we were already complaining about the wastefulness of the AIG bonuses.
Then we zeroed in on the wastefulness of auto executives who flew their private planes to Washington. In our
minds, the bonuses and private planes meant irresponsible spending. 

Our tolerance for waste and failure is dangerously low. If we had been thinking like a good venture capitalist, we
wouldn’t have batted an eye if 70 percent of the bailout money was wasted and only 30 percent produced the
turnaround intended by the government. What if only three out of every ten dollars invested stopped American
automakers from sinking into a deeper recessionary spiral? Is there any doubt that we would consider that to be a
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automakers from sinking into a deeper recessionary spiral? Is there any doubt that we would consider that to be a

colossal failure? 

But when a civilization is faced with indiscernible complexity, progress is dependent on the amount of wasted effort
and resources the civilization is willing to tolerate. 

In other words, the more complex problems become, the less efficiency we must expect. When we can’t understand
the cause or nature of our greatest threats, then there’s very little chance we can be accurate about which cures
will work. As a result, we have to be willing to accept as much waste as a venture capitalist in order to keep moving
forward. To derive benefits from a small number of programs that have big payoffs, we have to accept the fact that
in a highly complex environment more solutions will fail than will succeed. This is the price of progress. 
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Parallel Plans in Public Policy 

We understand how parallel incrementalism works in venture capital, but how does that translate to public policy? 

That’s easy. Instead of jumping from one failed mitigation to the next, we simultaneously launch every solution that
can incrementally improve the situation. In other words, the way to attack our largest, most threatening, and most
persistent problems is to use everything and anything we’ve got: No more wait and see if it works, no more one-
shots, no more further study to determine which is the best bang for the buck, and no more arguing about which
approach is best. 

For instance, in a perfect world we would proactively initiate multiple public works programs to neutralize the effect
of the coming drought—and do it today: build desalination plants, construct massive new reservoirs, offer tax
incentives for building private underground cisterns, deploy new technologies designed to extract water from the
atmosphere, build massive pipelines for transporting water to arid areas, invest in research aimed at “cloud
seeding,” and so on. We wouldn’t argue over which of these programs was the most useful or cost effective. And we
wouldn’t rely on serial mitigations because we’d recognize that time would run out before we solved the problem. 

But sadly, the areas that will be most affected by a drought in the coming years are doing very little to prepare for
it. Like the Mayans, who had thousands of years to implement a plethora of practical remedies, modern society is
succumbing to irrational denial and convenient beliefs. 

In this respect, California is currently managing its dangerous water shortages the same way world governments
address other dangerous threats. Take a look at overfishing, for example. 

It is a widely known fact that humankind is depleting ocean life faster than the ocean can replenish it. As
technology makes it easier for large fleets to locate and catch record yields of fish, we are having a devastating
impact on a critical food source as well as an entire marine ecosystem. 

Though the statistics widely vary, they are all so alarming it doesn’t really matter which figures you are inclined to
accept. According to Nick Nuttall of the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) reports that as of 2004 “over 70% of the world’s fish species are either fully exploited or
depleted.” Nuttall reports, “In the last decade, in the North Atlantic region commercial fish populations of cod, hake,
haddock and flounder have fallen by as much as 95%, prompting calls for urgent measures.” 

The consequences of overfishing our oceans are only now beginning to surface. For example, the overfishing of
anchovies along the Peruvian coast resulted in yields dropping in just one year from 10.2 metric tons to 4 metric
tons. And in 1992, cod fisheries off of Newfoundland, Canada, completely collapsed, leading to the loss of
approximately forty thousand jobs. Fisheries in the North Sea and Baltic Sea are now quickly following suit.
Greenpeace laments, “Instead of trying to find a long-term solution to these problems, the fishing industry’s eyes
are turning toward the Pacific—but this is not the answer.” 

It seems like no matter where we turn, short-term mitigations, such as fishing a different ocean, run rampant. But
as long as the problem is not in our backyard, as was also the case with building more prisons, what do we care? 

The overfishing of our oceans is a highly complex, systemic problem that involves many, many factors. First, there
are the rights of the commercial fisherman to consider. Many have fished the same waters, and earned a living
doing so, for multiple generations. Can anyone blame them for leveraging the best sonar equipment and nets to
capture the highest yields possible? Then there are the fish—what chance do they have against technology? It isn’t
as if they can evolve new evolutionary tools to outmaneuver man’s growing competency. Consider also the
consumers. Fish are a major source of protein for a large part of the world’s population, so overfishing has a
dangerous impact on many people’s ability to survive. What’s more, we must also consider diplomacy with other
countries, as fishing boats begin to cross over long-respected borders in the ocean just to fulfill their quotas. Lastly,
of course, there are the ecologists, biologists, naturalists, academics, and their followers, who are concerned with
the untold damage overfishing is doing to marine life and the planet as a whole. 

It’s clear that fishing involves the rights and concerns of many groups. It’s a highly complex, multifaceted issue—
one not likely to be successfully mitigated by creating “sustainable fish” restaurants or raising the price of cans of
tuna at the grocery store. It’s not that simple. 

In this respect, stopping overfishing isn’t really that different from trying to resolve terrorism, overcrowded prisons,
or a worldwide financial meltdown. It’s no different from the unilateral effort required to fix a failing public
education system or stopping the pandemic of addiction, and no different from the challenges we once faced during
World War II. In each instance, successful mitigation requires attacking the problem along multiple fronts:
politically, economically, legally, internationally, educationally, culturally, and ecologically. Until every aspect of the
overfishing problem—from the rights of the fishermen to make a living, to the rights of people who put the planet
ahead of profits—are addressed with equal fervor, the problem will not be stopped. 
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Parallel incrementalism succeeds because it forces mitigations to address the systemic issue rather than treat
individual symptoms. 
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The Long Term 

Parallel incrementalism is the most effective way to leverage mitigations when problems become too complex to be
understood or managed. However, any mitigation strategy—whether single or multifaceted—is temporary. What
about more permanent solutions? Can we do anything to permanently close the gap between complexity and
cognition? 

Here again, modern man has two weapons earlier civilizations didn’t: the restoration of knowledge and the
evolution of insight. 

The first antidote to collapse is to restore the balance between knowledge and beliefs. 

One of the ways we break the historic pattern of human ascension and decline is to vigilantly maintain a balance
between a civilization’s pursuit of beliefs and facts. As we discussed earlier, societies and individuals thrive when
unproven beliefs and proven facts exist side by side. It is only when complexity causes the acquisition of knowledge
to become too difficult that beliefs take over. And as we have seen, over time, some of these beliefs become
dominant supermemes that obstruct human progress. 

To that end, when a society elevates the pursuit of knowledge, it counteracts the encroachment of beliefs and, in
effect, inoculates a civilization against supermemes. Think of facts and knowledge as powerful vaccines that protect
us from surrendering to irrational beliefs. 

There are many ways modern civilization can protect the pursuit of knowledge. 

One way is to preserve the integrity of educational institutions against the influence of supermemes. As we
discovered earlier, universities and colleges are now increasingly beholden to large businesses for funding.
Consequently, research that demonstrates commercial viability is more likely to receive funding than research for
knowledge’s sake, and this has a dramatic effect on a university’s priorities. 

Our important learning institutions represent a barometer of how the relationship between beliefs and knowledge
has become imbalanced. The more supermemes (such as profitability, productivity, return on investment, and other
tenets of economics) drive the agendas of higher learning institutions, the less likely it is that universities will
engage in research that has no short-term, leveragable, or tangible benefit. Many university administrators admit
they are dismayed by this problem yet feel compelled to go along to prevent financial ruin. They’re trapped—trying
to answer to the principles of economics while also trying to maintain reverence for the pursuit of knowledge and
advancement of humankind. 

Today’s universities would do well to proactively set a limit on how much of their total contributions are allowed to
come from business. Rather than take money where they can get it, they would be wise to resist the temptation to
become the unintended research arm of commercial enterprise. 

Although universities are an obvious place to start, there are many other arenas where knowledge is also losing
ground. 

For instance, the budget and time required for investigative journalism are quickly becoming a thing of the past. It
is rare for a newspaper or news program to commit the resources needed for any in-depth, long-term research
project. No one can afford it anymore. The consequences of rushing to get a story out without requiring second-and
third-party sources means nothing short of printing hearsay—just ask news anchor Dan Rather, who erroneously
reported on President George Bush’s military record, or Jayson Blair, the New York Times writer who was accused of
plagiarizing and fabricating facts for his stories between 1999 and 2003. 

Even in our private lives, we have very little time to pursue knowledge. Complexity has not only made facts difficult
to discern; the Internet and fast communications have made them too plentiful. So much is coming at us so fast
that we can’t tell left from right. In such an environment we have very little choice but to rely on experts,
celebrities, and talk show hosts to screen the relevant “facts” for us and draw conclusions on our behalf. So
although it’s tempting to point the finger at universities, the media, or other institutions, we also have to accept
some of the responsibility for being unwilling to put in the time and effort needed to separate fact from fiction. 

There are many ways to elevate rational thinking, research, and scientific proof so as to guard against paralyzing
beliefs. It might require more fact-checkers in the newsroom or dedicating the time and resources required for truly
in-depth journalism. It may call for the government to subsidize newspapers so that everyone has access to one at
no charge. It may require a society to make teaching one of its highest paying jobs in order to draw the best and
the brightest to the field—professionals who can imbue first-graders with the joy of learning and inspire young
adults to make a clear distinction between what they believe is true from what can be proven. 

In a better world, elevating the role of knowledge would lead to friends and neighbors hosting weekly “discussion
groups” designed to get to the bottom of confusing topics ranging from health care and investing, to global
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groups” designed to get to the bottom of confusing topics ranging from health care and investing, to global

warming and terrorism. Perhaps these discussion groups would become as popular as weekly book clubs, which,
thanks to Oprah, once swept the country. Perhaps people would insist on reading and listening to more than one
perspective. Followers of Fox News would watch MSNBC once or twice a week and vice versa. One of my good
friends reads two newspapers every morning—one domestic and one foreign—just to get as objective a vantage
point as possible. She admits it’s cumbersome and costly, but she also claims it is the only way she’s found to avoid
cultural biases. 

When we elevate the pursuit of knowledge to be equal to the pursuit of money and convenience, civilization will
rediscover the balance it needs to thrive. This means knowledge must become as desirable as celebrity, as valuable
as winning, as commonplace as opinion, and as revered as tradition. Then and only then will knowledge and beliefs
coexist side by side. 

And then and only then will the tired age-old debate between religion and evolution come to its proper end. As we
acknowledge the human need for both beliefs and knowledge, we arm ourselves with a new weapon against
extremists who demand that we choose one over the other. We may not understand precisely how evolution fits
with religious doctrine today, but that doesn’t mean one of them is wrong and therefore unnecessary to human
progress. It simply means we do not have the cognitive ability to reconcile the two—like Einstein’s theory of
relativity and Newton’s theory of gravity, we haven’t figured out exactly how the two work together yet. But so
what? 

As long as we continue to insist that one idea is right and the other wrong, the balance between knowledge and
beliefs remains in jeopardy. Whether it is scientist and atheist Richard Dawkins, who insists that religious beliefs do
humanity a great disservice, or men of the cloth who frequently stand in the way of rational thought, both do harm
to the progress of civilization by ignoring historic evidence that we are a species that has, from the beginning of
time, pursued data and divinity. Experts on both sides of the argument ask nothing less of us than to choose
between two equally precious children: our need to know and our imperative to believe. 
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Watchdogs in the White House 

There is no place where knowledge and fact are needed more today than in our nation’s leadership. As the
complexity of dangerous global problems mounts and the pressure grows to solve problems faster and better,
government leaders find themselves more often basing their decisions on ill-conceived logic and unproven beliefs
than on rational facts. The confusion over what is scientifically sound data and what is merely theory, correlation, or
guesswork causes leaders at the highest levels to jump to dangerous conclusions—leading entire nations astray. 

For example, in hindsight we can now admit that there was very little tangible evidence for the existence of
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, even though this was the basis for the U.S. invasion in 2003. Colin Powell
presented a few fuzzy satellite pictures on the floor of the United Nations, and there was some on-the-ground
intelligence that could not be confirmed. That, in a nutshell, sums up what the United States knew. 

Under a heightened sense of danger following 9/11, U.S. leaders became more confused than ever about the
difference between facts and beliefs. With their desire to crush the enemy and with very few facts to go on, in 2002
the House and Senate voted in unison “to authorize the use of United States Armed Forces against Iraq.” In this
way, the confusion between what was real and what was speculation was responsible for a hasty and irrational
decision that cost thousands of military and civilian lives. 

Sadly, war is only one glaring example in which beliefs grow so strong that leaders and experts begin confusing
them with evidence. More recently, the argument over health care reform in the United States was largely waged by
politicians with law and business degrees. As far as I know, there was only one doctor among them. These same
lawyers are also responsible for establishing policy on other complex issues such as stem cell research, global
warming, nuclear technology, and education. Armed with reports and data they are not trained to understand and
that are too voluminous to read or carefully examine, they are forced to rely on instincts, staff, politics, and beliefs.
No one expects a government official to be an expert in every field, but neither do we expect them to make
superficial rulings concerning dangerous issues without consulting the most credible authorities in the field. 

But what happens when they don’t? What happens when there simply isn’t enough time or money to bring in
experts or sort through a never-ending mountain of data and informed opinions? Is there any way to safeguard
against making policy decisions based on beliefs? 

It turns out there is. 

Few people know that in 1951 President Harry Truman shared these same concerns. So Truman began discreetly
inviting scientists to the White House to meet privately with him. The scientists were never paid, nor were they
seeking fame or fortune or a permanent job. Truman made it clear that the purpose of the meetings was for the
president to get unvarnished facts directly from the mouths of the brightest minds in the nation. This was Truman’s
way of balancing the truth against political agendas that might otherwise get in the way of making the best
decisions for the country. 

Then following Truman, President Dwight D. Eisenhower also called upon the nation’s preeminent scientists for
counsel. After World War II, the United States grew increasingly fearful that it was losing its leadership in science
and technology. So in 1953, Eisenhower began informally inviting small groups of scientists to the White House.
Eisenhower claimed that this was the best way to counterbalance information he was receiving from cabinet
members and the U.S. military regarding emerging radar, nuclear, and space technologies. 

By 1957 with the Russian launch of Sputnik, tensions in the Cold War reached a new height. Sputnik was all the
proof the military needed to conclude that “the Soviet Union was dangerously ahead on intercontinental missiles.” 

It was during this worrisome time that President Eisenhower found himself relying more and more on experts
outside of Washington. In fact, the scientists’ input became so indispensable that the president decided to formalize
the organization, renaming Truman’s original gatherings the President’s Science Advisory Committee, or PSAC. 

Later, President John F. Kennedy perfected the role PSAC played in making complex scientific research discernable
so it could be used to shape public policy. Kennedy also broadened PSAC’s predominantly military focus to include
space exploration (NASA) following his commitment to put the first man on the moon. 

According to Charles Townes, Nobel Laureate in physics and frequent PSAC participant during the Eisenhower and
Kennedy administrations, fifteen to twenty of the most knowledgeable scientists in the United States traveled to the
White House once a month to discuss urgent topics with the president. The scientists rotated in and out according
to their expertise. Aside from the chairman, there was no permanent paid staff. The objective of PSAC was to give
the nation the opportunity to benefit from the greatest minds in the country a few days each month. It was a civic
duty that every scientist and expert welcomed. 

When the scientists arrived in Washington, they were quarantined for one to two days to confer among themselves
with no supervision or interference. Then, on the last day, they met privately with the president to deliver the
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with no supervision or interference. Then, on the last day, they met privately with the president to deliver the

results of their deliberations in a frank, uncensored exchange. There wasn’t always agreement among the experts
nor with the president himself. But once they presented their findings—win, lose, or draw—the temporary advisors
returned home to their own work. 

Then, in 1973, for unstated reasons, President Richard Nixon disbanded PSAC. 

With this action, a critical conduit for objective facts was lost. The termination of PSAC was no less a sign that the
United States was headed in the wrong direction than the Mayans’ decision to stop building reservoirs and begin
appeasing the gods through human sacrifice. 

Richard Garwin, author of How the Mighty Have Fallen, points to the fact that independent experts have been
“increasingly subject to political and ideological tests,” which has made it difficult for objectivity to permeate the
Oval Office. He notes that many people view the abolition of agencies who deliver the unbiased facts—agencies
such as the Office of Technology Assessment and PSAC—as being equivalent to “shooting [ourselves] in the brain.” 

That said, in 2001, President George Bush attempted to resurrect a PSAC-like organization by forming the
President’s Council on Science and Technology (PCAST)—an organization comprised of presidential appointees.
According to Bush, PCAST represented an improved version of Eisenhower’s original organization. But PCAST bears
only a slight resemblance to PSAC—a once vital source for “straight talk” to the president. 

For example, PCAST now operates under the close supervision of the Office of Science and Technology (OSTP).
OSTP is a department comprised of full-time Washington employees managed by Dr. John Holdren, who not only
serves as the co-chair of PCAST but is also the Director of OSTP and the Assistant to the President for Science and
Technology. This means that all of the experts, appointees, research, recommendations, etc., are now scrutinized by
Holdren and OSTP staffers prior to reaching the president. 

But the original purpose of PSAC was to counterbalance the opinions of those inside the Washington beltway
regardless of the political fallout or whether the scientists’ recommendations supported the existing administration’s
policy. This was also one of the reasons all PSAC meetings were held privately with the president with few staffers
in attendance and no media or public access. This allowed the scientists to speak freely without having to worry
about the administration’s agenda or the safety of their jobs. Contrast this against the PCAST meetings today: They
are managed ostensibly by Holdren and OSTP, and each proceeding is open to media coverage, which, under the
pressure of public scrutiny, inhibits the free exchange of new ideas. 

Take the recent Gulf oil spill, for example. A fixed panel of 35 presidential appointees met to make
recommendations—none of whom had any specific credentials related to the failure of offshore oil wells—yet
scientists who had immediate solutions to one of the greatest ecological disasters in U.S. history found no seat at
the table. Rather than reach outside the White House walls to assemble a highly specialized team of experts, the
president predominantly relied on the office of OSTP and PCAST appointees for several days before turning to
outside counsel. 

In fact, things moved so slowly in Washington that private citizens attempting to get through to OSTP, the White
House, or any other agencies—people such as actor and advocate Kevin Costner—had no choice but to personally
take action by deploying their own army of experts, all the while urging other groups not to wait for Washington to
implement technologies readily available. 

So, at the risk of being accused of misinformation or exhibiting oppositional behavior, allow me to be the first to
publicly say it: PCAST is not PSAC. The once-fluid group of specialists who assembled monthly to deliver the
unvarnished truth to the highest office in the nation has slowly been reduced to an extension of OSTP—far from the
objective and powerful problem-solving entity it once was. 

Yet, at no time has the public and planet needed great minds to come forward more than we do today. 

As modern society approaches the cognitive threshold, there is no better time to restructure PCAST or resurrect the
President’s Science Advisory Committee and to encourage every representative and senator to meet with experts
outside of the Washington beltway as often as possible. Why not make this the new role model for the world: a
government that leans on a small army of unbiased, forward thinkers to defend itself from the encroachment of
supermemes, a government that uses its intellectual capital to triumph over the ensuing gridlock and pave a
rational and sustainable course? If the United States believes its rightful place in history is to lead the free world, it
must now lead by example. In this way, the true gift the United States offers humanity is safe passage across an
inevitable and dangerous cognitive threshold. 
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In the End, Evolution 

Remember the ancient Japanese parable? When the monk was asked whether he was God, a reincarnation of God,
or a man, he simply answered that he was “awake.” 

What did he really mean? 

He meant that he could see what had been previously hidden from view. And with clarity of vision came clarity of
purpose and action. 

The same can be said for humankind today. We now have clarity. And so we can act. 

When it comes to tackling complexity, we have the ability to evoke parallel incrementalism and restore the critical
balance between knowledge and beliefs. This immediately buys us time. But that’s not all. We also have a
permanent solution that comes from none other than Mother Nature herself: insight. 

It is an undeniable fact that no matter what challenges a biological organism encounters, one way or another
evolution gets around to solving them. Over 150 years ago, Charles Darwin demonstrated that this is one principle
we can count on. So from the perspective of responding to our environment, our changing cognitive abilities are
really no different than adopting two-legged locomotion. At any moment in time we are improving our opportunities
to survive by biologically adapting to our environment—and in the case of modern man, complexity is a powerful
driving force. 

And though the evolution of insight may be painfully slow, there is little argument that, in the long run, it is the Holy
Grail: nature’s elegant defense. 

Thankfully, today’s neuroscientists are on the cusp of harnessing this shy, emerging talent in the human brain. 

And with little time to spare. 
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11 

Bridging the Gap 

Building Better Brains 

One day when I was still in grammar school, a teacher told me that I was only using 10 percent of my brain. 

This really bothered me. 

Of course, the teacher who mentioned this neglected to say that all of us were using 10 percent. So, naturally, I
assumed it was just me. 

After a week of feeling bad about her remark, I went to my dad—the smartest person I knew. Dad had an answer
for everything. Flat tire on my bike? Here’s a patch kit—read the directions. Some kid was mean on the play-
ground? Play somewhere else. Can’t get my chores done? Get up earlier. 

One night I popped the question out of thin air: 

“How can I use more of my brain?” 

“What?” 

“I want to know how to use more of my brain.” 

He put his newspaper down. “You study at school, that’s how.” 

“But I already do that and my teacher said I’m only using 10 percent of it.” 

“That’s right. That’s because that’s all you can use. Everybody uses 10 percent.” 

“But I want to use more of it.” 

“Well that’s easy . . .” He paused and drew a deep breath, “Once you think you have the answer. . . . Once you’re
really sure you know what it is and you’re positive you’ve got the right answer, you force yourself to come up with
another one.” 

“Another answer? That’s it?” 

He continued, “Well, now wait a minute. Pretty soon you’ll be like a runner who runs a little farther every day.
Before you know it, you can run a marathon. After that, you can run longer and faster than anyone’s ever run. If
you want to use more than 10 percent of your brain, here’s what you do: First, you leave your parents alone when
they’re trying to read the paper; then, second, start working on using 11 percent.” 

Powerful words from a simple man. 

I LEARNED MUCH LATER that the 10 percent rule is a myth. 

It’s a stubborn meme that’s been around since the late 1800s. The story goes that psychologist William James was
studying the physiological limitations of athletes when he became interested in a phenomenon they called “a
second wind.” From his research, James extrapolated that in addition to rarely using all of our physical potential, we
also rarely exert all of our mental potential. From here, it was a short step to assuming that most of the time we
only use part of our brains. Then a group of researchers reported that “a huge percentage of the cerebral cortex
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only use part of our brains. Then a group of researchers reported that “a huge percentage of the cerebral cortex

was the silent cortex.” Once scientists admitted that a large part of the brain was “silent,” the public incorrectly
interpreted this to mean this part of the brain was doing nothing. 

But it wasn’t true. We just didn’t know what the rest of the brain was doing. 

As Dr. Barry L. Beyerstein, professor of psychology, now deceased, at the Brain Behavior Laboratory at Simon Fraser
University in Vancouver, explained in his article titled “Do we really use only 10 percent of our brains?”: 

First of all, it is obvious that the brain, like all our other organs, has been shaped by natural selection.
Brain tissue is metabolically expensive both to grow and to run, and it strains credulity to think that
evolution would have permitted squandering of resources on a scale necessary to build and maintain
such a massively underutilized organ. Moreover, doubts are fueled by ample evidence from clinical
neurology. Losing far less than 90 percent of the brain to accident or disease has catastrophic
consequences. 

Today, thanks to EEGs, PET scanners, MRI technology, magneto encephalographs, and other technologies that allow
neuroscientists to observe what is happening beneath our skulls, we now know that we use all of our brain. We just
don’t use it all at the same time. 

In the words of Dr. Elkhonon Goldberg, clinical professor of neurology at the New York University School of
Medicine, “New neuro-imaging methods have changed neuroscience in the same way the telescope changed
astronomy.” For the first time in history, researchers can observe, in real time, which parts of the brain become
more active when we solve problems, fall in love, tie our shoes, and run a marathon. This advance alone offers
modern civilization an enormous advantage that ancient societies didn’t have: the potential to understand the
human brain well enough to arm it against a recurring cognitive threshold. 

In fact, by studying the human brain at work under a variety of conditions, neuroscientists today have already
uncovered three powerful antidotes to reaching a cognitive limit: brain fitness technology, the evolution of insight,
and valuable new information about the unconscious mind. 
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Compensating for Cognition 

On a foggy morning in 2007, the first gymnasium aimed at brain-training opened on Sacramento Street in San
Francisco, California. vibrantBrains was the inspiration of Jan Zivic and Lisa Schoonerman, two entrepreneurs
determined to make available to the general public what neuroscientists now understand about how to improve the
brain’s natural abilities. 

Schoonerman sees brain fitness as a missing component of the overall health fitness movement: 

The demand for anything which might stave off dementia and Alzheimer’s or memory loss resulting from
old age is huge. People want to do something to protect their ability to think, then once they get here,
they see that it’s more than just protecting what you already have. The brain can build new circuitry
anytime. It’s really remarkable that you can learn new things, new ways of thinking no matter what your
background or age. 

Schoonerman has it right: Growing numbers of people are concerned about losing their cognitive abilities and want
to know what they can do to maintain the health of their brains. As a result, vibrantBrains has become an overnight
success. A second facility was opened in Foster City, California, and plans to to expand are under discussion. 

But exactly how big is the trend? 

In a recent Wall Street Journal article, reporter Kelly Greene interviewed Alvaro Fernandez, co-founder of
SharpBrains, who revealed that Americans spent a stunning $80 million on mental fitness products in 2008. And
despite tough economic times, the demand is climbing fast. As neuroscientists amass more evidence that the
human brain can be manipulated in deliberate ways to safeguard against cognitive diseases such as dementia and
Alzheimer’s, brain fitness is finding its way into mainstream culture—in retirement communities, schools, hospitals,
and households. Facilities similar to vibrantBrains have already sprouted up in Boca Raton, Florida (Sparks of
Genius), and in California and Texas (Nifty after Fifty). New Web sites dedicated to cognitive fitness are quickly
populating the Internet, not to mention a growing number of gaming products claiming to enhance a person’s
“brain age.” As a large population of baby boomers face the realities of growing older, the desire to hold on to our
ability to process information and to remain alert intensifies. No matter how fit our bodies are, we now realize that
when we lose our brains, life as we know it is over. 

To prove that brain fitness works the same way physical workouts do, vibrantBrains cleverly modeled their program
after traditional health clubs. Clients join vibrantBrains the same way they become a member of a gym: Sixty dollars
a month buys an annual membership that allows clients access to a facility where they use a series of computer-
generated exercises for the brain called the Neurobics Circuit. The Neurobics Circuit consists of specially designed
cognitive exercises designed to improve memory, visual and spatial focus, reasoning skills, alertness, and reaction
speed as well as enhance concentration. The training regimen also includes exercises for stress reduction, mood
elevation, and relaxation—skills also proven to enhance our problem-solving abilities. 

Clients choose their own workout schedule and visit the friendly facilities as often as they like. It has become
common for members to stop in before or after work, alternating days between a physical workout at their health
club and an equally vigorous mental workout at vibrantBrains. 

One of the unique features of vibrantBrains is an easy computer program that allows clients to keep track of their
progress as their cognitive abilities, such as problem solving, improve over time. This feedback offers members the
opportunity to “fine-tune” their individual workouts in order to strengthen areas where they have lower scores;
similar to athletes who select equipment and exercises to strengthen particular muscles in the body, each software
program is designed to challenge different brain functions. 

For example, one of the computer programs offered by vibrantBrains begins with a simple Disney-like underwater
scene that looks like the inside of an aquarium: There’s an assortment of seaweed and tropical plant life, some coral
and sand, and so forth. Suddenly a jewel appears, followed by three identical fish. One of the fish quickly conceals
the jewel on the screen. Then all three of the fish begin swimming in random patterns—sometimes crossing over
each other and sometimes swimming in opposite directions. Suddenly all the fish stop. The goal is to identify the
fish that is concealing the jewel—a task that is relatively easy to accomplish when there is only one jewel and three
fish. 

Over time, however, more and more identical fish appear, and they begin swimming in increasingly erratic and
complex patterns—and also faster. The task of keeping track of the jewel hidden behind one of the fish becomes
more difficult. Then later more jewels also appear, so more than one fish is hiding more than one jewel. 

It doesn’t take long before our brains go into complete failure. And once we hit our cognitive limit, we immediately
sense it. There are simply too many fish hiding too many jewels. We can’t keep track of them all. 

Yet, similar to our experience with video games, the more we practice, the better we get. Even though there are no
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Yet, similar to our experience with video games, the more we practice, the better we get. Even though there are no

patterns to memorize, surprisingly, our brain eventually learns to track three, four, and five fish hiding two, three,
and four jewels. As the visual complexity of the game increases, everything from spatial focus, concentration,
reaction time, and visual interpretation becomes enhanced. Our brains are getting a workout and getting more
agile, quicker, and stronger by the minute. In this way, brain fitness works as a painless, fun way to develop “faster
thinking, sharper focus and better memory,” all skills that counteract the cognitive threshold. 

The impetus behind vibrantBrains’ Neurobics Circuit is “Jewel Diver,” a brain fitness program developed by pioneer
Dr. Michael Merzenich, neuroscientist and professor emeritus at the University of California, San Francisco.
Merzenich is a spitfire who tirelessly travels around the world lecturing on the proven benefits that brain fitness is
having on millions of schoolchildren and senior citizens. Armed with bulletproof clinical data and statistics,
Merzenich is on a mission to change the way we teach and learn. In his view, we now understand a lot more about
how to “prepare” the brain to accept new information more easily and permanently. So why not put what we
understand about the human brain into practice? 

But Merzenich’s claim that brain fitness can be encouraged by exercises that escalate in sound, vocabulary, and
visual complexity is the subject of considerable debate—primarily because he formed his own company, Posit
Science, to produce and distribute software products like Jewel Diver. Many of Merzenich’s colleagues worry that he
has a “conflict of interest,” and they also suggest that the results of brain fitness are exaggerated. Merzenich,
however, takes a practical view: 

The tools we have may not be perfect, but we know they work to some degree. Just because we don’t
have data to determine exactly how much the technology helps doesn’t mean we don’t already know that
it works. We’ve already proven this. So whether it helps a lot or a little, why not start using it? Over time,
as we learn more, the products will keep improving. 

Is there independent evidence that Merzenich is on the right track? Any data that suggest that we are on the cusp
of volitional cognition? It turns out there is. 

For example, in 2007, three major universities along with the Mayo Clinic participated in a study on the
effectiveness of brain fitness. Science writer and editor of Faith in Science Gordy Slack reports on the results of their
research: 

Half the group did the Brain Fitness program for at least an hour a day, five days a week; the other half
watched educational DVDs. After 8 to10 weeks, the groups took a variety of learning and memory tests,
including one in which they were asked to recall details from a story or words from a list. The test
showed that the memories of those in the Brain Fitness Group improved, on average, about a decade’s
worth compared with those in the other group, who just did the watching. 

A decade’s worth of improvement? Quick, sign me up. 

But that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Additional studies performed at the W. M. Keck Foundation Center for
Integrative Neuroscience at UCSF showed that participants who were over fifty years old and used brain fitness
programs achieved the “neurological performance abilities” of thirty- to thirty-five-year-old adults. Reverse our brain
age by twenty years? Is it any wonder neuroscientists like Merzenich question why brain fitness isn’t front-page
news? Why it isn’t already part of a daily health regimen? 

What’s more, there’s mounting evidence that brain fitness keeps paying dividends long after we give our brains a
workout. The effects of brain fitness may not, as we once thought, be temporary. They may be permanent. 

Nine years ago the National Institute of Aging (NIA) began testing a “Useful Field of View” (UFOV) developed by
Karlene Ball and Dan Roenker. Similar to Merzenich’s brain fitness programs, UFOV exercises were specially
designed to increase reaction time to objects moving in a person’s peripheral view without disturbing their “center
of gaze.” Three thousand volunteers were asked to use the UFOV system for a total of ten hours. The volunteers
played a series of games where the complexity of tasks was gradually increased by adding more things to their
peripheral vision. Follow-up studies proved that five years later, after spending only ten hours using the programs,
the volunteers still retained benefits. They were able to process much more information from a wider field of vision
than their counterparts. The volunteers also showed greater memory, reported fewer automobile accidents,
sustained independent living for a longer period of time, and remained physically healthier than the control group,
which had never been exposed to brain fitness. 

The Journal of the American Geriatrics Society also confirmed the findings: A study of 487 adults age sixty-five and
older who used brain fitness programs for forty hours over an eight-week period also revealed long-term
improvements in memory, response time, concentration, and problem-solving. 

In fact, there are now hundreds of clinical studies worldwide reporting similar results. Whether young or old,
educated or not, brain fitness has a measurable, lasting effect on the cognitive skills of the human brain. Our brain
becomes more facile, quicker, and better able to learn when we continuously challenge it—but not just by doing
crossword puzzles and watching Jeopardy. We have to challenge it in very specific ways. And we are getting very
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crossword puzzles and watching Jeopardy. We have to challenge it in very specific ways. And we are getting very

close to understanding exactly what those ways are. Word by word, we are now constructing a user’s manual to the
human brain—ground zero for everything we do, know, think, and feel—and the sustainability of human progress. 
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Pouncing on Plasticity 

On the international stage, Merzenich is best known for his pioneering work on a phenomenon called brain
“plasticity.” Plasticity simply refers to the brain’s ability to burn new circuits whenever it chooses to. Merzenich was
one of the first neuroscientists to prove that at any age, the human brain can decide to create new circuits to
replace (or operate in parallel with) the old ones. This is really useful when the old ones stop working well, which it
turns out begins occurring in humans around the age of thirty years old. 

(Yes, that’s right: We start losing cognitive capabilities around the time we turn thirty.) 

The discovery of brain plasticity was an unprecedented breakthrough in neuroscience because it proved that the
brain could be “rewired” following a debilitating injury. So when the brain cells once responsible for moving our right
arm became damaged, our brains had the ability to program other cells to move that arm. Brand new circuits could
be developed to perform new tasks. 

Merzenich provides an easy example of how the human brain learns new tricks: 

If you are a young boy growing up in Sao Paulo, Brazil, there is better than a 50 percent chance you can
run and bounce a ball on the top of your head at the same time. At an early age, the brains of Brazilian
boys learn to perform this feat with great ease—because this is what boys in Sao Paulo do. But in
downtown Minneapolis, you don’t expect to see this behavior. In fact, you’d find very few boys capable of
running while bouncing balls on the tops of their heads. Why? Because their “social circumstances” did
not elevate this skill to become a suitable goal for the brain. No perceived advantage means no circuits
being constructed by the brain to run and bounce. Can a boy in Minneapolis learn to run and bounce a
ball on his head? Of course he can. In fact, one of the amazing attributes of brain plasticity is that we can
choose to learn new skills throughout our entire lives. Unlike other animals, the human brain remains
plastic until the day we die. Then why don’t boys in Minneapolis develop the same cognitive-muscular
abilities as boys in Sao Paulo do? Simply put, the brain starts deciding how it wants to evolve by
observing the social environment and selecting goals it thinks are good for it and for its group. Once the
brain picks a goal, it also sets itself up to judge whether that goal is being successfully achieved. Every
time a boy in San Paulo makes a new attempt to bounce the ball on his head, the brain whispers, “Good
job! Save that one in memory!” or “Nice try, but don’t do it that way again.” Similarly, if boys in Minnesota
decided these skills were important, their brains would begin burning circuits for running and bouncing in
this same way. This is how our brains learn. 

Dr. Michael Stryker, a colleague of Merzenich’s at the W. M. Keck Foundation Center for Integrative Neuroscience,
elaborates on how the brain prioritizes what it wants to learn: “Parts of your brain are engaged in a constant
competition to see which ones [neurons] can create lasting changes. And where you focus your attention helps
determine where the positive plasticity takes hold.” 

It all boils down to this: Neurons that fire simultaneously in the brain form circuits that the brain later draws upon to
perform tasks and solve problems—or, as author Gordy Slack once put it, “Neurons that fire together wire together.”
So, when faced with mounting complexity, the real challenge is to unlock ways to form new circuits—new ways of
thinking—as often and as quickly as possible. 

Here Merzenich is quick to point out that the first rule governing problem-solving is that we can only draw from
what our brains have inherited, experienced, or learned. This is the raw material for all of our thoughts, ideas,
innovations, and solutions—everything we know and imagine. 

For example, if we have never learned anything about mathematics, physics, or engineering, the next big
breakthrough in particle physics is not likely to suddenly “drop out of thin air” and surprise us. We aren’t going to
suddenly wake up one morning and start scribbling down the equivalent of Einstein’s theory of relativity. That’s
because our brains simply don’t have the content to do so. It doesn’t matter how intelligent or creative we are. The
type and amount of content we load into our brains has a large effect on the solutions we can develop to complex
problems. 

In other words, the human brain doesn’t create solutions out of nothing—not even creative ones. Our brains have
to have raw material to work with, even if the raw material can’t be detected in the final solution. For instance, it’s
unclear which specific content in Wag Dodge’s brain caused him to have a life-saving insight in the middle of the
Mann Gulch fire, but it is clear that he must have had resources to draw upon that fifteen other firefighters who lost
their lives did not. 

In truth, depending on how much information our brains process, absorb, and inventory, we sentence ourselves to
shopping in either a megawarehouse stacked to the ceiling with options or a small boutique with a limited selection.
This is the reason a successful education is so important during the early years of childhood: The better learners we
become, the bigger the store our brain can shop in for the rest of our lives. Or in the words of Louis Pasteur,
“Chance favors the prepared mind.” The more prepared we are to have an insight, the more likely an insight will
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“Chance favors the prepared mind.” The more prepared we are to have an insight, the more likely an insight will

occur. So, learning to efficiently load content is a key component of improving our odds of having an insight. 

This is why Merzenich’s breakthrough in brain plasticity is historic. When learning becomes the habitual state of our
brains—a naturally occurring part of everyday life—forklifts keep loading the brain with new “circuits” until the day
we die. This is one of the truly unique and exciting features of the human brain: It’s never too late to turn a small
convenience store into a warehouse jam-packed with content. All we have to do is take a class, read a book, go for
a walk, learn a new dance, or adopt brain fitness to begin burning new circuits. 
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New Tools for Schools 

When children “learn to learn” at an early age by using brain fitness, the results are astounding. 

Merzenich noted that, today, over 1.5 million elementary and high school children in the United States are already
using brain fitness technology to improve language, reading, and overall cognitive development. The new “Fast
Forward” software program, designed to “improve the accuracy and speed at which a child can accumulate
information,” is getting results far beyond what increasing teacher’s salaries, buying new textbooks, or administering
tests to students have achieved. Imagine that. Playing a simple video game a couple times a day may turn out to be
all the boost schoolchildren need to learn at a faster pace. 

Merzenich has discovered that children who use brain fitness programs for a short period of time prior to the start
of classes have a substantially easier time with processing and absorbing new content. And the more content
children retain, the more resources they have to draw on—no matter whether they are solving problems using left-
and right-brain methods or insight. He sees remarkable similarities between brain fitness and warm-up exercises
that athletes regularly perform before competition. Like the body, the human brain wants to be warmed up before it
exerts itself. And the way to warm up the brain before exerting it is to ease it into a pattern of learning. 

As an example, in Jacksonville, Florida, approximately twenty-three thousand children who were exposed to a total
of fifteen to seventeen hours of brain fitness have now been studied for over three years. The results are startling.
Children who were exposed to brain fitness showed twice the academic achievement as children who were not
exposed. What’s more, the cognitive advantages appear to grow exponentially each year. It’s as if brain fitness
offers advantages that continue to multiply over the entire arc of a human being’s life. Once you get the brain
started in the right direction, it just keeps going and going. Talk about leverage. 
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Injecting Insight 

But does brain fitness go far enough? 

It may be an important component of catching cognition up to complexity, but is improving our ability to absorb
more content useful if we can’t use it to our benefit? After all, the definition of intelligence is twofold: the ability to
acquire knowledge and the ability to apply that knowledge to problem-solving. 

So, more important than how much we learn may be what we do with what we learn. To this end, a curriculum that
continues to reinforce left-brain analysis and right-brain synthesis problem-solving may only succeed in propagating
more of the same. And as we discovered earlier, it doesn’t take long before both of these methods become
overwhelmed by the magnitude of complexity we must contend with. 

That’s where insight steps in. 

According to Drs. Kalina Christoff, Alan Gordon, and Rachelle Smith, authors of a recent study titled “The role of
spontaneous thought in human cognition” (University of British Columbia), the answer lies in “spontaneous
thought”: “Spontaneous thought facilitates the process of making sense of our experiences, the drawing of
connections between memories and concepts, the broadening of attentional focus to include larger amount[s] of
information into consideration, and the process of assigning motivation value to experiences—all factors that are
essential in making a good decision in a complex situation.” 

They continue: “The process of deliberately thinking things out may be a part of the decision process, but it is the
more spontaneous, defocused thinking mode . . . that may be necessary for important decision [s] to be
successfully made.” 

In short, insight—the next important step in human cognition—is antithetical to the methodical, analytical thinking
we have relied on for centuries. 

Merzenich has the right idea about the importance of making learning the steady state of the human brain. But it is
equally important to avoid highly structured, uniform curricula that treat every student the same way. To engender
insightful problem-solving, we must begin rewarding students for spontaneous, correct answers. To prepare
students to successfully navigate an increasingly complex world, we must teach them to make novel connections
rather than continue to rely on reductionist thinking. 

According to MIT PhD and former editor of the Public Library of Science (PLoS), Dr. Hemai Parthasarathy, people
who have insights report a sudden, unexpected ability to “see connections that have previously eluded them.” So
the real opportunity in education is not only to increase a student’s ability to load content but also to stimulate
spontaneous, insightful problem-solving. 

This is where the work of neuroscientists who are studying insight plays a critical role in the future of humanity:
Insight holds the key to breaking a cognitive threshold that has been responsible for the collapse of every advanced
civilization. It is a proven method for unraveling otherwise unscalable levels of complexity. 
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A New Way for a New Day 

There’s no question that insight has been around for a while, but it’s only in the past decade that we have been
able to observe how it works in the human brain. In fact, it’s so new that we have many more questions than we
have answers about when and why it occurs. 

That said, what we have uncovered to this point gives us great hope that insight can bridge the cognitive gap
between the physical evolution of the brain and growing complexity. 

The first thing we now know is that insight exists. 

It has not only been observed and documented; it has also been photographed working in the human brain. The
brain’s activity during insight looks considerably different from normal left- and right-brain problem-solving. We also
feel differently when we call on insight. According to Dr. Karuna Subramaniam of the University of California, San
Francisco, “Analytic processing involves deliberate application of strategies and operations to gradually approach a
solution. Insight, which is considered a type of creative cognition, is the process through which people suddenly and
unexpectedly achieve a solution through processes that are not consciously reportable.” 

He continues, “Insight solutions tend to involve conceptual reorganization, often occurring after solvers overcome
an impasse in their solving effort, and are suddenly able to recognize distant or atypical relations between problem
elements that had previously eluded them. . . . When [a] solution is achieved, these factors combine to create a
unique phenomenological experience, termed the Aha! or Eureka! moment.” 

Second, insight is a biological phenomenon. 

It’s not “weird science” or some mystical experience but rather a naturally occurring physical function in every
human brain. Regardless of our experiences, education, or background, people of all ages, from all walks of life
have insights. It’s nature, not nurture. 

Third, unusual areas of the brain become activated when insight is used to solve complex problems. 

In the 2006 article “The Prepared Mind,” Drs. Kounios, Jung-Beeman, and five other scientists from three leading
universities describe a landmark experiment in which nineteen subjects were asked to solve word problems as the
activity in their brains were monitored. In this experiment, three simple words, such as “pine, crab and sauce,” were
presented to each participant. The participants were asked to think of one word that could be combined with each
of these three words to create three completely new words. For example, by adding the word “apple” to the words
“pine,” “crab,” and “sauce,” the new words pineapple, crabapple, and applesauce could be created. 

Following each successfully solved problem, the test subjects were asked whether they experienced any of the
spontaneous, epiphany-like sensations associated with insightful problem-solving. 

It turns out that not only were the participants able to identify when they used insight instead of left- and right-
brain problem-solving, the areas of their brain that became activated when they claimed they used insight were also
different. 

When a person used insight to solve a problem, an otherwise unremarkable fold in the brain called the anterior
Superior Temporal Gyrus (aSTG) became highly excited: A sudden burst of gamma oscillatory activity was
consistently recorded. The aSTG is a “crease” in the temporal lobe that, to this point, has been associated with
processing sound and language and forming abstract associations. This little-known fold “lights up like a Christmas
tree” when insight is used to tackle a problem. But today, all we have are hypotheses to explain why. 

The same neuroscientists also discovered that the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC), responsible for relaying signals
between the left and right hemispheres of the brain, “appear[s] to suppress irrelevant thoughts” just prior to
evoking insight. There was an effort by the brain to momentarily turn other worries and thoughts off in order to
clear the way for extreme concentration. According to the study the “ACC may be involved in suppressing irrelevant
thoughts . . . thus allowing solvers to attack the next problem with a clean slate. This explanation assumes that
insight processing is more susceptible to internal interference than is noninsight processing, thereby necessitating
greater suppression of extraneous thoughts.” 

This may explain why exercises such as meditation, yoga, and relaxation often lead to insights. The fact that
Newton was sitting under a tree and Archimedes was lying in a bathtub when they had their insights may have
been no coincidence at all. The mind may need to “wander” in order to make connections that “previously eluded”
it. 

Fourth, insight is extremely cognitively taxing. 

In addition to the aSTG and ACC, the electrical activity in four other areas of the brain also significantly increased
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In addition to the aSTG and ACC, the electrical activity in four other areas of the brain also significantly increased

when insight was used. These increases were recorded for all of the subjects when they reported having the
sensations associated with insight. With so much electrical activity in the brain before and during insight,
neuroscientists hypothesize that insightful thinking may be too cognitively demanding for human beings to use for
every problem. Insight may occur infrequently because it requires considerably more horsepower than logical
analysis and synthesis. Perhaps, at this time in human evolution, insight simply isn’t sustainable for long durations
of time. 

Fifth, the mind “prepares” itself to use insight in advance, and there appear to be specific conditions that facilitate
it. 

In “The Prepared Mind,” Dr. Kounios noted that 300 milliseconds before insight was deployed, the brain could be
observed preparing itself. Jonah Lehrer aptly summarizes Kounios’ findings by saying: “A small fold of tissue on the
right hemisphere, the anterior superior temporal gyrus, became unusually active in the second before the insight.
The activation was sudden and intense, a surge of electricity leading to a rush of blood.” 

Not only have Kounios and Jung-Beeman traced insight to its source, it also appears they are able to predict when
insight will be used to solve a problem before the problem is solved. “We can demonstrate the preparation for
problem solving can be associated with distinct brain states, one biasing toward a solution with insight, the other
biasing toward a solution without insight.” 

In other words, what we do before we attack a problem may determine whether we will use insight or not. This
means that there are conditions that encourage the use of insight as well as conditions that prevent it. 

If this is true, what did Wag Dodge do to prepare his mind to have a life-saving insight? What were the conditions
that led to breakthroughs by Einstein, Charles Townes, Richard Feynman, or James Watson? And if there are
conditions that facilitate insight, does this mean we can deliberately create those conditions? 

Unfortunately, we just don’t know. At least not yet. 

Finally, insight is the human brain’s special weapon against complexity. 

When it comes to highly complex problems, insight succeeds where left- and right-brain problem-solving methods
fail. Given what we now know about the process of natural selection and how organisms strive to adapt to changes
in their environment, we can assume that an increasingly complex environment will have an effect on the evolution
of the brain. If we know that insight is ideal for managing complexity, then it also follows that this capacity will
continue to grow rapidly over millions of years. 

Whereas human evolution to this point has been driven primarily by environmental change, for the most part we
now control the physical environment in which we live. When we don’t like our natural environment, we simply
change it. We chop down a forest. We install dams and bridges and extend the shorelines with landfill. We tunnel
through oceans, defy gravity in outer space, and produce clothing and shelter to endure sub-Arctic temperatures.
We climb the highest peaks and descend into the skull-crushing depths of the ocean while carrying the oxygen we
require on our own backs. We conquer all these hostile environments with no need for biological change: no new
appendages, no nothing. 

So, barring radical adjustments forced on us by extreme changes in the environment such as an ice age, human
beings are now shaped by a changing social environment. In other words, the human brain is now adapting in
response to a quickly shifting man-made environment, not a physical one. 

In 2004, the University of Chicago Howard Hughes Medical Institute published an article describing the research of
Dr. Bruce Lahn, professor of Human Genetics: “Why the human lineage experienced such intensified selection for
better brains but not other species is an open question. Lahn believes that answers to this important question will
come not just from the biological sciences but from the social sciences as well. It is perhaps the complex social
structures and cultural behaviors unique in human ancestors that fueled the rapid evolution of the brain.” 

The authors of Serendip, a Web site that addresses the relationship between the brain and evolution, agree. The
more complex our behavior becomes, the more impact that complexity has on our physical evolution: “Behavioral
Complexity may relate to the extent to which the brain functions as an amplifier of evolution.” 

In this respect, insight can be viewed as nature’s gift: a brilliantly efficient way to cut through thousands of
variables, multiple wrong solutions, and produce a correct and elegant answer. Whereas traditional left- and right-
brain problem-solving methods become overwhelmed by complexity, insight soars right through chaos—much like a
hyper-efficient editor who instantly isolates knowledge that is essential to a solution from facts that are not. 

This is essentially what happened to Wag Dodge and Newton and Einstein and Archimedes and Galileo and Townes
and Chu and Kamen. Everything they experienced and knew was quickly inventoried and then ruthlessly edited
down to only those factors relevant to the solution—then bam! They connected the dots in a new way. They had an
insight. 
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The Characteristics of Insight 

1. The solution arrives suddenly. It often occurs following a period of gridlock or feeling stuck. 

2. The problem-solver has difficulty tracing the thought process leading up to the answer. 

3. There is an overwhelming feeling that the answer is correct. 

4. The answer is correct. 

5. There is a sudden burst of gamma-band oscillatory activity in the anterior Superior Temporal Gyrus
(aSTG). 

6. Insight is a demanding cognitive process. Increased electrical activity occurs in four areas of the
brain: left posterior M/STG, anterior cingulate, right posterior M/STG, and left amygdala. 

7. Both the left and right hemispheres of the brain become activated. 

8. The brain prepares itself 300 milliseconds in advance: The aSTG becomes excited, and the ACC
begins shutting down distracting internal and external thoughts. 

9. Insight is extremely efficient at solving highly complex and difficult problems, allowing us to see
connections that have been previously overlooked. 

10. Insightful solutions are unconventional, highly innovative, and far-reaching in their ramifications
because they are free of supermemes. 

We may not understand exactly how insight works, and we may not know when or whether it will be used to solve
a problem. But we do, however, know that in terms of understanding how the brain works when we are having an
insight, many of the road signs point in the same direction—toward the unconscious mind. 
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Complexity and Consciousness 

The connection between insight and the unconscious mind occurred to me one day when I was interviewing
entrepreneur Jerry Lauch. Lauch is one of the early pioneers responsible for developing commercial sleep
disturbance clinics that diagnose and correct abnormal sleep patterns. Because of his vast background studying the
effect that sleep deprivation has on learning, decision-making, and human behavior, I often find myself picking
Lauch’s brain. 

One day when we were discussing the difficulty neuroscientists are having identifying exactly how insight works,
Jerry said, 

The important thing we are doing when we sleep is organizing and making sense out of information we
already have or recently experienced. 

Our unconscious mind is a lot more powerful than our conscious one. When you think about it, that’s how
human beings manage high levels of complexity deep in the recesses of our unconscious. No wonder
when we have an insight it feels sudden. No wonder we can’t explain exactly where our epiphanies came
from. No wonder we can’t decide to have an insight whenever we want to. 

So is insight a conscious or an unconscious process? Is the difference between left- and right-brain thinking and
insight really the difference between conscious and unconscious problem-solving? After all, we know the
unconscious mind is at work even when we are awake—just ask any psychologist. So, if insight is an unconscious
form of problem-solving, how will our understanding of the unconscious mind contribute to our greater
understanding of insight? 

The unconscious mind itself has long remained a bastion of unscalable human complexity. Its exploration began
with psychologists William James and Boris Sidis, a student of James, who in 1898 published The Psychology of
Suggestion: A Research into the Subconscious Nature of Man and Society. Later, in 1899, Sigmund Freud published
his groundbreaking research, The Interpretation of Dreams, which launched the modern psychoanalysis movement. 

Much later, thanks to E. O. Wilson’s revelations in sociobiology and James Watson’s discoveries in molecular biology,
we learned that many of the human drives attributed to the unconscious mind were really inherited predispositions
and biological instincts. We are not born blank slates: Evolution equips every human with motivations, skills, and
strategies for survival. Even so, there is still an awful lot about the unconscious mind that can’t be explained by
evolutionary biology or Freudian psychology alone. 

Despite this, we would be hard-pressed to find a scientist who does not acknowledge the fact that complexity favors
the unconscious mind. The fact that insights arrive spontaneously and cannot be traced to any identifiable
conscious process may indicate that insight is connected in some way to our deep unconsciousness. In time, as we
learn more about the unconscious mind and the human brain, it’s likely we will also achieve a better understanding
about the inner workings of insight. 
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Insights Large and Small 

Whether they stem from the conscious or unconscious mind, some insights are about small, targeted problems,
such as solving the world’s potable water problem, while others represent major paradigm shifts, such as the
discovery of the double helix in DNA. Regardless of the size of the problem, all insights have a streamlined,
immaculate quality to them. Like the insight that propelled Wag Dodge to burn a fire shelter around himself or the
observations that led to Darwin’s theory of Natural Selection, the problems may be complex, but the insights
themselves are often elegant and obvious. Insights have a way of cutting to the heart of an issue by ruthlessly
dismissing extraneous, unessential information. In addition to being spontaneous, free of supermemes, correct,
untraceable, and engaging the STG and ACC, they are also characterized by a certain precision. Take, for example,
E = MC 2 . It doesn’t get any more succinct than that. 

Not long ago, in what could have turned out to be a tragedy, I had an opportunity to witness firsthand the
repercussions of a simple, elegant insight—not from a Nobel award-winning scientist or famous inventor but from a
neighbor and friend. 

In the spring of 2008, a dry lightning storm sparked a fire in Big Sur that quickly became one of the largest, most
destructive forest fires in California history. As coastal winds whipped the flames fourteen stories high, black smoke
spread across the horizon like spilled ink and a blizzard of hot burning embers began floating through the air,
landing on dry grasses and leaves. The uncontrollable blaze jumped one fire line after another, and there appeared
to be no way to stop the airborne assault. The entire town of Big Sur was ordered to evacuate. People grabbed
photo albums, pets, quilts, and paintings and fled north to the nearby town of Carmel-by-the-Sea, where residents
welcomed them with open arms, setting up extra beds in their guest rooms, offering motor homes in their
driveways and vacant hotel rooms free of charge. The local office of the American Red Cross immediately set up
shelters at two schools, but not one evacuee checked in. Friends, relatives, and helpful citizens in town absorbed
them all. 

As the fire consumed one home after another in an unstoppable wave, it suddenly occurred to me that the home of
my friend John Saar was in the fire line. 

John is a local fixture. He’s lived on the Big Sur coast for most of his life and has owned a successful business in
town for as long as anyone can remember. He’s the kind of fellow who can’t go anywhere without stopping to talk
to five people and pet three dogs, all of whom he knows by name. 

As soon as I realized the fire was headed his way, I called John to see how he was doing. But there was no answer.
So I kept calling—wondering if maybe he could use an extra truck or pair of hands to move things out of his house.
A day later, still no return call. And two days later, the same thing. 

Then on the third day, when it looked like the fire was either closing in on his home or had already consumed it,
John came driving up my driveway. I rushed out to greet him. 

“Where’ve you been? What happened to the house?” 

“The house is fine,” he said as he dusted ashes off his pants. 

“Well, what happened—I’ve been trying to reach you for days.” 

“Well, I’ll tell you. I was up there, you know, at the house—watching the fire and smoke from my deck, and, well, I
was pretty sure it was coming toward me. I guess I was getting myself used to the idea I was going to lose the
house. I was just sitting there, you know, just enjoying it for one last time. I already had the car packed. But I
thought I might as well sit there as long as I could—you know, have a beer and watch the flames cross the hill.” 

“Yeah?” 

“So I kept thinking about what I could do, you know, to try to save the house. I already knew the firefighters
weren’t going to be able to help me. They’re trying to keep the town from burning up and the wind was getting
bad. So I just kept sitting there looking at all the smoke and then for some darn reason I started thinking about
‘firewalls. ’” 

“Firewalls?” 

“Yeah, you know, the kind they make you build between your garage and your house. It’s part of the building code
now. You have to build a firewall and put in a fire-rated door between your garage and house.” 

“I didn’t know that.” 

“Then, you know what? I thought, ‘Hey, a firewall is basically just a double layer of sheetrock.’” 
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“Really?” 

“Yeah. That’s all it is. So, I had some pieces of sheetrock left over in my garage from some remodeling I did last
year, and I started breaking off pieces and throwing them in my fireplace. I tried to burn them. I left them there for
a little bit and then I took them out. You know what? That stuff doesn’t burn. You can’t make sheetrock catch fire.
Not even if you throw it in a fire and leave it in there.” 

“So?” 

“Well, I’ll tell you. As soon as I figured that out I grabbed some guys and we ran down to Home Depot and Ace
Hardware with three trucks and we bought all the sheetrock we could carry. I hired a bunch of laborers and drove
them to my place and we started covering the outside of my house with sheetrock as fast as we could.” 

“What?” 

“Yeah, the roof, the decks, all the walls, the windows, the whole thing. The place looked like some weird space-
aged bunker. People were driving by and taking pictures of it.” 

“You covered the whole house?” 

“Yeah. The whole thing. Took about three hours. Then, when the embers started blowing over the hill, I watched
them land on the sheetrock. They just burned out. It was unbelievable. Nothing happened. The house is fine,
except it’s weird to go inside it. It’s dark like a cave.” 

Two things were notable about John’s spontaneous revelation: His unplanned insight saved his home—even while
other homes around him burned—and second, remarkably, John’s insight was free of supermemes: no irrational
opposition, personalization of blame, no false correlations, silo thinking, or economic considerations. Though he
probably could have, John didn’t once try to leverage his discovery into some profitable enterprise. Nor did he
weigh the benefits of nailing sheetrock to the outside of his house against the cost of an unproven last-ditch effort. 

The fact is that John set aside every modern supermeme. Similar to Mohammad Yunus and Dean Kamen, he was
free to think outside the box, to let his mind wander until it bumped into a solution parked somewhere in the
recesses of his mind; then suddenly he discovered a novel connection between firewalls, sheetrock, and protection
of the exterior of a house from an encroaching fire. And at that moment in time John’s solution was no less
important to him than the one that once saved Wag Dodge’s life. 

Real change—change that matters—rarely comes from business as usual. 

Today, there is evidence that even under the best of circumstances, only about 4 percent of the population,
regardless of education or background, taps into the advanced problem-solving capabilities of the brain. According
to science writer Jonah Lehrer, in simple tests where people are given a box filled with a piece of cork board, a
candle, and matches and “asked to attach the candle to the cork board so it will burn properly,” almost 90 percent
of the people choose two incorrect solutions. Only around 4 percent realize the cardboard box is itself the key to
solving the problem. 

How many of those 4 percent capable of managing complexity hold important government posts or are at the head
of global conglomerates today? 

William Futrell, a pioneer in educational reform who is working diligently to bring new learning techniques to
impoverished inner-city schools, recently summed up his frustration with how long it takes solutions—even proven
ones—to be acknowledged and to take hold: 

I keep thinking that it was 700 years after the invention of the saddle before someone thought of the
stirrup. With the invention of the stirrup man could change his weight and momentum to force a horse to
charge and suddenly, the power structure of whole civilizations changed. Amazingly, it took another 200
years before someone thought of building a wall to stop the charging horses. Ideas come slowly, and
often a simple idea changes everything. But where are they? 

Sometimes important insights come from throwing pieces of sheetrock into a fireplace. Sometimes they come from
an apple that drops from a tree, and sometimes they come from water spilling over the edges of the bathtub. But
no matter who has the insight or under what conditions, insights have widespread ramifications. 
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Taking the Next Step 

Looking backward, we know that the human organism has succeeded in making four critical leaps in evolution and
that we may now be on the cusp of a fifth. 

Insight is nature’s answer to the cognitive threshold—the bridge between the slow evolution of the brain and
problems that have become too complex for us to understand or solve—a recurring paradox that has held
civilizations hostage for centuries. 

As the human brain makes an all-important adaptation to an increasingly complex, challenging cognitive
environment, insight will continue to evolve. Over millions of years, the methods of problem-solving suited to high
degrees of complexity will become perfected—first by occurring infrequently and spontaneously and then much
later by becoming such a part of everyday life that insight will be indistinguishable from left- and right-brain
methods. 

The real question is: While Mother Nature is racing to meet our growing need, can we leverage what we now know
about insight to give evolution a helping hand? 
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12 

Invoking Insight 

Conditions Conducive to Cognition 

Just last month I was invited to speak to a group of students about the relationship between complexity, collapse,
and correction. 

A few of the students were interested in the rise and fall of ancient civilizations, but many more of them wanted to
know whether I saw any signs of a cataclysmic collapse around the corner. 

“Sorry, no such luck,” I told them. “You have plenty of time to finish your classes and graduate.” 

Although the threat of collapse garners a lot of attention, it’s really just another opportunity to take a snapshot of
how the human organism is doing at this moment in time: Where do we think we are in terms of evolution? And
where do we stand in the historic pattern of decline? The beginning? The end? 

After each presentation I encourage the audience to answer these questions for themselves in a spontaneous, no-
holds-barred discussion. 

Most of my exchanges with students are friendly and relaxed. We poke fun at and bemoan the foibles of being
human, especially in a serious world bombarded by technology, information, and danger. We share an
understanding that we are biological creatures who get out of bed every day and try to do our very best. Some
days we do a great job, and on other days, not so much. But with less than a 2 percent difference in genome from
our nearest relative, the bonobo chimpanzee, we have to admit that we have a lot more ambition than we have the
biological apparatus to support. This fact alone seems to take a lot of pressure off of everyone in the room. 

On this particular day, following the lecture, a large fellow stood up in the back of the theater and shouted in an
exasperated voice, “Aren’t you going to tell us what to do?” and everyone broke out in laughter. 

Do? 

I thought I had already explained what we could do: Acknowledge the pattern of collapse, guard against
supermemes, buy time using venture capital models to mitigate, and embrace brain fitness to buttress our lagging
cognitive abilities. In tandem with these things, we can vigorously pursue insight—nature’s evolving antidote to the
cognitive threshold. Neuroscience holds the key to modern man’s survival. 

I thought the cure was clear. 

But once the laughter subsided, the student in the back of the theater persisted. What he really wanted were
practical measures he could act on when he walked out the door. “If the key is to have more insights,” he asked,
“don’t you need to tell us how to do that?” 

He had a point. What good was all the theoretical mumbo jumbo if it didn’t amount to something useful, something
actionable? 

Despite my reluctance to compile a “how-to” list for encouraging insight, I confess there are certain conditions that
neuroscientists agree facilitate cognition, and some of these conditions, it turns out, also favor insight. But that’s no
big stretch: When we increase our opportunities to forge free connections in the brain, it makes sense that we are
creating an environment conducive to better problem-solving. This doesn’t guarantee that we will have an insight,
but early evidence suggests we may better our odds. 

However, before I launched into a list, I offered the students one important reminder: Insight is a recent discovery. 

With little research on the subject, the data supporting the conditions favorable to insight are not only thin, they
haven’t been corroborated yet. Therefore, at the risk of contributing to more “counterfeit correlation,” I can only
offer what we believe today—subject, of course, to be proven or disproven by the facts of tomorrow. 
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Wise About Size 

The human race has had a long and romantic tradition of crediting great breakthroughs to the tribulations of single
individuals: Einstein, Archimedes, Benjamin Franklin, Van Gogh, da Vinci—the list is long. Interestingly, every story
about an epiphany is similar: An eclectic individual attempts to solve a complex problem that has stumped
humankind for centuries, when suddenly he stumbles on an “aha!” moment. At first his revelation is rebuked by
everyone, and then, over time, the inventor is redeemed and his ideas enthusiastically embraced by all. The town
throws a parade. The discoverer is praised for his unwavering persistence, lavished with acknowledgment and
riches, and then rides off into the sunset as the film fades to black. 

Nice story. 

But is it true? Are insights the unique providence of individual genius? 

Sometimes they are, but more often they are not. 

It turns out there’s a reason schoolchildren can name the inventor of the cotton gin and steam engine (even though
they have never seen one) but have no idea who invented the Internet, semiconductor, or cell phone despite using
these products every day. Today more and more innovations are the result of collaborative teams, not individuals. In
fact, so many people play a role in complex collaboration that we would be hard-pressed to decide which
individual’s contribution was the most valuable: Was the mathematician more important than the chemist or
physicist or engineer? It’s as difficult as deciding who is responsible for a successful movie: The director? Producer?
Screen-writer? The actors, the animators, or the editors? No wonder acceptance speeches for movie and science
awards sound an awful lot like roll calls as recipients thank dozens upon dozens of collaborators and invite ten
people to stand with them on the stage. They know that complex projects require collaboration—no single
mastermind can claim all the credit. 

That’s because the solutions to large, complex problems demand a convergence of many different areas of
expertise. No one person possesses enough talent in enough disciplines to tackle today’s systemic problems. One
person solve global warming? Not a chance. Terrorism? No way. Preventable childhood diseases? Not even Bill Gates
himself. It’s not a matter of resources; it’s a matter of difficulty. 

In fact, as complexity grows, the time required for a single individual to make a discovery is growing longer and
longer. 

In a disturbing article, science writer Robert Roy Britt reports that even the most dedicated and gifted among us are
getting bogged down: “A study of Nobel Prize winners in 2005 found that the accumulation of knowledge over time
has forced great minds to toil much longer before they can make breakthroughs. The age at which thinkers produce
significant innovations increased about six years during the 20th century.” 

While it’s true that a deluge of new information and technology has tacked years onto individual discovery, that
doesn’t necessarily mean major breakthroughs take longer to achieve. It may just mean that they take longer to
achieve when we work alone. 

Recent research reveals that the solutions to difficult problems are superior when people work in small groups
rather than working individually. In 2006, the American Psychological Association (APA) reported in the Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology that groups of three, four, and five people solve highly complex problems better
and faster than individuals. A study of 760 students at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign compared
groups of various sizes to determine how long it would take for each group to produce correct answers to a
problem. This and other subsequent studies revealed that groups of two or less do not appear to have enough
critical mass and groups over five often become too cumbersome to solve complex problems efficiently. 

According to writer Antony Jay in his book The Corporate Man, historically the ideal group size has been around ten
individuals. Jay makes the case that small groups are efficient because for millions of years humans successfully
worked together as hunters in groups of about ten persons. He further points to the success of the Roman and
British armies that organized into small units of approximately ten soldiers each. 

In 1998, Dr. J. Dan Rothwell, professor of communications at Cabrillo College, also demonstrated that the decisions
made by small groups were superior to those made by individuals. Rothwell discovered that the minimum group
size required to efficiently solve tough problems was three persons, but the maximum size was subject to the type
and difficulty of the task. 

Later, research by Drs. Tata and Anthony revealed that increasing group size produces more discussion and
exploration, but also has one limiting side effect: The more people added to a group, the more opposing opinions
and ideas were suppressed. When it comes to tolerating dissent, it turns out small groups are better than larger
ones. 
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The disadvantages of large groups were also confirmed a year later by Drs. Harris and Sherbloom when they
discovered that large groups often led to “social loafing” and “tagging along” by individuals who made no
contributions to group decision-making. 

So, what’s the optimal group size for solving complex problems? From all accounts it’s greater than three and less
than ten. 

It turns out that increasing our odds of innovative problem-solving might be as simple as working in smaller “neural
groups” of four to nine people. Imagine the impact on the quality of our decisions if juries were reduced to teams of
four to nine, or if corporate and nonprofit boards were also trimmed. How about the size of government
subcommittees, the number of students in a classroom, or the number of officials allowed at a table during peace
talks? 

But perhaps nowhere has group size played a greater role in determining success than in modern business. Group
size may provide the single most important clue as to why start-up companies out-innovate and out-maneuver
corporate giants in spite of the fact that these giants have significantly more resources at their disposal with which
to crush their puny rivals. 

Larger corporations, however, are encumbered by their own bureaucracies, protocols, politics, procedures,
personnel, silos, and marching orders, often making them as inept as a muscle man furiously swatting at a fly. By
contrast, nimbler start-ups engender greater creativity, faster development, and leaner and meaner operations
because people work every moment of every day in small groups. With shallow pockets, inferior equipment, and
fewer experts among them, small start-ups consistently achieve what no large conglomerate can, proving time and
time again that group size trumps resources. 

For this reason, large corporations have recently begun to view the acquisition of start-ups as an essential strategy
for staying ahead. Although large companies may not be able to successfully organize into smaller groups, they
have the wherewithal to purchase innovation from smaller companies, as demonstrated by medical giant Johnson &
Johnson. 

Between 1995 and 2004, Johnson & Johnson acquired 51 smaller companies. At the present time, J&J operates
more than 200 separate subsidiaries—not divisions or departments, but rather independently operated smaller
firms. Furthermore, their appetite for acquisitions continues to grow. Why? A quick look at J&J’s top-selling drugs
tells the story. Of the top six revenue-producing pharmaceuticals, only two were developed in-house by the
pharmaceutical giant. The remaining four were acquired from smaller firms. 

Dot-com legend Google is on the same path. Despite having a reputation for being one of the most innovative
companies in the world, between 2001 and 2009 Google acquired over fifty-three smaller companies (about seven a
year) to maintain their technological edge. Similar to J&J, the vast majority of Google’s revenues are the result of
meeting customer needs through acquisitions. Even an innovator like Google has been unable to leverage its vast
resources, personnel, technology, and partnerships to outperform its nimble competitors. 

If it’s been proven that groups between three and ten people innovate and navigate complexity better than larger
groups, what impact would working in “neural groups” of four to nine have on other types of organizations? How
would it affect future global summits, rescue teams, and major league sports? And how about classrooms? 

Interestingly, over twenty years ago the renowned Tennessee Student /Teacher Achievement Ratio (STAR) program
revealed that “smaller kindergarten classes of 13-17 students were approximately one month ahead of their
counterparts in classes of 22-25 at the end of one year, and by the second grade, those [students] in smaller
classes were about two months ahead.” 

Once again, smaller groups also appear better for learning. So why not try reducing class sizes from seventeen
students to four to nine children—the optimal size according to research. A case could easily be made that if we did
nothing but introduce brain fitness programs into the curriculum for a few minutes each day and reduced class
sizes, many of our problems in public education would subside. 

In the final analysis, when it comes to insightful problem-solving, we need only think like Goldilocks: Some groups
are “just too big,” and others are “just too small.” And as far as the human brain is concerned, groups of four to
nine turn out to be “just right.” 
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Cobblestones and Cognition 

Have you ever wondered why one of the most difficult things to teach a robot to do is to walk on two legs? 

It turns out there’s a reason. Apparently, the simple act of walking turns out not to be so simple after all. 

Professor Florentin Wörgötter of the University of Gottingen in Germany explains why teaching a robot to walk on
bumpy terrains like cobblestones is so challenging: “Releasing the spring-like movement at the right moment in
time—calculated in milliseconds—and to get the dampening right so that the robot does not fall forward and crash.
These parameters are very difficult to handle.” 

Wörgötter elaborates further on the challenge a simple change in surfaces presents: “When it comes to more
difficult things—such as a change of terrain—that’s when the brain steps in and says “now we are moving from the
ice to sand and I have to change something.” 

Whereas the human brain interprets surface changes and adjusts the body in rapid fire, it is extremely difficult for a
robot to make these same lightning-speed calculations without toppling over. That’s because walking upright on
irregular surfaces is a cognitively intense task. Our eyes have to visually assess the height and depth of the ground
before taking every step and then make lightning-speed adjustments such as lifting our foot to the right height,
shifting our weight forward, changing our center of gravity and gait, and determining the force required to launch
off of one foot and successfully land on the other. Every step requires a fast collection of data followed by fast
processing, rapid problem-solving, and quick-fire action, followed by another round of data collection, processing,
problem-solving, and adjustment, and so on. Incredibly, our brains do all of these calculations without ever once
stopping to consciously think about it. 

It’s a wonder we don’t require two full minutes between steps. 

From an evolutionary standpoint, walking on uneven surfaces activates a closed loop system in the human brain
that developed when we became bipedal, around five million years ago. With this evolutionary leap, our brains
began evolving at an unprecedented speed. So it follows that over millions of years, we’ve developed the apparatus
necessary to process the colossal amount of data required to make us highly skilled bipedal organisms. We have
been perfecting this talent for a long time and at a very high price. 

Even today, the benefits we receive from walking on an uneven terrain are astonishing: improvements in
equilibrium, spatial orientation, memory, focus, reaction time, and overall cognitive fitness. Real time sensory input
from our feet and eyes force the brain to make billions of calculations in milliseconds, and this turns out to be
similar to exercising every area of the brain all at once. 

So, one of the best workouts we can give our brains is walking rapidly on uneven surfaces. It’s the equivalent of
taking our brains to the gym to lift weights all day long. 

In a controversial study, Dr. Arthur Kramer, a professor at the University of Illinois at Urbana, studied the effects
walking had on the cognitive abilities of senior citizens. After six months of walking for short periods each day,
Kramer measured significant improvements in both memory and attention. Though uneven surfaces are more ideal
than even ones, there is now evidence that walking on any surface has cognitive benefits beyond just encouraging
blood flow to the body and brain. According to Dr. Michael Merzenich, the relationship between movement and
cognition cannot be separated because “movement is inextricably controlled on the basis of ‘feedback’ from our
bodies and brains.” This simply means that our brains turn into expeditious calculators as we quickly move over
uneven surfaces. 

The link between the locomotion of our bodies and how we perceive and process data is undeniable. Although this
connection may have been forged millions of years ago when man stood upright, the cognitive benefits of walking
are still as real today as they were for our earliest ancestors. Today, we know that walking not only leads to
wellness, but it offers a wellspring of wisdom as well. 
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The Power of New 

There is unanimous agreement among neuroscientists and psychologists that the human brain operates best when
it is regularly subjected to new challenges. We have recently discovered that the brain benefits from a broad variety
of problem-solving activities such as crossword puzzles and Sudoku. There also appear to be benefits when we mix
these activities up: doing crosswords puzzles for a while and then switching over to Sudoku, and later, back again.
The same goes for changing daily routines: trying a new route to work, a new sport, or a new hobby. Whenever we
concentrate on learning something—anything—new, the brain activates neurotransmitters. 

It doesn’t matter what the new activity is—whether we are learning to bake a pie from scratch or tackling calculus—
in each case the brain requires neurotransmitters to carry and store new information. This is because whenever we
learn something new we are burning new biological “circuits” in the brain that challenge the old circuits we have
relied on over and over and over again. Suddenly, we are creating more options and more pathways for the brain to
select from. 

Over time, searching for those new circuits becomes the new “normal”; the brain gets accustomed to creating new
circuits for its own benefit. Successful learning has a certain momentum associated with it: The more the brain
learns, the more it wants to learn. The desire to learn becomes habitual. 

In this respect, brain fitness has a lot in common with physical fitness. The more we exercise, the more morphine-
like chemicals are released in the brain. This positive feedback loop makes us want to exercise even more. 

But when we exercise the same muscles over and over again, the muscles we are ignoring eventually atrophy from
lack of use. That’s the reason experienced physical trainers regularly change up workout routines. They want to
give all the muscles in the body an opportunity to work so that our overall conditioning is better—not just a few
areas. 

The same goes for our brain. When we regularly mix up our workout by taking on new challenges, we benefit
different areas of our brain. Like overall physical fitness, the more areas we workout, the better the result. This is
one of the reasons that carefully designed brain fitness programs are so effective. 

Need some easy ways to mix it up? 

Mike Logan, an education counselor at Illinois State University, offers some easy suggestions: 

If you’re right-handed, use your left hand for daily activities (or vice versa). Start with brushing your
teeth left-handed, and practice until you have perfected it. Then try to build your way up to more
complex tasks, such as eating. Changing simple activities drives our brain to make positive changes.
Think of millions of neurons learning new tricks as you finally establish better control of that other hand! 

In terms of businesses, social organizations, and governments, again variety paves the way for insightful thinking. 

The best example of a government organization on the forefront of understanding the relationship between variety
and cognition comes from the last place anyone would suspect: the U.S. Post Office. 

The U.S. Post Office is a highly efficient organization that processes millions and millions of discrete items every day
for mere pennies. Each job is highly regimented and routine. Yet, surprisingly, turnover is low and error rates are
virtually nonexistent on a per transaction basis. 

The post office may not be a bastion for innovative thinking, but they are remarkably sensitive to the effects that
routine has on the human brain. Research shows that highly repetitive jobs such as sorting and delivering mail can
quickly result in boredom, errors, poor morale, and high turnover among employees. 

But over a decade ago the U.S. Post Office developed an innovative way to introduce variety in order to cut down
on the risks associated with routine. Because postal tasks don’t significantly vary from one location to the next, this
presented a unique opportunity: Employees could exchange jobs with postal workers living in other parts of the
country for short periods of time with virtually no disruption in productivity. 

In addition to avoiding all the pitfalls associated with boredom, the program provided a second benefit: a marketing
tool for recruitment. Job exchange quickly became one of the perks of working for the postal service: the prospect
of travel and variety without sacrificing job security. What’s more, according to the employees who took advantage
of the program, changing locations was a great deal of fun. Although the tasks they performed remained exactly the
same, they were introduced to new experiences in every area outside of their jobs: new co-workers, new
neighborhood, new grocery store, and so on. The exchange program was the perfect solution to a tiresome, highly
structured, and repetitious job, one that otherwise had all the makings of massive errors and unstoppable turnover. 

A few large corporations offer similar programs, but for the most part, as jobs become increasingly specialized,
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A few large corporations offer similar programs, but for the most part, as jobs become increasingly specialized,

many companies stubbornly cling to the notion that repetition leads to greater productivity. Given the evidence, it’s
unclear why this meme persists. If insightful thinking depends on making new connections in the brain, then
varying routine and minimizing uniformity not only keep employees engaged but also coax insightful thinking to the
forefront. 

As Mike Logan points out, the opportunity to integrate more variety and learning into our everyday life exists no
matter what kind of job we have. It may be as simple as using our left hand instead of our right one, using one new
vocabulary word throughout the day, working while standing at our desk, or doing a Sudoku puzzle at breakfast.
Variety stimulates new circuits, and new circuitry is what insights are all about. 
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Training, Braining, and Gaining 

Brain fitness may be a newly emerging field, but there is no longer debate about whether products designed by
neuroscientists such as Dr. Michael Merzenich provide a cognitive advantage. Today, these products are being
adopted by a new breed of brain fitness gyms around the world as well as a growing number of public and private
schools. 

In fact, the Japanese government is so convinced brain fitness is an essential weapon against growing complexity,
they are the first country to invest $350 million into new cognitive tools designed to arm the next generation.
Japanese leaders not only believe brain fitness will give their citizens a cognitive edge in the world economy, they
also see it as an essential safeguard against Alzheimer’s, dementia, and other cognitive diseases associated with
aging. 

The Japanese government gets it. 

Preparing the human mind for complex problem-solving offers the single greatest socioeconomic advantage possible
across all fields and all industries. In this respect, the Japanese government views improvements in cognition as a
long-term strategic advantage and health mandate. With so many studies showing a direct relationship between
twenty to sixty minutes of brain fitness a day and improvements in health, problem-solving, spatial orientation,
memory, reaction time, and sharper focus, giving the brain a daily workout is—in the words of a colleague—“a no-
brainer.” 
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Bring Back the Break 

A great deal of research has been conducted on the benefits of periodically stepping away from a problem in order
to look at it from a fresh perspective. One of the interesting aspects of insightful thinking is that people who have
experienced sudden breakthroughs all report feeling “stuck” just prior to their “aha!” moment. They bump up
against some cognitive barrier that prevents them from making the new connections needed to solve the problem.
But once they step away—relax and temporarily think about something else—bam! The answer strikes from out of
nowhere. 

Today, many studies show the important relationship between unstructured “play” and cognition among
schoolchildren. In a 1977 study, Saltz, Dixon, and Johnson demonstrated that playtime had a dramatic effect on
intelligence tests because it encouraged creativity, vocabulary use, and spontaneous problem-solving. More recent
research conducted by Dr. Anthony Pellegrini, psychology professor at the University of Minnesota, and Robyn
Holmes of Monmouth University reveals the positive effect recess has on learning: “Children are less attentive to
classroom tasks during longer, compared to shorter, seatwork periods.” 

Pellegrini and Holmes’s research reveals that children learn and perform better in school immediately following
recess. He also indicates that short periods of concentrated study work better than long periods without breaks. In
similar studies, Japan and Taiwan report that instruction is more successful when the learning periods are “relatively
short” and “intense” and “there are frequent breaks between these work periods.” In fact, in China it has become
standard practice to provide unstructured play in the school system every fifty minutes to facilitate concentration
and learning in the classroom. 

Moreover, the benefits of recess don’t just apply to children who are loading content and learning to solve problems.
Many studies confirm that the same benefits occur when frequent breaks are scheduled in the workplace, especially
when an employee’s work requires long periods of focused attention. 

So it comes as no surprise that there appears to be a relationship between taking breaks, relaxation, and insightful
thinking. 

It turns out there’s a reason we have some of our best ideas when we wake up in the morning or when we are
taking a shower, driving, or just sitting quietly. Often, when we return from a short vacation, problems that once
seemed intractable suddenly become solvable. How many times have we felt stuck, then stood up, stretched our
legs, and walked away only to come sit back down and discover what we were doing wrong? 

Stories such as the spilled can of paint that led to Jackson Pollock’s landmark innovation in American abstract art or
Nobel physicist Richard Feynman’s habit of madly scribbling notes on cocktail napkins while sitting in topless bars all
have one thing in common. In each instance, the insightful breakthrough occurred while the person was relaxing
and allowing his mind to wander, providing it freedom to make new connections and uncover hidden solutions. 

We have discovered that the human brain is much more likely to have a breakthrough when it is producing alpha
waves—the kind of waves that occur when we are meditating. “The relaxation phase is crucial,” says cognitive
neuroscientist from Northwestern University Dr. Mark Jung-Beeman, noting that some of our best thinking is done
while we’re half asleep. 

According to Dr. Joydeep Bhattacharya, psychologist at Gold-smiths University of London, one of the predictors of
insightful thinking is the appearance of alpha waves in the right hemisphere of the brain. These alpha waves allow
the human brain to respond to new ideas and information by encouraging the mind to “wander.” Thanks to
sophisticated measurement devices, Dr. Bhattacharya is now able to predict when insightful thinking will take place,
having found that participants solved insight puzzles “several (up to 8) seconds before the behavorial response.” 

Insight requires the mind to be in a relaxed state and in a good mood. Dr. Karuna Subramaniam of the University of
California at San Francisco, along with Kounios, Parrish, and Jung-Beeman, discovered the following: “Participants
higher in positive mood solved more problems, and specifically more with insight, compared with participants lower
in positive mood. . . . Positive mood alters preparatory activity in the ACC [anterior cingulate cortex], biasing
participants to engage in processing conducive to insight solving.” 

What are of these scientists trying to tell us? We often become our own worst enemy when it comes to deploying
insightful thinking. 

It’s a lot like trying to fall asleep when we know we have a big presentation the next morning. As more time passes
and we have less and less time for sleep, the more anxious we become as we try to force ourselves to relax and
sleep. This same sort of conundrum applies to insight. Trying to force ourselves to have an insight doesn’t work. In
fact, the more we try, the further from a relaxed state we get and the less likely insight is to appear. 

Pressure, stress, judgment, negative attitudes, and bad moods all inhibit insightful problem-solving. Because these
orientations are within our control, we can increase our capacity to manage complexity by simply relaxing the mind
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orientations are within our control, we can increase our capacity to manage complexity by simply relaxing the mind

and creating a positive, upbeat mood so insights can be coaxed out of hiding. This may mean taking on complex
issues just after resting, yoga, meditation, or a short walk outside. It may mean listening to music, taking a warm
bath, or just sitting quietly. Anything we can do to “unwind” and allow the mind to relax is good for insight. 
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Damaging Distractions 

Research has demonstrated that the brain “prepares” itself milliseconds before it uses insight to solve a problem.
This preparation includes a deliberate effort by the brain to shut out both internal and external distractions so that it
can wander in a highly focused way and thereby make meaningful new associations. As opposed to creative thought
that may or may not be productive, insight is an accurate method of solving complex problems. As a result, during
insight the brain wants to do two seemingly contradictory things: freely search for new connections while also
ruthlessly eliminating options that don’t work. 

In addition to relaxing, insight is facilitated when extraneous thoughts about prior and future events are eliminated,
creating what Dr. John Kounios, professor at Drexel University, calls a “clean slate.” In his 2006 paper, “The Prepared
Mind,” Kounios wrote the “ACC [anterior cingulate cortex] may be involved in suppressing irrelevant thoughts, such
as daydreams or thoughts related to the preceding trial, thus allowing solvers to attack the next problem with a
‘clean slate.’ This explanation assumes that insight processing is more susceptible to internal interference than is
noninsight processing, thereby necessitating greater suppression of extraneous thoughts.” 

To this end, meditation and other activities that help to bring the mind into the “present” increase opportunities for
insightful problem-solving. 

On the one hand, a person might argue that Wag Dodge and John Saar were both contending with a huge
distraction when they had their insights. In both cases a blazing inferno was quickly approaching. On the other
hand, the impending disaster may have forced both men to focus on their problem to the exclusion of all other
thoughts. It’s safe to say that when our life is in peril, other concerns fall by the wayside, allowing for extreme
concentration. 

The role danger plays in compelling insight is unknown, but based on what neuroscientists have been able to
observe in the laboratory, insight follows a period of extreme focus and concentration. So whether or not we face
danger or carve out quiet, undistracted time to think, clearing the deck appears to be a prerequisite to insight. 
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Collaborating with Complexity 

One of the surefire ways to slow down complexity is to stop buying and doing more. When we willingly choose to
keep adding new things to our lives—more goals, activities, needs, wishes, products, and so on—we become
unconscious accomplices of complexity. 

For example, when we purchase a second vacation home, it rarely occurs to us that we are also doubling the
number of toilets that can leak, yards that have to be watered, bills that have to be paid. When we buy a second
car, it’s the same thing: twice the oil changes, tire replacements, insurance payments, and so on. How about that
ministorage where we are saving all those things we might need someday? Or those overstuffed cabinets in our
garage, our children’s closets, and even our desk drawers? Now consider the number of afterschool activities our
children attend and the amount of homework they are required to do every day. Add in two jobs to keep up with
the bills while also trying to set money aside for college and retirement and a family vacation. Our lives have
become so busy, so congested, so complicated, that it’s no wonder we have no time to think. 

Time to slow the train down. 

Just because we have an ever-growing selection of products and technologies, opportunities, and offers available to
us doesn’t mean we have to rush into them. In fact, an argument can be made that too much contributes just as
quickly to gridlock as not enough. 

In an environment where there are too many choices, too many decisions, too much information, and too many
demands on our cognition, it pays to be judicious about the complexity we voluntarily sign up for. When we make
the decision to streamline our lives, we also create time and room to think with focus and intent. In a complex
world, time to stand back and look at the big picture, time to consider our options more carefully, time to make
more deliberate decisions, and time to breathe are necessities for survival. 
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Eating, Sleeping, and Exercising 

Over time we’ve learned that diet, rest, and exercise play a crucial role in almost all areas of life, so it’s not
surprising that we have discovered these habits have an impact on improving insight. 

Let’s begin with diet. 

Are some foods better for the brain than others? 

Recent research seems to be headed in that direction. Our diet acts just like the quality of gas we put into our car.
Cheap fuel can gunk up the works when it comes to blood flow, slowing down the quantity of blood to the brain.
What’s more, the performance of the neurotransmitters in the brain depends on what we eat because
neurotransmitters are made from amino acids, and amino acids come from the protein in our diet (meat, fish, and
cheese). 

So, the first priority for getting the highest brain performance is to consume sufficient amounts of protein each day.
Insights are cognitively taxing to the human brain, so it makes sense that fueling our neurotransmitters with high-
octane fuel—protein—is essential for high-powered thinking. 

Next come antioxidants from foods like blueberries, Matcha green tea, and walnuts, which stave off cognitive cell
damage. We need healthy cells in order to burn new circuitry, and as we established earlier, the more circuits we
burn, the more fodder we have for insightful problem-solving. 

In addition, high-quality dark chocolate is known to activate the production of dopamine, which has a direct impact
on both memory and learning, and so this may also give the brain the boost it needs to encourage insight. 

Finally, Omega-3 fatty acids from fish (coldwater fish like wild salmon) have been proven to suppress brain cell
inflammation. The human brain is more than 60 percent fat, so an insufficiency of Omega-3 fats leads to
depression, poor memory, and learning disabilities—all known obstacles to insight. 

Many new books now suggest that certain foods are better for brain health than others. And every year scientists
and nutritionists learn more about the ideal mix of fuels required for thinking. But so far the fundamentals appear
remarkably consistent no matter which expert you believe: Keep our protein, antioxidants, and Omega-3 acids high;
treat ourselves to high-quality chocolate every once in a while; remember to take a multivitamin (loaded with B-
complex and potassium) every day; and drink sufficient amounts of water. 

How about exercise? 

Again, the impact of physical health plays a large role in the brain’s readiness to take on complex problems.
Children who spend all day sitting in front of a computer, television, or video game aren’t getting anywhere near the
cognitive workout that walking on uneven surfaces, playing outdoors, and interacting with other children provide.
Research shows that being sedentary and repeating a narrow range of tasks over and over again mean depending
on the same circuits in the brain instead of creating new ones. So in addition to these activities lowering the blood
supply to the brain, children become less familiar with burning new circuits and thinking in innovative ways. 

Foods Associated with Higher Brain Functioning 

Blueberries, Cranberries, Raspberries, Strawberries, and Blackberries 

Avocados, Carrots, Tomatoes, and Eggplant 

Spinach, Kale, Romaine Lettuce, Brussels Sprout, and Broccoli 

Wild Salmon, Sardines, and Herring 

Sunflower Seeds, Sesame Seeds, Flax Seeds, and Pumpkin Seeds 

Walnuts, Hazelnuts, Brazil Nuts, Filberts, Almonds, Cashews, and Peanuts 

Oatmeal 

Brown Rice 

Whole Grain Breads 

Popcorn 

Barley 
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Black Beans, Lima Beans, Pinto Beans, Kidney Beans, Garbanzo Beans, Great Northern Beans, Navy
Beans, Peas, and Lentils 

Cantaloupe, Mangos, Apricots, Papaya, Oranges, Prunes, Red Grapes, and Cherries 

Freshly Brewed Green Tea 

Dark Chocolate 

Water (eight glasses per day) 

Sage 

Eggs 

Curry Spice 

Dr. Michael Merzenich describes the harm that the absence of variety causes the human brain this way: “The
computer-game freak or couch potato is in a comparative motor learning and complex thinking rut when it comes to
the elaboration of response to information the brain is seeing.” 

The first and obvious reason exercise has an impact on insight is that it increases blood flow to the brain. Research
indicates regular exercise facilitates generating new brain cells and has positive influences on areas responsible for
learning and memory (hippocampus). 

In short, when we improve blood flow through exercise, we are also improving idea flow. Blood flow is so crucial to
the functioning of the human brain that scientists are on the cusp of discovering that increasing blood flow may
reverse the effects of aging in both the body and the mind. According to Dr. Michael Merzenich, in a preliminary
study at the University of California at San Francisco, there is promising evidence that older rats that have lost their
physical agility to climb ropes and are suffering the early onset of various cognitive diseases have reversed both
conditions when blood flow increased to their brains. Suddenly, they were able to move like much younger rats, and
problems associated with early dementia, in some cases, reversed themselves. 

But cognitive fitness requires new learning to take place, so physical exercise that incorporates new sensory
experiences is the best way to give both our bodies and brain a workout. That means running around the
neighborhood or mountain biking down a bumpy trail offers more cognitive benefits than simply walking on a
treadmill day after day. It also means that the corporate gym doesn’t cut it anymore. Going outside and walking or
playing a quick round of badminton or basketball is cognitively more challenging and bound to get new
neurotransmitters activated in a way that sets the stage for insightful thinking. 

Finally, we come to a topic everyone is talking about these days: sleep. 

In a 2002 study it was reported that 75 percent of Americans have trouble sleeping several nights a week, and 37
percent admit this interferes in their daily lives. This may account for the number of sleep disturbance clinics that
have exploded throughout the United States in just a single decade. 

Sleep deprivation has a profound effect on the frontal lobe, the area responsible for complex problem-solving and
insight. Without rest, the brain has no time to consolidate information, so learning becomes extremely difficult. This
is just another way of saying what we already know: When we don’t get enough sleep it becomes impossible to
concentrate. Our problem-solving abilities greatly diminish. 

In summary, adequate rest (six to eight hours each night), plenty of brain food, and physical exercise have all been
shown to improve complex cognitive processing. So, if we want to improve our odds for insightful thinking, we need
to give our brains all the fuel, rest, and exercise they require. 
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Swimming in a Clear Pond 

The impact of altered brain chemistry on insight has not been adequately studied in order to form any reasonable
conclusions. So, here I can only err on the side of caution. 

It is widely known that antidepressants are now the most prescribed medication in the United States. According to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, approximately 118 million prescriptions for antidepressants were
issued in the United States in 2005. Between 1995 and 2002, it is estimated that the use of antidepressants
skyrocketed by 48 percent. 

Regrettably, this trend is similar among most industrialized nations. Mood-altering drugs have become a quietly
sanctioned international epidemic. 

But pharmaceuticals are just one form of medication, and they aren’t the only culprits responsible for altering the
chemistry in the brain. We medicate with junk food, alcohol, exercise, marijuana, television, and, sometimes, even
work. All of these forms of medication have an impact on brain chemistry. Eat a doughnut, and the brain gets high
on sugar and fat. Have a beer, and it responds to the alcohol. Stand next to someone smoking, and the brain gets a
hit off of secondhand nicotine. 

It’s easy to prove what alcohol or tobacco does to brain chemistry, but it’s much harder to prove how long periods
of television-viewing or too many hours at work affect our problem-solving abilities. The effect is more nebulous.
But regardless of how we choose to medicate, one thing is certain: We are relying on an artificial means to alter our
mood and orientation to our environment. 

To this end, it’s important to better understand how antidepressants and other popular forms of medication are
affecting the evolution of the human brain. For example, in the last decade depression has been linked to a
chemical imbalance in the brain. When we feel depressed or anxious, chemicals called dopamine, seratonin, and
nor-epinephrine, which act as neurotransmitters in the brain, are no longer in balance. Antidepressants are
designed to restore the chemical balance so that our moods improve. 

Because there is growing evidence that being in a positive mood increases the probability of insightful thinking, we
might expect a new generation of happy pills to produce more breakthrough “aha!” moments. But oddly enough,
the increase in chemical neurotransmitters caused by antidepressants appears to have almost no effect on
increasing frontal lobe effectiveness. This means that chemicals designed to make us feel happier and more relaxed
do not appear to be doing anything to improve our ability to solve complex problems or stimulate insights. 

So if antidepressants aren’t facilitating insights, this leaves only two possibilities: Changing our brain chemistry
inhibits the evolution of insight, or it has no effect at all. 

Until we have clinical evidence either way, my suggestion is to try, whenever possible, to resist the temptation to
artificially modify the chemistry of the brain—no matter whether it’s alcohol, marijuana, antidepressants, or even
aspirin. Until the impact of medications on the development of complex thinking is fully understood, why not take a
“better safe than sorry” approach? 

That said, what are the natural alternatives to medicating with cocktails, cigarettes, work, and prescription drugs? 

When it comes to depression, there is growing evidence that many mild, seasonal, or episodic cases can be
successfully managed by taking a few simple steps. For example, exercise is known to produce endorphins in the
brain. Clinical studies indicate that a large percentage of people diagnosed as depressed feel happier and more
motivated once they begin to exercise regularly. The same kinds of results have been reported when a person’s
social interactions increase and also after a person begins talk therapy. 

Although there is no way to know how many people diagnosed as clinically depressed can be effectively cured
without taking prescriptive drugs, it’s difficult to believe that one quarter of the population in the United States
requires a prescription to alter the chemistry of their brains. For many people, Mother Nature offers an equally
powerful, lasting remedy. When we respect the brain’s ability to make chemical adjustments of its own, we are
allowing it to continue to evolve without interference—good, bad, or indifferent. 
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Imagine 

Just for a moment, imagine a world where government leaders pared their cabinets down to a small group of four
to nine people; where farmers were subsidized to grow “brain foods” so that they cost nothing to eat and junk
foods became really expensive; where corporations outlawed “overtime” and paid employees to sleep seven hours
every night. Imagine insurance companies paying clients to exercise, take an art class, or go back to school instead
of paying for medications designed to manage blood pressure, depression, anxiety, diabetes. Imagine a world where
every company had an old-fashioned “recess bell” signaling its employees to stop work, step away from their desks,
and relax; where every day wasn’t jam-packed with activities and every drawer and closet we owned wasn’t stuffed
to the brim; where walking on the dirt was preferable to driving a car and playing a brain fitness game once a day
was all we needed to do to fend off dementia and a battery of other cognitive illnesses. 

Today’s neuroscientists are learning that such a world makes much more sense than the one we are living in. They
have known for some time now that the key to the survival of the species is locked deep inside the human brain:
What is good for cognition is not only good for the perpetuation of the species but also for other life-forms and the
planet. The more we do to conquer the cognitive threshold, the more likely we are to successfully meet the complex
challenges that lie ahead. 

Cognition, Species, Planet. They are inextricably linked. 

In ancient civilizations, the terms of their existence were dictated by the slow, deliberate hand of evolution. No
matter how quickly they progressed, the evolution of their brains eventually fell behind. It was just a matter of time
before the discrepancy caught up with them. However, today modern man has the ability to look inside the brain
and finally understand how it works—we stand at the edge of making the most important discovery since humans
became mammals, forged social groups, and discovered two-legged locomotion: insight-on-demand. 

As we learn more about the power of this rare and gifted cognitive ability, we are learning that the gap between the
uneven rate at which the human brain can evolve and the rapid pace at which we generate and discover complexity
can be bridged. By coaxing insight out of the shadows to claim its rightful place in human history, modern man can
surmount a cognitive limitation that has trapped humans in a repetitive pattern of ascension and collapse for
millions of years. We can take the next step. 
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13 

On the Threshold 

So, if I understand you right, you’re saying that if we parachuted a Neanderthal into Times Square today, he
wouldn’t do well.” 

“That’s right.” 

“Likewise, if you put us in a time machine and sent us five million years into the future, our brains wouldn’t stand a
chance either.” 

“Probably not.” 

“All you’re saying is that evolution is really, really slow, so eventually our brains fall behind.” 

“Yes.” 

“Kind of like Lucy trying to take the chocolates off the conveyor belt and get them into a box. The conveyor belt
starts speeding up and suddenly she can’t grab the chocolates fast enough.” 

“Well, sort of ...” 

“So things start unraveling quickly unless we figure out a way to slow down the conveyor belt, or grab the candy
faster.” 

“Ideally we’d do both. Some of the chocolates are starting to fall on the floor.” 

ON THE MORNING OF August 29, 2004, I had an important insight. 

I was on my way to the birth of my nephew, Ben, when I began thinking about what we really understand about life
—not what we believe, what we have proven. 

The first thing that came to mind was evolution. 

For over a century now, scientists around the world have been unearthing physical evidence buried far beneath the
planet’s crust and deep in the molecular biology of DNA that proves that the principles of evolution govern all life,
both large and small. We now know with absolute certainty that every organism, from ants to elephants, marches
to the laws of Natural Selection. 

Given this, it seems curious that whenever we speak about evolution, we speak about it in the past tense. We treat
evolution as if it were something that happened to our prehistoric ancestors. Yet, the fact is that we are all evolving
right now—right this minute—right as I write these words. 

Why do we have such a difficult time integrating evolution into the present? When did talking about where we stand
in the continuum of biological change become a controversial topic? How did a fundamental tenet in science
become synonymous with godlessness? Determinism? Liberalism? 

Ever since the publication of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, we have had an ambivalent relationship
with evolution. The vast majority of us are willing to acknowledge its importance in the past, but we don’t seem to
think it is relevant to our problems today. It seems strange that we don’t see any connection between the single
most important principle governing all life on earth and the massively complex problems that have stalked us for
multiple generations such as global warming, terrorism, poverty, pandemic viruses, nuclear threat, a global financial
crisis, and declining public education. 

Why is that? 

Is it possible we have marginalized evolution because once we acknowledge the fact that we are still evolving, then
we also have to accept the fact that there’s no way for humans to progress faster than evolution will permit? That
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we also have to accept the fact that there’s no way for humans to progress faster than evolution will permit? That

would mean that human beings have biological constraints that limit the kinds of problems we can solve. 

Biological constraints? 

Nobody wants to hear that. 

Even so, that doesn’t change the facts. At some point, the complexity and magnitude of the problems a civilization
must solve simply exceed our biological capabilities. The point at which complexity and evolution collide is the
cognitive threshold, and it has been the trigger for the demise of every advanced civilization since the beginning of
humankind. 

This is a daunting realization. 

But I admit that while coming to the realization, I never once thought of Lucy on the assembly line. 

Yet, it’s the perfect metaphor. 

When we can’t develop new cognitive capabilities fast enough, any number of irrational behaviors are bound to
materialize. 

First, we start stuffing chocolates in our mouth and shirt, trying to hide the problem. But the conveyor belt keeps
speeding up, and the candy just keeps coming. 

Then, when we can’t eat or hide the chocolates anymore, we freeze. We become gridlocked, as chocolates start
falling faster and faster to the ground. 

Eventually, we are forced to stop the conveyor belt and shut the factory down. With any luck, a little later we
reorganize, open under new management, and start over again. Then things go fine again—for a while. But the
conveyor belt starts picking up speed again and . . . 

Nature has provided an elegant solution to our conundrum: an astonishing problem-solving capability buried deep in
the human brain called insight. The recent discovery of insight is no less remarkable than suddenly realizing that all
we have to do is hold the box at the end of the conveyor belt and let the chocolates drop in, one by one. 

So no matter how fast the belt gets going, keeping up is easy. 

Today, for the first time in history neuroscientists have the ability to look inside the human brain and witness
insight’s true talents. They acknowledge that insight is spontaneous and rare, but it is also the only known cognitive
antidote to complexity. 

But in addition to discovering insight, we are also the first civilization to have the knowledge, technology, and
resources to stop the pattern. No other civilization before us had such command over its environment and so many
tools at its disposal to alter the course of human ascension and collapse. And, therefore, no other civilization has
had so much cause for optimism. 

Here, visionary Paul Hawken gets the final word: 

“The poet Adrienne Rich wrote, ‘So much has been destroyed I have cast my lot with those who, age after age,
perversely, with no extraordinary power, reconstitute the world.’ There could be no better description. Humanity is
coalescing. It is reconstituting the world, and the action is taking place in schoolrooms, farms, jungles, villages,
campuses, companies, refugee camps, deserts, fisheries, and slums.” 

Armed with our new understanding of collapse, will modern civilization allow evolution to take its rightful place in
the twenty-first century? Will we restore the balance of knowledge and beliefs and allow uncommon insights to cure
what ails humanity? Will we answer the clarion call of the Watchman’s Rattle in the dead of night? 
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